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Summary of Principal Points in J Int Statement

1. Advanced-study and research Inatitutions are an Integral
part of America's system at higher education, and they
are similar in many respects to colleges and universities.
The differences, which are dictated primarily by the
requirements of advanced study, do not justify any
different treatment of these Institutions for Federal
tax purposes.

2. These Institutions have never been regarded an "foundations"
at all, and they have never engaged In the abuses at which
the Bill is primarily directed. The Bill, however, in its
broad definition of "private foundation" fails to recognize
the basic differences between these Institutions and other
organization covered by Code section 501(c)(3). Hence the
Dill should be amended to make clear that these Institutions
are outside the definition of private foundation.

3. Unless the definition of' private foundation Is clarifed,
these Institutions may be subject to financial burdens and
operatinS restrictions that will severely reduce their
resources and hamper their active conduct of scientific
and educational activities.

J4. The proposed tax should be eliminated or reduced and
changed to a supervisory fee.

5.To ensure that these Institutions will receive the outside
support they will need to continue their activities, the
Bil should be amended to make clear that they are eligible
to receive qualifying distributions from private foundations.

6. To ensure that these Institutions,, which are "operating" In
every sense of the word will quality as "operating founda-
tions" under section 49142 (J)(3, that term should be defined
by reference to an organization'# activities or use of funds
rather than by reference to the composition of Its assets
or support.

7. The "expenditure responsibility" rules in the Dill should
be relaxed to preserve these Institutions' Independence.

8. The Bill's rules pertaining to activities that "Influence
legislation" should be clarified.

9. The Bill's rules against furnishing "facilities" to
foundation managers should be clarified.
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1. Advanced-study institutions In the

American system of Miaher educatcoa.

This statement explains the position of centers of advanced,

study and research, and other academic Institutions sot organizationally

cocwted with universities end colleges, In relation to the legislation

before the Comittee. It was prepared by Mr. Kermit Gordon, President of

The Brookings Institution of Washington, D.C.; Dr. Caryl P. Haskins$

President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington; Dr. Carl Kaysen,

Director of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey;

sad Dr. 0. Meredith Wilson, Director of the Center for Advanced Study in

the Behavioral Sciences at Palo Alto, California; with the assistance of

counsel. The document sets forth a position not only for these four In-

stitutions but for a number of others which are liqted in the first

appendix of this statement. In addition to these institutions on whose

behalf this document is filed, there are still others with a similar range

of functions which are similarly situated in respect to the legislation

before the Committee. All these Institutions are an integral part of the

American system of higher education. The language of the House Bill before

the Comittee would give the status of educational Institutions only to

those organizations meting the criteria set forth In Section 201(a)(l)(3)(ii).

These criteria would appear to exclude soe of the organizations represented

and leave others in serious doubt as to their status. This definition does

not correspond to the facts of the system of higher education of which our

Institutions form a part, and accordingly the definition should he so

changed as to reflect these facts.

The document has four parts: first, an Introduction on the nature

of the American system of higher education, th' a description of the role

of advanced training and research organizations In the system, followed by

-1I-



an explanation of the difficulties created for such Institutions by the

proposed legislation, and finally, recoenaotions as to how the 1q16s.

lotion could be changed so as to avoid these problem without either

raisin$ a host of new ones or altering the broader policy of the law.

The system of highr education in the United States Is marked

by a high degree of pluralism and extraordinary diversity. What are usu-

ally classified as Institutions of higher education are the 2500 separately

organized non-profit degree-granting institutions which provide post high

school education other then specialized vocational training. These range

In ese and character from smell private junior colleges to great state

universities. They Include private as well as public Institutions, and

anong the former church-related as wall as secular ones. *Host of the in-

stitutiona enroll P. smell number of students, but the 350 largest ones

account for nearly two-thirds of all the enrollsnt. The system as a whole

perform at least six distinct functions. The first group of four functions

of the system comrises the provision of education and training, of several

types: (a) general or liberal education; (b) preprofessional training;

(c) professional educationl (d) postgraduate training for science and

scholarship. The fifth function Includes the conduct of scientific and

scholarly research; the sixth, which is sometims described as public ser-

vice as distinct from education and research, Includes the transmission

of specialised knowledge to the on-academic public, and Its direct appli-

cation to a wide variety of public problem. Frequently this process Of

application Is organized through contract relations between agencies of

goverisnt and private business firm and educational Institutions or

their subdivisions. gomstims It is done as a regular activity of special

-2-
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divisions of educate el Institutions organized for that purpose. The

smaller Institutions tn this diverse system typically specialize in one

or another function, and the mst na rous smaller institutions are the

two- and four-year colleges providing liberal and etrel education. At

the other nd of the scale the great universities, public and privately

usually cover the whole spectrum of activities described above.

Scientific and scholarly research and postgraduate education

are Intimately related. It is impossible to carry on the effective

training of scientists and scholars at the higher levels except i In-

stitutions which are actively carrying on research and scholarship,

since an Indispensable element of such training i apprenticeship tin

the actual tasks of research and scholarship. It Is frequently, although

not always, the case that those institutions which are engaged in research

are also Involved in the transmission of specialized knowledge to the

general public, and Its application to specific problems

Most of the research and a high proportion of the advanced

trainip Is concentrated in a relatively small nber of univrsitis

Fever then 50 account for =ro than two-thirds of all doctoral degrees

and perhaps two to three dozen would be considered as the mest Important

centers of both excellent training and first rate research In mt fields.

In these Institutions the distinction between research and education ti

very difficult to draw, and the two activities are Intermingled.

Traditionally, the criterion of the granting of degrees has

been taken as the mark that distinguiehes an educational from a purely

research institution. Given the intermingling of research and higher

educational functions, this distinction becomes artificial, since candidates

--
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for the Doctor of philosophyy degree and other higher degrees are typically

engaged io research program as part of their training. In the lost

several decades more and more bolder# of the highest degree continue their

education and training in postdoctoral program. This practice began it

mathematics and the natural sciences; it is now increasingly frequent in

the social sciences and humanities. These postdoctoral programs reduce

further the meaning of the distinction between education and research.

The Institutions here represented perform these research and

higher training functions or assist In their performance In a variety of

ways. Typically, they cover only a part of the range of scientific and

scholarly activities which are also to be found in the universities. They

are special purpose enterprises which have gro up to met particular

nsae in this diverse system. That hse institutios are orgaistionally

separate from universities, and the specific rane of functions which they

perform, are both products of their history and circumstances.

Our educational system, is in a snoe like our economic system,

one of free enterprise, and there is no mostr plan which allocates roles

and functions. At the time each of these enterprises originated, the par-

ticular function which it performed wee not being well performed elsewhere

n the system; frequently the wned for It wae hardly recognized, and the

new institution succeeded by demonstrating that it could serve a new and

necessary purpose. It Is more an accident of terminology than an essential

feature of the processes of higher oducatim and research that we associate

the same functions with higher education when they are performed within the

orgeainsational boundaries of a large diversified multipurpose institution

such as the great university, and think of them as serving a different

-4-
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purpose when they are performed by Independent Inst:itutiona * A more

appropriate View would see all these function and all the Inetitutionse

ehIch perform them as parts of our @yet" of higher education.

It night be said that the institutions of the kind under dis-

cussion are so emall a part of the system as to warrant no special cocersn.

Aside from the element of Inaquity that such a view would involves it fails

to take account of the tremendous leverage which the higher levels of ad-

vanced training and research he ons the character of the system as a whole.

it is the training end research program of a relatively smien mber of

Institutions T-pSat whih these here represented are promient--that hea

played a major part in both the chase io the quality and international

standing of American science and learning i the last generations and the

squally rinrkable internal chage it the character of American higher edu-

cation in the e period. before wnd at I we ware for the most part

still under the intellectual tutelage of the universities of rits and

continental auro" n major fields of science an learning. In moat fields

first-rate grafuate training and research of international quality were to

be found in only a handful of institutions, hardly even a doses at most.

Now the United states is a world leader In many fields of science and

scholarship, and the Inferior of no nation in any. The nalerr of univer-

sities with excellent program of graduate training ad significant program

of research has grown rapidly, and such institutions are to be found in

every region of the country. In this great process of chanmp the contri-

bution of every first-rate Inatitution has been significant. And no

Committee of the Congress needs to be instructed today on the significance

of research and advanced training to the nation.

-5 -
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The institutions here represented all began as pioneer$ embodying

the vision of Game man or group of men. acquired a staff and OraniaatIOD

relevant to their purposes and created an intellectual tradition. An in-

tellectual tradition, intangible as it is, is an important part of what

makas for the succeas of any research or scholarly enterprise. It cannot

be eaily duplicated or transferred to another organisation, and the cost

of destroying or damaging the enterprises which embody it are grost, even

though th they y not be readily viilie. gcelence Is vital to the enter-

prise of research and scholarship. It still com in omall and few enough

packages t o that the country cannot afford to lose any one.

8
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It. Description of advanced-training
sag research iflstItutofp,

This portion of our statement is presented ty

0. Meredith Moi~on, the full-tme Director of' the Centor for

Advanced Study In the baehvioral Sciences, Inc.

The Center to an educational Institution located In.

Stanford, California, on land leased f'romn Stanf'ord University.

It has now been operating for about fif*teen y%:ers. It is

widely recognied as a leader In the Important ares of post-

doctoral education.

What I plan to say this morning Is not, however.

merely to represent the views of the Center. I feel trtst I a-%

speaking generally on behalf of the American system of nlgther

education at the advanced levels, end on behalf of the Amrlcan.

system of scholarship, research and learning at the advanced

levels. Fost-doctoral education and scholarsnIp must be

encouraged, supported and improved. Our educational structure

must be sound end healthy at the top--just as It must also to

sound end iwalthy at th* bottom.

Th eadvanced-study institutions are involved in a

variety of ways In scientific and scholarly research. sovanoced

training, and the dIsminstion of the results of research to

the academic and general public. None of them is engaged in

partisan political scti~tity. They have come Into existence

to meet a variety of needs which ore Important In the world

9
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or education and research and which are not easily met by

university organizations within the traditional framework.

Although these enterprises are independents not-for-profit

corporations, their activities are closely Interconnected with

the activities of the universities and colleges of the United

States. Both sets of institutions have worked together in

a way which provides an errective division of labor among them.

Your Committee, I am sure, has an understanding or

the vital role the tax laws play In stimulating the successful

efforts in the field of education and scholarship which are

so essential to our progress and our national welfare.

Fortunately for the country, we have a long tradition that

our laws shall be hospitable--not hostile--to true educational

institutions and institutions engaged In scholarly pursuits.

It is of the utmost importance that this tradition be main-

tained, whatever reforms may now be desirable in particular

provisions of the tax laws.

The activities of organizations such as the Center,

and The Institute for Advanced Study and The Brookings

Institution, and Carnegie Institution of Washington, are

illustrative of some of the finest achievements of advanced

education and advanced scholarship.

The Institute for Advnced Study, for example, is

probably familiar to you as Einrtein's professional home In

America, and as the place where Von Neumann did his greattO loete vaiet orIlia| vtchere apotan In he orl

10
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work on the electronic computer. The Carnegie Institution of

Washington has produced a number of research results of great

practical importance to the nation. These include the origina-

tion of hybrid corn (which has recently become so critical a

factor In the lives of people in the underdeveloped nations)

first developed in 1911 at Carnegie Institution's Department

of Oenetics; discoveries such as silicates for new forms of

optic glass, refractories and high-strength cements; early

work on radar and Initiation of the proximity fuse; and the

exciting astronomical discoveries that have come from the

Mount Wilson and Palomar observatories, which are supported

and managed by Carnegie Institution Jointly with the California

Institute of Technology.

The Brookings Institution is so well known to you

who serve In Washington for its many scholarly contributions

to the science of government, economics and public affairs

that it is not necessary to take your limited time this

morning to dwell on the details. At our Center, each year

we have in attendance, on a one-year basl, a group of

about fifty eminent post-doctoral scholars in the behavioral

sciences who have been carefully selected and invited to come

as fellows. I have set forth some of the tangible results of

our program in the separate written statement submitted to

you on the Center's behalf. I refer you to that written

statement rather than repeat the specifics here.

11
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These four organizations together -- and indeed

others in the country which are somewhat like them -- cover

a wide range in advanced education and advanced research.

They operate in the natural sciences, in the social sciences,

in the humanities. They are a distinct part of the system

of higher education -- just as much so as colleges and

universities except at a somewhat higher level. They have

facilities of their own. They and the scholars who attend

them have numerous ties with universities and colleges

and other institutions of learning and programs of research.

They have professional staffs of exceptionallyJ2igh caliber.

They do not always have the same kind of faculty or formal

curriculum which you will find at colleges and universities

at lower levels, because programs for post-doctoral work

and advanced training and education must be carried on in

ways which meet the special needs of such a body of scholars.

It should be emphasized that the advanced study

institutions have not participated In the foundation abuses

at which the Tax Reform Bill is directed. So far as we are

aware, no example of any such abuse has been cited in the

testimony. They have not been accumulating substantial

amounts of income. They have not been electioneering or

lobbying. They have not been engaging in practices of

self-dealing or control of businesses. And they have not

developed habits of making discriminatory grants. Thus in

12
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all these respects too they deserve to be given the same

tax treatment which you plan to assure for colleges and

universities.

A large factor n the success and the stability

of these advanced study Institutions Is their independent

boards of trustees. In general their trustees are public

spirited citizens of prominence and achievement, who bring

a variety of talents and experience to the shaping of the

policies of the Institutions.

Another large factor is the ability of the

organizations to obtain substantial support from grant-

giving foundations or from phlanthropically-minded

individuals Interested in supporting not only tested

programs but also innovative programs which appear worth

while.. It Is essential that such sources of support

should not dry up as a result of undue restrictions

Imposed by any new tax legislation. It is also important

that such organizations not be penalized because far-

sighted Individuals or foundations may have furnished them

sufficient support to enable them to achieve some assurance

of continuity,

The advanced study institutions are an India-

pensable part of the American educational system. They

have shown a remarkable ability to meet changing conditions

and to respond to new demands in a rapidly changing world.

13



During the fifteen years since the Center na
founded, a great deal of Innovation has occurred in the

thinking and the practice with respect to post-doctoral

education and other advanced research and training in the

United States. Innovative efforts will continue to be

required in the future. It Is our hope that n considering

this legislation your Comittee will recognize -- as we do

-- how necessary and urgent it is that the avenues of

support for these institutions and program be kept open.

14
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III. Problems created by the proposed legislation.

This portion of our statement is presented by

Kermit Gordon, President of The Brookings Institution.

The advanced-study and research institutions de-

scribed above would be seriously affected If the provisions

of H.R. 13270 respecting private foundations were enacted in

their present form.

A. The definitions.

The problem begins in section 509 with the Bill's

broad-sweeping approach in defining the term "private founda-

tion." Instead of attempting to describe, in a positive man-

ner, the major characteristics of the organizations to be

classed as "private foundations," the Bill approaches the*

definitional problem by indirection. It states only that cer-

tain tax-exempt organizations are not to be treated as private

foundations. Consequently, unless an organization is covered

by one of the four exclusions in section 509, it is automati-

cally treated as a private foundation whether or not it has

the characteristics that would be described in a positive ap-

proach to the definition.

This definition-by-exclusion approach requires, ob-

viously, that the terms of the exclsions bear the full burden

of holding the Bill's coverage within proper limits. We sub-

mit that the four exclusions in section 509 plainly fall short

of carrying that burden because they fail clearly to exclude

from the Bill's coverage many institutions, such as those we

15
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have described, which are completely unlike the organizations1_/
at which the Bill's controls are primarily directed.

Further, although each of these institutions is In

every sense actively and directly "operating" in educational

or scientific fields, many of them are not, because they have

large endowments or only a few major sources of support, In-

cluded in the Bill's definition of "ooierating foundation."'-

In short, the Bill in its present form sweeps Into

the definition of "private foundation," and out of the defini-

tion of "operating foundation," many of America's advanced-

study and research institutions--independent operating

Institutions which have never been regarded as "foundations"

at all and which certainly have never engaged in the abuses

at which the Bill is directed.

Because of the nature of these Institutions' activi-

ties, and their need for funds to carry on these-activities,

the proposed legislation would have serious consequences for

them if they were treated as private foundations and subjected

to the burdens and restrictions set forth in the Bill.

1/ Advanced-study Institutions, or at least many of them, do
not fit the exclusions In section 509 because they are not,
technically, colleges or universities and because their sources
of support are such that they do not qualify under the mechani-
cal tests for publicly- and broadly-supported organizations.

2n Inexplicably, the term "operating foundation" is defined
in section 4942(j)(3) by reference to the composition of an
organization's assets or support rather than by reference to
its activities or use of funds.

16
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B. The tax.

The first problem, of course, would be the financial

burden imposed by the proposed 7 1/2% on net investment income.

As explained above, these institutions are a part of the

system of higher education. They share many of the attributes

of colleges and universities; the differences -- small size,

flexibility or absence of a formal curriculum or degrees, and

increased emphasis on independent research -- are dictated1/
primarily by the requirements of advanced study. One practi-

cal respect in which these institutions are, unfortunately,

similar to colleges and universities is in their pressing need,

with rising costs, to increase their financial resources merely

to continue their present activities. Beyond this, these in-

stitutions constantly need increased financial resources to

keep pace with rising levels of education and to meet the

growing need for their services.

Advanced-study institutions are not in the business

of selling goods or services for profit, and of course they

are not in a position to increase their resources by attracting

equity investments or by borrowing. They must, instead, depend

/ For example, the very nature of advanced-study -- study
which extends the frontiers of knowledge -- often precludes

the possibility of maintaining the type of "regular curric-
ulum' that involves instruction by others in pre-determined
subjects.

17
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for their support primarily upon their existing resources and

upon the future generosity of other persons.

It must first be noted that, under the Bill's terms,

other persons -- the general public and foundations -- will

in the future be less inclined or less able to be generous in

their contributions to private foundations. This will result

from the Bill's proposed changes in the tax consequences of

charitable contributions of appreciated property to private

non-operating foundations, and from the Bill's proposed re-

strictions, discussed below, on the ability of private founda-

tions to make grants to these institutions out of income.

Furthermore, the grant-making private foundations themselves

will be subject to the 7 1/2% tax on net investment income and

will consequently have less money available for grants. Under

these circumstances, any amount paid out in taxes, no matter

how small, would be difficult or impossible for these advanced-

study institutions to recoup from other sources. The tax would

therefore cause a corresponding reduction In available funds,

and a corresponding cutback in these institutions' educational

and scientific activities.

For example, if the Brookings Institution had been

subject to the 7 1/2% tax for its fiscal year ended June 30,

1969, its tax liability would have been approximately $200,000.

Brookings has several education and research projects with a

18
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budget of less than $50,000 per year. If the tax had been in

effect, Brookings would have had to discontinue four or more

of these programs, or to cut back on other programs. In

terms of individual students, an existing program of study for,

say, 100 mathematicians, economists or physicists could, If

the tax were in effect, accommodate only 92 or 93. This loss

in advanced-study opportunity for seven or eight individuals

could be made up, partially, only if the government were to

use the tax revenues, less the government's expenses, to sub-

sidize their study.

The proposed tax on investment income, in summary,

would aggravate an already difficult financial situation and

would have immediate, continuing and permanent effects, both

direct and indirect, on these institutions' ability to main-

tain their existing programs and facilities.

C. Restrictions on sources of support.

The financia17fitarthMp-imposed by the tax would be

severely compounded by a separate provision of the Bill that

would have serious financial implications for these institu-

tions even if the tax were eliminated entirely. That is the

Bill's provision that would, in effect, prohibit private

foundations from making grants to private non-operating foun-

dations except out of corpus.

19



In the past many advanced-study institutions have

received substantial support from the heavily-endowed grant-

making foundations. In the future, however, unless the pro-

posed Bill is modified (or except to the extent that private

foundations are willing to make grants out of corpus) these

institutions, if they are viewed as private non-operating

foundations, will have to look elsewhere for the support nec-

essary to replace both the loss of contributions from private

foundations and the loss of revenue resulting from the 7 1/2%

tax on net investment income. Unfortunately, in view of the

Bill's proposed changes in the treatment of charitable con-

tributions, particularly to private non-operating foundations,

the replacement sources of support are almost certain to be

inadequate.

D. Expenditure responsibility rules.

There is another serious aspect, from the standpoint

of these institutions, to the problem of receiving grants from

private foundations. That is the problem created by the new

"expenditure responsibility" rules in section 4945, snd it

arises whether or not the recipient institution is an operating

foundation and whether or not the grant is made from corpus

or income.

If and to the extent that private foundations make

grants to these advanced-study institutions, the expenditure

20
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responsibility rules in the Bill will require the granting

foundation to exercise substantial control over the recipients,

use of the funds. This, obviously, would impair the traditional

independence and academic freedom enjoyed by advanced-study

institutions (and seems, incidentally, to run counter to other

provisions of the Bill, such as the operating foundation

definition$ which favor organizations that are relatively

free of control by another party).

Institutions such as Brookings have on occasion

re%.used grants where the grant-making foundation proposed

to involve itself with the work financed with Its funds.

Ironically, the proposed legislation would put these advanced-

study Institutions in a position where they would find it

both more necessary and more difficult than ever before to

obtain support from grant-making foundations and yet, If

they were to succeed, they would do so at the cost of

impairing their independence.

E. Other major problems.

Other parts of the proposed legislation create other

problems of mbJor concern to advanced-study institutions.

First, we are concerned bl a broad and ambiguous

restriction In section 4945(b)(1) against activities that

constitute an "attempt to influence legislation." We agree

that these Institutions should not engage to any extent In

21
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direct lobbying or "Cress roots" campaigns with respect to

pending legislation (other than appearances or communications

respecting legislation that directly affects the Institutions

themselves) .1/ The Bill In Its present form, however, is very

Imprecise and w1ll, we believe, be seriously Inhibiting to

mny of these Institutions.

For example, the Brookings Institution publishes

scholarly analyses or public issues and public policies. These

studies seek to Inform and assist the American public and the

executive and legislative branches of government by clarifying

economic, governmental, and International Issues and by

exploring policy alternatives. These studies sometimes contain

recommendations of the authors on matters that my, sooner or

later, become the subject of legislation. We believe the

Bill should be clarified to provide assurance that studies

of this kind would clearly quality as "non-partisan analysis

and research" even where the authors' conclusions happen to

touch on matters In disagreement between the political parties.

Further, these Institutions' faculties and staffs

include many of America's leading scholars and experts In

certain fields, and ou,' government is aoouatozed to sektng

their views on pending legislation. Again It Is unclear, under the

Bill, that this useful exchange would be permitted to continue.

I/ Cf., Treas. Reg. I 1.162-20(b)(2).
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We suggest, accordingly, that the language of the

gill in section 4945(b)(1) end (C) be modified to ake clear

that th only prohibited activities are "gress roots" campaigns

and direct lobbyirig with the Congress with respect to specific

pending legislation.

Second, advanced-study Institutions, by thflr nature,

have "facilities," such as offices, laboratories and libraries,

which are used by their own officers and trustees--persons who

are doflned in the Bill as "disqualified persons." The

present language of the Bill In section 4941(d)(1) may 4)c

interpreted as prohibiting these Institutions from allowing

these Individuals to use these facilities In the future. This

obviously unintended result should be corrected. In other

respects, also, the Bill's prohibition against furnishing

facilittes to disqualified persons appears to be too broad.

For example, under the Bill In its present form the Carnegie

Institution of Washington apparently could not permit a top-

level government astronomer to use the Mount Wilson and

Palomar observatories.

Finally, If these institutions were treated as

private foundations they would, because of the severe penalties

that may be imposed In foundation management, be 6*vorsly *.-pe.,.d

In their ability to attract capable trustees and managers. This

will result from the Bill's broad-sweeping prohibition of many
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activities in areas that are not clearly defined. An example

we have already mentioned is the ambiguous prohibition against

activities that influence legislation. Although taxes and

penalties would be imposed on a foundation manager only If

he acts "knowingly," in many cases it will be impossible In

advance to know whether a particular activity violates the law.

There is a risk, perhaps, that knowledge of an ambiguity in

the law--knowledge of the possibility of a violation--

constitutes the only knowledge necessary for the imposition

of a tax and penalty on foundation management.

The result of these uncertainties, in any event,

may be that mahy persons will resign their positions, and

these institutions In the future will be unable to attract

capable replacements. Those trustees and managers who do

continue to serve may become reluctant, because of the

Bill's ambiguities, to undertake worthwhile activities.

In short, the severe sanctions in the Bill, coupled with

the uncertainty as to exactly which acts may result in

sanctions, may lead in the long run to one of the most

unfortunate consequences of all.
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XV. Recommendations

This portion of our statement is presented by

Caryl P. Haskins, President of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington.

We believe that education and research at the highest

level, extending beyond the graduate schools of American uni-

versities, are absolutely Indispensable to the future progress

of the Nation. Independent advanced study therefore merits not

only the active support of our government but also a freedom

of operation equal to that granted schools, colleges and uni-

versities. Such support and freedowm will be severely hampered

if advanced-study institutions are classified as private

foundations or if they are further classified as non-operating

foundations.

Consider, for example, the Carnegie Institution of

Washington; it "operates" and is an "educational organization"

in every usual sense of the words, very much like the Smithsonian

Institution. All Its endeavors and every spare dollar of income--

and sometimes capital taken from endowment--are devoted to

operating its research facilities and enabling its eminent

staff members (its faculty) and its fellows (its students) to

pursue research which probes and often penetrates the outermost

boundaries of human knowledge. The great telescopes and

program of research in astronomy In California, operated

Jointly with the California Institute of Technology are a

25
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representative example of its activities. These are resources

and activities--physical in part but primarily human--which

we believe this country cannot affort to dissipate. Taxing

their income by 7-1A2 percent would inevitably erode their

substance most seriously.

The Carnegie Institution has been operating since

1902 In response to its founder's extraordinary vision of the

need for an advanced research and educational organization in

the 20th century. Others were later established in response

to new demands and new visions. The door should be kept open

for additional advanced research and study organizations.

What are our proposals?

First, we urge that Congress clarify the status of

advanced-study institutions by specifically adopting a

category that would accommodate them clearly outside the

category of "private foundation." The best way to do this,

we believe, would be by revising the category of "educational

organization" in, or adding a separate category to, section

170(b)(1)(B), at pages 109-112 of the Bill. This would

assure that these institutions are to be excluded from the

definition of private foundations. It also would make clear

that we are so-called "30-percent" organizations. This

would place us in the same category as universities which

we regard as entirely comparable In Intent and effect.
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As an alternative, a fifth exclusion could be added

to the definition of "private foundation" in section 509(a),

at pages 15-16 of the Bill. The new exclusion could be

framed so that an advanced-study organization would have to

meet several definitive tests:

Pirst, it would have to spend substantially

all of its Income directly for the active con-

duct of scientific, scholarly, or educational

activities. Such an expenditure test is already

in other definitions in the Code (section

170(g)(2)) and in the Bill (section 492()(3)(B),

at pages 33-34).

Second, It would be required to maintain

as a principal part of its operations a faculty,

body of scholars or professional staff engaged

directly In objective, non-partisan research or

analysis, instruction or other scientific,

scholarly, or educational activities.

Third, it would have to furnish directly to

individual scholars programs of study or instruc-

tion or facilities for scientific, scholarly, or

educational purposes. The results of its research

would have to be freely available to the general

public, a requirement similar to that in section

512(b)(9) of the Code.
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Fourth, Its governing board would have to

be Independent, that Is, not controlled directly

or Indirectly by any one person, family,

organization or closed group.

Fifth, Its support from related organizations

or persons and Its receipts for services under

contract could not exceed a specified fraction--

say, one-quarter or one-third--of its total

support.

Finally, It would in general have to have

characteristics in common with those of graduate

schools of universities.

We believe that the definitional language for the suggested

category could be framed so as to exclude the non-operating

non-expending, narrowly-supported, tightly-controlled

organizations at which the new legislation appears to be

aimed.

If we cannot be placed clearly outside the definition

of private foundations, we urge that the definition of
"operating foundation" In section 4942()(3), at pages 33 -34
of the Bill, be clarified so that there will be no doubt

that we can qualify. In the case of the Carnegie Institution,

for example, the very circumstances it has treasured and

which it can primarily credit for the quality of its research

and educational programs--its endowment, its independence
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from government support and its concentration on operations

rather than fund raising, grant-seeking and grant-making--

paradoxically trap it unless the definition of "operating

foundation" is amended. If we are to be private foundations

under the Bill, we will not, unless we are treated as
"operating foundations," have the flexibility needed for our

programs, and we will not attract the support from the

granting foundations that we will need to offset the loss

we would suffer from "private foundation" status. This is

true of many, If not all, of the advanced-study organizations

for which we are testifying.

Another amendment we urge, on behalf of those of

our group who may not be able to qualify for "operating

foundation" status, is to expand the definition of "qualifying

distributions" in section 4942(g)(1) at page 30. Under the

definition as now written, as we understand it, an advanced

research and educational organization that is treated as
"non-operating" could not be supported by a non-operating

grant-making foundation except by grants out of corpus.

While many such foundations expend principal, It seems clear

that they cannot take care of all "non-operating" beneficiaries.

We recommend an amendment that would Include as a "qualifying

distribution" a grant or gift which the donee organization

expends within a year for the exempt purpose for which It
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was given. The test would be modeled on the test proposed

for section 170(e)(3) at page 124.

We have already mentioned the need for clarification

of section 4945(b)(1) and (c) with respect to lobbying

activities.

We would hope that section 4942(g)(1)(A) at Page 30,

lines 6-7. would be clarified so as to make clear that

expenses of a foundation In the nature of administrative

and ordinary and necessary business expenses will be treated

as "qualifying distributions." At the same time, it should

be mnde clear that the inclusive phrase In section 4945(b)(5)

at page'144, lines 23-24, making "taxable expenditure" include

an amount paid or incurred for a purpose other than a section

501(c)(3) purpose, will not be used to penalize foundations

for expenditures made in good faith.

Finally, we urge, both as donors and as donees,

that the "expenditure responsibility" required by section

4945(f), at page 47, to be exercised by a grant-maker over a

grant recipient be rephrased so that Ue test can be met

by "best efforts" or "reasonable diligence." As donees,

we are particularly concerned that these rules might lead

to impairment of our operations and loss of the operational

autonomy and flexibility that advanced study requires.
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There are other troublesome aspects to the Bill.

We have in mind, for example, the possibility that the

directors of our departments who appear to be within the

term "foundation manager" might be required to give up the

use of laboratory or other "facilities" that our institutions

have always made available in accordance with their policy

of encouraging continued research by those of their staff

members who have assumed administrative responsibilities.

But it is impossible to cover all of the technical problems

in a limited compass, and they are less serious than those

from which we have specifically requested relief.
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Appendix to Joint Statement submitted on
behalf of Advanced-Study and Research

Institutions

Organizations subscribing to the views set forth
in the Joint Statement presented on behalf of

Advanced-Study Institutions

American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
Boston, Mass.

American Council of Learned Societies,
New York, N. Y.

The Brookings Institution,
Washington, D. C.

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
New York, N. Y.

Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Washington, D. C.

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Stanford, Calif.

Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, N. J.

National Bureau of Economic Research,
New York, N. Y.

Social Science Research Council,
New York, N. Y.

Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology,
Philadelphia, Penna.

Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole, Mass.

Sciences, Inc
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September 25, 1969

Advanced-Study Groun

THE TAX P3?ORN ACT O 1969
(H.R. 13270)

Nemorandus on proposed amendment
to exclude from the definition of

"private foundation"
an additional category called

"advanced-studi or research iiutituton"

In America's system of higher education, the

highest level of education is provided, to a significant

extent, by a number of Independent advanced-study and

research Institutions. Examples are The Brookings Insti-

tutlon Carnegie Institution of Washington, Center for
Advanced Study In the Behavioral Sciences, and The Institute

for Advarwed Study. These Institutions, which have never

been regarded as "foundatlons," are engaged directly and

actively In educational and scientific activities and are

similar in many respects to colleges and universities; the

differences--flexibllty or absence of a formal curriculum

or degrees, and increased emphasis on independent research--

are dictated primrily by the requirements of advanced

study and do not Justify any different treatment of these

insttutlons by the Bill.

The Bill, however, in Its definition of "private

foundation" (at pages 15-17 of H.R. 1270) falls clearly
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to treat these Institutions like colleges and universities

and to exclude them from the coverage of the provisions

applicable to private foundations.1 Consequently, unless

the definition is clarified by amendment, theso Institutions

my be subject to financial burdens, restrictions on their

sources of support, and operating restrictions that will

severely reduce their resources and Impair their ability

to continue their educational and scientific programs.

(A full description or these problems Is set forth in'

material submitted to the Committee on Finance by the

Advanced-Study Oroup under date of September 10, 1969.).

Attached to this memorandum Is a proposed amend-

sent that would ensure that these Institutions will be

excluded from the definition of private foundation and be

free to continue their present operations. The amendment

is narrowly drafted so as to exclude from its coverage

the types of organizations at which the new legislation

appears to be aimed.

A technical explanation of the amendment's pro-

visions is also attached.

1/ The problem arises because of the Bill's definition-by-
exclusion approach in defining the term privatee foundation.
The definition states that any organization described in
section 501(c)(3) is a "private foundation" unless it is
covered by one of the four exclusions in new section 509.
Many advanced-study Institutions may not clearly fit these
exclusions because they are not, technically; colleges or
universities and because their sources of support do not
permit them to quality under the mechanical tests for
publicly- and broadly-supported organizations.
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Calendar No.

91st CONGRESS
let Session H..R. 13270

IN TIlM SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES

September , 1969

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. .... _, __ to H.R.

13270, an Act to reform the income tax laws, via:

1. On page 16, on line 21 strike out the word
"and" and on line 23 strike out the period and Insert:

"I and

(5) an advanced-study or research insti-

tution."

2. On page 44, on line 19 strike out the word "or"

and at the end of the line Insert: ", or (5)".

3. On page 57, after line 2 insert the following

(and redesignate subsections (d) through (k) of section
101 as subsections (e) through (1)):

(d) Definition of Advanced-Study or Research

Instltution.--Sectlon 7701(a) (relating to definitions)

Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following.

new paragraph:

35
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"(35) Advanoed-Study or search nstt-

tutlon.--The term "advanod-study or research

ilntiltutonW mans an oranlisation, Includlng

a learned society, which Is deserlbed in

section 501(c)(3) and which--

(A) expends substantially all of Its

Income directly for the aOtive conduct of

solentifit, scholarly, or educational
aotlv1leos

(3) maintains as the major part of its

operations a faculty or one or more bodies of

scholars or scientstes (a significant number

of the members of which hold advanced degrees)

engaged directly, under conditions of acadeic

freedom, in instructon or scholarly or

scientific studies or research (exclusive

of instruction, studies, or research for the

primary purpose of oomercial or Industrial

application) j

(C) makes available (or permits and

encourages the scholars associated with It

to make available) to the general public the

results of its studies or research or furnishes

directly to a significant number of individuals,

selected objectively, programs of study or

instruction or facilities for scientific,

scholarly, or educatlonal purposes;
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(D) is not controlled diretly or

indirectly by one or more disquallfied

persons (as defined in section 4I946) who

are rot foundation manager and

(a) normally receives not more then

one-third of Its support In each taxable

year from any oombination of--

(1) gifts. agents, or oontribu-

tions from one or more disqualified

persons (as defined in section "9#6)

other than orpnhsations described

In section 170(b)(1)(B) and private

foundation* not described In section

4l96(a)(1)(H), or

(11) poss receipts (exclusive

of tuition or enrollment fees) from

performance or services under contract."
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September 25, 1969

Technical explanation of amendment

The Amendment would add to new section 509(a) of

the Internal Revenue Code, at pages 15-17 of H.R. 13270, a

new paragraph (5) which would exclude from the definition

of "private foundation" any organization which Is an
"advaned-study or research Institution." The term

"advanced-study or research Institution" would be defined

in a new paragraph (35) added by the Amendment to section

7701(a) (relating to definitions). The Amendment also

makes a technical change on page 44 of the Bill to make

clear that these Institutions will be treated like other

excluded organizations for purposes of the expenditure

responsiblity rules.

The definition of "advanced-study or research

Institution" would apply to section 501(c)(3) organizations

which satisfy each of five tests set forth In the Amendment

in subparagraphs (A) through (E). The five tests are

designed to serve two related purposes: first, to be

descriptive of the principal characteristics of these

institutions; and second# to exclude from the new definition,

and thereby leave subject to the Bill's provisions, organl--

zatons which are not part of the system of higher education.
Excluded from the new definltion, for example, would
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be organizations which direct their efforts to research pri-

marily for commercial or industrial application, and orgeniza-

tions which do not operate under conditions of academic freedom.

Paragraph (A) of the new definition requires that

the Institution be engaged, both actively and directly, In

educational# scholarly or scientific activities; It further

requires that the organization expend substantially all of

Its income In conducting such activities. This test Is

already used In the Code In Section 170(g)(2)(B) (relating

to the unlimited charitable contribution deduction) and in

the Bill in new Code section 4942(j)(3) (relating to operating

foundations). An organization would not qualify under this

test if, for example, a substantial portion of its Income

were expended to finance such activities carried on under

the auspices of one or more other organizations.

The test in paragraph (B) reflects the major dis-

tinguishing characteristics of these Institutions. The

organization must operate primarily through a group of Indi-

viduals (a faculty or one or more bodies of scholars or

scientists) who are themselves engaged directly in Instruction

or scholarly or scientific studies or research. An an

Indication of higher-education status, a significant number

of these Individuals must hold advanced degrees, and their

activities must meet both a procedure test and a purpose

test. As to procedure, the activities must be conducted

under conditions of academic freedom, which means freedom
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of the teacher or scholar to express the truth as he sees it

without Interference by any other authority or fear or lose of

position. As to purpose, the activities must be pursued prl-

murly to enhance the knowledge or capabilities of the indi-

viduals Involved or of the public at large. Activities carried

on for the primary purpose of commercial or Industrial applica-

tion are not Indicative of an Institution of higher education

and will not qualify In meeting the test In paragraph (B).

Paragraph (C) adds a test that ensures that the

organlzatlon and Its works will be exposed to or involved with

the general public to a significant extent. The test requires

that the organlzatlon mske available (by publ1catlon or other-

wise) to the general public the results of its studies or

research. However, since these organizations often do not

themselves publish the results of their scholars' work, thls

test will be satisfied If the organization permits and

encourages Its scholars to make available the results of

their work. (This test Is Intended to codify the current

practices generally followed already by Institutions of hIgher

education such as colleges and universities; an organization

would not fail to meet this test, for example, merely because

Its works are of direct Interest only to a limited segment of

the general public or because it or the scholar involved

does not make available the results of efforts that are

deemed unsuccessful.) Alternatively or In addition, an

orgnnizatlon would satisfy the test In paragraph (C) if it
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offers programs of study or instruction or facilities directly

to a significant number of Individuals for scientific, scholarly

or educational purposes. The meaning of "significant" will

vary depending on the field of study, the nature of the program

and other factors such as available financial resources. The

individuals in question must, In any event, be selected on

an objective basis. Examples of "facilities" within the

meaning of paragraph (C) are libraries or laboratories.

Paragraphs (D) and (E) are designed to ensure that

the organization will be independent and not be controlled

or influenced in Its operations by a particular person,

family, organization or group. In paragraph (D) the test

Is put in terms of direct or indirect control of the insti-

tution by disqualified persons other than foundation managers.

(Foundation managers are excluded from the control restric-

tions in paragraph (D) even If they are also substantial

contributors as defined In section 4946(a)(2); this exclusion

is necessary because many officers and trustees of these

institutions are substantial contributors (that is, contribu-

tors of over $5000 In any one calendar year) and Is appropriate

in view of the specific limitations in paragraph (E) on the

amount of support that may be received from disqualified persons

Including foundation managers.% This test Is already used In

the Bill in new section 509(a)(3)(C) (page 16, lines 17-19 of.

H.R. 13270). The prohibited control for this purpose would

Include Informal understandings or arrangements as well as

formal voting control.

41
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The test in paragraph (E) is designed to minimize

the -opportunity for control or influence stemming from

financial support of the institution. Under this test,

not more than one-third of an institution's support could

betreceived from certain sources. These sources include

disqualified persons who are individuals, business corpora-

tions, related foundations (as defined in section 4946(a)(1)(1))

and others. For example, an Indtitution. would not qualify

under this test if it normally receives as much as one-third

of its support from a private foundation which received sub-

stantially all of its contributions from the same individual

who made (directly or indirectly) substantially all of the

contributions to the institution in question. Further, to

avoid outside parties' influence over the institution's ac-

tivities and any impairment of its academic freedom, the sup-

port restrictions also apply to gross receipts from the

performance of services under contract. Thus, under the test

in paragraph (E), at least two-thirds of an institution's sup-

port must be derived from sources such as receipts from carry-

'Ing on exempt activities (such as tuition fees and sales of

publications), endowment income, contributions from "30-percent"

organizations including the government, co.itributions front the

general public (in amounts such that the contributors would not

be disqualified persons), and contributions from unrelated pri-

vate founda~tono.
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Senate Committee on Finance

Hearings on the Tax Reform Act of 1969
(H.R. 13270)

September 10, 1969

Separate Written Statements
submitted for
the record

by

The Brookings Institution
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral

Sciences, Inc.
The Institute for Advanced Study

to supplement their
Joint Statement

presented on behalf of
Advanced-Study Institutions
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Brief Summary of
Statement by Kermit Gordon

President of the Brookings Institution
on H. R. 13270

before the Senate Committee on Finance
September 10, 1969

The provisions of H. R. 13270 would seriously affect the programs
and activities of the Brookings Institution, which is not a foundation, but an
independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization, akin to a university,
engaged in advanced study and education.

To treat the Institution as a foundation under the provisions of the
bill would be to place it in a category in which it does not belong. A group
of institutions engaged in advanced study and research, of which Brookings
is one, is submitting a suggestion for an amendment to the bill that would
exclude these organizations from the provisions of the bill.

If the proposed exclusion is denied, the bill if enacted would have
extremely adverse effects on the future operations of the Brookings Institution.

If Brookings had been subject in recent years to the proposed 7 1/Z
percent tax on net investment income, its annual tax liability would have
averaged around $Z00,000, which is nearly as much as we would have had to
pay were we subject to the regular corporate income tax. The tax would be
doubly burdensome on Brookings; it would curtail both the available income
on the Brookings endowment and the ability of the foundations to make grants
to Brookings.

We are apprehensive about the effects of the provision which would
penalize efforts to influence legislation, other than through making available
the results of nonpartisan analysis and research. Although it would appear
on the surface that Brookings is well protected by the exemption for non-
partisan analysis and research - since this phrase constitutes an accurate
description of our program - there are ambiguities and uncertainties
beneath the surface which could cause serious injury to staff morale and
impair our sources of financial support.

Though one section of the bill is designed to minimize the degree of
control which a grant-making foundation can exercise over an operating
foundation, the "expenditure responsibility" requirement imposed on
foundations works in the opposite direction; it virtually requires a cautious
and conscientious grant-making foundation to involve itself intimately in
the affairs of the operating foundation. It will be difficult to maintain the
independence of the Brookings Institution if foundations are required to
assume "expenditure responsibility" with respect to their grants to us.
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Bts studies led directly to the enactment of the Budget and Accounting Act
of 1921, which established the executive budget. created the Bureau of the
Budget. and established the Office of the Comptroller General. It in widely
regarded as one of the landmark events in the improvement of the organization
and management of the federal government.

In addition to its pioneering work on budgeting, the Institute's studies
made notable contributions to the improvement of federal personnel admin-
istration, the development of a civil service retirement system, and other
advances in government administration.

Among the founders of the Institute was Robert S. Brookings# a
prosperous St. Louis businessman, who retired at the age of 46 shortly
before the turn of the century in order to devote his wealth and the rest of
his life to public service. As a result of his experience as a trustee of the
Institute, and his wartime service in 1917-18 with the War Industries Board,
he became convinced of the need for basic economic data and analysis in
Intelligent decision-making in government. He found that other leaders in
business, education and government shared his views, and he took the lead
in organizing another institute, designed to do for economic policy what the
Institute for Government Research was doing for government administration.

The Institute of Economics - the second antecedent organization of
the Brookings Institution - was thus established on Mr. Brookings' initiative
in 1922. The work of the Institute influenced the readjustment of inter-
national debt policies through its studies of reparations and war debts In
the 1920's. It later conducted important research in the fields of trade
barriers, agricultural policy, income distribution, social security, and other
labor and welfare problems.

The third antecedent organization was the Robert Brookings Graduate
School of Economics and Government, established in 1924. The School,
which was founded and initially financed by Mr. Brookings, was avowedly
experimental in nature, and it soon attracted wide attention for its
pioneering emphasis on training for the public service. Its program
focused on the opportunities afforded its students for ready access to the
source materials of public policy research and personal contact and dis-
cussion with Washington officials. During Its existence, the School awarded
doctor of philosophy degrees to 74 persons, many of whom have since had
distinguished careers in public service, research, and education.
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The three antecedent organizations were merged in 1928 into the

Brookings Institution. The goals of the Institution have not changed in any
significant way since 1928. We remain an independent organization devoted
to nonpartisan research, education, and publication in the fields of economics,
government, and foreign policy. Our primary function - the analysis of
public problems and public policy - is carried out through three research
programs: Economic Studies, Governmental Studies, and Foreign Policy
Studies. Our staff of social science analysts numbers 145, of whom 82
are members of the resident staff, and 63 are nonresident associates,
most of whom are also faculty members of colleges and universities
throughout the country.

Over the years we have developed a number of policies to guide our
research activities. First, the studies we publish present the opinions and
conclusions of the author, not of the Institution. In determining whether to
publish a study, the Institution reaches a judgment as to whether it is a
competent treatment of a subject worthy of public consideration, but it does
not seek to influence the author's conclusions. Second, the Institution will
not undertake contract research for private clients. Third, in conducting
research financed by government grants or contracts, it will not accept
classified projects, and it insists on the unqualified right to publish its
findings.

The largest of our research programs is in the field of economic
studies. Projects currently under way emphasize problems of economic
growth and stability. monetary and fiscal policies, international economics,
industrial organization, social economics, and labor economics. The
program also includes cooperative research with major universities in
public finance, econometrics, regulation of economic activity, and the role
of transportation in economic development. Of particular interest to this
Committee will be the program of Studies in Government Finance, which
is now reaching completion after the publication of some 30 books dealing
with the major issues of tax and expenditure policy. This is probably the
most comprehensive effort to analyze current problems of public finance
ever undertaken in the United States, and It is particularly timely in view
of the current high interest in tax reform and intergovernmental fiscal
relations.
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The Governmental Studies Program is somewhat smaller, but growing
in scope. Its current studies deal with problems of the legislative process;
public policy, especially in the fields of civil rights, poverty, and urban
problems; courts and the administration of justice; and political parties
and public management.

The Foreign Policy Studies Program is studying U. S. foreign policy
Issues which changes in the international environment will bring increasingly
to the fore, and whose resolution will require new perceptions and policies.
The program deals with three major areas: the U. S. politico-military role,
economic development and interdependence, and problems of political
development. In this field of research, we are employing the study group
technique - an arrangement under which the research staff meets regularly
with a study group, which includes members of Congress, officials of the
executive branch, and academic specialists, for discussion and debate of
the analytical papers prepared by the staff.

In addition to its research activities, the Institution conducts a large
and ambitious mid-career educational program. This activity - our Advanced
Study Program - provides opportunities for leaders in government, business,
labor, and the professions to develop a deeper understanding of government
operations and public policy is sues. Conferences, seminars, briefings, and
reading programs are conducted to broaden the horizons of the participants
and to study specific policy problems. Government officials, business
executives, union leaders, scholars, journalists and other public figures
participate as lecturers and discussion leaders. Since this program was
launched a decade ago, more than 9,000 participants have benefitted from
these activities.

In the words of my predecessor, Robert D. Calkins. Brookings stands
as "a plot of non- political territory where scholars, responsible officials
In public life, and leaders in private life may meet for consideration of
problems in the national interest." We provide these opportunities not only
through our Advanced Study Program, but through a wide range of other
activities which bring persons with common interests to Brookings. Each
year we award about a dozen research fellowships to advanced graduate
students at universities throughout the country to enable them to do research
in Washington for their doctoral dissertations. We also bring to Washington
each year up to 10 young postdoctoral economists to help them develop the
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necessary skills for evaluating specific programs of the federal governments.
High level civil servants are given leave by their agencies for period@ up to
a& year to come to Brookings to conduct depth studies of problems of importance
to their agencies. We provide office facilities and other services for mature
scholars from American and foreign universities who are doing research on
problems that are related to the organization. operation or policies of the
U. S. government. In the last year, we have welcomed to Brookings 70
people In these various categories.

In carrying out this range of activities, I believe that we have kept
faith with the charter of the Institution, which states that the business and
objects of the Brookings Institution are: promotet, carry on, conduct,
and foster scientific research, education. trisining and publication In the
broad fields of economics, government administration, and the political
and social sciences generally, involving the study, determination inter-
pretation and publication of economic, political and social facts and principles
relating to questions of local, national or international significance; to
promote and carry out these objects, purposes and principles without regard
to and independently of the special interests of any group in the body politic.
either political, social or economic."

The Institution is governed by a distinguished Board of Trustees,
whose present chairman is Douglas Dillon. former Secretary of the Treasury.
From the very beginning, the trustees of Brookings and its antecedent
organizations have been drawn from all regions of the nation and have
constituted a cross-section of our national leadership. Many have been
prominent leaders in business and the professions, and 19 have been
presidents of colleges and universities. They have also made important
contributions to the public service, either before or after serving as Brookings
trustees. Two were presidents of the United States; three were Supreme
Court justices; three were secretaries of State; ten others were also Cabinet
officers; and a number have been ambassadors and members of the Senate
and the House of Representatives.

The trustees under the by-laws have the responsibility "to elect the
President, to satisfy themselves with reference to the character, intellectual
competency, and scientific integrity of the staff; to approve the fields of
investigation and the major specific studies to which the available funds
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are allocated; and to review periodically the administration and the
program of the Institution."

The by-laws go on to state: "The expressed policy of the Trustees
with reference to the scientific work of the Institution is as follows: It is
the function of the Trustees to make possible the conduct of scientific
research, and publication, under the most favorable conditions, and to
safeguard the independence of the research staff in the pursuit of their
studies and in the publication of the results of such studies. It is not
a part of their function to determine, control, or influence the conduct
of particular investigations or the conclusions reached."

After many years of effort, the Institution is now receiving enough
financial support to enable it to plan its future program with some confidence.
In our earlier years, there were numerous financial crises during which
the very survival of the Institution was in jeopardy. Staff members who
shared the faith and vision of the founders at times agreed to forego their
salaries to keep the Institution alive. We owe a great deal to the sacrifices
of those who went before us.

I do not mean to suggest that we no longer have budgetary concerns;
in fact, we shall operate at a deficit this year if we are not able to raise
additional funds in the next nine months. But we have been able steadily
to expand and diversify our sources of support.

In our last fiscal year, total operating expenditures of the Institution
came to $5. million. Of our total income, 29 percent was derived from
investment income, 30 percent from grants of private foundations, 10 percent
from government grants and contracts, 8 percent from conference fees,
7 percent from sales of publications and other institutional receipts, and
16 percent from gifts from business firms and individuals.

We have today a large and highly qualified staff; our finances have
risen substantially; and we are able to sustain a greater diversity of
activities than ever before. I believe it will not be immodest to say that
the Institution today realizes its founders' dreams more fully than at any
time in the half century of our existence.
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Let me turn now to the problems which H. R. 1370 would raise
for the Brookings Institution.

(1) It is not completely clear into which category the Brookings
Institution would fall under the bill as now written. Though under the
mechanical test of Section 509, Brookings would seem to approach the
categories of publicly- and broadly-supported organizations which escape
the restraints imposed by the bill, it would probably fail to meet these
mechanical tests by a small margin. Our problem is that the "disqualified
person" restriction in the formula in Section 509 (a) (Z) for defining
broadly-supported organizations is fixed, regardless of the size of the
recipient organization, by reference to any contribution over $5,000, and
therefore discriminates against relatively large organizations; a $5,000
contribution is a large contribution to an organization with a $50,000 budget,
but it Is not a large contribution to an organization with a $5 million budget.
We request that the Committee substitute a percentage limitation in place
of this fixed dollar limitation.

If Brookings cannot qualify for exclusion from the private
foundation category under the formula in Section 509 (a) (2), it is not even
wholly clear that Brookings would qualify as an operating foundation under
the mechanical test imposed by Section 4942 (j) (3). In that event, we would
be a private non-operating foundation.

We have never regarded ourselves as a "private foundation",
nor are we so regarded by the public. We are a research and educational
organization and we conduct under our auspices and through our staff
nonpartisan research and educational activities for the benefit of the
American public.

While Brookings is far from being a foundation, it is clearly a part
of the system of higher education. We are much more akin to a university
than to a foundation. We engage in all three of the principal functions of
American universities - research, teaching, and public service. Members
of our staff enjoy academic freedom. Most of our senior fellows and
research associates hold the Ph. D. degree. Our staff members teach
not only in our own mid-career educational programs, but also a other
institutions. They teach regularly at universities in the Washington area,
give lectures and seminars at universities throughout the country, and take
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leaves of absence from Brookings to teach at universities for a term
or semester. Members of university faculties work at Brookings in
large numbers - as Guest Scholars, as Economic Policy Fellows, as
Research Fellows. More than 50 members of university faculties in all
parts of the country are nonresident members of the Brookings staff.
The studies we publish are used as textbooks at universities throughout
the country.

To treat Brookings as a foundation under the provisions of this
bill would, in our judgment, be inconsistent and inequitable. A group of
institutions engaged in advanced study and research, of which Brookings
is one, is submitting a suggestion for an amendment to the bill which
would exclude these organizations from coverage. I respectfully request
that the Committee give sympathetic consideration to our case.

(2) In the event that our plea for exclusion is denied, we shall
probably be categorized under the terms of the bill as an "operating
foundation", although this is by no means certain. But whether or not
we were so categorized, we would in any case be subject to the 7 l/2
percent tax on net investment income, as would the private foundations
on which we depend for support.

I find it very difficult to identify a valid tax policy which would
support the proposed tax on net investment income. I am familiar with
the argument that the services provided by the federal government benefit
nonprofit organizations just as they benefit profit-making business
corporations, and that the former group should be required to bear spme
of the cost just as taxable corporations do through the corporate income
tax.

However, this argument seems to me defective in two ways. First,
regardless of benefits received, business corporations pay no income tax
unless they have a positive net income. (Treasury statistics show that
most corporations have no taxable net income and hence pay no corporate
income tax.) Grant-making foundations should not - and under the terms
of H. R. 13270 they may not - earn a positive income; that is, their
disbursements to qualified recipients must equal or exceed their net
investment income. Hence if they are to be treated analogously to private
business firms, they should in all equity be treated like corporations
which earn no net income.
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If the Brookings Institution had been subject to the 7 1/2 percent
tax over the last four years, its annual tax liability would have averaged

about $Z00,000. This is nearly as much as we would have had to pay
were we subject to the regular corporate income tax. Although the
corporate income tax rate is of course much higher, we would then have
been entitled to the 85 percent dividends received credit and the deduction
of operating and administrative expenses. Far from being a "modest" or
"token" tax, the 7 1/2 percent tax on net investment income would thus
impose on Brookings a burden nearly as heavy as the corporate income
tax.

Second, a primary justification of the corporate income tax rests
on the proposition that in the absence of such a tax, the owners of the
corporation would escape taxation under the individual income tax on that
portion of their equity in the earnings of the corporation which was not
distributed to stockholders. But this rationale clearly has no applicability
to foundations and other nonprofit organizations, for these entities have
no stockholders who possess an equity interest. Moreover, the requirement
that foundations distribute all of their income would in any case prevent
foundations from reducing federal receipts from the individual income tax
by accumulating income.

The 7 1/Z percent tax would be doubly burdensome on nonprofit
research organizations like Brookings, for it would curtail both the income
on the Brookings endowment which would be available to finance our program,
and the ability of the foundations to make grants to Brookings.

As an alternative to the 7 1/2 percent tax, I hope that the Committee
will give consideration to a filing fee sufficient in the aggregate to finance
fully the costs of an operating unit in the Internal Revenue Service which
would enforce the tax laws applicable to foundations. A fee based on this
principle would seem to me wholly equitable.

(3) We have deep apprehensions about the possible effects of
Section 4945 (c), which in effect prohibits efforts to influence legislation
through attempts to affect the opinion of the general public or through
private communication with any member or employee of a legislative
body, other than through making available the results of nonpartisan
analysis and research. Although it would appear on the surface that
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Brookings is well protected by the exemption for nonpartisan analysis
and research - since this phrase constitutes an accurate description of
our program - there are ambiguities and uncertainties ben-oath the surface
which could cause serious injury to the morale of our staff and could impair
our sources of financial support.

The primary purpose of our studies is to clarify public problems
and explore policy alternatives. These studies sometimes contain recom-
mendations of the authors on matters that may, sooner or later, become
the subject of legislation. We believe the bill should be clarified to provide
assurance that studies of this kind would clearly qualify as "nonpartisan
analysis and research" even where the authors' conclusions happen to
touch on matters in disagreement between the political parties.

There are other ambiguities. Are we to assume that any activity by
a Brookings staff member is assumed to be an act of the Brookings Institution?
Is a staff member proscribed from writing a letter to the editor of a newspaper
urging the passage or defeat of a particular piece of legislation? A university
faculty member is of course perfectly free to do so; is such a person to
understand that if he joins the Brookings staff he must surrender these
rights of citizenship?

It is a common occurrence for a member of Congress or a congres-
sional staff member to write or telephone a specialist on the Brookings staff
to ask for information or analysis relating to proposed legislation. Is the
Brookings staff member now required to decline to answer such questions?

Remembering that grant-making foundations would, under the bill,
bear "expenditure responsibility" for the use of their funds by Brookings,
it is predictable that some of them at least will be frightened off by the
ambiguities and uncertainties inherent in Section 4945 (c). If they are to
be jointly responsible for actions by the Brookings staff which may
subsequently be deemed improper under these ambiguous provisions,
some of them will simply avoid the risk by declining to make the grant.
These consequences would seriously impair the effectiveness of Brookings;
yet so far as I am aware in the years I have been associated with the
Institution, no congressman or senator has ever charged Brookings with
seeking improperly to influence legislation.
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(4) Because we are so heavily dependent on foundation grants,
we are deeply concerned by another consequence of the requirement in
Section 4945 (f) that the grant-making foundation exercise "expenditure
responsibiliti'with respect to our use of the foundation's funds.

This requirement reveals a confusion and inconsistency of purpose
in the proposed legislation. The terms of the definition of "operating
foundation" are designed to minimize the degree of control which a grant-
making foundation can exercise over an operating foundation. The
expenditure responsibility requirement operates in precisely the opposite
direction; it virtually requires a cautious and conscientious grant-making
foundation to involve itself intimately in the affairs of the operating
foundation. We have on occasion declined to accept grants from foundations -

and from the government - on terms which manifested a desire to monitor
and influence our work; we have our own standards of integrity, and we
think they may be breached if we allow any other organization - even the
organization which is putting up the money - to interfere in our work.
Now the "expenditure responsibility" requirement will virtually force
them to. It will be difficult to maintain the independence of the Brookings
Institution if foundations are required to assume expenditure responsibility
with respect to their grants to us.

All of these problems would be solved if the bill recognized us for
what we are: an independent, nonpartisan institution, akin to a university,
engaged in advanced study and education. I hope that the Committee will
accept this view, and amend the bill as we have requested.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON

BY CARYL P. HASKINS, PRESIDENT

TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

ON H. R. 13270

September 10, 1969

This statement, presented on behalf of Carnegie

Institution of Washington, is filed as a supplement to testimony

on behalf of the group of advanced study and research organizations

of which the Institution is a member.

Carnegie Institution of Washington was founded by

Andrew Carnegie in 1902 and incorporated by Act of Congress

approved April 28, 1904 (Public Law 260, 58th Congress). Under the

Act, a copy of which is attached, its purposes are to "encourage,

in the broadest and most liberal manner, investigation, research,

and discovery, and the application of knowledge to the improvement

of mankind; and in particular . . . to conduct, endow, and assist

investigation . . . and to cooperate with governments,

universities, colleges, land) technical schools. . . . * Through-

out its life, the Institution has performed educational functions

along with fundamental research in accordance with Mr. Carnegie's

original Deed of Trust which provided that the Institution should

"afford instruction of an advanced character to students properly

qualified to profit thereby." The Institution has always been
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governed by a Board of Trustees independent of its founder. They

have always been drawn from the most distinguished Americans of

their time. Past Trustees have included Alexander Agassiz, General

Omar N. Bradley, Robert Woods Bliss, Frederic A. Delano, Simon

Flexner, James Forrestal, Herbert Hoover, Ernest 0. Lawrence,

Charles A. Lindbergh, Henry Cabot Lodge, General John J. Pershing,

Elihu Root, William Howard Taft, and others.

The current Board includes: Eric Ashby, Amory H.

Bradford, Vannevar Bush, Michael Ference, Jr., Carl J. Gilbert,

William T. Golden, Crawford 11. Greenewalt, Caryl P. Haskins,

Alfred L. Loomis, Robert A. Lovett, William McC. Martin, Jr.,

Keith S. McHugh, Henry S. Morgan, William I. Myers, Garrison

Norton, Robert M. Pennoyer, Richard S. Perkins, William M. Roth,

William W. Rubey, Frank Stanton, Charles P. Taft, Charles H.

Townes, Juan T. Trippe, and James N. White.

In pursuit of its program, the Institution operates six

facilities: a photosynthesis and experimental ecology laboratory

on the campus of Stanford University in California; an embryology

laboratory on the campus of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore;

two laboratories in Washington, D. C. specializing in geophysics,

biophysics, and astrophysics; a genetics laboratory in Cold Spring

Harbor, New York; and (jointly with California Institute of

Technology) the world-famous Mount Wilson and Palomar astronomical

observatories in California. The work and functions of the

Institution parallel in many respects the work and functions of

the Smithsonian Institution.
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All of our departments cooperate in the programs of a

university or universities. One of the best known associations is

that with the California Institute of Technology. The Institution

and the Institute jointly manage the Mount Wilson and Palomar

Observatories, which offer the leading astronomical observing

facilities in the world and for many years have been the world

center for advanced training of astronomers. The Institution also

has a photosynthesis and plant ecology laboratory on the campus

of Stanford University, and an internationally leading laboratory

of embryology on the campus of Johns Hopkins University, both

important centers of graduate and postdoctoral training.

In order to devote its full energies to its research and

educational activities, the Institution has never solicited

support from the general public. It relies primarily on the income

of its endowment most of which derives from gifts made by

Mr. Carnegie in 1902 and 1910, before income tax laws came into

effect. It accepts a limited number of grants from government

agencies, principally from the National Science Foundation and

NASA.

The professional staff at the six departments is

composed of about 70 senior scientists, who conduct research of

the most advanced kind. Although each department is of relatively

small size, all enjoy worldwide recognition and esteem. Many of

our scientists serve on university faculties, and the facilities

are generally available to university faculty members. More than
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100 visiting scientists, American and foreign, shared our

laboratories and observatories last year.

Candidates for the Doctor o! Philosophy degree at

universities carry on their research in our laboratories under the

supervision of Staff Members of the Institution, and the labor-

atories are accredited for this purpose. Sixty students worked

at the Institution during 1968-1969. Even more important, about

55 younger scientists who have received their degrees work each

year on postgraduate research as the colleagues of older and more

experienced investigators in its laboratories and observatories.

A striking illustration of the close relations between Fellows and

Staff Members occurs at the Institution's Mount Wilson Observatory

where approximately half of the observing nights on the telescopes

are allocated to students and Fellows.

In some fields, as in embryology and astronomy, the

Institution has provided a major world source of advanced

investigators who go on to teaching or research posts from these

fellowships. About 400 men and women have held fellowships at the

Institution since 1952. Of these more than half now have

professorships or other academic positions, and are considered

leaders in their profession. Eighty have gone on to responsible

positions in fundamental research, and 28 to industrial and other

applied research.

During the fiscal years 1967-68 and 1968-69, about

$4.8 million per year was spent for operations, 88 per cent from
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endowment fund sources, for support of the staff, Fellows and

students. We have reported publicly on our work in a report

distributed throughout the world every year since 1902.

The Institution, I am proud to say, operates with a high

degree of economy. Government salaries have long been our

standard, and we never have exceeded them. Our ratio of technical

assistants to Ph.D.'s in our laboratories is 1 to 1.9 and the

ratio of all supporting staff, including even buildings and

grounds, to Ph.D.'s is only 1.2 to 1. These ratios again are low.

At the same time we make decisions on important new initiatives

quickly--usually within a day or two.

For 67 years the Institution has contributed actively

to the intellectual life of the country, particularly in the

natural sciences. Many of the exciting astronomical discoveries

that have totally changed man's concepts of the universe have come

from Mount Wilson and Palomar, supported and managed by the

Institution and the California Institute of Technology.

The Institution's program has always been devoted

primarily to scientific fundamental research and highly specialized

scientific instruction, but a number of its research results have

been of great practical importance to the nation. Methods of

hybridizing corn, which have meant billions of dollars to

American farmers and industry, were first developed in our

Department of Genetics in 1911. Other such discoveries include

silicates for optical glass, refractories and high strength

cements; and research on the ionosphere that led to long distance
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radio transmission. Our scientists have made valued contributions

to the national defense, in their early work on radar, in the

invention of the proximity fuse, in devices for night detection

of aircraft, and in design of the atomic submarine. Its research

has assisted medicine, as in improved methods of penicillin

production, and in embryological investigations.

During the Second World War the Institution also was

the source of many of the ablest scientists in the Office of

Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), of which the Director

was Dr. Vannevar Bush, President of the Institution.

These contributions are continuing. Our Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism has just reported the invention of an

extraordinarily sensitive new instrument for measuring strain

within the earth. It is so sensitive that it measures displace-

ments one-thousandth the distance within an atom. We believe that

we may have in this instrument a means of developing predictions

of major earthquakes.

The Institution's research has always been self-

generated. It has never accepted and does not now accept

sponsored research, whether from a government agency or from a

private corporation. However, the Institution has always been

quick to expend its funds to meet national needs. For example,

early pathfinding research on the proximity fuse and on the

atomic bomb were initiated by its personnel and supported by it.
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In sum, the Carnegie Institution is an operating

organization engaged in fundamental research that also makes

important contributions to advanced education and scientific

training. Some of its operations are integrated with univer-

sity facilities. Many of its staff serve on university facu-

lties, and its facilities are generally available to univer-

sity faculty members. A number of graduate students do their

theses in its laboratories under supervision of its staff;

and a substantial number of young scientists with advanced

degrees are each year resident in the laboratories and

receive the most advanced training available in their fields.

There is little difference between the operations of the

Institution and those of the research institutes or graduate

departments of many universities.

Unfortunately, however the proposals in H.R. 13270#

as we read them, may be construed to place the Institution

in a category different from that of the universities and

thus have a crippling effect upon its operations.

The tax proposals which would severely and adversely

affect the operation of the Institution's research facilities

and educational program are the provisions that would (1) reduce

by 7-1/2 per cent the investment income on which the Institu-

tion depends; (2) disqualify it as a recipient of support

from grant-making foundations; (3) exclude it from the category

of 30 per cent organizations for purposes of charitable con-
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tribution deductions by individuals; and (4) make it virtually

ineligible as a donee of appreciated securities.

These provisions would apply to the Institution

because, under the proposed definitions, it may not fall,

as it should, in the category of "educational organization"

excepted from the category of "private foundation" and

would probably be treated under the proposed law (notwith-

standing the fact that it is in every sense an operating

research and educational institution) as a "non-operating

private foundation." This is true for the following reasons:

(1) The value of the Institution's endowment, the income

from which is essential to its operations and is wholly

expended therefor, is considerably more than the value of

its laboratory buildings, equipment, and other physical

assets. (2) The Institution does not receive a substantial

part of support either from the government or the general

public.

The most serious damage to the Institution's pro-

gram caused by the proposed legislation would be (1) reduction

of its total program caused by payment of federal taxes

coupled with (2) doubt as to its eligibility to receive

fully deductible contributions from individuals or grants

from other foundations. These provisions would force cur-

tailment or even abandonment of parts of a program that has
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prepared many national leader of research and teaching,

past and present, in astronomy, embryology, plant biology,

geophysics, and genetics. They could very well force abandon-

ment of a major new astronomical observatory, of the Palomar

class, which we have just begun in South America.

We respectfully urge that provision be made so that

the Carnegie Institution and similar organizations will be

specifically retained in the exempt category of "public" and

"operating" institution. This result can best be accomplished

by defining an "educational organization" exempt from classi-

fication as a private foundation to include not only schools,

colleges, and universities, but also an "organization pri-

marily engaged in fundamental research (or an organization of

the kind described in Section 512 (b)(9)) that operates lab-

oratories and other facilities for such research, and provides

related instruction to individuals who are candidates for

degrees at colleges or universities and postdoctoral training

to individuals who are not candidates for degrees."

If such provision is made, as I most earnestly hope

it will be, the Institution will be enabled to continue its

67-year old program: to make important basic research contri-

butions, to prepare university teachers, and to give foreign

scientists an opportunity to understand us by working with us.

Respectfully submitted,

Caryl P. Haskins
President, Carnegie Institution

of Washington
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Articles of Incorporation

Pbl No. M.As An Ad to imsrporuls tke Cn ip. Iudiue of WasIUEon

Be it s.macd bygo . am d Howse of Repqarmaais q/ Sh. U#M Sa, el Awick in
Comurs emusbd, That the persons following, being persons who are now trustees of the
Caraei Institution, namely, Aleander Api John 8. Billing John L Cadwalader,
Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage, Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry
L. Higginon, William Wrt Howe, Charles L Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William
Lindsy, Seth Low, Wayne MacVeagh, Darius 0. Mills, 8. Weir Mitchell, William W.
Morrow, Ethan A. Hitchcock, Eihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D.
Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, their associates and successors, duly chosen, ar hereby incor-
porated and declared to be a body corporate by the name of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington and by that name shall be known and have perpetual succession, with the
powers, limitations, and restrictions herein contained.

&&. That the objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest and
most liberal manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application of knowledge
to the improvement of mankind; and in particular-

(a) To conduct, endow, and assist investigation in any department of science, literature,
or art, and to this end to cooperate with governments, universities, colleges, technical
schools, learned societies, and individuals.

(b) To appoint committees of experts to direct special lines of research.
(c) To publish and distribute documents.
(d) To conduct lectures, hold meetings, and acquire and maintain a library.
(e) To purchase such property, real or personal, and construct such building or buildings

as may be necessary to carry on the work of the corporation.
(J) In general, to do and perform all things necessary to promote the objects of the

institution, with full power, however, to the trustees hereinafter appointed and their suc-
cessor from time to time to modify the conditions and regulations under which the work
shall be carried on, so as to secure the application of the funds in the manner best adapted
to the conditions of the time, provided that the object. of the corporation shall at all times
be among the foregoing or kindred thereto.

Sm. S. That the direction and management of the affairs of the corporation and the
control and disposal of its property and funds shall be vested in a board of trustees, twenty-
two in number, to be composed of the following individuals: Alexander Agassis, John 8.
Billings, John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage,
Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William Wirt Howe, Charles L Hutch-
inson, Samud P. Langley, William Lindsay, Beth Low, Wayne MacVeog, Darius 0. Mile,
S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow, Bk" A. Hitkcock, Elihu Root, John C. Spooner,
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CARMN8GI INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON

Andrew D. White, Charles D. Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, who shall constitute the Mt
board of trustees. Th board of trustees shall have power from time to time to increase its
membership to not more than twenty-seven members Vacancies occasioned by death*
risntion, or otherwise shall be filled by the remaining trustees in such manner as the
by-laws sa prescribe; and the persons so elected shall thereupon become trustees and so
members of the asid corporation. Th principal place of business of the said owporstion
shall be the city of Wshington, in the Dix of Columbia

& 4. That mach board of trustees shall be entitled to take, hold, and administer the
secuntiss fund, and property so trsnsfed by said Andrew Carnegie to the trustees of
the Carnei Institution and such other funds or property as may at any time be given,
devised, or bequeathed to them or to such corporation, for the purposes of the trust; and
with full power from time to time to adopt a common seal, to appoint such offices members
of the board of trustees or otherwise, and such employees as ay be deemed neoamemy in
carrying on the businem of the corporation, at such salaries or with such remunerAton s
they may diem proper; and with full power to adopt by-laws from tine to time and such
rules or regulations as may be necessary to secum the afe and convenient transaction of the
businm of the cporation; and with full power Ad discretion to dad with and expend the
income of the corporation in such manner as in their judgment will best promote the object.
herein set forth and in general to have and use all powers and authority neoessy to promote
such objects and carry out the purposes of the donor. Th said trustees shall have further
power from time to time to hold as investments the securities hernabove rderred to so
transferred by Andrew Carnegie, and any property which has been or may be transferred to
them or such corporation by Andrew Carnegie or by any other person, persons or corpora-
tion, and to invest any sums or amounts from time to time in such ecurities ad such form
ad manner as a permitted to trustees or to charitable or literary corporations for invest.

meant, according to the laws of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts,
or in such securities as are authorised for investment by the sid deed of trust so executed
by Andrew Canegie, or by any deed of gift or lat will and testament to be herafter made
or executed.

B- 5. That the said corporation may take and hold any additional donations, grant
devis, or bequest. which may be made in further support of the purposes of the aid
corporation, and may include in the expenses thereof the personal expene which the
trustees may ineur in attending meetings or otherwise in carrying out the businm of the
trust but the services of the trustees as such shall be gmtuitous.

&c.6. That as soon as my be possible after the pua of this Act a meting of the
trustees hereinbefore named shall be called by Daniel C. Oilman, John 8. BUn Charles
D. Walcott, S. Weir Mitchell, John Hay, Elihu Root, and Carroll D. Wright, or any four
of them, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, by notice served in person
or by mail addremd to &h trustee at his place of reidenes; and the said trustee, or a
majority thereof, being assembled, sal organism and proceed to adopt by-laws, to elect
officers and appoint committem, Ad generally to organise the Mid corporation; and ai
trustees herein named, on behalf of the corporation hereby incrortd, sll thereupon
receive, take over, And enter into posseion, custody, ad Mt of all property,
real or personal, of the corporation heretofore known a the Carnegie Institution, incorpo.
rated, as hereinbefore set forth under "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the District of
Columbia, January fourth, nineteen hundred and two," and to all it. rights, contracts,
claims and property of any kind or nature; od the several offers of such corporation, or
any other person having charge of say of the securities, funds, rel or personal, books, or
property thereof, shall, on demand, deliver the -ame to the said trustees appointed by this
Act or to the persons appointed by them to Meeive the am; and the trustees of the xstin
corporation and the trustees herein named shall and may take such other steps as shall be
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

S. . That the rights of the creditor. of the said existing corporation known u the
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Cagmsie neitutio dal notw in any manner b mped by the pomp d t" Act, or th
trede o the property henoboe m Un 4 nor shl any IAWty or obiaion for th
pymnt of any nam du or to bome due, orany lWm or dm=4d ianmy mnr or for
any amm isting aplod the aid ezeig corporatiop, be relemed or impind; but =&c
corporaion heeby i po ded as dead to ared to th obliptow ad abilities a&
to be held IWA to psy and d p te d liabilitie, and contract of the .id
corporation so eating to the s eect .1 muV a now corporation had itl Iunmrd the
oblMIglon or libility to pay awl debt or damas, and no =&c Action or pWced ngbor
any out or ta'lW be damed to be" AM orbeen do tm"d--l ncfthe
amp d clth&Ac. 

A

,e. #. hat Clogw may from time to tie alter, npl, or modify t Act of bmt.
portkon but no contracts mindividual right made or acquire abel thereby he divese
or Impaired.

* Sme 9. hat thi Act abDl tabe eect Imdaey
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES-

1j2 0 Sen*.mbMd 6 Smhd. C ein to" rklhsp Woo3e&.G .1031

September 5, 1969

The Honorable Russell B. Lon
Chairman, Finance Comaittee
The Senate
ashington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long:

I ams writing in my capacity as Director of the Center for Advanced

Study in the Behavioral Sciences, a postdoctoral educational institution

providing for the further development and advancement of scholars who have

completed their formal university training and who have distinguished

themselves by their work in the field of behavioral sciences. I write

because of our concern about certain potentially adverse effects which

H.R. 13270, the tax reform bill which your Comittee is now reviewing,

might have upon an organization such as ours.

Some of the points in this letter will be touched upon in the

testimony which I and representatives of certain other organizations

expect to present before your Committee on Wednesday, September 10, 1969.

1 think it say be helpful to your Committee also to have this fuller state-

ment of the Center's views.

Our concern lies not in certain restrictions which the bill seeks to

impose on "private foundations," such as restrictions on self-dealing,

excessive business holdings, and investments which jeopardize the organiza-

tion's purpose. Instead, I am concerned about provisions in the bill which

might be interpreted so as to jeopardize the support for, and hence the

ability of, the Center to carry out its mission, a mission which I believe

is clearly in the best interests of scholarship and education in this country.
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Senator Russell B. Long

From a review of the bill passed by the House of Representatives and

the report of the House Ways and Means Committee, I believe that the Center,

as a postdoctoral educational organization, should not be classified under

Section 509 as a "private foundation." Moreover, even if the Center were so

classified, it is the kind of an institution which, according to the House

Committee report (p. 41), should be eligible, as an "operating foundation,"

to receive qualifying distributions from other foundations.

I am troubled, however, by some of the rigid standards and inflexible

criteria in the bill which might permit, contrary to what I believe to be

the Congressional intent, a different classification, thereby damaging the

ability of the Center to raise the support it vitally needs if it is to

carry out its purposes.

More specifically, my concern is that if the House bill were enacted

in substantially its present form, it might be possible for enforcing

authorities to conclude that the Center is not an educational organization

exempted from the "private foundation" category by Section 509 (a) (1) and

further that the Center, because its sources and levels of support vary from

year to year, has not met the rigid fiscal criteria needed to qualify as an

"operating foundation." The end result of such classifications would be

that other foundations could not make "qualifying distributions" to the

Center which count toward satisfaction of the foundation's obligation to

distribute income. Accordingly, the foundations probably would be reluctant

to make grants to organizations like ours. For an educational institution

like the Center, which from its inception has been dependent on support from

private foundations (and recently on government grants and fellowships as

well), such a result could endanger not only our future growth, but also

our very existence.
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Senator Russell B. Long

Such an impediment to obtaining further support would be particularly

damaging to relatively young, innovating organizations like the Center. The

Center has been, in the 15 years of its existence, a leader in the field of

postdoctoral education. It began with an idea for an experiment in higher

education--now an established aspect of higher education. As is often the

case, such experiments initially depend on foundation support--and that has

certainly been the history of the Center. Now that its concept has been

proven, the Trustees of the Center have decided that it would be in the best

long-term interests of education in this country to seek to endow the life

of the Center, rather than to rely on tentative annual funding. This effort

to achieve stability and permanence could be thwarted, unjustifiably in my

view, by the impediments which the House bill might place on potential

sources of oupport.

With your indulgence, I would like to review the activities of the

Center in hopes that the substantive purposes and operating procedures of

organizations like ours, rather than the rigid standards and inflexible

criteria found in H.R. 13270, would be utilized more fully to determine the

impact of any tax reform legislation which may be enacted. I would also urge

that the Committee review, in light of the description which follows, the

scope to be given the term "educational organizations" (in Section 170 (b)

(I) (B) (ii) ), which are excluded from the category of "private foundations"

by Section 509 (a) (1). 1 urge this review primarily because there have been

substantial advances in educational theory and practice since that definition

was first adopted in 1954, particularly at the postdoctoral level of education

which was in its infancy at that time.
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Senator Russell B. Long

The Board of Trustees of the Center for Advanced Study in the

Behavioral Sciences holds in its trust and is responsible for the operation

of an educational institution which vas established to provide for the

further development and maturity of distinguished scholars who had already

completed all the formal work provided by our universities and who, by their

additions to knowledge, were regarded as among the best students of the

Behavioral Science world. The Center, one of the few institutions in this

country offering formal in-residence postdoctoral education, combines for

scholars in the social sciences, psychology, philosophy, the humanities and

biology, opportunities to increase their competency, broaden their perspectives,

and to expand man's knowledge of human behavior.

Some of the special characteristics of the Center as a postdoctoral

educational institution are:

-- The gathering in one place of leading scholars in varying

disciplines fundamental to behavioral sciences.

-- The opportunity for interdisciplinary exchange and study

in seminars, working groups and joint explorations, with

each scholar drawing new knowledge and understanding from

other disciplines.

-- The freedom for scholars alone or with others to explore

a given field or subject in depth.

-- The chance for a scholar to engage in research, writing

or self-examination, to reassess his goals and priorities,

to test his hypotheses, to engage in original scholarship
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Senator Russell B. Long

with new insights provided by scholars in other

disciplines.

-- The opportunity to receive formal instruction in highly

specialized areas.

Like other educational institutions with very high standards, the

Center exercises extreme care in the selection of the Fellows who comprise

its student body. The process involves two basic stages: determination of

a candidate's eligibility, and selection of each year's roster of Fellows.

-- Eligibility: Judgments concerning all candidates nominated

for Fellowships are based upon information provided by the

candidate's references, confidential panels of leading

scholars in the candidate's field and, at times, interviews

with some of the Center's Trustees. Because of the importance

attached to this process, selection, which are made solely

by the Trustees after long periods of review, are based

upon the following criteria: (1) interest in developing

more adequate knowledge of human behavior, (2) intellectual

coMtence, (3) knowledge of significant work in his

discipline, and (4) promise as a productive scholar.

-- Selection of each year's roster: The determination of

each year's roster is normally completed one year in

advance, based upon the candidate's preferences and upon

other criteria designed to insure an appropriate distribution
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Senator Russell B. Long

among disciplines, institutions, nationalities and age

levels. Since each scholar is an essential part of the

environment for the others, great care is exercised in

the selection process to insure the creation of an exciting

and stimulating intellectual environment.

I am attaching a table showing the distribution of Fellowships by

field of study, and by country or state of origin. The evaluation of the

period of study at the Center by the Fellows themselves is very high. In

the interest of brevity, I have not included a list of the Fellows or their

reports on their year at the Center, but they are available should you or

your staff desire to review them.

The products of the Center, also characteristic of leading educational

institutions, include: the enhanced quality and competence of the scholars;

new or more sharply defined goals and perspectives; impressive additions to

the literature and to man's knowledge in the behavioral sciences.

Much of the value of the Center is to be found in the changed

perspective and the increased vitality of the scholars themselves, but it

may help to appreciate the value of the Center if your Com ittee were to

have available some concrete evidence of the product of the research which

takes place here at the Center. I am, therefore, attaching a list of books

which have been attributed by their authors to the influence of the Center

and to the period of time which they spent here as Fellows. These 18 pages

of bibliography do not include any of the articles, published in professional

Journals here and abroad, which would number in the thousands.

.-... r t i c - . "'t tot . . ial files of *c x=Iittee
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Senator Russell B. Long

While there may have been little understanding of the concept of

postdoctoral education and the Center 15 years ago, the concept is clearly

established today and the status of the Center as a postdoctoral educational

institution is well recognized. It is regarded as such by most colleges and

universities and has been referred to as such by Presidential Comittees and

Federal agencies. The Center is, in fact, supported as an organization

providing opportunities for postdoctoral education and research, both directly

and indirectly, by the Office of Education, the National Science Foundation

and the National Institutes of Nental Health. This support includes both

grants made directly to the Center and scholarshi;, provided to the Fellows.

As early as 1960, the President's Science Advisory Cmmttee referred

to postdoctoral education as a "now sad gioming form of higher education."

The following quotation from Dr. Ernest R. Hilgard, Chaizuan of the

Behavioral and Social Science Survey Comittee, which was created in 1968

to advise the National Research Council and the Social Science Research

Council on the support needed for the behavioral sciences, may help to

appraise postdoctoral education generally, as well as the stature of the

Center.

Postdoctoral training is coming to be expected in the
physical and biological sciences as a matter of course, and
only more slowly so in psychology and the social sciences.
In some parts of Europe and Asia there is a special kind of
degree or diploma issued on the basis of advanced scholarship,
after formal graduate-school training is completed. We may
be coming to that in this country. The many "specialty-
boards" in medicine are being duplicated now in psychology;
this is a straw in the wind. Apart from formalities, there
is no doubt that the Center is a postdoctoral educational
institution., contributing to the understanding of advanced
scholars, and through them modifying the course of training
in our universities.

(The full text of Dr. Hilgard's letter will be found in the

appendix.)
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As might be expected, however, postdoctoral education for distinguiah

scholars differs significantly in form and content from forual education a!

lower levels of attaiment. It is here that the scope to be given the term

"educational organization" contained in H.R. 13270 may come into question.

For example, that definition (Section 170 (b) (1) (B) (it) ) calls for a

"regular faculty and curriculum."

The Center has a regular faculty but one vhose characteristics differ

substantially from an undergraduate faculty. The Center has a few paid

staff members providing formal instruction in specialized areas (mthea.ics,

computer science, liVnguages), but the bulk of the faculty is, in keeping

with advanced concepts of postdoctoral education, dravn from the ranks of

the noted scholars in residence at the Center. In seminars, working groups

and joint explorations, one scholar--by definition a teacher as veil--will

teach his colleagues. At other times, he viii be a student of his colleagues.

Thus, the very nature of postdoctoral education requires a departure from

the particular concept of a regular faculty employed at lower educational

levels.

Similarly, in keeping with modern concepts of advanced education.

the Center's curriculum differs in character from that found at the under-

graduate level. While the Center offers formal instruction it certain

specialized areas and draws on the curricula of leading colleges and

universities located nearby, a major part of the Center's educational

program does not involve a curriculum similar to that found at lower levels.

Instead, the scholars themselves--interacting, studying in seminars, working

groups, joint explorations, or alone--chart in substantial part the course
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of their educational enrichment and exploration. This widely ac-

cepted concept of a regular curriculum in postdoctoral education

might be thought by some to be inconsistent with the meaning of

the phrase "regular curriculum" as it was adopted in 1954 with

reference to education at lower levels of attainment.

We believe that the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral

Sciences is, in fact, an educational institution. We believe that

the provisions of H.R. 13270 might work a hardship on our program

and might make it impossible for us to continue. We believe that

the loss of the Center for Advanced Study as a resource for post-

doctoral work in the behavioral sciences would be a serious loss to

scholarship in the United States and to the understanding of human

behavior among the scholars of the world at large.

We would hope that in light of the significance of this matter

to the future course of education, it could receive the considera-

tion of your Committee. We would reconuend that the Commiittee

consider, should it decide to report favorably on legislation simi-

lar to H.R. 13270, either confirming in the Committee's report

that organizations like the Center fall within the scope of the

term "educational organizations" in Section 170 (b) (1) (B) (ii)

or amending that definition of an "educational organization" so as

to make it expressly clear that it includes organizations such as

ours which normally maintain a regular program for the postdoctoral

education of scholars.
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Senator Russell B. Long

We would be pleased, of course, to assist the Comittee or its staff

should any further information or materials be needed.

Very truly yours,

0. Meredith Wilson
Director

OHW:g

Enclosures
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

202 Junipero Serra Boulevard
Stanford, California 94305

(415-321-2052)

0. MEREDITH WILSON, Director - Born in Mexico, September 21, 1909;
Ph.D. in History at the University of California, 1943;
Associate Dean of the College, University of Chicago, 1946-47,
Professor of History and Dean, University of Utah, 1947-52;
Secretary, Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1952-54;
President, University of Oregon, 1954-60; President,
University of Minnesota, 1960-67.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

LOGAN WILSON, Chairman - President, American Council on Education;
born Huntsville, Texas, March 6, 1907; Ph.D. in sociology at
Harvard University, 1939; Professor and Head of Sociology
Department, Tulane University, 1941-43; Dean of Newcomb
College of Tulane, 1944-51; Academic Vice President of the
Consolidated Universities of North Carolina, 1951-53;
Chancellor, University of Texas, 1953-61; author of
The Academic Man, Sociological Analysis.

WILLIAN G. BOWEN - Provost and Professor of Economics and Public
Affairs, Princeton University; born Cincinnati, Ohio,
October 8, 1933; A. B. Denison University, 1955; Ph.D. in
Economics, Princeton University, 1958; author of The Wage-
Price Issue; Performing Arts: The Economic Dilemma; The
Economics of Labor Force Participation; and other studies
in the tied of education and labor economics.

DONALD C. COOK - President, American Electric Power Service Corp.;
born Escanaba, Michigan, April 14, 1909; J. D., George
Washington University, 1939; Special Counsel U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Naval Affairs, 1943-45; Executive
Assistant to U.S. Attorney General, 1945-46; Director, Office
of Alien Property, 1946-47; Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Comuission, 1949-53.

CARYL 11. IIASKTNS - Presidtnt, (:ariu'glt Istitution of Washington; born
Schenectady, N. Y., August 12, 1908; Ph.D. in biology at Harvard
University, 1935; President and Research Director of Haskins
Laboratories, 1935-55; member, President's Scientific Advisory
Committee; author of The Amazon. of Ants and Men, etc.
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EDWIN E. HIUDDLESON, Jr. - Partner, Cooley, Crowley, Gaither, Godward,
Castro and Iluddleson; born Oakland, California, January 28, 1914;
LL.B., Harvard Law School; trustee of the RAND Corporation, the
Mitre Corporation, System Development Corporation, Aerospace
Corporation.

ROBERT K. MERTON - Department of Sociology, Columbia University;
born Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July 5, 1910; Ph.D. in
sociology at Harvard University, 1936; author of Social Theory
and Social Structure. Mass Persuasion, and other studies in
social theory, mass comnunications and the sociology of
professions.

ROBERT R. SEARS - Professor of Psychology and Dean of the School
of Humanities and Sciences, Stanford University; born Palo Alto,
California, August 31, 1908; Ph.D. in psychology at Yale
University, 1932; Director of Child Welfare Station at the
University of Iowa, 1942-49; Director of the Laboratory of
Human Development at Harvard University, 1949-53; Chairman,
Department of Psychology, Stanford University, 1953-61;
author of studies on child development and on personality.

FRANK STANTON - President of Columbia Broadcasting System; born
Muskegon, Michigan, March 20, 1908; Ph.D. in psychology at
Ohio State University, 1935; author of studies in communication
and audience responses to mass media.

RALPH W. TYLPV - Director Emeritus of the Center for Advanced Study
it, the hzhavloral Sciences; born Chicago, Illinois, April 22,
1902; A.B. Doane College, 1921; A.M., University of Nebraska,
1923; ai...U., University of Chicago, 1927; Chairman Department
of Education and University Examiner, University of Chicago,
1938-',3 and Dean of Division of Social Sciences, 1948-53;
Director, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford, California, 1953-67.
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED S1II)Y IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Distribution of Fellowships by Fields
1954-55 through 1968-69

Number Percent

Antthropologv 81 12

Hiologv 18 3

Economics 53 8

Education 20 3

History 58 8

humanities 26 4

Law 25 4

Linguistics 26 4

Mathematics-Statistics 14 2

Miscellaneous 7 1

Philosophy 34 5

Political .Ncience 73 II

Psychiatry 29 4

Psychology 127 19

Sociology 81 12

Total b72 100
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ChW2TER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

DISTRIBUTION OF FELLOWS BY STATE AND COUNTRY

1954-55 to 1968-69

COUNTRY NO. OF INSTITUTIONS NO. OF FELLOWS

United States

Arizona 1 I

California 14 05

Colorado I I

Connecticut 3 39

Georgia I I

Illinois 4 69

Tndiana 2 7

Iowa 3 6

Kansas 3 3

Louisiana 1 2

Kline 1 1

iryland 2 6

Massachsetts 6 76

ichipan 4 42

Minnesota 1 10

Missouri 2 "6

Nebraska I I

New Iampshire 1 4

New Jersey 3 18

New York 15 75

North Carolina 2 II

Ohio 2 4

Oklahoma I 1

Oregon 4 9

Pennsylvania 7 22

Rhode Island I 1

Tennessee 2 2

Texas 2 7

Vermont 1 1
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Page 2
Uij,t ILntt 11 ot Fellows by State and Country

COdN'RY NO. OF INSTITUTIONS NO. OF FELLOWS

u'nit'd States (cont.)

Vil,gI ni I 

Washington 1 4

wNishington, D.C. 5 10

i.isconsin 2 14

Sub-Total 100 562

Al', ria I 

rajuCt ' 5

,;* rrinv 3 5

t. i a t, 4

I ndtne:v ia 1 5

Israel 1 4

Italy 2 2

1.ipan 4 ,

:ex 'o I l

Netherlan.Is 4 6

NorM3V 4 5

1r, Iand 3 4

9ortigal I I

Ronian ia I 1

5e: a! h Africa

Sweden 2 4

United Kingdom

Australia 4 4

Canada 5 7

England 11 46

Scotland 3 3

Yugos l avia I I

Sub-Total 63 110

GRAND) TOTALS 163 672
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August 18, 1969

O r. 0. Mereuith Wilson
I'.rector
Center for Advanced Study In the
Behavioral sciencess
202 junipero Serra Boulevard
Stanford, California 94305

Dear Dr. Wilson:

Because of my services as a consultant to the Behavioral Sciences Division
of the Ford Foundation in the days when the Center was under discussion, and
because of my residence in Stanford ever since the opening. I have been in an
unusually good position to watch its development and to assess how welt it
has served the purposes for which it was established. I had one year there
myself - in 1956-1957 - so that I saw it from the Inside as well.

As this letter indicates, I have currently been involved in a study of the
status of the behavioral and social sciences on j national basis, under the
ioint auspices of the National Academy of Sciences and the Social Science
Research Council. This gives me some added perspective from which to view
the work of the Center, for the fields we have chosen to explore anthropologyy,
economics, geography, history, linguistics, political science, psychiatry,
psychology, sociology, and anpects of mathematics-statistics-computation)
have all been within the range of follow-selection by the Center.

I can present one "statistic" to show how influential the Center has become
in creating a body of behavioral and social scientists concerned with the
broader aspects of their disciplines in their relation to each other. We set
out to find the best representatives that we could of each of the specialties
named above, by consulting the officers of the national professional associations,
representatives in the National Research Council, Division of Behavioral
Science, and In the Social Science Research Council. In this way we appointed
a group of chairmen and co-chairmen for the separate panels, and had them
nominate members for their committees to be as widely representative as possible
of the range of their disciplines, chiefly of energetic and productive men at
the height of their careers, rather than the established senior citizens.
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result was that we c~me up with 7b members of our committees and panels,
responsible for the reports soon to appear. The "statistic" to which I refer
is that a recent check shows that 33 of the;;o 76, or 43 percent, had been
fellows ,at the Center for Advanced ;ttily iln the 1lehavioral Sciences. rh.'rc
wa, io dellberate effort to slect Fllows; lit the effort to achieve diversity
it was quite possible that Fellows might have been sidestepped. In any
case, I find this a fitting testimony as to what the Center has done in selecting
promising men, and in motivating them to accept appointment in serving their
professions and society at large through non-remunerated activity such as
that of our survey.

it 1,,,ta is one theme central to the report that we are preparing from our survey,
it is i iat the I)ehavioral and social science, are now at the stage that their
,ata 'm(i ;netiods can b ma,e incre,;sinqly pertinent to the social crises
, I our .tw.y. Those who ihave participated widely in the interdisciplinary
discussionss at the Center have been prepared to see the limitations that are
imposed by ar exclusive preoccupation with disciplinary specialization,
and they have been helpful in working out suggestions for new forms of
organization that will permit work to go on c.t a high scientific level while at
the same time meeting new standards of potential relevance.

If there is any criticism I would have of the Center it is that with but 50
Fellows per year it cannot possibly meet the needs of the very rapidly growing
fields that it serves. It has becr so successful, in my mind, that it ought to
be duplicated elsewhere. I have'been pleased to learn, for example, of a
grant of $400,000 from the National Science Foundation to establish a
facility for advanced study in social science at the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princeton. The readiness for such a new facility is a tribute to the
influence of your Center in the past.

Postdoctoral training is coming to be expected in the physical and biological
sciences as a matter of course, and only more slowly so in psychology and
the social sciences. In some parts of Europe and Asia there is a special
kind of degree or diploma issued on the basis of advanced scholarship,
aftei formal graduate-school training is completed. We may be coming to
that in this country. The many "specialty-boards" in medicine are being
duplicated now In psychology; this is a straw In the wind. Apart from
formalities, tbere is no doubt that the Center is a postdoctoral educational
institution, contributing to the understanding' of advanced scholars, and
through them modifying the course of training; in our universities.

Sincerely yours,
/

e, J

Ernest R. Hilgard
Chairman, Behavioral a
Social Sciences Survey Committee
(Professor of Psychology,
Stanford University)
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Statement submitted to the Senate Finance Committee in behalf of the

Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton. New Jersey, with respect to

the Hearings on S (H.R. 13270) September 10, 1969 by

Carl Kaysen. Director.

The Institute for Advanced Study is devoted to the encourage-

ment, support and patronage of learning--of science, in the old, broad,

undifferentiated sense of the word. The Institute partakes of the char-

acter both of a university and of a research institute; but it also differs

in significant ways from both. It is unlike a university, for instance,

in its small size--its academic membership at any one time numbers only

about one hundred fifty. It is unlike a university in that it has no

scheduled courses of instruction and no commitment that all or most branches

of learning be represented in its Faculty and members. It is unlike a

research institute in that its purposes are broader, that it supports many

separate fields of study, that it maintains no laboratories; and above all

in that it welcomes temporary members, whose intellectual development and

growth are one of its principal purposes. The Institute, in short, is

devoted to learning, in the double sense of the continued education of the

individual, and of the intellectual enterprise on which he is embarked.

The Institute was founded in 1930 by gift of Louis Bamberger

and his sister, Mrs. Felix Fuld. The further financial basis for its

development and growth was provided by a substantial legacy from the

founders. Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld were greatly influenced in their

conception of what the Institute should be by the ideas of Abraham Flexner,

its first Director. Flexner, who had earlier led the reform of medical

8-
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education in the United States, was then at the Rockefeller Institute (now

Rockefeller University) which he had helped to create. He was concerned

that American universities at the time did not provide adequately for the

pursuit of science and learning at the highest levels. Americans who

wanted to be trained in that pursuit had to go to Europe for training,

and most of the leading figures in science and scholarship were to be

found abroad in Germany, France, and England. It was Flexner's purpose

to bring the possibility of leadership in many of these fields to this

country; and the gifts of Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld gave effect to it.

I think the record of the Institute will show that their hopes were real-

ized and, having been Director only a short time, I think I can say that

in all modesty.

At present the academic work of the Institute is carried on in

three schools: a School of Mathematics, a School of Natural Sciences,

and a School of Historical Studies. The members of the School of Mathe-

matics are for the most part pure mathematicians, and the members of the

School of Natural Sciences theoretical physicists, astrophysicists, and

astronomers; but there have been members in both these Schools who have

worked in other sciences--chemistry, biology, and psychology, for example.

The School of Historical Studies i broader still in scope, and includes

in principle all learning for which the use of the historical method is a

chief instrument. Here, too, our work tends to reflect the interests of

the Faculty: Greek archaeology and epigraphy, Greek philosophy and philo-

logy, Roman history, palaeography, mediaeval history and the history of

art, modern history, the history of mathematics and the sciences. Here

again there have been members, working alone or in concert, in disciplines

not represented on the Faculty.

- 2-
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In these three Schools together, the Institute has twenty-three

professors (not counting the Director) who constitute its present Faculty:

9 in mathematics, 5 in physics, and 9 in historical studies.

For the three year period beginning with the academic year 1968-69,

the Institute is broadening its range by the addition of a small experi-

mental program in the social sciences. This will involve bringing together

for each of the three years six to eight scholars who are using the methods

and perspectives of the social sciences in the study of history, especially

the study of social change. The visitors under this program will be drawn

from a variety of disciplines, including history, sociology, anthropology,

economics, political science and psychology. The program aims at providing

the stimulation of discussion of common perspectives by scholars working

on a variety of problems, not an integrated team or project approach. This

program is being financed by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation and the

Russell Spge Foundation.

A principal function of the Institute is to provide for members

who come here for short periods, for a term or a year or, in the Schools

of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, occasionally for two years. There

are currently some hundred twenty such members in residence. Admission

to membership is by vote of the Faculty concerned. Perhaps a half or two-.

thirds of our members are invited by us because we know or learn of their

work, and believe that a time here would be fruitful for them, for their

work, and for that of other members; other members are selected from the

many applicants who write to us outlining the state of their researches

and their reasons for desiring to come. Inevitably there is a real com-

petition for memberships, since both the physical limitations of the

-3
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institution, and the desire to preserve a community stAll enough to be

a true community, limit the number of members admissible.

Of the visiting members more than half are young men and women

within a fev years of their doctorate. The work they do at the Institute

contains a high element of postdoctoral training as opposed to research.

In Mathematics and Natural Sciences postdoctoral training is widely recog-

nized " a regular part of the process of preparation for those who are

entering the academic and research profession. The work of the balance

of the members, who are for the most part already well established academi-

cally, can correspondingly be viewed as having a larger element of research

and a smaller one of training, although of course any scholar is engaged

in the process of learning throughout his whole life.

The work product of the Institute is therefore of two kinds:

the research that is produced by its permanent faculty and the visiting

members, and the training that the visiting members receive. In both

respects the work of the Institute, though small in volume, is of signi-

ficant importance because of its quality, and because its visitors come

to it fromeand return to the leading institutions of higher education and

research in this country and indeed, to a great extent, in the rest of

the world as well.

Some flavor of its past activities can be conveyed by mentioning

the names of a few of its professors and the subjects in which they have

been active. In mathematics, Marston Morse and Hassler Whitney, recog-

nized as among the leading American mathematicians, are both professors

in the Institute. Amongst Europeans who have come to this country and

become a permanent part of its mathematical community, many have been at
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the Institute, including, notably, Herman Weyl at an earlier period and

Andre Well and Atle Selberg today. The late John von :;eumann was professor

of mathematics at the Institute, and he was distinguished not only for his

important papers in a great many different branches of mathematics but

also for his fundamental contribution to the invention of the electronic

computing machine, his work on long range weather forecasting, and his

important services to the national defense. The 1968 Raport of the

National Academy of Sciences on the Mathematical Sciences describes the

Institute as "a world center of mathematical research."

In physics, of course, the name of Albert Einstein, who was

professor here from the foundation of the Institute, springs first to

mind. C. N. Yang and T. D. Lee were working at the Institute when they

did the work for which they received the Nobel Prize. In the '50s, the

Institute shared with Niels Bohr's Institute of Theoretical Physics in

Copenhagen the position of the world's leading center of theoretical

nuclear physics. Today the Institute counts among its faculty members

in physics Professors Freeman Dyson, the recipient of this year's Max

Planck Madal and one of the world's leading mathematical physicists, and

Marshall Rosenbluth, America's leading contributor to the understanding

of plasmas. Rosenbluth was the recipient of the Einstein Award in 1967.

In the historical fields, amongst many distinguished men, one

can mention the late Erwin Panofaky, this generation's most erudite and

influential historian of art, and Homer Thompson whose work as the super-

visor of excavations in the Athenian Agora for a generation has been a

major factor in increasing our knowledge and understanding of classical

Greece.
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The Institute relies primarily on its ova resources for the

financing of its operation and in the last acad mic year more than three-

quarters of its receipts came from the return on its own investments

(including realized capital gains), somewhat less than 20% from grants

and contracts from government agencies, and 5% from grants from private

foundations and other private organizations. Thus, if we are not an edu-

cational institution under the proposed new law, we become a private

foundation, and we would not qualify as an operating foundation.

The language which defines an educational institution for the

purposes of the Act, Section 201 (a)(l)(3)(ii), speaks of an organization

"which normally maintains a regular faculty and curriculum and normally

has a regularly enrolled body of pupils or students in attendance at a

place where its educational activities are regularly carried on." While

we can clearly meet the tests of having a regular faculty and a regularly

enrolled body of students in attendance at the Institute, I am less ready

to assert that we can clearly meet the requirement of maintaining a regular

curriculum, since the essence of our enterprise is the guided self-education

of the members, even the youngest of whom have already had considerable

academic training, along lines based on their past activities and present

interests,

The status of "private foundation" under the proposed statute

would present the Institute with two serious problems. First, of course,

would be the direct impact of the proposed tax. Had the provisions of the

House Bill been applied to us in our last fiscal year, ending June 30, 1969,

we would have had to pay nearly $250,000 in taxes. This is a large sum,

and equals a quarter of what we spent on grants and stipends for visitors
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in that year. It is clear that taxation at such a rate would force a

significant curtailment of our activity. Second, and even mere important,

would be the effect on our relations with the major grant-making fr,--ndations.

Since the Bill would create doubt as to whether we were in fact an education-

&l institution, these foundations would be properly hesitant in making grants

to us since such grants might not be "qualifying distributions" under the

bill. As a consequence, our ability to initiate now programs or to continue

and expand the one we have just initiated would be severely handicapped

if not completely ended. The new program in the social sciences about which

I spoke above was initiated on an experimental basis with grants from the

Carnegie CorporaWn and the Russell Sage Foundation. The first step

toward putting it on a long-run en a grant from the Ford Founda-

tion, conditional on what greater matching ef from other private

sources. This ea Is is not untypical In that grants fr the larger

private foun tons have played- a igniaisa ole in making sible new

ventures ti enterpriseo..Aieh as t Insttute as we 1 as in the u varsities

and colt s. The combined effec of bot these estrictions--the minu-

tion i4 the availability of our 4e-ourc to suppo C r programs and

the inhibition of oundation rt-,ll et tl reitn

program seriousland~aik t caity for rth eve" ore serious y.

The experience o Uarly 40 1 p ls sho~'tkaVthe idea of he

Inati te has be a used ad beneftiio d that the Institute ills

an imp tant pl:a the wholeb am ioan hi education. In the

fields I which we have been uiest'act ve in t a past--ma ,eatc, ooraticl
physics, a astrophysi4§classicsl ss achaeol gy, c ical and Laeval

history, the t.story of art are 6F s t important--the Insti a as played
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an important role in the development of the ideas and research interests

of a significant proportion of the best men in the faculties of American

universities. It ha. further had an important function as an international

meting place In which Americans and guropeans ewchangad ideas and kept

abreast of each other's work in these same fields. It is my hope that in

the future it can play the same critical role in developing areas in the

social sciences. The Institute has been an innovator, one of the first

institutions in this country to recognize the importance of postdoctoral

training to the career of the young scientist and scholar. It has had

many followers in its history, and independent institutions such as the

Center for Advanced Study in the behavioral Sciences, or the Centers for

Advanced Study that are part of a University such as those at the University

of Illinois, the University of Virginia, the Institute of Historical Re-

search at the University of Wisconsin, Dumbarton Oaks here in Washington

which is in effect the Institute of Byzantine Studies of Harvard University,

as well as others here and abroad have followed its model.

Functionally the Institute is an integral part of the system of

higher education in the United States. Its basic mission is a combination

of advanced training and research. Its faculty are academic personnel, all

of whom have taught and done research in major universities both in the

United States and abroad before coming to the Institute. Further, from

time to time, many of them serve as visiting professors in these same in-

stitutions. Visiting members of the Institute come from the universities

and return to them, typically to their faculties. One chief aim of their

stay here is to enhance their capacities for continuing research and ad-

vanced trainir.g at the universities. Both the faculty and the visiting
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members are all active contributors to the scientific and scholarly

literatures of their respective disciplines. There is no logical basis

for distinguishing between the saw functions in a part or subdivision of

a university, and in an independent non-profit institution, and recognizing

one but not the other as part of the system of higher education.

In the light of this, I submit that it i squarely within the

policy purpose of the Bill before the Comittee so to modify its language

that the Institute, as well as other specialized institutions of research

and advanced training operating in a similar way, is clearly given the

sae exempt status that other institutione which are also part of the

system of higher education enjoy.
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Itatement of brooks Hays, Chairman
southern Committee on Political thics

before the
Senate finance Committee

October 7, 19b9

xr. Hays appears as Chairman of the ,outhern

Committee on Political ethics, and as former Acting

Chairmn of the House Select Committee to Investigate

roundations in 1952.

From his personal experiences with foundation

programs over two decades, Mr. Hays has very favorable

impressions of them. He feels they have been. and are,

of particular importance to the uplifting of the Southern

States. He notes that the Southern Committee on Political

Ethics has no self-interest in this matter, since it is

not tax-exempt and receives no foundation support.

He points out that when the House Select Committee

to Investigate Foundations was established in 1952. the

activities of a few foundations had caused apprehension

and concern. In Its investigation the Committee founds

-- In general, foundations were not diverting

their resources from their basic purposes

and were not working against the interests

or traditions of the Unites States.

-- The larger and older foundations were rendering

great service to the country.

-- The larger foundations favored public accounting
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and disclosure, some smller ones opposed It.
-- The Select Commlttee recommended full disclosure

of all grants.
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Statement of Brooks Hays, Chairman
Southern Committee on Political Ethics

Before the
Senate Finance Committee

October 7.1969

Mr. Chairman, and members of this distinguished

Committee, my name is Brooks Hays. I appear before

the Committee today in my capacity as Chairman of the

Southern Committee on Political Ethics, and also as

former Member of Congress, where for 16 years I repre-

sented the Fifth Congressional District of Arkansas.

In that capacity, I served, in 1952. as Acting Chairman

of the House Select Committee to Investigate Foundations,

assuming that position upon the death of the Chairman,

the Honorable E. E. Cox of Georgia.

The Select Committee's investigation of the founda-

tions sparked an interest in their activities which I

have maintained through the years. During my career, I

have had the honor, in addition to my service as a

Member of Congress, to serve as Special Assistant to

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, as a member of the

board of directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority,

as an Assistant Secretary of State, and as a member of

the faculties of Rutgers University and the University

of Massachusetts.
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At present, I am a member of the governing boards

of George Peabody College and George Washington University.

I am also becutive Director of the National Conference

on Citisenship, which was chartered by Congress in 1953.

I am a director of the Southern Regional Council, and

Director of the Ecumenical Council of Wake Forest University.

I have sketched this background, Mr. Chairman, to

indicate the variety of experiences which have helped

shape my convictions regarding the great value of pri-

vate foundations to our total American society. In almost

every activity In which I have engaged over the past

two decades I have come in contact with foundation proqra.

My cumulative Impression of those programs is an extremely

favorable one.

The advancement of the South, in all areas of activity.

has, of course, been of special Interest to me. In 1967,

I Joined with a small group of.,Southerners, a list of whom

is attached, to found the Southern Co=mittee on Political

Ethics (SCOP). Our purpose is to do whatever we can

to help elevate the tone of political activity and to

dignify the profession of public service In our region.

My fellow members of SCOPE asked me to appear before

this Comittee to oppose the Imposition of unreasonable

restrictions on foundation activities. In doing so, we

have no self-interest. COP is not a tax-exempt organLza-

tLon, and cannot receive foundation support.
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However, we note that many organisation$ which

are working effectively for the uplifting of the South

do receive foundation help. An example i the Southern

Regional Council and and its Voter Registration Project.

There are many others. Many of these, as I understand

it, could not have been established under the provisions

of the bill passed by the house.

I hope the Committee will consider very carefully

the provisions of the Dill which would prohibit the

use of foundation funds in any manner which might in-

fluence legislation.

While certainly no substantial portion of the funds

or activities of foundations and their granted" should

be used to influence legislation, a complete prohibition

seem to be unreasonable. A great many things, in one

way or another, eventually influence legislation, often

in very constructive ways. As the language in the bill

is now drawn, I fear that the result would be a very

inhibiting influence on foundation officials in making

jrants in areas of public concern.

I mentioned, xr. Chairman, that I had the honor

of serving as the ranking member and later as Acting

Chairman of the Select Committee to Investigate Foundations

during the 82nd Congress in 1952. At that time, as now,

the activities of a few foundations has caused some appre-

hension and concern.
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The Committee was given a mandate by the House to

determine "if the foundations were using their resources

for purpose other than thornfor which they were

established for purposes not in the interest or tradition

of the United States.*

In general, the Committee found that these organizations

were not diverting their resources and were not working

against the interest or traditli 3f the United States.

The Committee did find that a negligible number of

foundations -- a few of the smaller ones -- had permitted

subversive Lndlences to penetrate their organizations.

Such cases were duly reported to the appropriate agencies

of the government.

The older and larger foundations -- such as Rockefeller.

Ford and Carnegie -- were determined to have rendered a

great service in the fields of health and education and

in expanding the frontiers of knowledge.

We found that the larger foundations favored public

accounting and public accountability. Some of the smaller

ones opposed this, largely on the grounds that it would

inhibit some contributions. Our Committee recommended

that all such information should be filed with the

Internal Revenue Service, and that full disclosure should

be made of all grants.
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On the question of tax evasion by u"e of the

foundation device, the Committee found some ebuses and

recomnded further study. The Internal Revenue gemic@

was at that time giving attention to such ausee.

Mr. Chairman, the highly-cosetent general counsel

for the Select Committee. Kr. Harold M. Keele of Chicago,

was entitled to much of the credit for the excellence

ot the study. His views and experience might perhaps

be of value In the present situation.

I have with me a copy of the Select Committee's

report. I don't wish to burden the record unless the

Chairman feels it would be valuable, but I will be happy

to make a copy available to the Committee and the staff.

In closing, Mr. Chairman. I would like to echo the

sentiments of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who once observed

that it Is more difficult to give a dollar away intelli-

gently than to make it honestly.

I feel, based on my experiences, that the responsible

foundations are trying to operate their philanthropies

in an intelligent and constructive manner.

I believe the Amrican foundations are creatures of

freedom, and are making great contributions toward the

strengthening of our society.
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September 8, 19bj

Summary of Statement of The James Irvine
Foundation Kegarding Section 101 of H.R
13270 Submitted to The Senate Finance
Committee on September 8, 1962

1. The James Irvine Foundation Is Whe trustee of
a charitable trust which owns 5. i% 44' the stock of The
Irvine Company of Orange County, Califonala, by virtue of
& gift from Mr. James Irvije.

2. The stock had a value of $5.b million when
it became absolute and has produced income of more than $10
million which has been distributed on a current basis to the
universities, colleges, hospitals, youth organizations and
similar charities in the community served by the Foundation.

3. The Foundation respectfully urges the members
of the Committee to proceed with measures designed to curb
specific abuses and to reject a broad sweeping compulsory
divestiture rule which would defeat the intentions of donors
of existing foundations and operate as a powerful deterrent
to the making of substantial gifts of corporate stock to
charity in the future.

4. If the Committee should, nevertheless, conclude
that the divestiture proposal should be adopted, then

(A An exception should be made for founda-
tlons In existence on May 26, 19690 with respect
to all business interests acquired before that
date;

(b) An exception should also be made with
respect to business interests which foundations
are directed to retain by the terms of governing
instruments which were irrevocable on May 26,
1969; and

(c) Provision should be made for an un-
restricted ten-year period for the disposition
of stockholdings In excess of the prohibited
amount, with authority In the Secretary of the
Treasury to extend the period In cases of hard-
ship.

5. The minimum investment return proposal which
would require foundations to distribute out of capital each
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year the amount by which their annual net income is less
than 5 percent of the market value of their assets should
be modified to except therefrom:

(a) Existing trusts established by instru-
ments which do not permit distributions out of
capital;

(b) The value of investments which the
trustees have no power to change;

(c) For a transition period of ten years,
the value of investments now held by founda-
tions which do not produce income equal to the
minimum investment return rate; and

(d) For a reasonable period the value of
unproductive assets acquired by means other
than purchase.

6. The minimum investment return rate should be
based upon the estate or income tax savings on the bequest
or gift to charity and the income tax savings on realized
capital gains. It should not be applied to unrealized
appreciation in the value of assets on which no tax saving
has been realized.
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STATEMENT

of

THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION*

Regarding

Provisions of Section 101 of H.R. 13270

Submitted

to

The Committee on Finance

United States Senate

on

September 8, 1969

The James Irvine Foundation
111 Sutter Street
Suite 1724
San Francisco, California 94104

* Presented by Howard J. Privett,
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The James Irvine Poundation, a California corpora-

tion, Is the owner, as trustee, of 1459 shares of stock of

Tie Irvine Company, which Is 54.55 percent of its issued and

outstanding stock. This Interest was acquired by inter vivos

gift from James Irvine in 1937 under the terms of an Indenture

of Trust In which Mr. Irvine directed the 'Poundatlon to hold

and administer the stock under the trust "as a unit without

division or segregation thereof" and to devote the income

therefrom exclusively to eiaritable uses and purposes in the

State of California---The Indenture further provides, inter

alia:

"Trustor hereby makes the following
directions with respect to the management
of the shares of stock of The Irvine
Company and the property thereof, which
consists for the most part of a land hold-
ing situated in Orange County, California:
that inasmuch as the development and opera-
tion of said property has constituted the
life work of the Trustor, it Is the purpose
of said Trustor, by the creatln of this
trust and by vesting in the Trustee through
its holding of said stock of The Irvine
Company, the exercise of a controlling
voice in the operation of' its properties,
to perpetuate the operation thereof' and
thus insure an adequate foundation for the
charitable purposes herein provided."

The Irvine Company is a closely held business corpora-

tion. The ownership of its stock, other than that held by th

Foundation, is divided between 12 parties, most of whom are
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related by blood or marriage to the Foundation's donor. The

stock is not traded and has no established market. Except

for transactions in which the Company purchased and retired

shares of its own stock, there have been only two sales in

the past 20 years; one in 1964 in which a minority shareholder

sold his sister one share at a price of $115,000 and one in

1960 in which the estate of a deceased shareholder sold 15

shares at a public auction for a price of $108,333 per share

to raise money for taxes. The Company's purchases were:

50 shares at a price of $109,000 per share in 1962 and

13 1/2 shares at a price of $250,000 per share in 1968.

Under the laws applicable to The Irvine Company,

the Foundation's stock ownership entitles it (a) to elect

four of the seven members of the Company's Board of Directors,

(b) to vote the stock on all matters of Company business re-

quiring shareholder approval and (c) to receive 54.55 percent

of all corporate distributions. The cash dividend paid by

the Company during its fiscal year ended April 30, 1969 was

$2,850 per share, or a total of $1,308,150 on the 459 shares

owned by the Foundation. This represents an increase of more

than 500 percent in the annual dividend rate of $500 per share

paid by the Company in 1948, the year the Foundation's rights

in the stock vested.
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Through a partial liquidation in 1962, The Irvine

company distributed several parcels of real property to its

shareholders in redemption of a portion of their stock. The

foundation's pro rata share interest in the properties had

a value of $6,211,263.

There have been no business transactions between

the Foundation and The Irvine Company. More specifically,

the Foundation has neither loaned or borrowed money nor sold

or purchased property from the Company.

The Foundation is managed by an 11-member Board of

Directors. One of the Directors is a granddaughter of Mr.

Irvine. The remaining 10 Directors are in no way related

to Mr. Irvine or his family. In the administration of its

trust, the Foundation is regulated and supervised by the

California Attorney General under the provisions of the

Uniform Supervision of Trustees For Charitable Purposes

Act (California Government Code, Secs. 12580-12595).

Mr. Irvine gained no tax advantage and realized no

deduction or other tax benefit during his lifetime by reason

of his gift of a majority of The Irvine Company stock to the

Foundation in trust for charitable purposes. On Mr. Irvine's

death in 1947, the trust became irrevocable under California

law and a tax benefit was realized in that the stock (which
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was then valued at $11,000 per share or $5,610,000) was exempt

from the estate and inheritance taxes which would have been

payable if the inter vivos gift had not been limited to chari-

table uses.

The Foundation's ownership of a majority stock interest

in The Irvine Company has at no time in the past, and does not

today, provide a tax benefit or advantage of any kind to the

Company. All of its operations were fully taxable before Mr.

Irvine's charitable gift in trust, and they remained so after

the gift was made. Today, as during Mr. Irvine's lifetime,

The Irvine Company pays the full measure of taxes that any

other corporation is obligated to pay. The only income tax

benefit that has resulted from the fact Mr. Irvine's gift of

stock was for charitable uses is that the Foundation is not

obligated to pay taxes on the dividends that it receives. The

dividends, of course, are the trust income which the Foundation

distributes to charity on a current basis.

Taxes on Excess Business Holdings.

(Section 101(b) of H.R. 13270 and
new section 4943 of the Code)

This section places precise limits on the amount of

voting stock of a business corporation that may be owned by a

foundation. The maximum limit is 20%. The specific limit
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applicable to each foundation is determined by subtracting

from the 20% maximum the percentage of voting stock owned

by all disqualified persons, including the foundation's

donor and all other substantial contributors and their

families and lineal descendants. An exception is provided

where an independent third-party has control of the busi-

ness corporation and the foundation and all disqualified

persons combined own less than 353% of the voting stock.

In that case, the maximum limit on the amount of voting

stock of a business corporation that may be owned by a

foundation is 35% reduced by the aggregate percentage

of the voting stock owned by all disqualified persons.

Under the terms of a de minimis rule Included in the sec-

tion, foundations are permitted to own as much as 2% of

a business corporation's voting stock even though the

combined ownership of disqualified persons is equal to

or exceeds the applicable maximum limit.

All stock held by a foundation in excess of Its

permitted limit must be disposed of within specified time

periods. The sanctions imposed for failure to comply with

the divestiture requirements is an initial tax of 5 of the

value of the excess stock holdings and an additional tax
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equal to 200% of the value of such excess stock holdings

if they have not been disposed of by the close of a des-

ignated correction period.

It may be somewhat difficult to assess the full

extent of the near and long term damage to the cause of

private philanthropy that would result from a change in

the policy of our tax law as drastic and as bludgeon-like

in its application as that proposed by this section of

the House bill. But there can be doubt that the damage

would be great and would have far reaching consequences.

It would reverse the incentive that has been provided by

our tax laws over the past half century for the dedication

of private wealth to the benefit of the public. Moreover,

it would compel long established public trusts that have

been administered explicitly In the public Interest to

divorce themselves from the stock Interests with which

they were endowed and which have provided the resources

for their important and growing contributions to the public

welfare.

The effects of such a policy change would fall

most heavily on the small community-oriented foundations

capitalized by a substantial ownership interest In a local

business and on donors whose accumulated wealth consists

of ownership of a ,isiness enterprise. In this area, a
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compulsory divestiture rule would constitute a deterrent of

such proportion that it would virtually eliminate the making

of gifts of substantial interests in the donor's business for

the perpetual use of charity, whereas such gifts are now com-

monplace and were the source of beginning for many uf the great

foundations operating in the country today. Since the personal

wealth of the group of persons who own businesses represents

a significant portion of the private capital in the United

States, there can be little doubt that the adoption of such

a rule would be followed by a substantial diminution in the

number and financial capacity of foundations to serve the ever-

growing local needs that are now being met through private

philanthropy. The magnitude of the potential loss can be,

perhaps, best demonstrated by a brief look at The James Irvine

Foundation.

Its founder, Mr. James Irvine, owned a large ranch

in Orange County, California, which he incorporated under the

name "The Irvine Company". Mr. Irvine devoted himself fully

to this enterprise and personally characterized it as his

life's work. Forty-nine percent of the stock cf the company

was given by Mr. Irvine to members of his family. With the

remaining 51 percent or majority of the stock he established

a charitable trust for the benefit of the people of California
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with particular emphasis on the needs of the people of the

county in which the ranch is located. The James Irvine

Foundation was organized to administer this trust as its

trustee.

On Mr. Irvine's death in 1947 his trust became

irrevocable under California law. On that date the total

value of the majority stock interest with which Mr. Irvine

endowed the trust was $5,610,000. To date the income received

from this 5.6 million dollar gift has enabled the trust to make

direct grants of more than 10 million dollars to the universi-

ties, colleges, hospitals, youth organizations and similar

charities within the community it was established to benefit.

During the same period of time the value of this gift, which

will continue to serve the public in perpetuity, has increased

dramatically.

The contribution to the public welfare from Mr.

Irvine's gift of a majority stock interest in his business

is not a unique or isolated occurrence. Indeed, the record

of the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee,

establishes that such results are quite commonly obtained

from gifts of substantial business interests for charitable uses.

The proposal to enact a law applicable to such gifts

as harsh and undiscriminating as across-the-board compulsory
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divestiture is unwarranted and should be rejected unless

there is clear evidence (1) that the gifts produce some sub-

stantial evil which cannot be reasonably corrected by more

refined regulations and (2) that the evil resulting from the

gifts will have demonstrably more serious consequences than

those produced by the remedy. Clearly, no such condition can

be found in the operations of private foundations. The study

made by the Treasury Department at the request of this Com-

mittee and of the Committee on Ways and Means disclosed that

"the preponderant number of private foundations perform their

functions without tax abuse"; that "most private foundations

act responsibly and contribute significantly to the improve-

ment of our society"; and that "upon the whole, the record

of foundation disbursements is one of solid accomplishment".

(Treasury Report on Private Foundations, February 2, 1965,

pp. 2, 13 and 14.)

In the area of foundation involvement in business,

the Treasury has reported "several kinds of undesirable

results" from the operations of a minority of foundations.

They are said to be (a) competitive advantages; (b) varied

forms of self dealing; (c) deferral of benefits to charity;

and (d) distraction of the attention of foundation managers

from charitable activities. The Treasury concedes (Report, p. 36)
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that these results are not a necessary consequence of founda-

tion ownership of business interests and no facts have been

presented, either in the Treasury study or the hearings of

the House Committee, which would support a conclusion that

they do occur in the operations of any meaningful proportion

of the foundations that own in excess of 20% of a business

corporation. This is true, we submit, because the situations

and practices that give rise to duch results are not related

to and cannot be rationally correlated with the amount of a

foundation's stock interest in a business corporation.

The appropriate remedy for the "undesirable results"

of foundation involvement in business suggested by the Treasury

study may be found in more active enforcement of existing law

or in the adoption of new provisions tailored specifically to

deal directly with the conduct and practices that cause such

results. They cannot be corrected as effectively and should

not be corrected by a wholesale compulsory divestiture rule,

whose impact would extend well beyond the limits of the

problem and would itself give rise to "undesirable results"

of an economic and social nature more serious than those it

seeks to eliminate.

It has been suggested by some qualified commentators,

and we think correctly so, that the only substantial basis for
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the Treasury proposal of a broad stock ownership limitation

is administrative convenience and that the only benefit that

would be realized by adoption of the rule would be some eas-

ing of the burden of administering the tax law. (See, e.g.,

Robert E. Other, Analysis and Criticism of The Treasury Pro-

posal To Limit Stock Ownership By Private Foundations, 13 UCLA

Law Review 1017 (1966), a copy of which is annexed hereto for

the convenience of the members of the Committee.) We acknow-

ledge that the burden of enforcing a law is a proper legisla-

tive concern and that there would be administrative difficulties

and additional costs involved in enforcing regulations directed

at specific abuses. However, the assumption of these burdens

is more than Justified by the greater effectiveness such rules

would have in the curbing of abuses in the problem areas and

by the preservation of the substantial benefits to the people

.that now obtain because businessmen are free to contribute

interests in their businesses in unlimited amount to perpetual

charitable uses.

We, therefore, respectfully urge the members of the

Committee to proceed with measures designed to curb specific

abuses and to reject a broad, sweeping compulsory divestiture

rule which would defeat the Intentions of donors of' existing

public trusts and operate as a powerful deterrent to the making
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of substantial gifts of corporate stock to charity in the

future.

If the Committee nevertheless concludes that the

divestiture proposal should be adopted, we request that new

section 4943 be modified in the following respects to mitigate

the harsh and unjust effects it would have on existing organi-

zations.

1. An exception to the divestiture requirements

should be made for foundations and trusts in existence on

May 26, 1969, with respect to all business interests acquired

by gift or bequest before that date. The House bill has al-

ready provided an exception for two such organizations: the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation which has as its sole asset 50.34%

of the voting stock of the Kellogg Company; and the Benwood

Foundation which owns about 70% of the stock of Coca-Cola

Bottling Co. (Thomas) of Chattanooga. The good reasons that

commend the making of these exceptions, also apply to The

James Irvine Foundation and the overwhelming majority of

other foundations. In this connection, Representative James

B. Utt (Republican of California), a member of the Committee

on Ways and Means, made the following pertinent observations

in proceedings recorded in the Congressional Record for

August 6, 1969:
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"We have given certain foundations complete
immunity.

"It was considered that control of a
corporation by a foundation was an evil thing.
It was even evil if it were to be controlled
by a consort consisting of the founder and
members of the founder's family to the second
and third generations. Later, the committee
decided that if the people of the foundation
were 'good' people and qualified under a tech-
nical amendments total control of a corpora-
tion was to be OK. That took care of the
Kelloggs of Battle Creek. I am certain that
there are many family foundations Just as
virtuous as the Kellogg Foundation, but they
do not receive preferential treatment. To
name but a few, I would refer you to the
Hormel Foundation, the Waterman Foundation
and the Kaiser Foundation. Why this discrim-
ination?"

Congress has, on numerous occasions, applied the

equitable principle that new tax provisions should not apply

to transactions irrevocably entered into in good faith at a

time when there was no tax or penalty on such transactions.

See, e.g., IRC Sec. 2038 (excluding from estate tax revocable

transfers made on or before June 22, 1936), IRC Sec. 2041 (ex-

cluding from estate tax unexercised general powers of appoint-

ment created on or before October 21, 1942), IRC Sec. 2107 (ex-

cluding from estate tax estates of expatriates losing U.S.

citizenship prior to March 8, 1965), Sec. 601 of H.R. 13270

(excluding existing tax-exempt securities), and Sec. 703 of

H.R. 13270 (excluding from the proposed repeal of the investment
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credit property acquired prior to April 19, 1969 and property

constructed, reconstructed, erected or acquired pursuant to a

contract which was, on April 18, 1969, and at all times there-

after, binding on the taxpayer). These, and many other like

provisions enacted by Congress, recognize the basic unfairness

of applying penalties or prohibitions to transactions completed

in good faith at a time when no penalty or prohibition existed.

2. If the modification suggested above is not adopted,

an exception to the divestiture requirements should be made

with respect to business interests which foundations and trusts

are directed to retain by the terms of governing instruments

which were irrevocable on May 26, 1969. The Treasury recognized

the need for this exception in its Report on Private Foundations,

saying (p. 37):

"An exception to the general disposition
requirement would seem advisable for exist-
ing foundations whose governing instruments,
as presently drawn, compel them to hold
specified business interests, if relevant
local law prevents suitable revision of the
controlling document."

However, the House bill does no more than provide a

moratoriUm on the application of the divestiture requirements

"during the pendency of any Judicial proceeding by the private

foundation which is necessary to reform its governing instrument

to allow disposition of such holdings." No provision is made
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for the possibility that the petition for such reform may not

be granted, as has occurred in the past. (See, e.g., Cocke v.

Duke University, 260 N.C.I., 131 S.E.2d 909 (1963)). Moreover,

where donors have conveyed business interests to foundations

with direction that they be retained at a time when it was law-

ful under Federal tax law as well as State law for such interests

to be retained in unlimited amount, no reason exists for requir-

ing what is in effect an ex post facto application of the divesti-

ture rule.

3. Provision should be made for an unrestricted ten-

zear transition period for the disposition of stock holdings in

excess of the prohibited amount, with authority vested in the

Secretary of the Treasury to extend the period in cases of hard-

3hip. Ten years is the minimum period within which it can be

reasonably expected that foundations can dispose of major in-

terests in closely held corporations without serious and un-

warranted loss in the value of their capital and possible loss

to other owners of the same equity.

The experience of the Ford Foundation in disposing

of its Ford Motor Company stock provides a relevant example of

the time required to dispose of major business interests. Be-

ginning in 1956, it undertook a massive program to divest itself

of this stock as rapidly as practicable "within the limits of
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prudence" and a trustee's "fiduciary responsibility to pre-

serve the value of the asset". After 13 years, it has only

succeeded in reducing its holdings from 88.4 percent of the

total stock outstanding to 27.4 percent.

It may also be helpful to consider the time required

for disposition of major business interests to comply with

Judicial orders requiring divestiture under the antitrust

laws. In United States v. du Pont & Co., 3E6U.S. 316 (1961),

the Supreme Court allowed the defendant a period of ten years

for disposition of its General Motors stock. Similarly, in

United States v. United Fruit Co.j 1958 CCH Trade Cases Sec.

68,941, United Fruit was permitted eight years and four months

after the date of the decree to dispose of its International

Railways of Central America stock. In both of these cases the

business interests to be sold were in publicly held corporations

whose stock had an established market. Even longer periods would

have been necessary to comply with the divestiture orders had

the corporations involved been closely held with no existing

market for their stock.

The courts in ordering divestiture for violations of

the antitrust laws have fixed transition periods of sufficient

length not only to protect the value of the stock to be sold

and the equity of other investors, but to permit an orderly
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transfer of control with minimum disruption of the business

relationships and management of the enterprise whose stock

is to be sold. Those considerations should be of even greater

concern in fixing the transition period for divestiture of

business interests lawfully acquired and operated for the

welfare of the people.

The transition period allowed by the House bill for

foundations to dispose of their present holdings in excess of

the permitted limits is clearly inadequate. As applied to

The James Irvine Foundation, it allows a maximum of five years

and possibly only two years after May 26, 1969, for sale of

all the Foundation's 54.55% stock interest in The Irvine Company.

The ten-year period which the House bill is commonly

thought to allow is not available to this Foundation and no

doubt the same is true of many others. Under the terms of

the bill, ten years is allowed for divestiture only if, at the

close of the five-year period beginning on May 26, 1969, the

foundation and all disqualified persons including the donor's

family and descendants, own less than 50% of the stock. Because

* The James Irvine Indenture of Trust directs the Foundation
to hold The Irvine Company stock "as a unit without division

or segregation thereof" which may not permit sale of the stock in
units over a period of years. If that should prove to be the case,
the two-year period in which the bill requires sale of 10% of ex-
cess holdings would have the effect of requiring the sale of all
this Foundation's stock in two years which would be most unjust
and seriously threaten it with a substantial loss of capital.
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almost all of The Irvine Company's stock not owned by the

Foundation is owned by 'descendants of its donor, the Founda-

tion cannot meet that condition until it has sold all but

4.55% of its interest.

In practical effect, therefore, the bill allows

this Foundation no more than five years to accomplish a dives-

titure of a controlling stock interest of exceedingly great

value which it has held for more than 32 years. The probability

is great that this time limit would impose forced sale condi-

tions and the losses that inevitably result from sales under

such conditions since there is no established market for Irvine

Company stock and only two sales, other than repurchases by tne

Company, have occurred in the past 20 years; a sale of one share

in 1964 by a minority shareholder to his sister and a sale of

15 shares by the estate of a deceased shareholder.

Taxes On Failure to Distribute Income

(Section 101(b) of H.R. 13270 and new
section 4942 of the Code)

This section of the bill would require foundations to

distribute all of their income by the end of the year following

the year in which it is earned or, if greater, an amount equal

to a "minimum investment return" of 5% on the "aggregate fair

market" value of all of their investment assets. The minimum
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Investment return is to be adjusted prospectively from time

to time to the extent necessary to retain a comparable rela-

tionship between the return rate and money and investment

yields. The fair market value of investment assets is to be

fixed by the Secretary on a monthly basis for securities hav-

ing an established market and as frequently ap he may deem

appropriate for other assets. The sanction imposed for fail-

ure to make the required distributions is a tax of 15% on the

undistributed amount with an additional tax of 100% on such

amounts as remain undistributed at the close of a specified

correction period.

We agree that charitable foundations should be re-

quired to pay out all of their current income for charitable

purposes. The James Irvine Foundation has from the beginning

distributed all of its income on a current basis. The only

delay in distribution occurred during pendency of the suit

brought by Mrs. Joan Irvine Smith to rescind the charitable

trust and require transfer of the trust principal and income

to her and other heirs of James Irvine. Upon termination of

this suit the accumulated income of the trust was distributed

to charitable beneficiaries.

The effect of the minimum investment return provision

in the House bill would be to reduce the capital of charitable
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organizations each year in the amount by which their annual

net income is less than 5% of the current value of their in-

vestment assets. As applied to foundations which have a

broad base of diversified investments that can be readily

marketed and that the managers have the power to sell, the

resulting impairments of capital may not be significant. How-

ever, as applied to the numerous foundations and trusts that

do not have such a favorable investment asset position, the

necessary result would be a serious and continued impairment

of their capital with consequent loss of their capacity to

carry out the charitable purposes for which they were established.

Consider, for example, the application of the minimum

investment return requirements to:

(1) trusts established by instruments which are

irrevocable under State law and which either

direct the trustee to retain the existing trust

investments or provide that the trustee cannot

change the form of the investment assets;

(2) trusts whose only or only substantial asset,

at present, is stock in a closely held corporation

for which there is no established market and which

cannot be readily sold except at distress prices

far below its fair market value; and
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(3) trusts established by instruments which are

irrevocable under State law that do not permit

distributions out of the trust capital.

While the stated purpose of the minimum investment

return requirement is to prevent avoidance of current benefits

to charity "by investments in growth stock or non-productive

land" (Report, p. 25), the provision is not limited in its

application to investments voluntarily made or retained. By

its terms, it applies to all investment assets without regard

to the legal or practical power of foundation managers or trustees

to change the form of their investments or to otherwise obtain

a return on their assets which is equal to 5% of their theo-

retic current fair market value. Moreover, the tax sanctions

for failure to make the required minimum investment return

distributions are imposed without regard to the legal power

of foundation managers or trustees to distribute trust capital

to make up the deficiencies in their income.

To avoid the unwarranted and unjust applications of

the minimum investment return rule mentioned above, we respect-

fully urge the Committee to amend the provisions of new section

49 42 to accomplish changes in its terms in each of the following

respects:
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1. Existing irrevocable trusts established by In-

struments which do not permit distributions out of capital

should be exempt from the operation of the minimum investment

return provision since it would not be possible for them to

meet its requirements. The Treasury Department has previously

suggested that an exemption for such organizations should be

made. (See, Treasury Department Tax Reform Studies and Pro-

posals, February 5, 1969, P. 301.)

2. The value of investment assets held under exist-

ing irrevocable trust instruments which do not permit the

trustee to change the form of the investment asset should be

excluded from the operation of the minimum investment return

provision. No objective of the tax laws or any other useful

purpose would be served by compelling a foundation administer-

ing such a trust to deplete its other, perhaps very limited,

capital to satisfy the minimum investment return requirement

with respect to investments which it has no power to change.

3. The value of securities in closely held corporations

and other investment assets held on May 26, 1969, which do not

produce income equal to the minimum investment return rate should

be excluded from the operation of the rule for a period of not

less than ten (10) years. This would provide foundation managers

and trustees with a reasonable period of time in which to make
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an orderly disposition of such assets and to realize their

fair market value. The two-year moratorium on the applica-

tion of the minimum investment return to existing organiza-

tions included in the House bill is grossly inadequate for

this purpose.

4. The value of property acquired after May 26,

1969, by means other than purchase (i.e., by gift, bequest,

corporate liquidations, dividends in kind, etc.) which is un-

productive when received, should be excluded from the opera-

tion of the minimum investment return rule for some reasonable

period of time within which it can be sold. The need for this

exclusion would be acute if unproductive property of high value

in relation to other foundation assets was received and could

not be sold for a period of years.

5. If a minimum investment return distribution is

to be required, the 5% rate should in all fairness be based

on the tax benefits conferred (estate or income tax saving on

the bequest or gift to charity plus income tax saving on realized

capital gains). It should not be applied to the unrealized appre-

ciation in value of the assets of foundations since no tax bene-

fit has been realized by any one or will be realized until the

assets are sold.
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CONCLUSION

On behalf of the Directors of The James Irvine

Foundation, I should like to express our appreciation for

the opportunity to present our views on the provisions of

H.R. 13270. They and I hope that these views will be help-

ful to your Committee in Its deliberations. We strongly

urge that this Committee avoid provisions which will un-

fairly and oppressively affect this and other private

foundations and diminish their ability to carry on the

philanthropic work which has substantially benefited the

communities In which they operate.

Respectfully submitted,

THE JMES RVINE FOUNDATION

By_____________

Counsel
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ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM OF THE
TREASURY PROPOSAL TO LIMIT
STOCK OWNERSHIP BY
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Ronald E. Gothcr*

The issue squarely presented by the Treasury Department's
proposed' amendment prohibiting all tax exempt private foundations
front owning more than twenty per cent of the stock of any corpora-
tion, is the extent to which convenience of administration should be
taken into account In the formation of tax legislation. Although the
Treasury Department merely mentions administrative convenience
as one of the reasons for its proposal, when the other reasons ad.
vanced by the Department are analyzed closely, it is apparent that
administrative convenience is the sole justification. In the course
of studying the Treasury proposal, I will analyze each of the reasons
given for its support by 'the Treasury Department, the history of
similar proposals made in the past, the enforcement problems which
it raises, and the various alternatives which have been suggested.
Although additional safeguards may be necessary to prevent an
abuse of the tax exemption privilege, the proposal to limit the amount
of stock of any one corporation which may be owned by a private
foundation is unwarranted, unnecessary, ani goes beyond the scope
of merely preventing abuses. If adopted it may seriously curtail
charitable gifts.

The proposal of the Treasury Department as set forth in its
most recent Report on Private Foundations is deceptively simple.
The recommendation is that a private foundation should be pro-
hibited from owning more than twenty per cent of the voting power
or equity of a corporation, or of the capital of a partnership and
other incorporated business.' Present foundations with holdings
which exceed this maximum limitation would be granted a pre-
scribed period (unspecified) within which to reduce their holdings

* Member of the California Bar.
1 STArt Or SrIAT& COMM. ON FLtAtN"I, 8flm CONG., lit S&". TaIAsuaY DtUT.

mtn33 Ratat on PajvAn FouuAnotm (Comm. Prlnt (196S) |berinatter cittd as
Tmastav Ruar ous).

I Throughout the Article for the sake of convenience the author refer, to the
propose as on limiting the ownershdp of stock although tbe Proposal Is Urger in
Korpe sad ecwua partaraip Intermts and other unincorporated bualnm inter.
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below the maximum limit. Foundations which do not comply with
this requirement would lose their tax-exempt status.

I. HISTORY OF PROPOSAL

The proposal to limit the amount of stock or other business
interests which a foundation can hold and still be deemed to be
operating solely for charitable purposes is not new, but has been
proposed several times in the past. In 1950, Congress conducted an
extensive investigation of the tax-exempt privilege. The House ver-
sion of the proposed legislation would have disallowed a charitable
deduction for income, gift and estate taxes for corporate stock
donated to a foundation if the donor and his family controlled the
foundation and owned more than fifty per cent of the voting stock
of the corporation or more than fifty per cent of the entire outstand-
ing stock of all classes.3 It was at this legislative session that ex-
tensive provisions were adopted with regard to the taxation of
unrelated business income,4 certain types of prohibited transactions,'
and the unreasonable accumulation of income.' The proposal to set
a maximum limitation on the amount of stock which a foundation
could hold was, however, rejected by the Senate and it was the
Senate version which finally passed. The Senate Report summed up
the reasons for rejecting the House proposal in the following manner:

The House Report expressed the view that denial of deduction in
such cases would simply be a recognition of the fact that where such
control exists no complete gift for which a deduction should be granted
has been made. In the opinion of your Committee this overlooks the
fact that the donor or his family must use the property set aside in the
foundation or trust for charitable, etc., purposes rather than for per-
sonal purposes.

The view was also expressed that as the result of allowing these
deductions there was an avoidance of income, estate and gift tax deduc-
tions. Outweighing this in the view of your Committee is the fact that
if these deductions are not allowed still larger funds would be lost to
private charities.?

In 1955 a committee headed by Representative B. Carroll Reece
conducted hearings to determine whether provisions were necessary
to Implement the 1950 legislation. In its report' the committee did
not come to any conclusion with respect to the ownership of stock
by a foundation. It did, however, "suggest" to the House Ways and

I H.R. Rgr. No. 2319, 8ist Cong., 2d Stu. (1950), 1950-2 Cz u. BuL.. 380, 414.
4 lprr. Rey. COD& or 1954, 1 $12.
G INT. Rey. Coot or 1954, i 503(c).
0 Imr. Rav. CoOn OF 1954, I 504.
T S. Rip. No. 235, Slit Cong., 2d Ses. (2950), 1950-2 Cum. BUzz, 483, 511.
a H.R. Ratr. No. 2681, 83d Cong, 2d Seas. 21 (194).
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STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATIONS

Means Committee that it consider denying a tax exemption if a
foundation invested more than five or ten per cent of its capital in
the securities of any one corporation provided it also held substantial
other assets so that it would not violate the five or ten per cent
limitation. The Reece Committee, however, did not recommend that
the donor be denied his income, gift or estate tax deduction for the
gift. The Committee suggested a two- to five-year period within
which existing foundations with holdings exceeding the limitation
could conform without losing the tax exemption. The Committee
proposals did not result in any legislation.

Earlier in 1965 Congressman Wright Patman issued the third
installment of his report as Chairman of the Sub-Committee on
Small Business. In this now famous "Pat man Report"' he proposed
that a three per cent maximum limit on such business interests be
imposed.

From this it can be seen that the proposal of the Treasury De-
partment is not a new or original thought although it seems to have
steered a middle ground between prior proposals.

II. TREASURY DEPARTMENT REASONS PURPORTEDLY

JUSTIFYING ITS PROPOSAL

Basically, the Treasury Department sets forth three reasons,
other than administrative convenience, to which it only briefly al-
ludes, which purportedly justify the proposals to limit the amount
of stock a foundation can own. The three reasons are that (1) the
ownership of a significant amount of a corporation's stock by private
foundations puts regular business enterprises at a competitive dis-
advantage, (2) the opportunities and temptations for self-dealiihg
proliferate, and (3) private foundation management spends more
time concentrating on the commercial activities of the company
whose stock it owns than it does on the charitable activities. Each
reason will be analyzed separately.

A. Competitive Advantages

The Treasury Department sets forth three ways in which a
corporation acquires some sort of competitive advantage when its
stock is owned in part by a tax exempt foundation. In analyzing
these competitive advantages it is essential to keep in mind the fact
that even though twenty per cent or more of the stock of a corpora-

9 CUAIaMAm'S REOS TO Tm Houst SELECT Couulmrrr ox Sm.LA Busmxiss,
88T Como., 20 Srus., TAx.ExLmtn FouNDAiToNs A," CoA IrAsLi TausJs: Twa
lueAcr ox ova EcoxouY, Tamo ImSTALLxr 13 (Comm. Print 1964).
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tion is owned by a private foundation, such corporation pays the
same corporate income tax as any other profit-making corporation
engaged in business. The fact that the stock of such a corporation
is owned by a charitable organization does not mean that the corpo-
ration secures any particular tax advantage.

1. Capitalization of Business with Before-Tax Income
As an example of this competitive advantage the Treasury De-

partment cites the situation of a corporation which desires to allo-
cate $1,000,000 of its gross earnings to the establishment of a new
business to be carried on by a subsidiary. If the subsidiary were to
be a fully taxable corporation, the parent would only be able to
contribute to it approximately $500,000 out of the $1,000,000 of
its gross earnings because it would first incur federal income taxes.
However, if in lieu of creating a taxable subsidiary, the corporation
created a charitable foundation to operate the same business, it
could deduct its capital contribution and thereby donate the full
$1,000,000 to the establishment of this new business operation.
Whatever advantage a profit-making corporation would gain by
forming a foundation to carry on a portion of its business would
only be temporary. Thus, when a charitable foundation is organized,
the amount of property donated to the foundation, $1,000,000 in
the example, is permanently set aside for charity. Neither the in-
come nor the capital conuibuted to the foundation can be returned
to the corporation. Whatever possibilities there are for self-dealing
in this type of situation, including favorable loans to the donor
corporation, which seem to be a major concern of the Treasury De-
partment, would be eliminated by the proposal to prohibit all trans-
actions between the donor and the foundation.'" Because the profit-
making corporation can only take a charitable deduction for five
per cent of its taxable income, it is apparent that any competitive
advantage in a situation of this sort is of limited use. It would be
necessary for the profit-making corporation to have taxable income
of $20,000,000 in order to capitalize a foundation with $1,000,000
of before-tax income.

2. Lack of Demand for Dividend Income
A second competitive advantage envisioned by the Treasury

Department is that a private foundation is less likely to demand

10 Section A of the Treojury Report deals explcitly and comprebensively with
the self-dealing situation. In tfIct, It retcommends rules patterned after the total prohi-
bitions against transactions with related parties proposed by the 19SO House Bill.
Such proposals would prevent private foundations forn dealing with any substantial
contributor, any officer, director, or trustee of the foundation, or any party related to
them. except to pay a reasonable compensation for necessary services and to make
incidental purchaU of supplies.
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that the corporation whose stock it owns declare dividends. For this
reason, the corporation could retain more income to expand its busi-
ness or modernize its facilities, giving such corporation a competi-
tive advantage over other corporations whose shareholders may
demand dividend income. lowever, a great number of profit making
corporations in business today do not pay dividends even though
they have shareholders who are not tax exempt entities. Such share.
holders believe It is in their best interest to allow the company to
reinvest the profits. Thus, there is no connection between the divi-
dend payment policies of a corporation and the tax status of its
shareholders. Moreover, in many situations the foundation, in the
long run, may receive a greater benefit by allowing the corporation
to reinvest its income, thereby increasing the value of the stock
rather than siphoning out its income as dividends.

3. Acquisition of Businesses

The Treasury Rpor cites Commissioner v. Clay B. Brown"
as an example of how a foundation can compete unfairly in the
acquisition of a business. In Clay Brown the tax exempt foundation
acquired an operating business, liquidated it, and then leased its
assets to a newly formed operating company for a term of years.
The rent, which the foundation received tax free, was used to dis-
charge the purchase obligation. At the same time the rent was tax
deductible to the operating corporation." The Treasury Department
argues that in this type of situation the foundation is able to pay
more for the business than a non-tax exempt purchaser, thereby
acquiring a competitive advantage."

The Treasury Department also sees a competitive advantage
in the potential ability of a foundation to lease business assets"

It 380 US. S63 (1965). In this case the United States Supreme Court held that
the seller of the business was able to report the installment payments he received As
part of the purchase price as capital gains notwithstanding the fact that the payments
were made out of the future income from the business.

12 Shortly after the Brows decision the Internal Revenue Service issued T.1 R.
768 (1965), In which it indicated that in the future it will continue to challenge the
deductibility of the rental payments made by the operating corporation The Service
in some prior cases has successfully established that the rental deduction is limited
to a reasonable rental. Royal Farms Dairy Co., 40 T.C. 172 (1961); Estate of
Goldenberg, 23 CCH TAx CT. Ru,. 80 (196 ). See also Waren lretkke, 40 T.C.
789 (1963). However, the Service his also lost cases involving the same issue. Anderson
Dairy, 39 T.C. 1027 (1963); Wsi Windows, 22 CCII TAX CT. Rei,. 837 (1963); Oscar
C. Stahl, 22 CCH TAx CT. Rev. 996 (1963).

1t One student writer has suggested that, In fact, the charity can bargain for a
lower price because its tax exemption allows it to return the purchase price to the
seller faster. See Note, I3 U.C.LA. L. Rtv. 167 (1965).

It If debt were incurred in acquiring the asset, the income from its subsequent
kma would be unrelated business income and taxable to the foundation under ler.
Ral. Coot oF 1954, £ 512.
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to an operating subsidiary, siphoning off most or all of the subsidi-
aries' earnings by rental payments which are deductible by the
subsidiary but are not taxable to the parent foundation. Apparently
the competitive advantage is that the foundation can accumulate
such tax-free rental income for future business operations.

Initially, It should be realized that only a relatively few founda-
tions misuse their tax exemption privilege this way, in such situations.
In only one case has the Commissioner been able to prove that
an excessive price was paid for the business, and that case
obviously involved a sham transaction." Moreover, the Treasury
Department has taken the position that Clay Brown will not apply
If an excessive price is paid. Although it is not clear that the
courts will concur with this position, at least a potential remedy of
more limited scope currently exists.

In addition, both of these alleged competitive advantages could
be cured by means less drastic than prohibiting a foundation from
owning more than twenty per cent of a corporation's stock. For
example, competitive advantages could be eliminated by expanding
the unrelated business income provisions of the code.T

B. Sel-Dealing
The Treasury Department states that the prohibited transac-

tions section of the new proposals should eliminate all types of self-
dealing. However, it asserts that self-dealing occurs more frequently
when a foundation owns a large block of a corporation's stock. Conse-
quently if a foundation could not own a large block of stock the en-
forcement of the prohibited transactions section would be easier.
This is the only time that the Treasury Department admits that the
ease of administering this law is a reason for its proposal. However,
if the prohibited transactions section is strengthened, any remaining
self-dealing problems should, be reduced to a level where they could
be adequately handled on a case-by-case basis. At this point it would
seem -that the matter could be left to the states. Most states have
developed .-, 'cient limitations and safeguards to prevent a diversion
of funds by transactions between the trustee and the foundation."
Even though in the past the states may not have been too active in
policing private foundations, me move is in that direction," and

IG See Kolkey v. Commissioner, Z54 F.2d ,. i 7th Cir. 1958).
Is See T.I.R. No. 768, CCH 1965 STAND. FE. TAX Rip. 1 6739.
IT See Note, 13 U.C.LA. L. Rev. 167, 173 (1965).
1 For a summary of the new proposals with regard to prohibited transactions,

see note 10 jupra.
I See 2 ScoTt, TusTs 1 170-170.2S (2d ed. 1956).

30 Fremont-Smith, Gowrnment Supertijio and Accountability of Foundations,
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several states, including California,21 have extensive regulatory pro-
visions.

C. Lack of Attention to Charitable Activities

The Treasury Report points out that when a foundation be-
comes involved in business activities the charitable pursuits, which
constitute the real reason for its existence, may be subordinated to
the demands of the commercial enterprise. More time may be spent
on the operation of a business than on the charitable activities.
However, there does not seem to be any correlation between the
proposal to limit the amount of stock which a foundation may own,
and this particular problem. Directors of the foundation need not
be active in the management of the corporation. In a great many
situations the foundation operates as an independent organization.

It does not follow that directors will spend less time than neces-
sary to carry out the foundation's charitable activities if they are
also engaged in the corporate business. As a practical matter either
the corporation or the foundation, or both, will have other salaried
personnel to manage the day-to-day operations. Quite often the pri-
vate foundation is a passive entity merely distributing its income
periodically to the support of other active charitable institutions.
In this event, little time is required of directors in order to carry
out the foundation's charitable purposes.

Even if the foundation were to own only a varied portfolio of
common stocks, it does not necessarily follow that the directors will
have more time to spend on the active pursuit of charitable ac-
tivities. Such directors will, of course, be otherwise engaged in their
own individual occupations. They may be officers and key employees
of other active business corporations completely independent from
the private foundation. The amount of time which they will have
to devote to the foundation will depend on their other active busi-
ness interests.

D. Administrative Convenience

To summarize the foregoing, at least the first two reasons given
by the Service to justify its proposal, that is, to eliminate purported

in INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TkxAmxON, NEW YORK UVxERsITv, SIXTRn BIENNIAL CoX-
ERNCE O CARITABrLE FoUNAMAoss 69 (1963). See generally Fremont-Smith, Duties

and Powers of Charitable Fiduciaries: The Law of Trusts and the Correction of
Abuses, 13 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 1041 (1966).

21 CAL. GOv'T CODE § 12580-9S. See generally Howland, The History of the
Supervision of Charitable Trusts and Corporations in California, 13 U.C.L.A. L. Rzv.
1029 (1966).
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competitive advantages and all types of self-dealing, would be ad-
equately dealt with either by the prohibited transactions provision
proposed by the Treasury or by expanding the unrelated business
income provisions of the Code. The Service has found in the past
that the prohibited transactions and unrelated business income
sections of the Code are the most difficult to administer for the
reason that the issues are complex and violations are sometimes
hard to detect. Limiting the amount of stock which a foundation
could own may reduce the administrative burden somewhat by
eliminating, in some instances, the circumstances under which these
sections come into play. It should, however, be acknowledged by
the Service and clearly understood that this ease of administration
is the primary reason for its proposal. The third reason for the
proposal, that is, lack of attention to charitable activities, seems
to be more of an afterthought on the part of the Service and a
make-weight argument. It can be seriously questioned whether tax
legislation of any sort should, or can, affect the amount of time
which the directors of a foundation are to spend on its charitable
activities.

III. ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS

As a sanction for violating its proposal the Treasury Depart-
ment would withdraw the foundation's tax exempt status. A second
sanction might also be imposed by the state which supervises the
foundation's activities. Such a remedy would compel the founda-
tion to divest itself of stock so that it would not lose its tax exemption
privilege.

A. Withdrawal of Excmption

If the tax exempt status of a foundation were to be withdrawn,
its income would be subject to tax, presumably at the regular corpo-
rate rates. This would affect the charitable activities of the founda-
tion in two ways. First, it would have less income available for
charity because a portion would be paid to the federal government.
Second, the charity could not solicit additional contributions from
others for it would no longer qualify as an organization to which
deductible contributions may be made for federal income tax pur-
poses. Even if this were only a temporary matter, the charities
could suffer irreparable damage.

B. Divestiture

Divestiture could also work to the disadvantage of a charity.
It would be apparent to any purchaser that this would be a forced
sale which would in all probability bring a reduced price. This
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wo-dld be particularly true if the divestiture were required within
a specific time rather than within a "reasonable time" or some other
flexible alternative.

Unless the corporation whose stock is owned by the founda-
tion has a public market (in which event the alleged abuses and
advantages previously discussed are not likely), there may not be
any market at all for the stock. It is possible that a foundation
could wind up in a situation in which it could not sell the stock."
One large foundation has not been able to sell its minority interest
in a large brewing company because the potential purchasers would
not buy unless the majority joined in the sale and the majority was
unwilling to do so.2"

Forced divestiture completely ignores the possibility that such
stock interest may be an excellent investment which returns to the
foundation substantially more in income and other benefits than
could be acquired by other investments. The responses to the Trea-
sury proposals contained numerous examples of this fact. Yale
Professor John G. Simon summarized this quite well in a letter
he submitted in response to Treasury proposals wherein he pointed
out that of the 534 foundations surveyed in the Patman Report,
the 112 which held ten per cent or more of the stock of a corpora-
tion received dividends over a ten-year period equal to forty-two
per cent of the market value of their corporate holdings. This was
substantially in excess of a twenty-nine per cent average return
experienced by the entire 534 foundationss. 4

A forced divestiture could, in some instances, work significant
hardships on the donor. For example, the donor who in the past
made a gift of a thirty per cent interest in the stock of his closely
held corporation would be forced to accept outside third parties
as stockholders in his business unless he or his family bought the
stock back from the foundation.

Divestiture could also follow an irregular pattern because the
matter would have to be left to the states. Some states would in all
probability take no action whatsoever to compel a divestiture. In
fact, without legislation many states may not even authorize such

22 The Treasury Report does contain the suggestion that the Secretary of the
Treasury be given the power to extend the time limit "in appropriate cases." TR-
sURy REPORT 37.

23 House: CosMn. oN WAYS AND MEA~s, 89Tu CONG., IST SESS., WRTEN STATE-
MZNTS BY INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS ON TREASURY DEPARTMENT
REPORT ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS, VOL. I 158-S9 (Comm. Print 196S) [hereinafter
cited as STATEMENTS].

24 id. at 458. But see Troyer, The Treasury Department Report on Private
Foundations: An izamination ol Some Criticisms, 13 U.C.LA. L. Rzv. 965 (1966).
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action at this time. As a result, ii the Treasury proposal were
adopted it can be expected that new foundations, and perhaps some
of the existing foundations, would attempt to find friendly juris-
dictions within which to do business so as to avoid this harsh penalty.

IV. ALTERNATIVES WHVCi HAVE BEEN SUGGESTED

Numerous comments and suggestions were made in response
to the Treasury proposals. Most of tile comments were from those
who had a personal interest and who would be adversely affected.
As a result, each entity proposed either an exception to the proposal,
so that they could continue to operate, or an alternative. The follow-
ing are some of the alternatives which have been suggested:

A. Limit the charitable deduction for stock donated to a pri-
vate foundation to cost and not market value if the stock repre-
sents an interest in a corporation controlled by the donor.

B. Do not legislate at all in this area but rather leave it to
state law to limit the investments of a private foundation as New
York (which prohibits a corporation from making a contribution to
any foundation which owns ten per cent or more of the corporation's
voting stock) 6 and Ontario (which prohibits a charitable institution
from owning more than a fifteen per cent interest in a business)2

have done.

C. If a foundation owns stock in excess of the maximum limita-
tion, tax the dividends from such stock as unrelated business in-
come.

D. Allow a foundation to prove that whatever stock interest
it has in a corporation, even if it exceeds a twenty per cent interest,
does not give it control of the corporation.

E. Insert a grandfather clause specifically exempting all exist-
ing foundations.

F. Provide an exemption for stock which is listed on the na-
tional stock exchanges.

G. Impose the twenty per cent maximum limitation only fc,
stock acquired by purchase and not by gift or bequest.

H. Do not apply the twenty per cent rule if the grantor or
related parties are no longer in control of the corporation.

25 N.Y. GEN. CoaP. LAW 1 34.
26 ONTASRO STAT. ch. 13, 52 (1959).
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I. Allow a foundation to hold the stock even though it is in
excess of the maximum limitation as long as it produces a reasonable
rate of return.

V. GENERAL COMMENTs AND CONCLUSIONS

The one glaring deiciency of the Treasury proposal is the fact
that no evidence has been brought out to indicate the extent to
which charitable giving will be restricted if the proposal were
adopted. Certainly a significant portion of the charitable giving
which occurs in the United States is prompted by the tax benefits
accruing to a donor. The persons who would be most directly af-
fected by the restrictions are those who have accumulated wealth
mainly in the form of stock in closely held corporations. They
have little else except such stock which they can use to make gifts
to charity. The person',i wealth of this group of persons represents
a significant portion of the private capital in the United States.
Any proposal which affects the ability of such persons to make
tax deductible charitable gifts must of necessity reduce the total
amount of all private charitable activities.

If the Treasury proposal to limit the amount of stock which
a foundation can own has any merit whatever, it must be the ease
of administration of the tax law with respect to private foundations,
achieved by establishing a maximum limitation. Although no one
would dispute the fact that the facility of administering any law,
and particularly the tax law, is a proper and desirable goal, it must
in each instance be balanced and weighed against the effect it will
have on the over-all objective of the law. The objective of the tax
law with respect to tax exempt organizations is to promote the dedi-
cation of private capital to the public good. From the small sampling
of statistical evidence which is presently available it can be demon-
strated that even if this particular Treasury proposal reduced
charitable giving only by a small percentage, the public loss would
be significant. Of the many foundations which own more than twenty
per cent of a corporation's stock, there are three in particular whose
charitable activities have promoted the public good in significant
ways over the years. These activities would be severely affected
by the proposal. One is Duke Endowment which owns fifty-seven
per cent of the outstanding stock of Duke Power Co. In the course
of its operations it has already allocated $220,000,000 (more than
double its initial grant) for its charitable purposes.2 ' Lilly Endow-
ment, Inc., the owner of forty-five per cent of the Class A voting

21 11 STATEMLNTS SO0.
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stock of Eli Lilly & Company, has made grants for various charita-
ble purposes totalling $53,000,000,2s while the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation, owner of fifty-one per cent of the Kellogg Company
voting stock, has made grants of $67,000,000." Other large founda-
tions which hold more than twenty per cent of a corporation's
stock include the Kresge Foundation (owner of thirty-four per cent
of the S. S. Kresge Company voting stock), John A. Hartford
Foundation (owner of thirty-four per cent of the Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Company, Inc. voting stock), Samuel H. Kress Founda-
tion (owner of forty-two per cent of the S. H. Kress & Company
voting stock), Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Re.
search (owner of twenty-four per cent of Electrolux Corporation vot-
ing stock), the Pew Memorial Trust (owner of twenty-one per cent
of Sun Oil Company voting stock), and The Danforth Foundation
(owner of twenty-three per cent of the Ralston-Purina Company
voting stock). No doubt there are many others.

These large and prominent charitable foundations have and
will continue to make important contributions to the public welfare.
Unless curtailed by a revision of the tax law it can be expected that
significant additional private wealth will be dedicated to the benefit
of the public. It is submitted that, on balance, the administrative
convenience factor is of secondary importance.

28 1 STATUMNTS 284.
29 I STATUENTS 357.
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October 3, 1969

Supplement to Statement of
The James Irvine Foundation

Submitted to the Committee on Finance
United States Senate

on
September 8, 199

The Directors of The James Irvine Foundation

do not believe that the time of the Committee on Finance

of the United States Senate should be used to review the

legal squabbles of a dissident minority shareholder with

the management of a private corporation; nor do they be-

lieve that the merits or demerits of such controversies

are in any way relevant or material to the determination

of a national tax policy applicable to private foundations.

However, for purposes of the record it is necessary for us

to advise the Committee of the falsity of the charges made

In the statement submitted by Joan Irvine Smith.

We regret that Mrs. Smith as a minority shareholder

of the Irvine Company has taken the position that she has

with respect to her grandfather's gift of a majority of the

Irvine Company stock to the Foundation in trust for chari-

table uses. The other three grandchildren of Mr. Irvine and

the other members of the Irvine family who also have a stock

interest in the Company have not joined Mrs. Smith in either
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her attacks on the Company or her attempts to invalidate

Mr. Irvine's trust. To the contrary they have contributed

in a constructive way to the growth and development of the

Company and to the fulfillment of Mr. Irvine's charitable

objectives.

The allegations In Mrs. Smith's statement to your

Committee that the Foundation has engaged in unlawful con-

duct and self-dealing are wholly untrue. Mrs. Smith's asser-

tion of these spurious charges can be understood only in the

perspective of the events of the past ten years.

During that period Mrs. Smith has been engaged in

an all-out effort to discredit and disrupt the management of

the Irvine Company in order to gain the control over its

affairs that was denied to her by Mr. Irvine's gift of stock

to the Foundation. In this endeavor Mrs. Smith has resorted

to a variety of techniques and devices. She has maintained

a steady stream of baseless litigation in which she has

never succeeded in substantiating the allegations made in her

complaints or in obtaining a judgment in her favor. Mrs.

Smith has also retained a press agent to publicize unfounded

charges and false accusations against every chief executive

officer of the Irvina Company and all but one of the men who

have been elected to its Board of Directors since 1959. In
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addition, Mrs. Smith has made extensive use of private

investigators and has surreptitiously recorded conversa-

tions of officers and directors of the Company and meetings

of directors by concealing recording devices on her person

and in the living room of her home.

The California Attorney General in his capacity

as the supervisor of the administration of private founda-

tions has made investigations of various of Mrs. Smith's

charges and has found them to be without merit. Moreover,

the Attorney General under the Uniform Supervision of Chari-

table Trusts Act has periodically reviewed the operations of

the Foundation and has found no instance of unlawful conduct

or self-dealing.

In the most-recently concluded of Mrs. Smith's

law suits, she attempted to invalidate the charitable trust

established by Mr. Irvine and to recover for herself and

other heirs the Irvine Company stock held by the Foundation

under the terms of the trust. The claims and accusations

made by Mrs. Smith in her pleadings and testimony in that

case included a large number of the charges contained in her

statement to your Committee. The United States District

Court in entering its Judgment in favor of the Foundation

and against Mrs. Smith found expressly that "noneof the
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contentions of the plaintiff (Mrs. Smith] are well founded."

277 Fed. Supp. 774, at 802 (1967). The judgment was affirmed

by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (402 F.2d 772

(1968)) and Mrs. Smith's petition for writ of certiorari

was denied by the United States Supreme Court on April 28,

1969 (394 U.S. 1000, No. 1167).

With respect to the decision in that case Mrs.

Smith's attorney, Lyndol L. Young, in a memorandum to the

minority stockholders of the Irvine Company dated June 11,

1969, stated inter alia:

"Three years ago Mrs. Smith instituted
a determined fight to free The Irvine Company
from the control of the Foundation by taking
action in the United States District Court and
before the United States Treasury Department,
the Internal Revenue Service and the Congress.
The battle was waged simultaneously on all of
these fronts. Her objective was and is to
compel the Foundation to get out of The Irvine
Company. The Federal court action, if success-
ful, would have recovered the 459 shares of
Irvine stock now held by the Foundation for
the Irvine heirs or the Irvine estate. This
case should have been won, but it was lost
because, as everybody now knows, the courts
have been polluted with the money influence
of the private tax-exempt foundations.

* * *

"There never was a greater miscarriage
of justice than the decisions of the courts
in this litigation.

"However, the record that was made in
the federal courts in Mrs. Smith's case
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against the Foundation laid the framework
and is largely responsible for the action
that is about to be taken by the Congress,
which will accomplish the forced demise of
The James Irvine Foundation as the majority
and controlling stockholder of The Irvine
Company.

We believe it is clear from the foregoing that

Mrs. Smith's charges against the Foundation are without

substance in fact or in law and that h- submittals to

your Committee and to the Committee on Ways and Means are

calculated not to serve the public interest but to benefit

her. private interests at the expense of the charitable

beneficiaries of Mr. Irvine's trust.

Respectfully submitted,

THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION

By ~ 1 t
Howard'J. Prvet--
CounseY
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IQaTHE HONORABLE RUSSELL B. LONG, CHAIRMAN,
AND THE HONORABLE MF/.BERS OF THE COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL POINTS PRESENTED TO THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE, IN THE
ATTACHED STATEMENT OF JOAN IRVINE SMITH WITH
REFERENCE TO THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION.

The James Irvine Foundation, as trustee, holds 459

shares of the stock of The Irvine Company, a West Virginia

corporation, which represents approximately 53V and the

control of the Board of Directors and the management of

this One Billion Dollar corporation. The principal asset of

The Irvine Company consists of land holdings in Orange County,

California, amounting to 84,000 acres which are located in the

metropolitan Los Angeles area. This holding constitutes 20%

of the total area of Orange County, California. In 1960,

the population of Orange County was approximately 700,000 persons.

Today, it is approximately 1,500,000 persons. In 1960, the

population of Orange County represented 4.4% of the total

population of California. Today, it is 7%. During the year

1968, the county's growth averaged 6,388 persons per month,

or 210 per day. The Irvine Company has an outstanding capital

stock issue of 841 1/2 shares and be James Irvine Foundation

holds, as trustee, 459 shares or 53.7% of the total stock of

this Company. I am the largest individual stockholder of The

Irvine Company with my stockholding of 180 shares which

A
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constitutes approximately 21% of the total issued stock.

The remaining shares are principally owned by members cf the

Irvine family.

N. Loyall McLaren is President of The James Irvine

Foundation and Chairman of the Board of Directors of The

Irvine Company and 5 of the 7 Directors of this corporation are

designated and elected by Mr. McLaren, as the President of

The James Irvine Foundation. As Chairman, Mr. McLaren rules

the Board of Directors and the management of The Irvine Company,

which is personally selected by him, with the ruthless tactics

and strong-arm methods of a dictator. During the reign of

Mr. McLaren over The Irvine Company since 1959, no consideration

whatever has been given to the 45% stock rights and interests

of the Irvine family stockholders. During this same period,

the policies and practices of Mr. McLaren with reference to the

management of The Irvine Company have only produced dividends

to the stockholders of less than 1% based on the market value

of their stock. As recently as November, 1968, The Irvine

Company itself purchased from a stockholder, 13 1/2 shares of

its own stock for $250,000.00 per share and based on this

transaction, the total dividends of approximately $2,300.00

per share paid by The Irvine Company for the year 1968 constitute

a dividend return of less than 1%. During the last 5 years,

the net income of The Irvine Company, including land condemna-

tionsand sales was approximately between $8,000,000.00 and

$10,000,000.00, and under proper management, dividends based

B
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upon this sum of at least $6,000.00 per share should have

been declared and paid to the stockholders.

Under the following titles in my attached statement,

there are set forth many of the self-dealing practices and

abuses of The James Irvine Foundation in connection with

its absolute and arbitrary control of the Board of Directors

and the management of The Irvine Company, a private enterprise

corporation, whose business is wholly unrelated to the

charitable activities of the Foundation.

THE ILLEGAL HELLIS TRANSACTIONS WITH THE IRVINE COMPANY.

THE DEATH OF MYFORD IRVINE.

TIlE STEVENS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY DEAL.

TilE UPPER BAY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY DEAL.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE.

THE LONG DEAL.

ATTEMPT TO BRING MY ATTORNEY TO DIRECTORS MEETING.

THE HOSTILE ATTITUDE OF N. LOYALL McLAREN.

THE IRVINE RANCH AGRICULTURAL PRESERVE FOUNDATION DEAL.

THE SO-CALLED "1969 RESTRICTED STOCK AND PROPERTY PLAN" PROPOSED
BY THE FOUNDATION FOR CERTAIN FOUNDATION CONTROLLED KEY
EXECUTIVES OF THE IRVINE COMPANY.

THE IRVINE COMPANY POLICY ESTABLISHED BY THE FOUNDATION DOES
NOT JUSTIFY ITS TAX EXEMPTION AS A CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION.

I strongly recommend to the Committee on Finance,

United States Senate, that the provisions which are contained

in H.R. 13270 that is now under consideration by your committee

with reference to the divestment by private foundations of stock

C
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held in corporations whose business is unrelated to the

charitable activities of foundations; the income tax of

7 1/2% based on value of the investment assets of fDundations

and the 5% annual income distribution applicable to all founda-

tions, be approved by your committee, but with the following

revisions, to wit: that the divestment period commence with

the year 1970 on a basis of at least 20% instead of the 10%

provided in H.R. 13270 at the end of 1971 and that there

be an annual 20% divestment provision during each of the remain-

ing 4 years so that at the end of the 5-year period, as now

provided in H.R. 13270, The James Irvine Foundation will have

been required to divest itself of all stock that it holds in

The Irvine Company. Also, that the 7 1/2% income tax be

made applicable to the year 1969 in order that this new tax

will be paid on April 15, 1970 and that the 5% income

distribution provision be made applicable to the year 1969

instead of 1970.

D
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TO THE HONORABLE RUSSELL B. LONG. CHAIRMAN,
AND THE HONORABLE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE. UNITED STATES SENATE.

STATEMENT OF JOAN IRVINE SMITH TO THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

RE: THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION

My name is JOAN IRVINE SMITH. I live with my husband,

MORTON W. SMITH and our children on our farm ir Middleburg,

Virginia.

My great grandfather, James Irvine, immigrated from

Ireland to the United States in 1846. He was then 19 years

of age. Upon his arrival in New York City, he went to work

in a paper mill but soon thereafter left New York for the

California goldfields, where he worked as both a miner and a

merchant. He later moved to San Francisco where he engaged

in the mercantile business. In 1865, James Irvine, with two

partners acquired 3 ranches in what was then Los Angeles County

and which originally were Spanish land grants. These ranches

were known as the Rancho San Joaquin, Rancho Lomas de Santiago

and a portion of Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana and covered

approximately 115,000 acres.

In 1876, James Irvine acquired his partners' interest and

thereafter the above-named 3 ranches were known as The Irvine

Ranch. James Irvine died in 1886 and The Irvine Ranch was

left to his son, my grandfather, James Irvine, Jr., in trust

until he was 25 years of age whereupon the ownership of The

Irvine Ranch vested absolutely in him.
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In 1894, James Irvine, Jr. incorporated The Irvine

Company under the laws of West Virginia with a capital of

$100,000.00 divided into 1,000 shares of the par value of

$100.00 per share.

In 1921, my father, James Irvine II, received from his

father 200 shares of the stock of The Irvine Company. This

stock holding was placed in trust under an agreement between

James Irvine II and his father who was also the trustee. This

trust agreement provided that if James Irvine II predeceased his

father without issue, the 200 shares of Irvine stock reverted

to his father, but if James Irvine II predeceased his father with

surviving issue, the trust agreement provided that if such issue

survived James Irvine, Jr., the 200 shares of Irvine stock

would be distributed to such issue and the trust thereupon

would be terminated.

My father died in 1935 and was survived by myself and

my mother. I was two years old. On August 24, 1947, my

grandfather died and thereupon I became the owner of 200 shares

of the stock of The Irvine Company

Aftermy father died in 1935, certain problems arose with

reference to Federal Estate Taxes and California Inheritance

Taxes which involved the 200 shares of the stock of The Irvine

Company which my father had received in trust from his father

in 1921. At this time, N. Loyall McLaren, who was a certified

public accountant and tax adviser for my grandfather was

employed to handle the Federal Estate Taxes and the California

Inheritance Taxes that were involved in the estate of my
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father. In connection with the settlement of these tax

problems, Mr. McLaren became closely associated with my

grandfather and during the period between 1935 and 1937, Mr.

McLaren had inveigled himself into the confidence of my

grandfather to the extent that he succeeded in having my grand-

father sign an Indenture of Trust and to allegedly assign to a

California corporation, as trustee, to wit, The James Irvine

Foundation, 510 shares of the stock of The Irvine Company which

amounted to 51% of the total issued and outstanding stock of this

company. Under this Indenture of Trust, the title to the 510

shares of Irvine stock was not to vest in The James Irvine

Foundation, as trustee, until after the death of my grandfather.

During the period from 1937 to 1947 when my grandfather died,

he received all of the dividends and there was no change

whatever in the ownership and the control and the management

of The Irvine Company by my grandfather. The James Irvine

Foundation, as trustee, during this period of 10 years had no

connection whatever with the business or corporate affairs of

The Irvine Company or with the 510 shares of Irvine stock.

After the death of my grandfather, on Auguist 24, 1947,

The James Irvine Foundation, as trustee, illegally received

the delivery of the 510 shares of Irvine stock from the

executors of the estate of my grandfather who were also

directors and trustees of The James Irvine Foundation. At the

time of the death of my grandfather, the certificates of stock

representing the 510 shares all stood in the name of my
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grandfather. After the delivery of these certificates in

November, 1947 for 510 shares of Irvine stock to the

Foundation, as trustee, following the death of my grandfather,

a stock certificate was for the first time issued in the

name of The James Irvine Foundation.

When my grandfather died, I became the owner of the

200 shares of Irvine stock but I was only 14 years of age

and a minor. A certificate for the shares was therefore issued

in the name of my mother, Athalie R. Clarke, as guardian of

my estate. In 1952, when I was 19 years of age, I was married

and under the laws of California, I thereupon had reached

my majority and was entitled to have the 200 shares of Irvine

stock transferred from the name of my mother as said guardian

to my own name. I thenplaced 100 shares of Irvine stock in a

trust for my mother. Upon her death, this 100 shares reverts

to me.

In 1957, I became a Member of the Board of Directors of

The Irvine Company and thereupon I was in an official position

to become acquainted with the affairs of The Irvine Company

and what I discovered disclosed to me that there were many

irregularities and illegal, self-dealing and unjust enrichment

transactions that were connected with the management of the

company under the control and domination of The James Irvine

Foundation.

The 180 shares (formerly 200) of the stock now owned

by me in The Irvine Company represents 21.1 % of its total
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capital stock. The 459 shares (formerly 510) of Irvine stock

now owned by The James Irvine Foundation amounts to 53.7% of

the total capital stock of the corporation. The total issued

capital stock of The Irvine Company at this time amounts to

841 1/2 shares. Approximately 202 1/2 shares of Irvine stock

are owned by other members of the Irvine family. On November

6, 1968, The Irvine Company purchased 13 1/2 shares of its

own stock which were then owned by the Macco Realty Company.

The price paid by The Irvine Company for this stock was

$250,000.00 per share and based upon this valuation, my 180

shares of Irvine stock has an established market value of

$45,000,000.00.

THE ILLEGAL HELLIS TRANSACTIONS WITH THE IRVINE COMPANY.

The first discovery that I made concerning the self-

dealing and mismanagement practices of The James Irvine Founda-

tion was shortly after I became a Director in 1957, and involved

the illegal dealings of one W. B. Hellis that were connected

with The Irvine Company. Mr. Hellis was a Director and Vice

President of The Irvine Company and since 1950 he also had held

the dual and conflict of interest position of Director, Member

and Trustee of The James Irvine Foundation.

In August of 1947, Mr. Hellis and a friend of his, whose

name is W. S. Tubach, had gone with my grandfather to a cattle

ranch owned by The Irvine Company in Montana, and I learned that

while on this trip my grandfather had met his death by alleged

accidental means while fishing in a stream that was located on
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the cattle ranch. As I heard the story, there had been a very

violent argument between my grandfather and Mr. Hellis during

lunch on August 24, 1947, and right after the argument my grand-

father and Hellis and Tubach supposedly went fishing and each

man took a location on the stream and they were to meet after-

wards. Well, my grandfather never came back. I don't recall

if it was Hellis or Tubach who fuund my grandfather supposedly,

but he was in the water and he was dead.

I then discovered that at a meeting of the Board of Direc-

tors of The Irvine Company which was held on October 16, 1947,

as disclosed by the minutes of this meeting, which meeting was

attended by Directors Hellis, Dinsmore, Scarborough and Plum,

absent, Myford Irvine. Hellis stated to the Board of Directors

that on this trip to Montana, my grandfather had orally agreed

to loan him and his wife and Tubach, from funds of The Irvine

Company, the sum of $190,000.00. There was no writing signed

by my grandfather or any other corroboration to support the

statement of Hellis concerning this alleged agreement. To my

astonishment, I further discovered from reading the minutes of

this meeting that the Board of Directors for the first tine in

the entire existence of The Irvine Company authorized the making

of a loan of company funds to anybody, let alone a Director and

Vice President of the Company and a total stranger to the

company such as Tubach.

The minutes of this meeting further disclose that N.

Loyall McLaren and A. J. McFadden who were present at the
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meeting as Directors, Members and Trustees of The James Irvine

Foundation and as nominee Directors to the Board of Directors

of The Irvine Company upon an amendment to the By-Laws of said

company increasing the number of Directors from five to seven,

sat in and participated in this meeting as directors for the

Foundation and gave their approval to the making of this loan

ir. the sum of $190,000.00. As above pointed out, Hellis was

made a Director and Trustee of the Foundation in 1950.

I further discovered that through an investigation made

by my attorneys that Hellis and his friend Tubach had been

buying properties togethe; with The Irvine Company under the

control of the Foundation that were located in Imperial Valley

as tenants in common with the company. It also further

developed that there were other unjust enrichment transactions

involving the purchase of lands and where Hellis and Tubach

each owned a 1/2 undivided interest with The Irvine Company

owning the other 1/2 interest and financing the deal. The

various transactions in Imperial Valley amounted to approximately

$11,000,000.00. Subsequently, I requested the Foundation con-

trolled Board of Directors of The Irvine Company to take action

against Hellis and Tubach with reference to these illegal

transactions where funds of The Irvine Company had been used to

unjustly enrich both Hellis and Tubach, but they refused to take

action. My mother and I thereupon instituted legal action

against Mr. and Mrs. Hellis and Mr. and Mrs. Tubach consisting

of a proceeding to perpetuate testimony and as a result thereof

Mr. Hellis resigned as a Director and Vice President of The
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Irvine Company and also a Director, Member and Trustee of

The James Irvine Foundation and there was a voluntary partition

made of the properties which stood in the names of Hellis and

Tubach as to an undivided 1/2 interest and in the name of The

Irvine Company as to the remaining 1/2 interest.

THE DEATH OF MYFORD IRVINE.

My uncle, Myford Irvine, who succeeded my grandfather

as President of The Irvine Company was found dead in the base-

ment of his home on January 11, 1959, from gun shot wounds.

An autopsy disclosed that he was shot in the stomach twice

from a 16 gauge shotgun and once in the head by a .22 revolver.

It appeared that my uncle was confronted with financial obliga-

tions which had caused him considerable worry. He had endeavored

to either sell or borrow money on his stock in The Irvine

Company which consisted of 150 shares, but was unable to do so.

His death was officially attributed to suicide.

THE STEVENS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY DEAL.

Immediately following the death of my uncle, A. J.

McFadden, who had never been a Director or Officer of The Irvine

Company during the lifetime of my grandfather and who was made

a Director of the company in 1947 by The James Irvine Foundation

was electe&Prdsid~nt of the Company and N. Loyall McLaren

was elected Vice President and acting President. Mr. McFadden

was elected as only an interim President until a permanent

President had been elected. Mr. McLaren took over the task of
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interviewing candidates for the office of President and one

of the men that he intervieved was Roger Stevens, a real

estate man with offices in New York City. Mr. Stevens came

to the Irvine Ranch but instead of talking about becoming the

President of The Irvine Company, Mr. McLaren stated that Mr.

Stevens had made a proposal to develop the properties owned by

The Irvine Company, and under the Stevens proposal, the Company

was to put $12,000,000.00 worth of land into a new corporation

to be called the Stevens Development Company. It was apparent

this was a pre-arranged self-dealing transaction between

McLaren and Stevens. Mr. Stevens was to contribute $5,000,000.00

to the capital of this new corporation which would make a total

capitalization of $17,000,000.00. The stockholders of The

Irvine Company were to have an opportunity to purchase a part of

Mr. Stevens' commitment for stock in the sum of $5,000,000.00

and also employees of the Company which would have included

the Foundation Directors, Mr. McFadden and Mr. McLaren, would

also have enjoyed the right to purchase some of Mr. Stevens'

stock. Furthermore, under the Stevens proposal, he or the new

Stevens Development Company would have the right of first

refusal on all of the company acreage, which would have been the

same as giving the Stevens Development Company an option on

the entire property that was owned by The Irvine Company in

Orange County. The Stevens proposal was made to the Board of

Directors immediately after Mr. McLaren had become a Member of
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the Board and Vice President of The Irvine Company. I believe

it was at the April meeting in 1959 that Mr. McLaren made the

Stevens proposal to the Directors, and he further stated that

he had hired the New York lawfirm of Cravath, Swain & Moore

to represent The Irvine Company and to evaluate the Stevens

proposal.

The Stevens proposal covered approximately sixteen pages

and Mr. McLaren handed copies to each member of the Boaidof

Directors and stated that he was very much in favor of it. I

looked over a copy of the proposal and it was very long and

very detailed, but one of the things I could certainly see from

it was that the Irvine family minority stockholders would be

totally out as far as making any capital gains on the sale of

any of the Orange County properties because of the way that

the Stevens proposal had tied up the entire Irvine Ranch

property.

I asked Mr. McLaren about that, and he said, "Well,

you can spin off the stuff in Montana and in Imperial Valley,

and so I said, "Well, that is not where the appreciation has

been, it has been in Orange County". Mr. McLaren replied,

"Well, that's were we've got the stockholders where the hair

is short, you are not going to get any capital gains here".

Later there was a luncheon held at The Irvine Coast

Country Club for the Board of Regents of the University of

California, who were considering the location of the University

of California at Irvine on part of the property of The Irvine
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Ranch. Mr. McLaren was present and, after the luncheon I told

Mr. McLaren that I was not going to go along with his deal,

and he told me that I was, that I was going to do exactly as I

was told to do and we got into quite an argument outside of the

Club. Later that afternoon, Mr. McLaren called me at my home

and asked me if he could come down and he came down with Roger

Stevens and an attorney from Cravath, Swain & Moore and I believe

another gentleman who was an attorney from the same law firm or

an associate of Mr. Stevens. The meeting lasted about a half

an hour and Mr. McLaren tried to convince me to go along with

the Stevens proposal. I had previously obtained legal opinions

from three law firms in Los Angeles, which were in writing

and I had them with me at the meeting and all three opinions

stated that the Stevens proposal for the Irvine family

minority stockholders was a very bad thing and should not be

gone into and just was certainly not a good business deal as

far as the Irvine family stockholders were concerned. I told

Mr. McLaren that if he pushed the Stevens deal that I would

sue for liquidation and Mr. McLaren turned to Mr. Halloran from

the Cravath law firm and said, "Tell her the laws in the State

of California when the Foundation owns 51% of the Company,

that she can't sue for liquidation," and I said, "You had

better tell Halloran that this is not a California corporation,

it is West Virginia, and in West Virginia you only need 20%

and I have got the 20%". Thereupon the whole tenor of the con-

versation changed and Mr. McLaren got very sugary and sweet and
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said how he had always taken care of my affairs, represented

me on the Board of Directors, looked after my mother's and my

interest and that I shouldn't spend all of my money going to

these attorneys, that I didn't need to, that all they were

going to do was cost me money for legal fees, and so on, and

so forth, and Mr. Halloran said, "Well, I couldn't give her

better advice than to seek legal counsel whenever she feels

it's necessary". Theythen started talking about setting up

separate corporations with the Company properties in Orange

County and spinning them off, and so Eorth and there was a

discussion about that, and then the meeting was over, a-id

they all left. The next day at the Board of Directors meeting,

Mr. McLaren again tried to push his self-dealing Stevens deld

through and I had the three legal opinions which I read into

the record, that it wasa bad deal, and I informed them that

I would start to sue for liquidation if they tried to push it,

and Mr. McLaren then told Mr. McFadden to contact Stevens and

tell him that the deal was off, and that was the end of the

Stevens proposal dt that time. I was very excited about the

Stevens proposal because Mr. McLaren was supposed to be

contacting Mr. Stevens to come in as President of The Irvine

Company, and here he came in with an entirely different

situation where he was going to strip The Irvine Company of its

Orange County property and put it in this other corporation

where Mr. McLaren would have an interest. This was the end

of the Stevens deal and Mr. Stevens returned to New York.
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TkE U|P.I'R BAY DlVE 1l&)MI:NT COMPANY PEAl.

YI I~ iowinq the Ste,.,iis p ro( ,3 ;aI, Mr . Mcl-iren I iro ; Iit anot i,cr

siell- 1YnI irq proposal to t he at tention ot the BoarC( el ), re.'tors;

of Th Irvine CoPipaity wh iclh was 1'nown a; the Upte" Bay .',,I in-

7- nt C(' !,ny, and itnder this rono s,il by Mr. Mc laI ron his this a i"

Wja t(, lie orlan1,:ed as i suln idiiry corp.i rt ien of The I rv In,

CoVplrl,.y. The Irvine Company ws (join;q toci tal e one-t hi rd (1t th(2

stock , and the I vine f am i I nvi it ii -ty stockh' Idiers were (to1II(

to I e able to jet, a third (i it so Mr. Mcl iren at the )iectiors

peet i,; stated that this was a very hilihly speculat ive ,wsI ness

venture and lie felt that the Founit tion would live ip its

onoe-t hlird stock ilt( rest. They would iot take heir thi rd,

and Instead The Irv ine Company evl)ip)oyees would qct t haI third

and thdit instL-oad o siid employees haVynq to tiiy the third

of that stock in this suLbsid iary , which would hold al)(ut li t

odd acres ot the land ot The Irvin, Company, that was worth

approxinat ely $5t,0,0.0( an acre, that 'rhe Irvine Company would

advice 'oU Ol the money tor the em)l(oyces to (o into the

deal! and! that the emp o' -2CoS Wol h on I y have to pLt up 10iK.

MI1 . Mcl,,-irn and Mr. McFadden were both directorss of The lrti'111

Compiny and the Founda t ion, Mr. McFadden was Prosident o! The

I r'ic Company and Mr. McI-aren was Vice-Prosiiont and Mr.

Mclaren was also President of the Foundation so both of them

would have part mcipated in the ownership of aie-third of the stock

of this subsidiary corporation as ciqploycs r-,s, The Irc '1 in

myo!p.in arid 9iK of the purchase price el thi, :-t(,ck wCt, I hr

.1 ( '; 'ii Tm ' 'l' o. I, I- . C m n . w'211 Id per"-,,n" 1
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contribute 10% thereof. I asked Mr. McLaren whether

the Company was going to loan the Irvine family minority

stockholders the money to purchase their stock and he said,

No, that we would have to buy all or any part that we wanted

with our own money. Later this proposal came before the

Board of Directors and the Company Tax Counsel wrote a memo-

randum on how this subsidiary corporation was to be set up

and how it was to be divided with the employees of The Irvine

Company which included Mr. McLaren and Mr. McFadden as officers

of the Company and Directors and Trustees of the Foundation

who would get a piece of the stock which would be financed up

to 90% with Company money. Through my efforts, thisself-

dealing transaction which would have unlawfully enriched

McLaren and McFadden, was abandoned.

After Mr. McLaren became Chairman of the Board of

Directors in 1960, he opposed many of my motions as a Director and

as the only stockholder of The Irvine Company who was a Director

with reference to many matters which were for the best interest

of the Company and the Irvine family stockholders. One of these

matters was the master plan for the development of the

extensive land holdings of The Irvine Company. This plan was

finally adopted but both Mr. McLaren and Mr. McFadden fought

it and the other Foundation Directors also opposed it, but

finally agreed to it.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE.

When the Board of Regents of the University of California

indicated that they were interested in locating a University

on The Irvine Ranch providing The Irvine Company would make a

gift of the property to the Board of Regents, Mr. McLaren

wanted to sell the property to teBoard of Regents. I was in

favor of the Company making a gift of the property and I cited

the University of California at Los Angeles as an example as

to how The Irvine Company would be benefited by having the

University located on its property like t City of Westwood

which was developed adjacent to the University of California

at Los Angeles was an example of what would happen if the

Board of Regents established a similar University on the

property of The Irvine Company. There was another group who

owned considerable property that was going to give their

property to the Board of Regents and the University would have

been located on this other property if we had not made a gift

of our property to the Board of Regents and if this had happened,

wewould not have the University of California at Irvine where

it now exists, on the property of The Irvine Company at Irvine,

Orange County, California.

THE LONG DEAL.

Another self-dealing transaction involving an officer of

The Irvine Company and the Foundation controlled Board of Direc-

tors of the Company was the Long transaction. Mr. Long was

a Vice President of The Irvine Company in charge of the Land
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Devel twien t lVet rtment. 'lhis t ransact ton ca l before the BLird

c! Directors .,with reference to a tract of company land of ' -:

irately 12 acres that was situa ted a 1onki what was known as tiu

Upper ba,: !',-iv iin Newport Beach, and on this particular I)ronertv

tne Ccinpany tUcqan to put in the improvcvents, that is the 1)'l.11c

ut iiit-je and the strt-ets so that it could be developed. I was

then advised that the Ccrpany was qoing to have a man who had

done other development work for the Company do the development

on this part icular property. Mr. Ionq, who was a Vice President

of the Company, caine before the Board of Directors and stated

that lie had a small minority interest in the Bay Crest Corpora-

tion which was one of the corporations that another individual

by the name of Austin Sturdyvand was actinq in the development

of this property. The way it turned out was that there were two

other people who tilso had an interest in this property, and ithey

b-oth cime in with bids for the property. I think one bid was

for $13,000 an acre and the other bid was for $12,500 an acre

which was later raised to $13,000 an acre and the bid of Mr.

Sturdy-,and was $11,000 an acre. Mr. Ionq was involved in this

transaction with Mr. Sturd-,and. Mr. McFaddon, who was the

President of the Cor-pany and also a Director of both the Company

andi The James Irvine Foundation stated that he was qoIng t(.

handle the deal and that as President he would take care of tho

matter and that the best qroup would purchase the property.

As it t Urnrd out , the other two Ii Us for $13,000 an acre wet

discouraged by Mr. McFadden or his aqent from beinq interested

in the purchase. One of said purcelasers was told by a
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repr 'tI t dt - u TI th I r I1It COrpa , I I a hat t hI F Copimy was

il 01 *0- I synat' ()ri0a1 ll',ati ll dlli 1 nttos'I- .CSa 1 i. I I i

rion'Y. IWhen t hose two otli.r hi us dreppeo (mt , Mr . MC.'Iduc i

1h S t u r"yvand agreed to , pt rc hlAI 1 1(:,2 C, I 1 . Vi -O C' t

11011 11( kicked i n i or '1 l, Irvil- ocei'a)xy d a II t i ('!oIA Ia c I ca,

. Id not been1 approved by tIh Board t1 0 ft.l, o 01 6 or Or( u1li t

to r,} at t2lt ion aS 1 directorr indt stockhoi der of t ik Covpany

xd also Mr . Mcl,ddoni adhiod .- tiher 12.73 acros which I t-

iad i lenV0- hc-ji anthot ?cd by Iho, Boalro o DI rctc, -s It

browvih t to PIy atteit100 as )1 Director and stockhol)ori nd st,:I0

the sxile to St -ordyvand at 1', '(00 an acre. This propte rty" was

appr,itsed shortly there-itotr inl liet, flh, qJhhrhhoi 0d 30 al,

a cre

Both Mr. McLaren and Robert Ii. Gerdces, who was also a

V)iroctor ot The Irvine Company, as %-0 1 as a -lireCtor Ot tit.h

Foundat ion approved the t ransactin wi th Stayrdyv.1nd. At the

Directors meetings which occtrcd after the dcal was clst'c by"

Y1r. McFaddon, he stated that 1Il t (lhe extra aQ 100q0 t hat waS

acicod e te lr oiinal 125 acres wlhicli was approved ly tho Beats

cl Directors with the xccption l i; "NOy " vote had I cAI added

t ind sold to Stu-dyvnd1(i. T'ii s transact lo WaS d typlCal

o'xauple ot how The Irvino Cotpany has boon mi Slaiwoed under thi

.ioIi-oA anda dom i nat 1 loin ot To) ,aes Irvino Fouildation. Iat cr,

v",".,ther, Mrs. Athalli R. 'Iar.'e, and myself, filed a derivative

st ockhjolders sUit ao inSt tc Fournd.it,,on and it s Directors and

1r. Lonol tor d'iatics that the company lost in the sale of t lw
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property to Sturdyvand at $13,000 an acre. The lower Court sus-

tained a Demurrer to our Complaint without leave to amend. An

appeal was taken to a higher Court and the judgment of the

lower Court was reversed as to Long, McFadden and McLaren and

my mother and I were given permission to file an Amended Complaint

which we were unable to do because the appraiser who had

appraised this property had died during the appeal and we

therefore were unable to use his testimony and so the action was

dismissed.

Before this suit was filed, I attended a meeting of the

Board of Directors and there was a discussion with reference to

the Long situation. I requested that Mr. Long be brought to

the Directors meeting for the purpose of telling the Directors

exactly what kind of an interest he held in the Bay Crest

Corporation and Mr. McLaren spoke up and said that Mr. Long

didn't have to tell anybody about anything and that he, Mr.

McLaren, was satisfied with the deal and that it had gone through

and beeh completed and that that was simply the end of it. I

later discovered that Mr. Long had considerably more than a

small minority interest in the Bay Crest Corporation and there

was another corporation involved in this Sturdyvand transaction

in which he was the total stockholder and there were two other

corporations also involved which I understood that Mr. Long

held at least a 50% interest therein.

ATTEMPT TO BRING MY ATTORNEY TO DIRECTORS MEETINGS.

Because of all of the improper and illegal transactions
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that were involved under the control and domination of The James

Irvine Foundation, I requested the right to bring my attorney to

the meetings of the Board of Directors of The Irvine Company.

As I have already pointed out, I was the only stockholder in

the Company that was also a Director and furthermore as the

owner of the 200 (now 180) shares of stock of The Irvine Company,

I was the owner of approximately 21% of all of the assets of this

corporation and was therefore vitally and substantially interested

in how the affairs and business of The Irvine Company were man-

aged. It was the general practice of Mr. McLaren, as Chairman

of the Board of Directors to overrule all of the motions or

resolutions that I proposed by telling me that I was out of

order and when I would appeal his ruling, I of course was

overruled because the Foundation Directors who were in the

majority all voted to uphold the ruling of Mr. McLaren. The

Foundation could not keep me off the Board of Directors

because my 200 shares of stock under the cumulative voting

law in California permitted me to elect myself as a Director

and therefore the Foundation could not keep me from serving as

a Director of The Irvine Company. My request to have my

attorney present at the meetings of the Board of Directors

was turned down. My attorneys thereupon filed a Petition with

the Court for a Writ of Mandamus for the purpose of directing

and ordering the Board of Directors of The Irvine Company to

permit me to bring my attorney to the meetings of the Board.

I was the only woman on the Board of Directors and the Foundation

Directors were attorneys and businessmen and Mr. McLaren

was a certified public accountant and also the Foundation
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:;electvc: an attorney for The Irvine Ccmpany and hc was ,lisc'

present at the meetincls and of course his opinions suppurte,.i

the wishes of the Foaindation Directors who controlled the !!oet-

Iri. 'I'he Coort hold that underr the laws of West Vir inil wm , rc

The I rvine Company was incorporated that the Board of Directors

was the excl-.ive authorty* as to who could attend tle meet-jin.s

of tile Board and therefore this proceedinq was dismissed.

THE IIOSTIILE ATTITUDE OF N. LOYAL McLAREN.

The attitude of Mr. NcLaren as Chairman of the Board of

Directors toward me as a Director and a substantial stock-

holder in The Irvine Company is perhaps best illustrated by

a conversation that my mother and myself had with Mr. McLaren

in San Francisco. On this occasion, Mr. McLaren referred to me

as an outside Director and he referred to a book which he had

written and in which he stated that unless you were a Directcr

who was also a part of management which of course 1 was not,

that %ou therefore were an outside Director and didn't have

ain sal, in what was qoirg on in the company. You simply

attended tlhe Directors meetings to approve what management did,

and nut to 'Iiict management unless you were part of management

and therefore ne considered me to be an outside Director, even

thioujh T own 21/. of The Irvine Company and neither Mr. McLaren

or any other Director on the entire Board of Directors owned a

single solitary share of stuck therein. The control by The

James Irvine Foundation directors that controlled The lrvinc

Company, fror, time to time created wholly owned subsidiary cor-

porations and iin connection aith the organization of these

1 71;



cc0npanies, the Irvine family stockholders indicated that they

would like to have a voice in the management thereof. One of

these corporations was The Irvine Industrial Complex, a

California corporation. However, the Irvine tarily stockholders

were told b,%/ Mr. McLaren that the control of the Board of

Directors of these subsidiary corporations would also be under the

control of The James Irvine Foundation and that the Foundation

did not intend that any other stockholder would have anything to

say about the control of The Irvine Company or any of its

subsidiary corporations. On one occasion, when there was a

discussion about the subsidiary corporation, Mr. Privett, who is

t;e attorney for The James Irvine Foundation, was present.

During the discussion, I brought up the fact that the Treasury

Department had recommended to the Committee on Ways and Means

of the House of Representatives that all private foundations,

such as The James Irvine Foundation, should be prohibited from

holding more than 20% of the stock of another corporation such

as The Irvine Company and Mr. Privett stated that The James

Irvine Foundation would give up the tax exemption rather than

divest its stock in the Irvine Company because the pr.me interest

of the Foundation was running The Irvine Company in perpetuity

and forever.

THE IRVINE RANCH AGRICULTURAL PRES' RVE FOUNDATION DEAL.

On January 29, 1969, the Bcard of Supervisors of Orange

County, pursuant to an application filed by The Irvine Company,
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adopted a resolution by a vote of 3 supervisors and with 2

supervisors voting "No", which substantially provided that the

application of The Irvine Company for the establishment of an

agricultural preserve on the lands of The Irvine Company in

Orange County and covering an area of approximately 49,253 acres

was approved. Although I am a Director and the largest indivi-

dual stockholder in The Irvine Company, I had not been notified

of the filing of this application with the Board of Supervisors,

otherwise I would have been present at the hearing and would

have objected thereto. This resolution further provided in

substance that on February 18, 1969, the Board of Supervisors

would consider the execution of an agreement with The Irvine

Company to establish the agricultural preserve pursuant to

the California Conservation Act of 1965.

On February 11, 1969, the Board of Directors of The

Irvine Campany, by the vote of the Foundation controlled Directors,

McLaren, Sullivan, Mason and Wheeler and with the fifth

Foundation controlled Director, Newman being absent, adopted

a resolution authorizing the President of The Irvine Company

to enter into the Agricultural Preserve Agreement with the

Board of Supervisors of Orange County. I voted against this

resolution and so did Director N. Keith Gaede, husband of

Linda Irvine Gaede who owns 45 shares of the stock of The

Irvine Company. As above mentioned, I am the only Director

who is also a stockholder.

On February 18, 1969, the date which had been set by

the Board of Supervisors for the purpose of considering the
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execution of the Agricultural Preserve Agreement with The

Irvine Company, my attorney, Lyndol L. Young, personally

appeared and requested the Board of Supervisors to postpone the

consideration of this agreement for a period of one week in order

that I and my mother, who is also a stockholder in The Irvine

Company, could appear before the Board of Supervisors and

protest the execution of this agreement. Mr. Young advised the

Board of Supervisors that I and my mother were attending a

hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of

Representtives - United States Congress in Washington, D.C. and

that I was scheduled to appear as a witness before this committee

on February 19, 1969 and was therefore unable to be present at

the meeting. The attorney for The Irvine Company was present

at this meeting and he objected to the postponement requested by

Mr. Young and thereupon the Board of Supervisors adopted a reso-

lution approving the execution by the Chairman of the Board of

Supervisors of this agreement.

The establishment of the fictitious agricultural preserve

on 49,253 acres of land of The Irvine Company in Orange County

out of a total holding of 84,000 acres during the 10-year period

of the agreement prohibits The Irvine Company from selling or

leasing any part of the lands contained therein free and clear

from the incompliances, restrictions, limitations and liens

imposed thereon under the terms of the agreement which are that

no part of the agricultural preserve lands may be devoted to any

uses other than agricultural. Only 10,000 acres involved in the
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agricultural preserve are actually devoted to agriculture i

purposes and the remaininq 3'),000 acres do not contain

topo(qraphy tlhat is aqjriculturally oriented. This means that

The Irvine Company, during this 10-year period, is prohibited

from developing any part of this 40,253 acres of the company's

valuable lands in Oranqle County for residential, industrial,

commercial or business uses. Consequently, The Irvine Company

and the minority stockholders, including myself, will be

substantially dan aqed both as to dividends and the intrinsic

value of our Irvine stock. The A(qricultural Department of the

Company now operates at a substant ial loss.

Because of the mismanaqement policies by the Foundation

through its control of The Irvine Company in refusinq 1o adequate-

ly develop tihe Company property in Oranqe County, a ;reat number

of home buyers who desire to locate in (Cranqe County have had to

,7,, elsewhere in order to I ind a home and in, reason thereof,

mar". ''.t- In, t hoe sa Iles have been lost to The Irvine

Company . 'lhe major port ion of the lands cooerd by the aqri-

cul t ural preserve are pr,:on t Iy read. an.d marketable for

,.s 'Cn i i , 1us iie:;., commercial and industrial de,.elopmrent and

, ,or Troper ra r .ient this lane would be developed by the

construct i(11 of 10,000 homes per year during the period of the

ii,,:.:t I years or a total of 100,000 new homes. Because of the

establishment of the aqricultural preserve on 44,253 acres of

these lands, the buyers who would prefer to purchase homes on

the Irvine Ranch will qo elsewhere and in this event, the Irvine
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prptrty that co.sti tutcs the, vlicultural preserve will remain

l.' l t ania t:'Ol101A I CdI I y ,li')1rioduic't I\'(- ii'i U l 11-1, I Ilndctet ini tel y

, ! ,)r 'iany year z in tthe Litw iirv, MO C-, .S w'I I Ia e a d tr -
l trict '''e i i I I 'nct ,.,n the crdcrly ur '1an qr, wtF o

th(' ,r(,pc'rt',' l T'ie I I- i e Cc 'L ' if iii (,alidi C(,Ilit 'y.

I have inlist i tut ed a st ckh( Iders ('Lr iva t i 'e act 1 i m in

tht' Uni ted ., tat's )istt ict Cout t in Los Ani~el's aqalnst The

ir vI r'I' le Fou rilat 11oI :Irid t ht- l'untiat ion c nt. tolled Directors

, 'J'he Irvine Corlpany and tlt- r,,'nlt crs (i t he .uArd o [ Supervi sorts

o! U0raluje CoWnty tor t'. purpi sc ot Iti'iniJ tlis Aq ricultural

P'reservo Aqreme.'nt set "as ii canti ad twcated as inval id.

1 -lA.: ; 'JX-c l: " _'_' RF;TRICT. _:p z:'rci_ AN1 PROPERTY PLAN" PROPOSED
Y TIE FOUNDATION FOR CERTAIN I';UNI)ATION CONTROLLED KEY

E'XIFCUTIVS OF TiE I 'R'INF .MPANY.

At the meet nq of the Board of )Dirctors o f The Irv;inC

Company on June 16, 1nV1, attended by myself and the other 0

members of the Board, John V. Ne ,11an, directorr of both The

Irvine Company and the Foundation and Chairran of the

Compensat ion Committee of the Board cf Directors of The Irvine

Company, handed a 3-parqe document to eAch of the Directors,

includinq myself, which document was entitled "The I rvine

Company--1I69 Restricted Stock and Property Plan". directorr

Newman read a prepared resolution to the effect that this plan

be approved by the Board of Directors. Durinq the diScussion

of the resolution, Foundation Director Sullivan, who is a

member of the Compensation Committee, stated that under this

plan, a piece of the assets of The Irvine Company and of its
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subsidiary corporations will be given to the key executive

employees of The Irvine Company who will be selected by the

Compensation Committee in its sole discretion. Directors

Mason and Wheeler who are respectively the President and

Secretary of The Irvine Company, disqualified themselves from

voting on the resolution as they were interested parties who

will participate in the plan. I spoke against the plan as a

give away to the Foundation agents and representatives who

had served the interests of the Foundation and not the

interests of the minority stockholders of The Irvine Company.

Three Directors who were all members of the Compensation

Committee voted "Yes" and I voted "No". Director and Chairman

of the Board and also a Director of the Foundation, McLaren,

said to me, "You are making a terrible record". I replied

that "I was not", and thereupon Director McLaren stated that

he voted "Yes". His vote was necessary to adopt a resolution

by a majority of the whole Board. McLaren was and is the

salaried Chairman of the Board of Directors of The Irvine Company

and he is by definition in the "Plan" a key executive employee.

Like Directors Mason and Wheeler, he is an interested party

who will participate in the plan.

For many years, McLaren and the Foundation's attorney,

Mr. Privett, have voted the stock of The Irvine Company owned

by the Foundation and McLaren exercises such control over the

Foundation, that he votes the stock in his uncontrolled

discretion and in effect, personally selects 5 of the 7 members

of the Board of Directors of the Company.
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The likelihood of mishandling and self-dealing under the

1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan" is evidenced by the

history of The Irvine Company under the control of the Foundation

since 1959, which has required my constant guarding against

the misappropriation of corporate assets, such as the illegal

Hellis transaction mentioned by me where a Director of The

Irvine Company was purchasing real estate in joint ownership

with the Company and borrowing money from the Company while

serving as a Director; also, the Stevens Development Plan

Deal mentioned by me where an option to buy the entire Orange

County property of The Irvine Company was to be conveyed to

a corporation controlled by a Mr. Stevens, under a plan giving

employees of The Irvine Company the right to purchase part

of Mr. Stevens' stock. (Such employees included the Chairman

of the Board, Mr. McLaren); and the Upper Bay Development

Company Deal, also mentioned by me and which involved an

attempted transfer of 170 acres of land valued at approximately

$50,000 per acre, to a subsidiary corporation in which the

employees of the corporation were to be permitted to purchase

1/3 of the stock therein and The Irvine Company would loan

the employees 90% of the money they would need to buy this

1/3 interest. Mr. McLaren would have participated in this self-

dealing transaction if I had not interfered and frustrated its

execution. Then we have the recent Agricultural Preserve Deal,

also mentioned by me, that is presently being litigated, and

which involves the placement of approximately 50,000 acres of

The Irvine Company land in Orange County in a fictitious
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~q rco i ir i (rei~'rv * IretiI n lii cic~aov trm omr~ ('~" c

kvo]o trcnt for 1W years, thcreLy (epi'ci 101 the resett

va I l e 1 'IIc 1".' 1"" C1:1It my 's asset s tcr [ r ' t's t -,r -i it A.

At id co:t' tay to t hei.e ot toh i In nori f y stockiho Iters. I ii:

cnt,: inced +:y t hioe and other - im ti ar se 1:-d,,a I 1n0 iropoSa I

,Il1O p'YIet I COS O the ' W lint Ia t ,'+!) !n its I t(idOllt McLai i

,It0i t ho ot hor lFuundtt 1 ( D )1 rot n; who art, a IZso 1)i roct or;

o(f '1 :e I rv 1no C'olp int.. t hat thIs "I ,0 Restri ct d StorN ,in

1ro' ort v P Ian" I s des I, Ined Is It I'; (wit,,, Ut anI tIV , i6 I int;

staf dar(! s) 1'r tI' he Int lC t t ORt" of (liSt'I llt tl1- tht

JSF'-tts Of The Ir'-' (11 .C trixt v I i I;,ann r which wculd work I

ti'ud en f ani ie otter :-inoriy str kiCwidess asijd .uld

C( ;.A It 'ite at WI-t Ii I ' t th IASsets t t11h' Cmvr ivny.

!,u, t hc either soll-dealino transactions i p .o. i.i ,inr

.t t,'.pt, 'ui M ,,l,11 o -u i r ti i ti. v as t 1 years 1) -,tIrtn eo o i:

posit ,i as C'a imnan oI t be Board of Directors ot th.- Cupany, 1

have been co'-pt lled to til1 anot her [awsuit in West Virq inia

w:oe,. ro The Irvinre Comp.ny was incorporL ,', in oder to proxent

t111s ive away plan from beinq carrrcd into ettec, . Mv at t orn es

ttlt,l a ciot izn in this action for I prel iminary in pll't !0e1, ann10

the West V irqini ia Court has orcieted, with the agreement of the

attorneys tc'r The Ir.'ine Company, that no further stops will bZ

taken by tho ,i r-i of 1D)irootors in connection with this plan

pending the heainq of my motion for a prel ininary in function.
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T E IRVINE COMPANY POLICY ESTABLISHED BY TiE FOUNDATION DOES
NOT ,rUSTIFY ITS TAX EXEMPTION AS A CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION.

The dividend record of The Irvine Corpany under the

donation and control of The James Irvine Foundation has been

extremely low. In November, 1968, The Irvine Company purchased

1. 1 2 shares of its own stock from the Maccc Realty Company

for the sum of $250,000.00 per share or a total sum ot
,3,37,00.00. Dividends paid by The Irvine Ccompany, during

the past 10 years are less than 1% of the asset value oi

the 41)" shares of the stock of The Irvine Corpany that is

held by the Foundation. This low rate of dividends is not

attributable to the net earnings and profits of the Company which

constitute the source of money that is available for the

payr ent of dividends, which averages approximately S8,UC 1,0 h.fO

to) $10,000,000.00 per annum including land condemnnations and land

sales. The James Irvine Foundation contends that it is a

charitable organization and it has therefore obtained from the

Internal Revenue Service a tax exemption on all income and

capital gains received by it on its stock in The Irvine Company.

It is the duty of The James Irvine Foundation, through its

control of The Irvine Company, to produce maximum dividends

on its Irvine stock and also to declare adequate dividends for

the minority stockholders and not to accumulate dividend income

for capital improvements or development which the Foundation

controlled Board of Directors has done since P 59 when Myford

Irvine died and the absolute control of the management of

The Irvine Company was taken over by the Foundation. The
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Tax Reform Act of 1969 - H.R. 13270 provides that all tax

exempt private foundations, including The James Irvine Founda-

tion, commencing with the year 1970, will be required to pay an

inccie tax of 7 1/2% based on the value of the investment

assets held by the Foundation. In my opinion, this income

tax of 7 1/2% should be made applicable to the year 1969 in order

that the payment thereof will commence on April 15, 1969 instead

of April 15, 1971. I also believe that the provision in H.R.

13270 that requires tax exempt foundations to distribute each

year 5% of the value of the investment assets of the Foundation

should be applicable to the year 1969 instead of the year 1970.
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SUPPLEMENTAL WRIT74," STATEMENT OF JOAN IRVINE SMITH

AMPLIFYING HER TESTIMONY BEFORE THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES SENATE, ON OCTOBER 7, 1969

Re: The Incompetent and Self-Dealing
Managcment Polices of

THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION
Through Its 53% Stock Control of

The Irvine Company.
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On February 21, 1969, N. Loyall McLaren, President

of the James Irvine Foundation, and Howard J. Privett, at-

torney for Mr. McLaren, appeared before the Committee on

Ways and Means and were examined by the Chairman, Mr.

Mills, and other members of this Committee.

During the examination of Mr. McLaren, he referred

practically all of his answers to the questions propounded

to Mr. Privett. Mr. Mills asked Mr. NcLaren the following

question: "What do you consider the corpus of the Foun-

dation to be worth?" Mr. Privett answered for Mr., McLaren

as follows: "The sale of Irvine o my stock, which

was rather re ntly (November, 1968), was at $ 0,000 per

share. If hat value could be 9tled, and that s a

sale of bnly 13-1/2 ohrnaresl hr hecr*i of this un-

dation/would be approximately $123,0040." 0t

I Mr. Mills then ass&t':htF7 foiwing n h

is ur annua -income?' (//r. Privett epfied: 'Approxi-

mat ly 1-1/4 ilillio.i' ll s- .. Apprxi

Mr Mil s inqlr'd of Mr McL r}P4as follows: !'Y

are, r. McLaren; a member of actors of

the Co pany?" -"

Mr' McLaren: I Zm-.

1/
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Mr. Mills And you are acquainted with the

operations of the Company?

Mr. McLaren: Yes.

Mr. Mills : Are you satisfied that the Company,

itself, is properly managed?

Mr. McLaren: Completely satisfied.

Mr. Mills And yet Mr. Privett has testified

here that the income of the Foundation is about, on an an-

nual basis, 1% of the value of the corpus, or less?

Mr. McLaren: The income of the Irvine Company is

now three times as much as it was a few years ago.

Mr. Mills That is not my question. Why is it

that the Irvine Company is only producing a return per year

on those shares of stock that the Foundation owns (459

shares, which is 53%) of 1% or less, when that return is

related to the value of the corpus?

(Mr. McLaren did not answer this question.)

Mr. Mills Now, Mr. Privett, you have given us

a value of the corpus of the Foundation which is based upon

the sale of a very few shares by a minority interest

(13-1/2 shares). I am not willing to accept that as a true

value for purposes of determining the relationship of in-

come to value. I think you would admit that maybe the

value of the Foundation's less restricted portion would be

far greater if put on the market than that of a few shares

sold by a minority interest. Is that right? I think it

would work that way in California. It would in Arkansas.

2
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Mr. Privett: I think there is certainly an increment

of value added froin the fact of majority control. And I

would have to agree that if the minority interest was worth

that much, and it was put on the market place between a will-

ing buyer and seller, that if control was added with it,

there would be an increment that was added to it.

Mr. Mills : All right, let me ask you, Mr. McLaren,

you are President of the Foundation and you are on the Board

of Directors of the Company as Chairman of the Board. Is

that right?

Mr. McLaren: That is correct.

Mr. Mills : I don't know which hat you wear at

this meeting, but in either case how do you justify entering

into this agreement to forestall the increased value of

property that you as the Director or i-ubt , ;.' t.o

preserve and maintain as a part of the corpus of the Founda-

tion? Was this a good thingon your part as the Chairman of

the Board of the Irvine Company to allow this restriction

to occur on 46,000 acres, I believe somebody said, of land

in a part of the Irvine Company which is 53 or 54% owned

by the Foundation. Is that good Foundation practice?

Mr. McLaren: I believe it is.

Mr. Mills : Tell me why.

Mr. McLaren: This matter has been under considera-

tion for about two years. It has been studied intensely by

3
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officials of the C~umpany -And Bomo mcmnorZ of tho Uuird of

VLrcctor.s uver that puriod. Tho final conclusion wvi that

the Cffect of qumnq into this agricultural pronervc wonleI

be an i:.nediato :iavinqj in taxes of stnowhere around

$1,500,000 a yea'r. (Tho Diructors referred to by Mr. .ic.

Lar.::n all hold the confllct of interCst position ,i l)ir c-

tor: and Truntcea of Tho JOnmr Irvino F'oundation. "h,, t.,.

ind.ielndent Pi act(r:; o hn Boaird aro my:t.l a .;nd Yith

Gicdo, hml:lJd, ) L.inld4 Irvine Ga,Jo, whu, liko mry:.el0 f, .

at c;.hois,.r in th,. Irvine Ctgipany.1

Mr. Mill:; z hut. asz the t;xo ,jo up, the :, : th %t

, .I.r ,x v , h.1t ' uc l in t .xeuU q ; lro ii.1:1 thalt Y ,, Iov.

311;.) ,Wo ld'd UL MInI J t|LLIH dV'Ji .'0 111o nOLT,4 ineCr:v.; in

v-41t.,, iof th t i , . l .

Mr. Mill. thI I Own , i i; :Ir. :el.irii tx . . ..

Mr. :.c:. r°. lid -yv.u lot tli e,:t '';,ii:, of t , ,'

S " c.)' :u ( li .,' tin C i', ,,rna t,, 1,ntr i:1,. th,:-
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entered into with the Orange County authorities on the us

of the property seems to me to be at least a borderline

violation of the initial trust provision to which you havu

just referred, Mr. Privett.

Mr. Privetta I would just have to say, Mr. Chairman,

I disagree --

Mr. Mills i is it a chancery court that handles

equity Matters in California?

Mr. Privatti We call it just our Superior Court, Lut

it is on the equity side.

Mr. Mills i Have you explored with the Court to soe

whether this agreement could be sot aside, or whether it is

in the best interests of anyone?

Mr. Privetto We have not. Tho previous witness

(myslil filed a suit in the U. b. Districc Lourt iast wuuA

asking that Court to review the question, and I think our

answer to that complaint is djo on the 3d of March.

Mr. Mills : I am not looking for a client or any-

thing of that sort, UuL Lhu previous witness (mysolfi may

have boon raising issues that really did not got to the

crux of the thing. Aside from that, I just want to get

this clear now. Mr. Ncl4'ron, you are the President of the

Foundation. Suppose we pass legislation saying that a

Foundation may not have in its portfolio of investment

wore than 20% of any single business operation. Would it then

be your judgment that you would have to begin Immediately

6
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the process of divesting enough Irvine Company stock to

get you below the 20% level within the time limit prescribed

by law -- or what would you do? What would you recommend

to the foundation that you do? You are the principal officer

of the Foundation.

Mr. McLaron: I believe that under the trust inden-

ture we would have to got court approval of any such action.

I do not know how the California courts would feel.

Mr. Mills i I do not think that the courts in Call-

fornia would say that you didn't have to divest yourself

when you aLo required by Federal Law to du 6u. slot any rate,

if you didn't divest, you would immndiatoly lose your tax

exception under Fedoral Law. Would you welcome that; would

you allow that to happen, or what would you do? Would you

ftnrego the I'ounuation's tax o,,"npksuii &aLiv& ,a,6

the stock?

Hr. Mclaren: That would bo a question that would

have to tv considoer.J by our Board of Directors at the ap-

propriato time. I can't speak for the Board.

Mr. Mills t I understand. I am trying to find out

whether we should do this or not. The Treasury racrtziends

that we roquiro you to do that without imposing any hardship

on you.

Mr. Mills t Do you fool that in your dual capacity

as President of the Foundation and as Chairman of the Board

of the Irvine Company that you operate both organizations?

7
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Following the foregoing examination of Mr. McLaren

and Mr. Privett by Mr. Mills, Mr. Schneebeli, a member of

the Committee od Ways and Means* interrogated Mr. McLaren

as follows

Mr. Schneebelis Mr. McLaren, you made the statement

that you are able to save a million and a half dollars a

year in taxation by this Agreement (Agricultural Preserve

Agreement).

Mr. McLaren i Maximum.

Mr. Schneebelis Why would the county officials be

willing to sign an agreement to reduce their own county in-

come by one and a half million dollars a year? I find pub-

lic officials generally like to look good in a short term;

and in a short tr'rm, thbo pnr.' invnmr t1bri, biv, tbaln

they are concerned about raising more taxost so why should

they make an agreement to reduce their own income by this

amount of money?

Mr. McLaren i Obviously, I can't speak for the

county officials.

Mr. Schnoobelit Well, does it make much sense?

Mr. McLaren : Presumably one of the big factors

they took under consideration was the desirability of pre-

serving a large amount of agricultural land to balance the

growth and development of the county. I think that was

one of the principal factors.

10
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Mr. Schneebeli: The message that we are getting from

the people says that, "You are making too many deals with

the high-income, people#" and it seems to me that this would

be a glaring example of this whereby they are reducing their

own income by this amount of money by an agreement. I don't

understand why they are doing it. Well, with the large

amount of income which your Company seems to have annually,

I don't see where you are going to be forced into a position

of a forced sale. I wouldn't think that that would occur to

them insofar as it applies to your property. You say that

the concern here is a matter of forced sale? Wherein would

the Irvine Company be forced to sell land with its holdings?

Is this a threat to your Company?

Mr. McLaren : All of thesa negotiations were con-

4usu4 Ly uuc pLus.iatiuaJ. stai unaer tne airection ot Mr.

Mason, the President of the Company. (Mr. Mason was per-

sonally selected to represent the Foundation by Mr. McLaren.]

So I am not in a position to give you details. I didn't

participate except in the final reports that were received.

11 ...
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Mr. Corman, a member of the Conunittee on Ways and

Means, inqi.red of Messrs. McLaren and Privett as follows:

Mr. McLaren, I could see that the obligation of the

Directors of the Foundation is to maximize the dollars

available for charitable purposes.

Mr. PrivutL: That in correct.

Mr. Corman : The obligation of the Directors of the

Company is to maximi :te the income for the sLoc1holderf:.

Mr. Privett: That is correct.

Mr. Mills : There is bound to be a conflict.

Mr. Corman : That is why one of: the very substntial

minority stockholders has a conip] :int (myself].

Mr. Mills : Mr. Cor,an, I thought yuu were t tl'uh.

I was going to ant, you to yield when you completed your

statement. I want to point out LhaL I don't sue how in the

world there could po sib)ly be any timo in the opert.ion of

these tw.'o entitles [Irvine Cc:,|p:iny and the Foundation] when

th-re hould:'t he a porpctual conflict. lt l.o-'ks to me thdt

the Irvino Conpany is in Lvr>:.;t:od more in con.:crvaLion than

in mal;ing a profit and that the I ravine Foundation should be

intcr':1 ted in it. - rock br.incjng in a max :imum amount of in-.

come to the Founda'Lion.

Mr. McClarcn: i4ay 1 jusrt reply to that for a second?

MIr. Mills : Yes, sir.

Mr. McClart'ni Tioe pr ir ry ,gLtn of the Foiinda-

tion, a; J. sea it, is to dinti 0,tiLu o ti r, r.:t:" p .;-ih v
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amount annually to deserving charities in California.

Mr. Mills s It is also obliged to see to it that

the stock of any company that it owns, that it manages,

produces a maximum amount of return to the Foundation.

Mr. McLaren t That is right. That is what we are

trying to do.

Mr. Mills i I don't know. When you put on your

hat as Chairman of the Board of the Irvine Company and put

this amount of land into agricultural activities for ten

years there is not anybody who would question that you had

materially reduced your possibility of income.

Mr. Privett i I think, Mr. Chairman, about that,

that there is a mistake of fact here that, if I could, I

would like to attempt to clear up. This 50,000 acres that

wore put into agricultural preserve is only agricultural

land now or unproductive land, and we have got, in addition

to that, 24,000 acres of land that is in the same situation --

not developed. Now the question is, if we can develop all

of this land today, if it could be developed and absorbed

in the market in one year, that would be our desire to do,

because the Company is a profit-making company to make the

highest return to the shareholders that it can me. That is

its obligation.

Mr. Mills s You could sell it, couldn't you?

Mr. Privett : Not without, according to the studies

that I have made, a terrible loss to the Company.

13
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Mr. Mills a In this burgeoning community, with

its rapid rate of growth? I am not a real estate man, but

when you tell ma you cannot sell land in that community

and get more for it than you can raising agricultural

products, you have lost me.

Mr. Privetts I think if you are talking about

whether we make more income next year if we put the 84,000

acres on the market --

Mr. Mills i No, hold it because you can't tell

what is going to happen six months from now. Maybe the

population will be rising then at the rate of 420 a day

instead of 210. Now you have ourselves tied out of it.

In connection with the establishment of the agri-

$.uJ~uI&C&J yLvauI.vw W111%.16 %.UVUL6 QiSJ $.LJb vJuL. u: L%;a

of 84,000 acres that constitutes the Irvine Ranch in Orange

County, I employed the nationally-known Land Planning and

Civil Engineering firm of Mclntire & Quiros to make a survey

for me of the following questions that are connected with

the incompetent and fraudulent foundation-controlled business

management policy of the Irvine Company in converting this

large portion of the urban acreage in Orange County into an

agricultural preserve for a period of ton years or longer,

to wit:

(1) Is there a higher and bettor use for

this urban acreage than to freeze

the same for a period of ten years

in an agrJcultural preserve?

14
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(2) Will the preserve area as established act

as a restriction on the normal urban

growth patterns of Orange County?

(3) Is it in the best interests of the stock-

holders of the Irvine Company to continue

this preserve for a period of years?

(4) Approximately how many home sales could

have boon obtained on the Irvine Ranch

north and south of the Santa Ana Freeway

during the past five years had this agri-

cultural preserve property been opened

to developers?

(5) If the Irvine Company adopted a policy to

implement an unrestrained ales and

PromoioLnalJ Ui.LU'Ll ;V% A."so Y £6 6%4* i mfo%%"1

be marketed in the next ten years?

(6) In order to capture diverse elements of

the urban market, would it be better

to consider sales efforts on a broader

front than that limited because of

the preserve area?

The civil engineering firm of Mclntire & Quiros is

rated as one of the top firms in the United States that is

connected with land development and planning and is perhaps

the largest firm in the State of California that is iden-

tified with this field.

15
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In their report, McIntire & Quiros have answered

the foregoing questions as follows:

To an engineer, it is obvious that only

9,000 to 10,000 acres of the entire preserve

contains topography hat could be truly agri-

culturally oriented within the exact meaning

of the word. Our rough analysis indicates

that of this 9,000 to 10,000 acres of agri-

culturally suitable land, approximately 2,000

acres are southerly of the Santa Ana Freeway,

and approximately 7,00.) acres lie northerly

of the Santa Ana Freeway. Topographically,

only this latter acreage might truly serve

[The 10,000 acres referred to constitutes the only acreage
49,253 acre

that is contained in the/agricultural p-eserve that is ac-

tually devoted to agricultural purposes, such as the grow-

ing of oranges and the production of certain field cro~s.

The reinaining 39,000 acre have never boon and never will

be, during the ten-year period of the agricultural pro-

serve agreement, devoted to any agricultural uses whatever,

and it is, therefore, obvious that the major portion of

the agricultural prosovo is fictitious, not only in name

but also for the production of anything that is con.iocted

with agriculture.]

16
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The report continues

In any case, with the diverse land develop-

ment prograun available, this highly restricted

preserve land use could be subject to critical

examination when one considoLs its location in

the heart of Orange County. In short, the

most agriculturally suitable land was not sot

aside in the preserve. This would have boon an

impossibility, as 49,253 acrou of this typo land

do not exist on the total Ranch.

It is our considered opinion that thoro is a

higher and better use for the majority of the

land in the preserve area. The topographical

restrictions on much of this land are so penal

as to virtually prohibit any type of agriculture

whatsoever. Notwithstanding the tax savings, if

any, lot us explore the results of this so-called

tax shelter for ten years on land that not only

cannot be farmed but will yield little or no

revenue. This would obviate a property tax drain

on more than approximately 50% of the entire tLich

for a prolonged period of time.

We do believe that the preserve area as planned

does block normal growth patterns in many areas.

To satisfy the potential danandn of Orange County

growth (if the Irvino Company is interested in

17
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enjoylnj its fair share of this tremendous mar-

ket), sales efforts must be diversified and more

builders brought into the picture on a broader

front. The three most obvious areas not pro-

vided for in the Irvine Company planning are the

Easterly encroachment of Tustin, the Northwest

encroachment of [a;..nt, and the Southerly exten-

sion of the Irvine Campus environs.

We are presently making inquiries into the

number of residential homes constructed North

and South of the Santa Ara Freeway between the

Easterly boundary of the Ranch and the Westerly

limits of San Juan Capistrano over the past

several yearn. The sincjlo apparent reason for

thi:; phenc:,,r,!on is and was the policy of the

Ir,:ine Company not to make land available to

buyer.; in the Irvine Rinch. For this region,

many thou:;andn of home sales wereC lost to the

Irvire Conl,.dIny. All indicators predict that

this cjrowth will not only continue but will

probably intnvify durinqj the 1970's. If the

Irvine Ccir.p iny is ready to meet this challlenoge,

it should capture the lion's share of the liar-

ket. The cjucqraphical location is stch as to

precludcle the t.ajority of the buyers joing else-

where if a reasonable competitive merchandise

is offered.

18
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This activity would in no way intorfero with

other development on the Northerly portion of

the Ranch. In our opinion, the Irvine Ranch

could absorb 100,000 single family dwellings

by 1980. Assuming the 100,000 units would

require more than 25,000 acres of land in ad-

dition to the provision for Industrial, Com-

mercial, etc., and further assuming other

companion-typo development programs will have

substantial acreage demands, it would appear

that the agricultural preserve will act as a

restrictive influence on the orderly urban

growth of the Irvine Company lands in Orange

County.

On October 22, 1968, at a regular mccting of the Board

of Directors of the Irvine Company, the following resolution

was adopted:

RESOVED FURTiII:R, that it shall be the

policy of this corporation to declare as

regular dividends substantially all of net

income frco operations that is not needed

au investment capital, working capital, or

adecquate reserves to meet contingencies."

Following the adoption of this resolution, the man-

19
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agemont of the Irvino Company was directed to file a report

concerning the allocation of funds received from the con-

version of the'residontial properties of the Company which

wore hold under leases into fae title ownership coverinq

approximately 2,700 piccus of residential property. It

was considered that should this program be developed, there

would be more money available for investment and dividend

purposes, and the report of management that wan subnequently

filed with the Board of Directors pointed out that the fee

program would provide a larger cash flow in the earlier

years from which larger dividends would be possible thin

under the leasehold program, and the report further stated

as follows:

"Since it is also a recojnizcd Purpose

of the Irvine Ccmp,:ny to increase the to'.l

earning a3set, it will be nace:ssry to in-

vest a portion of the proceeds from the foe

sales in projects such as office buildings,

apartments, shopping centers and other con-

venLional investmcnt opportunities. At the

same time, hov.:ever, a portion of the pro-

cecds should be u:;cd to increase dividends

to the stoc;holdcrs."

Notwi thtn,:ding the dividend policy as e.;thblished by

the resolution of the Board of 1;irccLnr, of the Irvine Com-

pany adopted on October 22, 1968, arn well a:: the report of
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the management of the corporation horoinibovo mentioned con-

corning the i) location of funds received fron the sale of

the re-sidcntiai properti'!i ,)f On Copany through their

conversion frc" leat;ehold to fee title, the Board of Direc-

torn on September 9, 1969 adopted a LCoution that ro-

pudiated the October 22, 19611 resolution, an follow:

"W11-REAS, The Irvlne Company has con-

vcrtc.d t ncw single family residential

developments to a feu or lease with option

to buy; and

"WIIERXAS, there are in ux:teI1nc( ap-

proximaLtely 2,21. residential luauer- on

completedt project:i which have not been

granted the loa:;u with an option to buy:

and

.. IItREAS, the income , frun th':;c resi-.

dential leases forms a r-occurrinwj - -

come to the corporation of appruxin~atcly

$1,900,000: and

"1Ii'RIUA, it is the policy of this

Corporation to invest on its own lands

and increase the carning assets of the

corporation through a development program

in the fields of ccruiercial, industrial

and multi-fa!::ily residential dcvclopments;

and

:'1
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"WHEREAS, this Corporation, after careful

consideration, recognizing the problems in-

volved with single family residential lease-

hold, wishes to offer to the lessees within

existing completed developments the opportuni-

ty to purchase the leased lot or obtain a new

lease with option to purchase; and

'"WHEREAS, the funds jo derived from the

exorcise of this option are desired to be re-

invested as earning assets of this corpora-

tion's diversified development program;

"NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that this

corporation offer each of its single family

residential lot lessees the opportunity to

lease with an option to purchase in the man-

ner set forth in the report presented to the

March 5, 1968 meeting of its Board entitled

'Corporate Policy - Single Family Residential

Development - Program for Implementation From

Leasehold to Fee': and

RESOLVED, FURTHER, That, notwithstanding

the policy adopted by this Board at its meet-

ing of October 22, 1968, with respect to the

allocation of net income dividends, it shall

be the policy of thib Corporation to retain

22
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after-tax funds derived from sales and the ex-

ercise of the options to buy in existing resi-

dential. developments not heretofore authorized

for conversion to the sale or lease-option

program for equity funding of this Corporation's

commercial, industrial and multi-family develop-

ments, and that in determining net income for

purposes of allocation to dividends under the

general Corporate Policy referred to above,

such after-tax funds shall be first deducted

from net income."

It is obvious that under this resolution, the reso-

lution adopted on October 22, 1968 is repudiated and nulli-

fied insofar nq thn n1lorAfinn tn diVfdonis oF ani,, nnrt of

the funds received from the sale of the residential proper-

ties of the Company which are now under leases. I under-

stand that the foundation-controlled management of the

Irvine Company expects to receive approximately the sum of

$40,000,000 from the conversion of leaseholds to fee title

and that no part of this fund will be used for the payment

of dividends, although the entire not fund after taxes

which constitutes profits received by the Corporation, an..'

which are entirely available for dividend purposes, will

be transferred to the capital assets of the Irvine Company

and used for development purposes. I was unable to be

present at the meeting of the board of Directors on
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September 9, 1969, but I am advised that Director Keith

Gaede voted "No" on this resolution.

At the hearing before the Committee on Ways and

Means on February 21, 1969, as well as at the hearing

this morning, on October 7, 1969, Mr. Privett referred to

the development program of the Irvine Company for the

year 1969 with the statement that under the Foundation

management, the Irvine Company expected to complete ap-

proximately 1,200 homes on the Irvine lands in Orange

County. I have been advised that the official records

of Orange County show that during the year 1968 building

permits for construction of homes in Orange County were

issued for 13,988 single family residence and 10,333

multiple dwellings, or a total of 2Y,321 units. These

figures, when compared to the 900 single family resi-

dences which Mr. Privett indicated covered the develop, ent

of the Irvine Company in 1968, and the estimate of Mr.

Privett for 1,200 sS.nj1.b C.oily residences in 1969, fur-

nishes another answer to the reason why only 1% of the

value of the stock of the Irvine Company, based upon

$250,000 per shnre, is being disbursed as current annual

dividends to the stockholders of the Irvine Company. The

number of total peruntits issued by Orange County in 1968

numbering 2y,.?1, when compared to the 900 hemocs constructed

by the Irvine Company in 1968, conclusively demonstrates

the mismanagement policies of the Irvine Company under the

24
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control of the Foundation. In my written statement filed

with the Finance Committee, I have indicated that the land

holdings of th6 Irvine Company in Orange County constitute

20%, or one-fifth, of the total area of Orange County, and

on this ratio the Irvine'Company, based upon the 21,121

permits for the construction of single family residences

and multiple dwellings issued in Orange County in 1968,

is developing less than 5% of the total annual residential

building requirements for all of Orange County.

Notwithstanding the criticism by Mr. Mills and other

members of the Committee on Ways and Means concerning the

mismanagement policies of the Foundation through its con-

trol of the Irvine Company, Mr. MeLaren paid no attention

to engage the Irvine Company in the same practices and

policies for which he had been challened by Mr. Mills.

On June 16, 1969, a regular meeting of the Board of Direc-

tors of the Irvine Company was held and at this meeting a

resolution was introduced by John V. Newman, who is both

a Director of the Irvine Company and The James Irvine

Foundation, and ChiAirman of the Compensation Conittee of

the Board of Directors of the Irvine Company. Prior to

introducing this resolution, Mr. Newman presented a three-

page document which was entitled "The Irvine Company -

1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan". Under this

Plan, certain key executives of the Irvine Company, which

25
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include Mr. McLaren, were to receive a bonus for their ser-

vices, but the exact nature of the bonus was not described.

It could have been a distribution of the stock of the Irvine

Company or one of its subsidiaries, or a piece of the assets

of the Irvine Company. The so-called key executives would

be selected by the Compensation Committee in its sole dis-

cretion. I voted against the resolution and the Plan des-

cribed therein. All of the Foundation Directors, including

Mr. McLaren, voted for the resolution. In order to prevent

the Irvine Company from acting under this resolution I was

compelled to file legal action in the State of West Virginia

where the Irvine Company was incorporated in 1894. A motion

was made by my attorneys for a preliminary injunction, but

the attorneys for the Irvine Company stipulated that the

company wouia nuc CdKu dily LULpUdLU d4..LU.U wtAQUvtL wL

respect to the "1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan",

which was the subject of the lawsuit; and, upon the basis

of this stipulation, the Court made an order to the effect

that until plaintiff's motion for preliminary injunction

is heard by the Court, the defendant, the Irvine Company,

shall not take any further action in connection with the

said 1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan. I request

permission, Mr. Chairman, to file a copy of this Complaint

for the record.

On August 7, 1969, the House of Representatives,

by a vote of 390-to-34, passed H. R. Bill No. 13270.
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Under the provisions of this Bill, which relate to tax-

exempt foundations, The James Irvine Foundation will be re-

quired, when the Bill becomes law, to divest itself of its

controlling stock interest in the Irvine Company. Both

Mr. McLaren and Mr. Privett and the members of the Board

of Directors of the Irvine Company and The James Irvine

Foundation are familiar with the tax-exempt foundation

provisions of this Bill. But again, like the 1969 Restricted

Stock and Property Plan that was adopted at the Directors

Meeting of June 16, 1969, the Foundation Directors and the

Irvine Company paid no attention whatever to the effect

that this Bill will have on the controlling interest of the

Foundation in the Irvine Company. And at the meeting of

the Board of Directors held on September 9, 1969, the

Foundation Directors continued to pursue their same mis-

management policies with reference to the Irvine Company

as though the F9oundation would continue in control of

the corporation in perpetuity. At this meeting, Mr. Mason,

the Foundation's President, stated that a very serious

financial condition confronted the Company. tie stated

that the consolidated statement of income for the three

months period ending July 31, 1969, shows that the net

income for the first quarter of 1969-1970 is approximately

22% below that budgeted. The consolidated statement of

income budgeted and forecast for the year ending April

30, 1969, as of August 21, 1969, forecasts a net income

for the year to be $5,741,500, which is $201,500 less than
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budgeted. Mr. Mapon further stated:

"The curren: national economic picture,

with money becoming increasingly tighter,

and high interest, make forecasting for the

balance of the year extremely difficult.

It is too early in the fiscal year to be

able to accurately establish the net income

for the entire year because of the major

*effect that both residential and industrial

sales have on the total income of this

corporation. While the forecast for the

current fiscal year appears achievable at

this time, management is deeply concerned

about the prospects for the fiscal year 1970-

1971. The current housing and industrial

sales are based upon financed commitments

made prior to the severity of the current

situation, and management is concerned that,

if the situation worsens, it will not be

possible to begin new developments or hous-

ing developers to obtain financing for

new houses li-.h will be a part of the next

fiscal year's income. Further, the Federal

Government's policy of curtailing will

probably have a serious effect on buying

psychology, especially as it relates to
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single family housing, increasing construction

costs and high-interest rates which are already

discouraging and making it impossible for many

home buyers to qualify for new homes."

Notwithstanding the unfavorable financial outlook

for the Irvine Company in the immediate future, the manage-

ment recommended, and the Foundation's Board of Directors

approved, the expenditure by the Company of large sums of

money that are connected with the construction of residen-

tial apartment houses and other units on the land of the

Irvine Company in Orange County, California, and

(1) The creation within the Company of a Merchant

Builder Department. Under this program, which was approved
Foundation

1y the/Board ot Directors, the Company will enter a new

field of home construction through personnel employed by

the Company. Heretofore all construction of homes, apart-

ment houses, office buildings and other structures on the

land of the Irvine Company have been through independent

Or outside builders. This program involves the employment

of additional personnel by the Company with salaries of

$40,000 to $60,000 for key employees, and also contem-plates

the raising of additional and large sums of money for the

purpose of entering into this new field of activity where

neither the present personnel or management of the Company

have had any previous experience.
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Another inexcusable policy of the Irvine Company

under the control of the Foundation is the arbitrary refusal

of the Foundation Management to file an application for the

Irvine Company with the Securities and Exchange Commission

for the registration of the minority stockholders' shares

of stock in the Irvine Company. In order for a minority

stockholder to sell a single share of his or her stock, it

is mandatory that the Irvine Company shall file its applica-

tion and that the stock of the minority stockholder shall

be registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Although my 180 shares of stock in the Irvine Company have

the intriLnsic value of approximately 100 Million Dollars,

I am not able to sell one share thereof until this applica-

tion has been filed and approved. Under these circumstances,

the only person who is qualified to purchase a share of the

Irvine Company from me or any other minority stockholder

must qualify as a sophisticated buyer, which means that

this buyer must sign a letter to the effect that any Irvine

stock put-chased from me will be for investment purposes only

and will not be re-sold by him for a period of at least three

years. Sophisticated buyers are very rare. Both myself and

other minority stockholders have requested the Foundation
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Management of the Irvine Company to cooperate with us by

filing such an application with the Securities and Exchange

Commission, but this Management has repeatedly refused to

do so.

H. R. Bill 13270, which was passed by the House of

Representatives on August 7, 1969, was introduced by Honorable

Wilbur D. Mills for himself, as Chairman of the Committee on

Ways and Means(a Democrat), and by Honorable John W. Byrnes,

Member of the Committee (Republican). Insofar as the pro-

visions of this Bill relate to tax-exempt foundations, the

members of the Committee, both Democratic and Republican,

were practically unanimous in their support thereof. When

t*e .n!.1I. re t-1 ie-A r' 4-irni qf,,ft- in tlf, 1-.. F, . i e s
I understand

of the Committee voted "No", but/this vote was not based upon

their opposition to the tax-exeapt foundation provisions:bf

the Bill, but was related in the most part to the provisions

thereof with reference to the changes in the rate of capital

gains taxes and the lowering of the oil depletion benefit

from 27-1/2% to 20%. I1oaora7,le James B. Utt, Repablican

Congressman fcoin th3 35th District of California, which is

the Distcict in which the 84,000 acre Irvine Ranch is located,

and who was born in Tustin, Orange County, California -- that

is a ;city which is located on a portion of th- Irvine Ranch --

a.nd who is intimately familiar with the mismanagement policies
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and abuse of The Jaione Irvine Foundation in connection

with its control and m zncqcm.,t o" Lh. Irvin: Company sine.

1947, when Jamos Irvino died ind the control of the Company

passed to the roundat io,, is tho second ra,';ing Rep.Albican
ComittLee on

member of the/W'ay. and Means; 4nm during the hoarin-j., of the

1969 Tax Refon Bill before th Committoo, Mr. Utt strongly

advocated and favored tLho p:oviujons of the Bill which are

applicable to tax-e<.pt foand-atio:is al particularly -the

provinio-is th, o.) f which rte, t.s, to the mandatory divestment

by all fou-,'a.tioii of thi r controllin-j stoc,; int,.:ests in

sep-irate b1131112:3.21 o. c ).) X:t iO,'.1, whJui busire-s is un-

re'.V..'! to the charitable' act ./i- t i' of a -rilato, tax-

o'<. ip ; fo ':i o, s , s.sch ai Th a Ja.n,-.3 Irvin:? Foun.Ja ton.

Under the div.!.'.t-no.V. p ,, is . ,n; .. II. R. 13 ?70, The Jams

Irvin-i Fo.ivi,l.iti.% i reqlitired to div iLl it';1C of all of

its ,;t.ock in the in, Clr ,,p.; w-Ahin i po..i A o Live

yea. "-I .uu ,i';j ..'ith a 10. cli' ,,e'c t in the ,a. 1971.

Tie I.."en Irvin, .okidlti ), will nal n b. re.-rii-ed to

c,r , ,i o tva , ..;t,;,' a of its st ock in tho Irvln, Coiap..ily

th (O .J- q h; 1. ' . ' L h, o . to a Charit' ble

organi;tatin ,i * ,:, t" i:'j in th,. yc.i r 1970 ,.vid.! .h year

th, c ,: in o,:1." to rat-i fy the anyvual 5'" i ncu;a, dis-

trih,.tio'a 'o:,nisjiuns of this Sill. The Jai, Irvinn routn-

d.tio'i, as Tru:;'.., of 43") shi -o3 the .'to1. of the Irvine

JI
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Company, has an income on this stock through dividends

amounting to approximately $1,000,000 per year. The value

of these 459 ahareu of Irvine stock will be determined

annually by the appraisal of the United States Treasury

Department: and, assuming that the first valuation thereof

will be approximately $200,000,000, the Foundation will be

required to distribute 5% of this sum of money, or the sum

of $10,000,000 during the year 1970, and at least the same

amount, or more, during each succeeding year. The only

source where this amnt-unt of money can be raised by the

Foundation is through thet sale of its Irvine stock or by a

gift thereof to qualified charitable organizations. It is,

therefore, obvious that The James Irvine Foundation will

be required to surrender its stock control of the Irvine

Coi.%p.ny within the very ne.:r future.

The provisions applicable to tax- xempL foundations

which are set forth in Ii. R. 13270 are the result of many

years of intensive study by the Treasury Department, the

staffs of the CoJraittee on w-lays and Means of the House

of Representatives, and the Finance Con,,iittee of the United

States Senate.

On February 2, 1965, Honorable Douglas Dillon,,

Secretary of the Trea:-ury, wrote the following letter:
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"Honorable Harry F. Byrd
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Honorable WJlbur D. Millo
Chairman, Conittee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C,

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

I am presenting herewith the Report
of the Treasury Department on private founda-
tions. This report responds to the requests
by the Conunittee on Finance of the Sonata and
the Committee on Ways and Meain of the House
of Reprenontatives, that the Treasury Depart-
mont examine the activities of private founda-
tions for possible tax abuses and report its
conclusions an( recr. mmendations to tie Com-
mittecea. The report contains the results of

pursuant to such requests and containn pro-
posals for correction by legislation of in-
adequacies of the law disclosed by the studies.

Sincerely yours,

Douglas Dillon.

Among many abuses practiced by private foundations

which are sot forth in the 118-page report that was at-

tached to the letter of Secretary Dillon, the most flagrant

abuse involved the foundations' control of business and cor-

poration enterprises that wore not related to the charitable

activities of the foundations. This report contains the

following statement:
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"Many private foundations have become deeply

involved in the active conduct of business enter-

prises. Ordinarily, the inv#olvement takes the

form of ownership of a controlling interest in

one or more corporations which operate businesses;

occasionally, a foundation owns and operates a

business directly. Interests which do not constitute

control may nonetheless be of sufficient magnitude

to produce involvement in the affairs of the busi-

ness.

"Serious difficulties result from foundation

commitment to business endeavors. Regular business

--, , % -, , . .. . r r ... ....- - - - -. -)^' fI it ,%- ti ind-

vantage. Moreover, opportunities and temptations

for subtle and varied forms of self-dealing --

difficult to detect and impossible completely to

proscribe -- proliferate. Foundation management

may be drawn from concern with charitable activities

to time-conr~uming concentration on the affairs and

problems of the commercial enterprise.

"For these reasons, the Report proposes the

imposition of an absolute limit upon the participa-

tion of private foundations in active business,

whether presently owned or subsequently acquired.
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This recommendation would prohibit a founda-

tion from owning, either directly or through

stockholdings, 20 percent or more of a business

unrelated to the charitable activities of the

foundation. Foundations would be granted a

prescribed reasonable period, subject to ex-

tension, in which to reduce their present or

subsequently acquired business interests below

the specified maximum limit."

On August 26, 1965, approximately six months after

the Treasury Department Report was filed, to wit, on Feb-

ruary 2, 1965, Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, Democrat of

Arkansas, Committee on %lays and Means, and ranking minority

member, John W. Byrnes, Republican of Wisconsin, issued a

press release which requested that organizations or in-

dividuals who are interested in the "Treasury Department

Report on Private Foundations" issued on February 2, 1965,

submit written statements indicating their views on the

Treasury Department proposals. Interested parties were

requested to submit written statements by October 15, 1965.

Over 100 written statements were filed by interested private

foundations pursuant to this request and were printed in two

volumes by the United State.s Governnent Printing Office and

made available to the public and all interested parties.
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This Government publication discloses that practically every

large tax-exemp.t foundation in the United States, or its at-

torneys, filed their written statements which contain their

views and objections with reference to the adoption of

legislation based upon the Treasury Department Report dated

February 2, 1965.

At the request of Chairman Mills and Member John W.

Byrnes of the Committee on Ways and Means, the staff of the

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, immediately

commenced a study and analysis of the statements that wore

submitted by all of the interested parties.

During the years 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968, a great

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, to the preparation of

legislation to be proposed to the Conunittoe on Ways and

Means and the Finance Committee with reference to the adop-

tion of the recciuiendations contained in the Treasury De-

partment Report of February 2, 1965.

H. R. 13270, which has been passed by the House of

Representatives and is now before the Conmittee on Finance,

United States Senate, with reference to the provisions

contained in this Bill that relate to private tax-exempt

foundations, has received the approval of Secretaries of

the Treasury, Dillon, Fowler and Kennedy insofar as the
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divestment provisions of the Bill are concerned. Further-

more, the tax-exempt foundation provisions of this Bill as

passed by the house of Representatives havereceived the

express approval of the Nixon Administration through the

statements of Secretary Kennedy and Assistant Secretary

Cohen, who appeared before the Committee on Finance, United

States Senate, on Deptember 4, 1969, with the exception of

the 7-1/2% income tax provision contained in the Bill, and

which provision the Nixon Administration recommended be

reduced from 7-1/2 to 2%. All of the other provisions with

reference to private tax-exempt foundations that are con-

tained in H. R. 13270 have been approved by the Nixon Ad-

ministration in their entirety.

will be interested in the statements made by Congressman

Utt during the appearance of myself and Messrs. McLaren and

Privott before the Committee on Ways and Means on February

21;1969. As I have already mentioned, Congressman Utt is

undoubtedly the best-posted and most intimately acquainted

person in tho Congrqss concerning the activities of The

James Irvine Foundation since the death of Myford Irvine in

1959, which have resulted in the mismanagement policies of

the Irvine Company as heretofore detailed by me. Congress-

mann Utt has continuously since 1952 represented the Con-

gressional District in California in which the Irvine Ranch

is located and where The James Irvine Foundation exercises
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its control over the Irvine Company. I am, therefore, calling

these statements of Mr. Utt to the attention of the Members

of the Finance Committee, as follows:

"Mr. Utt : Mr. Chairman, I had a few questions

that I wanted to ask Mrs; Smith to clarify some of the

statements that have been made. You made some very serious

charges against the self-dealing within the Irvine Co. and

your supplemental statement adds a great deal more and I

think it is certainly pertinent to this committee, on not

dealing at arm's length, self-perpetuating, and I want to

ask, was the statement made by the attorney for the Irvine

Co. or the Irvine Foundation, either one, to the effect
that they would give up their tax-free exemption rather

than surrender control of the Irvine Co.?

Mrs. Smith: Yes, it was made at a stockholders meet-

ing approximately, oh, it was about 2 years ago and there

were a good many witnesses there. I mean there were many

people there th&theard it.

Mr. Utt : Which indicates very definitely that

its real purpose is not to be a charitable foundation.

Mrs. Smith:' That is correct.

Mr, Utt : It is really a foundation for perpetu-

ation and control of a separate corporation nonrelated to

the charitable purpose of the foundation.

Mrs. Smith: That's absolutely correct. Its whole

purpose is to run this corporation.
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Mr. Utt .: Now, have you examined, legally or other-

wise, what would happen to that foundation in case they re-

linquished their tax free exemption which apparently doesn't

mean very much to them? It could be done. Would it destroy

the foundation? Would it revert to the original donor, or

his heirs or would it continue on as a non-tax-free founda-

tion?

Mrs. Smith: As I understand it, according to the

way the indenture of trust is worded, I believe that they

would be out of business completely because I think it

would invalidate the indenture of trust.

Mr. Utt : You made in your original statement a

statement with reference to subsidiary companies.

Mrs. Smith: Yes.

Mr. Utt i And then in your supplcmentdl statement

you explained what they were. One was the Irvine industrial

complex.

Mrs. Smith:

Mr. Utt

Mrs. Smith:

Mr. Utt

Mrs. Smith:

Mr. Utt

of California?

Mrs. Smith:

That's right.

And how many acres did that involve?

Three thousand.

Three thousand?

Yes, It originally was 2,700.

Is that a corporation under the laws

That's right.
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Mr. Utt : So you have lost your West Virginia

corporate law so far as that subsidiary is concerned?

Mrs. Smith: That's correct.

Mr. Utt : This was formed by the Irvine Co.

Mrs. Smith: That's right.

Mr. Utt i On the order and instructions of the

Irvine Foundation?

Mrs. Smith: That's right.

Mr. Utt i And how were the directors selected on

that subsidiary corporation?

Mrs. Smith: They were appointed by the foundation.

They were not voted on.

Mr. Utt : And you personally have no stock in the

subsidiary corporation?

Mrs. Smtth. No. f-n TrvinA en. " -il .- In -

Mr. Utt : So you could not under any circumstances

by cumulative voting buy yourself onto the directorship of

that subsidiary?

Mrs. Smith: Not only can I not buy into the director-

ship, I can't even look at the books. The foundation won't

let me.

Mr. Utt : That is gratuitous but it is all right.

What I am leading to is, is there a second subsidiary cor-

poration doing approximately the same thing?

Mrs. Smith: That's right.

Mr. Utt : Let's follow that to the ultimate con-

clusion. Wouldn't it be possible to sequester every asset
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of the Irvine Co. into a series of subsidiary corporations

in which you would be ruled out completely as a director

of any of those companies?

Mrs. Smith: Absolutely.

Mr. Utt : You would remain as a director of the

shell.

Mrs. Smith: That is correct. This was the idea of

the Stevens Development Co. that I spoke to and it would

have also been true in the Upper Bay Development Co.

Mr. Utt : O.K. Generally when you take a position

do the Irvine heirs decide to go along with your position?

The Irvino Co. hought in about 13 shares of stock just re-

cently.

Mrs. SmiLh: That's correct.

Mr. Utt : For $3.2 million.

Mrs. Smith: That's correct. It was *250,000 a share.

Mr. Utt : They did not retire it.

Mrs. Smith: No, they did not.

Mr. Utt : Did it find its way into the foundation,

or whcre does it reside? How can it be treasury stock and

still be voted?

Mrs. Smith: I would like to explain that to you.

All of the individual stockholders want that stock retired.

I called a special stockholders meeting a week ago last
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Monday for the purpose of retiring the stock. The foundation

sent out a letter prior to this meeting advising the other

stockholders not to vote to retire the stock because the fol-

lowing day they had a board of directors meeting coming up

and at that board of directors meeting there was going to be

a certain resolution passed which would involve the retire-

mont of this stock so they considered the retirement on the

Monday premature, so we all arrived at the stockholders meet-

ing and all of the stock was represented.

Now, the motion was made to retire the 13-1/2 shares

and when it was asked for discussion I asked the foundation

attorney or Mr. McLaren, whoever was going to speak, to ex-

plain the reasons in this letter that they had spoken of ex-

actly why they didn't want to retire the stock at that time.

b~ein~g a UILUC(LUL, I. &IWW Oidi 611d Lubvh 66u % .-

want to retire the stock was because they wore planning a

stock split and the stock split would have gone one of two

ways. One was to have a California corporation merger of

the West Virginia corporation. I think the split was to be

10,000 to 1.

The other way was to go directly through the West

Virginia corporation, again on a split of 10,000 to 1.

however, the individual stockholders would have to

sign an agreement that the new stock which they were acquir-

ing was not for public sale. It was to be hold by them as

an investment. In other words, this was not a forerunner of

public issue. It was strictly just to hold this stock in

smaller amounts.
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So I asked Mr. Privett or Mr. McLaren to explain

this to the stockholders. They refused. My attorney asked

them to explain it to the stockholders. They stated this

was the board of directors business. They would not have

the stockholders knowing anything about it.

Well, the meeting must have gone on for maybe an

hour. Those other stockholders became very agitated because

this obviously affected them considerably, what was done

with this stock, the Irvino family stockholders, so when it

came to vote the family stockholders voted to retire that

stock.

The foundation voted against the retirement of the

stock..

Mr. Utt : All the family heirs voted to retire the

stock.

Mrs. Smiths To retire.

Mr. Utt : I am a little puzzled how a corporation

can buy stock and not retire.

Mrs. Smith: Well, it can remain in the treasury and

if they had passed the stock split that they were anticipat-

ing and these shares which would be expanded in number were

in the treasury they would be sitting there available to

take stock options on for the employees.

Mr. Utt : One more question and I will wrap it

up. las Hugh Nclzgar been a director of the corporation?

Mrs. Smith: fie is a director of the foundation

presently.

Ar
.1 .0
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Mr. Utt % And who writes all the compensation in-

surance for the Irvine Co.?

Mrs. Smith: At one time Mr. Metzgar did, but he no

longer does.

Mr. Utt a lie divested himself from that?

Mrs. Smith: lie has some other insurance. I can't

toll you exactly what he does have but he has some insur-

anco. But there is a groat deal of it that he divested him-

self from.

Mr. Utt : The Tom Clevordon Co. still writes that

insurance, does it no?

Mrs. Smith: Wliat?

Mr. Utt : Tom Cleverdon.

Mrs. Smith: Yes, C]evordon & Co. was his company.

VIEL. U1;E MK l IL S LJI WLI LU~O O i,,,t: | U * ;.

Mrs. Smith: It writes some insurance. I couldn't

tell you exactly what. I haven't rend the records.

Mr. Utt . A trustee director writing insurance

for the company.

Mrs. Smith: Thht's right. Oh, on that same point

Mr. McLaren's firm of laskins & Sells used to audit the

books, too. lie doesn't do that any more though. Well, he

does on soccial auditing; yes.

Mr. Utt i I agree so completely with your state-

ment on that preserve or whatever you c.ll it to relieve

the Irvine Co. of a million and a half taxes to '%he county.
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I can't understand the board of supervisors doing it because

I have a great many close associates owning land within that

conclave of the Irvine Co., some 1,000 or 2,000 or 3,000

acres, and they have been dealing with them on the water

system and they are not going to be interested in that be-

cause they can't develop it because you can stop development

of the Irvine Co. for sale.

Mrs. Smith: To me it is absolutely appalling because

this land lies directly beside Tustin, and you know what the

growth in Tustin is. You know how all of the growth comes

up to the Irvine Co. lands in that area and it stops and it

doesn't go any farther and there are these people that you

speak of that have 3,000, 4,000 acres that lie there in orie

piece.

San Jcaquin Fruit Co., I believe, had

some property there in that area and they have attempted

to devc.lop this land. They can't get sewers. They can't

get anything.

Mr. Utt : I think that's all, Mr. Chairman."
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A SUMMARY OF LILLY ENDOWMENT POSITIONS

ON PROVISIONS OF H. R. 13270 AFFECTING PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Lilly Endowment is in agreement with those provisions of

H. R. 13270, the "Tax Reform Act of 1969," which are intended to

correct abuses by some private foundations of their tax-exempt

privileges. We feel, however, that certain provisions of this bill

go further than necessary and, in fact, would create what we believe

to be unintentional hardships on Lilly Endowment and other similarly

situated foundations whose assets are not in fixed-income-producing

securities.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

The House bill would require a foundation to distrib-
ute annually an amount equal to at least 5 percent
of the market value of its assets .

A minimum-investment-return requirement should not exceed

the return which a foundation could expect over a period of time from

a diversified portfolio containing common stocks. As demonstrated

in attachments A and B, the income from such investments seldom

reaches 5 percent.

We suggest that the minimum-investment-return requirement

should be based on an average of asset values over a period of years
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(ten years, for example) rather than on current market values,

subject as they are to fluctuation. Furthermore, we suggest that

the required annual distribution as a percent of that average mar-

ket value should not exceed the return that could be reasonably

expected from a well-managed portfolio containing common stocks.

STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATION

The House bill would limit to 20 percent the holdings
of a foundation in an incorporated business enterprise
when combined with the holdings of "disqualified per-
sons". . 0

The prohibition against more than a 20-percent stock owner-

ship might force (depending upon final resolution of the definition

of "disqualified persons") almost complete divestiture by Lilly Endow-

ment of its holdings of stock in Eli Lilly and Company, a company which

has a long record of continuous dividend payments and which has an

increasing number of outside investors now totaling more than

15,000.

1.1AP,,A #-............ Jpptad, we suggest that the basic recommendation made by the

Treasury Department in its report to Congress in April, 1969, be adopted--

that the voting stock of any one corporation held by a foundation should be

limited to 20 percent and when combined with holdings of disqualified

persons should be limited to 35 percent.
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"Disqualified persons," for this purpose, should include only

substantial donors who are living, their spouses and lineal descend-

ants, and managers of the foundation (as defined in the bill). The

present definition, we believe, might be interpreted to include stock-

holdings of deceased donors and, thereby, many persons who have

neither an active interest nor any active participation in the affairs

of either the foundation or the corporation.

Special Exemption -- The House bill would make an exception

of an organization created by an inter vivos trust which was irrevoca-

b le on December 31, 1939, and which met certain other requirements.

If this special exemption is retained in the bill, we suggest that it be

enlarged to include incorporated foundations existing on that date

which hold interests in corporations whose common stock is traded

on public exchanges or in the over-the-counter market.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

The House bill would impose a tax equal to 7. 5 percent

of a foundation's net investment income . ..

The proposal to tax a private foundation's investment income

at the rate of 7. 5 percent per year would divert this income from

charity.

Instead, we suggest that a fee could be paid by foundations, on
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some equitable basis, as a means of providing the funds necessary

to support governmental supervision of private foundations. Charity,

thus, would be deprived only of those funds necessary to provide such

supervision.

-- Lilly Endowment, Inc.

September 2, 1969
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Scheduled for delivery
Tuesday, September 9, 1969

My name is Byron P. Hollett*. I am a member of the board of

directors of Lilly Endowment, Inc., of Indianapolis, Indiana. This

private philanthropic foundation was incorporated June 25, 1937, as

a nonprofit corporation under Indiana law. ** I am appearing before

this committee on behalf of Lilly Endowment to present the views of

its board of directors on H. R. 13270, the "Tax Reform Act of 1969."

Lilly Endowment is in agreement with those provisions of the

bill which are intended to correct abuses by some private foundations

of their tax-exempt privileges. We endorse the fundamental position

that funds which have been committed to charity and for which tax bene-

fits have been granted should, in fact, be devoted to charitable ends.

We feel, however, that certain provisions of H. R. 13270 go further

*For biographical sketch, see attachment A.

**For additional information on the Endowment, see the enclosed
copy of its report for 1968.
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than necessary and, in fact, would create what we believe to be unin-

tentional hardships on Lilly Endowment and other similarly situated

foundations whose assets are not In fixed-income-producing securities.

I shall confine my discussion to these provisions and to what we believe

are constructive suggestions for modifying or altering them.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Section 101(b) of the House bill (new section 4942 of the
code) would require a foundation to distribute annually
an amount equal to at least 5 percent of the market value
of its assets . . .

Lilly Endowment distributes to tax-exempt organizations essen-

tially its entire net income each year for the purposes of its stated

objectives--the promotion and support of charitable, educational, or

religious programs. Its income is derived for the most part from

common stock of Eli Lilly and Company received as gifts, principally

from three members of the Lilly family. These gifts were valued in

the aggregate at approximately $29 million at the times they were re-

ceived. Through 1968 the Endowment had distributed in grants $77 mil-

lion of a net income of $79 million. Commitments for future grants

amounted to $6. 3 million at December 31, 1968.

In analyzing the performance of Lilly Endowment over its thirty-

two-year history, it should be noted that its annual distribution of in-

come to charity now amounts to almost one-fourth of the aggregate
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value of its assets at the time they were acquired; further, that Lilly

Endowment has, since its founding, disbursed almost 2. 7 times as

much money as it has received through donations.

During the twenty-year period 1946 to 1965, the Endowment re-

ceived Income from its assets equal to an average annual yield of about

3. 5 percent on the year-end market value. Since 1966 market values

have risen; and, although dividend rates have increased, the yield has

averaged only approximately 1. 1 percent of market value.

A fixed formula for distributing income based on the market value

of the assets of a particular year would obviously have a decided impact

on the investment alternatives available to Lilly Endowment and other

foundations. If the 5-percent-minimum-investment- return require-

ment (and the proposed 7.5-percent tax on income) had been in

effect from the date of Lilly Endowment's founding, the Endowment

would have been forced to dispose of more than one-third of its prin-

cipal assets. In turn, income available for distribution in 1968 would

also have been reduced by more than one-third, from $6. 8 million to

$4. 4 million- -a reduction of $Z. 4 million. And further reduction of prin-

cipal--with concurrent loss in income available for distributicn- -would

probably continue year after year.

Under provisions of the House bill, the only way a foundation could

hope to avoid depleting its principal would be through investment in fixed-
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income securities, such as bonds and preferred stocks, with

a high yield but little or no growth potential. If, from the

beginning, such an investment policy had been followed by Lilly

Endowment and its assets had been converted to government

bonds, the Endowment's initial investment value of $29 million

would have held fairly steady, but the income available to charity

would have been decreased from $79 million to $15 million, a

reduction of more than 80 percent.

Had the Endowment chosen to dispose of its gifts of stock at

the end of each year in which they were received and to invest the

proceeds in one of five representative alternative investment pro-

grams, the differing results in income earned would have been as

presented in the following table;
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COMPARATIVE INCOME

From Retention of Donated Stock Having a Market Value
Of $29 Million, at Dates Received, Compared with
Investment Thereof in Five Alternative Programs

(Millions)

1937-1968

Donated Stock

Moody's Industrial
Stocks

Dow-Jones Industrial
Stocks

Massachusetts Investors
Trust*

State Street Investment
Corporation*

Government Bonds
held to maturity

$81

72

68

61

45

15

In 1968

$6. 8

5.4

4.8

4.3

3.4

1.2

Computations made by Ernst & Ernst, Certified Public Accountants

*Assumes capital gain distributions accepted in additional shares.
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A requirement that private foundations distribute their net

income on a current basis seems entirely justified and reasonable.

Lilly Endowment has followed such a practice since It was founded.

A 5-percent-minimum-distribution requirement, however, would

effectively prevent the investment by private foundations in common

stocks, since income from such investments seldom reaches 5 per-

cent when applied against current market values (see attachments

B and C).

If society is to receive the long-term benefits to be derived from

investments in stocks which participate in the growth of the general

economy, it is apparent that a 5-percent-minimum-investment-return

requirement would be too severe, particularly when administrative

costs of operating the foundation must first be paid. On the other hand,

a minimum-investment-return formula more in line with the return

which can be reasonably expected over a period of time from a well-

managed investment portfolio would provide concurrent benefits to

society as well as providing the foundation with some desirable free-

dom of choice in selecting investment alternatives.

Because of widely fluctuating market values in any single year

or over relatively short periods of time, provision also should be

made for basing the minimum-investment-return requirement on an

average of asset values over a period of years (ten years, for example),

rather than on current market values.
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In addition to the threat which the bill's requirement poses

to a foundation's freedom to invest in common stocks, with their

potential for a greater return to charity than can be achieved through

government bonds or other fixed-income investments, attention should

be directed to the effect which such a requirement would have on the

establishment of new foundations. We believe prospective donors

would be discouraged from contributing to foundations low-yielding

stocks or stocks in family-owned companies.

Society has received great benefits from charity made possible

through the medium of the family foundation. Our national policy

should seek to take every advantage of this opportunity to turn pri-

vate wealth to public good and to stimulate, not discourage, the

institution of the family charitable foundation.

Alternative

We suggest for consideration the following alternative to the

5-percent -minimum -investment-return requirement:

a. The minimum-investment- return requirement

should be based on an average of asset values over a

period of years (ten years, for example) rather than on

current market values, subject as they are to fluctuation,

and
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b. The required annual distribution as a percent

of that average market value should not exceed the

return that could be reasonably expected from a well-

managed portfolio cont.:aing common stocks.

This alternative will ensure that society receives concurrent

benefits from tax-exempt privileges and, at the same time, will

permit a foundation to exercise investment discretion that will pro-

vide greater long-range benefits.to society.

STOCK-OWNERSHIP LIMITATION

Section 101(b) of the House bill (new section 4943 of
the code) would limit to 20 percent the holdings of a
foundation in an incorporated business enterprise
when combined with the holdings of "disqualified per-
sons" . . .

In April, 1969, the Treasury Department recommended that

a foundation be permitted to own 20 percent of the voting stock of a

corporation. Included in the recommendation was a provision that

no divestiture of such stock would be required as long as the aggre-

gate ownership by donors did not exceed an additional 15 percent. The

Treasury proposal would have permitted reasonable ownership by foun-

dations of a corporation's voting stock.

The House bill drastically changes this concept by providing

that the maximum amount of stock in any corporation that can be held

by a foundation is 20 percent reduced by the aggregate holdings of
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disqualified persons. This major change might force (depending

upon final resolution of the definition of "disqualified persons") al-

most complete divestiture by Lilly Endowment of its holdings of

stock in Eli Lilly and Company, a company which has paid continu-

ous dividends since 1885 and which has attracted an increasing number

of outside investors now totaling more than 15, 000.

A major objective of the stock-ownership-limitation provision,

as stated in the House report, is to prevent diversion of foundation

management from concern with charitable activities.

Such an abuse of a foundation's tax-exempt privilege has not

materialized in the thirty-two years that Lilly Endowment has been a

large stockholder of the company. There has been no diversion of the

full-time staff of the Endowment from concern with charitable activi-

ties, because the staff has no responsibility for the operation of the

company. And, as the record shows, charity has been generously ad-

vanced.

This provision of the House bill could affect adversely many

foundations, such as Lilly Endowment, which have not been guilty of

any abuse of tax privileges. It certainly will discourage many contri-

butions to existing foundations and the establishment of new foundations.

A potential donor owning more than 20 percent of a corporation's stock

could not make any significant gift of such stock to a private foundation
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with the expectation that the foundation would retain the investment.

Thus, a potential donor, or his family, who wishes to contribute

to or establish a foundation with shares of a closely held company,

for which there is no immediate market, will be deterred by the

realization that his charitable intention could be frustrated through

forced divestment of the contributed property in a comparatively

short period of time.

The House proposal, as currently written, leaves little or no

opportunity for a family to establish a philanthropic foundation

through gifts of stock in a family-controlled corporation. While

recognizing that some limitation on stock ownership may be in the

public interest, it would seem wise, as a matter of public policy,

to encourage within less-stringent limitations the motivation for

charitable giving.

Alternative

We suggest for consideration the following alternative:

The voting stock of any one corporation held

by a foundation should be limited to 20 percent and

when combined with the holdings of disqualified per-

sons should be limited to 35 percent. This, basi-

cally, is the recommendation made by the Treasury

Department in its report to Congress in April, 1969.
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"Diaqualified persons," for this purpose, should

include only substantial donors who are living,

their spouses and lineal descendants, and managers

of the foundation (as defined in the bill).

The limitation suggested by the Treasury would be adequate

to prevent abuses resulting from foundation control of business

enterprises and would materially alleviate some of the hardships

which would be incurred under the House limitation. At the same

time, it would permit some investment alternatives that, as dem-

onstrated inthe past, would provide greater returns to society

(see page 5).

Also, the above recommendation would define "disqualified

persons" in such a way as to preclude the possibility, which we

believe exists, of interpreting the definition to include the stock-

holdings of deceased donors and, thereby, those of many persons

who have neither an active interest nor any active participation in

the affairs of either the foundation or the corporation.

Special Exemption -- The House bill would make an exception

of an organization created by an inter vivos trust which was irrevo-

cable on December 31, 1939, and which met certain other requirements.

If this special exemption is retained in the bill, we suggest that it be

enlarged to include incorporated foundations existing on that date which
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hold interests in corporations whose common stock is traded on

public exchanges or in the over-the-counter market.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

Section 101(a) of the House bill (new section 506 of
the code) would impose a tax equal to 7. 5 percent
of a foundation's net investment income . . .

The proposal to tax a private foundation's investment income

at the rate of 7. 5 percent per year will divert this income from

charity.

Alternative

Lilly Endowment proposes the following alternative to the

imposition of such a tax:

A fee could be paid by foundations, on some

equitable basis, as a means of providing the funds

necessary to support governmental supervision of

private foundations.

Charity, thus, would be deprived only of those funds neces-

sary to provide such supervision.

CONCLUSION

A few foundations have, apparently, been guilty of abusing
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their tax-exempt privileges. Most foundations, however, have

conducted their affairs with scrupulous concern for the public

interest. Lilly Endowment supports legislation aimed at correcting

specific abuses and does not oppose--within the ranges suggested

here--a minimum-investment-return requirement, a stock-owner-

ship limitation, or a fee to support governmental supervision.

# # #
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ATTACHMENT A

BYRON P. HOLLETT

Byron P. Hollett was born September 28, 1914, in Indian-

apolis, Indiana. He attended public schools and was graduated

from Shortridge High School in 1932. In 1936 he received a

Bachelor of Arts degree from Wabash College, where he majored

in history and economics; and in 1939, a Bachelor of Laws degree

from the Harvard University School of Law.

In World War II he spent four years in the United States

Navy, serving in the South Pacific, and attained the rank of lieu-

tenant.

Before and after his naval service, Mr. Hollett was associ-

ated in the practice of law with his father's firm, Hollett & Lafuze.

Since 1951 he has been a partner in the Indianapolis law firm of

Baker & Daniels.

In addition to being a member of the board of directors of

Lilly Endowment, Inc., Mr. Hollett is a director of the American

Fletcher National Bank and Trust Company and the United Fund

of Greater Indianapolis. He is also a member of the board of

governors of the James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children, a

trustee of Wabash College, and Chancellor of the Episcopal Diocese

of Indianapolis.

# #"
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WIESENBERGER MUTUAL FUND INDEXES ATTACHMENT B

1W Indexes below provide a convenient picture of com- and should not be considered as such.

fyive short-term and long-term price changes in certain The four index classifications correspond with the cate-

g "of mutual funds. They are not, however, Indexes of gories described in Chapter Viii, and each index is based

,W pmnagement performance for the various groups on the price movements of five large nutual funds.

December 31,1958
December 31.1959
December 31,1960
December 31, 1961
la 29.1962
December 31, 1962
December 31. 1963
December 31.1964
December 31, 1965
December 30,1966

hauary 31,1967
February 28.1967
March 31,1967
Ai'l 28.1967
may 31,1967
hia 30,1967
Illy 31,1967
Aut 31.1967
Okleebe29. 1967
Ocbcr 31, 1967
November 30.1967
December 29.1967

January 31.1968
February 29, 1968
March 29.1968
April 30.1968
May 31, 1968
June 28. 1968
July 31 1968
August 30. 1968
Sptember 30. 1968

October 31.1968
November 29, 1968
December 29,1968

January 31 1969
February 28. 1969
klaich 31,1969

GROWilI FUNDS

Ind A Yiel

100.00 1.6%
114.39 1.4
117.79 1.6
148.27 0.9
103.06 1.3
118.87 IA
141.62 1.3
157.04 IA
200.62 1.3
194.66 1.5

209.33 1A
215.81 1.4
226.46 1.3
236.48 1.3
228.33 1.4
234.28 1.3
247.74 1.2
244.27 1.3
251.28 1.2
248.02 1.3
248.70 1.3
256.51 1.2

235.23
222.80
221.12
253.51
262A
258.87
248.08
251.63
265.20
263.22
279.37
265.98

1.3
1.4
1.4
2.3
1.3
1.3
.3

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4

263.02 1.4
249.43 1.4
256.67 1.4

GROWTH.INCOME BALANCED FUNDS
AUD

Index Yie
100.00 2.6%
108.58 2.4
106.25 2.6
130.78 2.1
98.70 2.8

112.95 2.6
130.18 2.3
147.43 2.3
162.19 2.3
145.16 2.8

153.44 2.6
154.65 2.6
259.56 2.6
165.18 2.5
158.26 2.6
160.51 2.6
165.67 2.5
165.61 2.5
168.91 2.5
164.97 2.6
166.15 2.5
170.25 2.4

159.14 2.6
153.31 2.7
155.03 2.7
168.91 2.5
172.86 2.4
172.18 2.4
168.41 2.5
170.83 2.4
178.23 2.4
181.20 2.4
188.51 2.2
179.22 2.1

178.80 2.2
167.60 2.2
172.88 2.2
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Index
100.00
103.24
105.29
121.31
102.27
112.21
121.89
132.41
134.92
120.88

127.24
126.74
129.43
131.70
126.99
126.83
129.99
129.13
130.94
127.34
126.99
129.15

125.85
123.80
123.80
130.41
132.22
133.99
133.50
134.59
138A5
139.74
144.20
138.73

2.9%
2.9
3.0
2.7
3.2.
3.0
2.8
2.1
2.9
3.4

3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.3

3.4
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.3

138.08 3.3132.59 3A
135.25. 3.3

INCOME FUNDS

As
Ind" v;rJ
100.00 4.6%
104.34 4.4
99.72 4.8

112.21 4.2
99.31 4.9

104.51 48
115.97 4.1
127.24 3.9
140.33 3.7
126.51 4.3

136.74 4.0
135.22 4.1
139.82 3.9
142.08 4.0
139.17 4.1
142.91 4.0
148.08 3.9
146.42 4.0
148.64 3.9
142.91 4.1
141.72 4.1
147.47 4.0

145.74 4.0
140.77 4.1
138.93 4.2
147.45 4.0
150.46 4.0
153.11 3.9
149.03 4.0
151.97 3.9
158.37 3.8
1538.37 3.8
166.21 3.7
163.46 3.7

162:58 3.8
152.94 4.0
153.80 3.9



ATTACHMENT C.1

MERRILL LYNCH$

PENNER B SMITH INO
SECURITIES RESEARCH DIVISION

August 7, 1969

AVERAGE YIELDS AND PRICE-EARNINGS RATIOS

Following are average yields and price-earnings multiples for the industry groups that make up
the Merrill Lynch stock price index. These industry averages are based on current dividend
rates, estimated 1969 earnings, and closing prices of July 25. Comparable figures for the Dow-"
Jones Industrial Average are shown at the bottom of page 2.

Industry Group

540 Stock Composite

Aerospace Mfg.
Agricultural Machinery
Air Conditioning
Airlines
Aluminum

Apparel Mfg.
Appliances. Housewares
Auto Equipment
-Auto Finance
Automobiles

Banks - New York City
Banks - Outside N. Y. C.
Beer
Beet Sugar
Biscuits

Bread Baking
Canning
Cement
Chemicals
Cigarettes

Coal
Construction Machinery
Consumer Electronics
Containers - Glass

Yield P/E Ratio

3.5% 13.3

4.2
5.3
1,6
2.5
3.3

2.7
3.2
4.6
5.4
4.2

4.3
3.7
2.7
5.7
3.7

4.0
2.7
4. 1
4.4
5.6

1.0
4.8
2.6
2.0

10. 7
11.8
21.6
17.2
10.8

13.6
13.5
11.1
10.5

9.4

10.8
10.6
19.0

9.5
17.5

10. 0
15. 7
13.3
12.9
10.1

17.3
11.0
14.0
13.9

Industry Group

Containers - Metal
Containers - Paper
Copper
Cosmetics
Dairy Products

Department Stores
Discount Chains
Drugs
Electrical Equipment
Electronics

Food Chains
Gold
Home Furnishings
Industrial - Composite
Insurance - Fire &

Casualty

Insurance - Life
Lead and Zinc
Liquor
Machine Tools
Machinery - .Heavy

iMeat Packing
Metal Fabricating
Movie Producers
Office Equipment
Oil Field Equipment

Yield PIE Ratio

2.3%
2.7
5.6
1.6
3.7

2.9
1.1
2.1
2.7
0.8

3.2
1.5
2. 1
3.2

4.4

2. 1
4.4
3. 1
4.0
4.7

2.9
6.0
2.8
1.1
3. 1

13.4
9.5
7.0

20.7
14.3

15.6
13.4
23.5
16.7
23.1

12.8
25.0
16.6
13.9

15.3

12.2
15.4
16.3
10.6
10. 1

12.5
13.4
23. 5
29. 0
14.1
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Yield P/E Ratio

3.3% 16.5
4.7 13.0
3.5 12.5

3.8 13.7
3.5 14.4

Idutry Group

packaged Foods
pat
paper - Composite
paper - Diversified

Producers
paper Makers

Petroleum
plumbing & Heating
printing & Publishing
Railroad Car Leasing

Cos.
Railroads - Composite

Railroads - Coal
Railroads - Eastern
Railroads - Southern
Railroads - Western
Recreation

Roofing & Wallboard
Rubber
Shoe Chains
Shoe Manufacturing

12.6
13.4
15.7

12.4
9.3

9.5
11.6

9.5
9.0

14.8

15. 3
10. 7
13.0
11.1

Industry Group

Small Loans
Snuff
Soap Detergents,

Toiletries
Soft Drinks

Steel
Textiles

ATTACHMENT C-2

Yield P/E Ratio

4.4%
5.2

11.1
10.1

2.4 18.4
2.2 24.5

4.9
5.4

Utilities:
Composite 5.2
Electric 5. 1
Gas Distributors 6.0
Holding Cos. 4.8
Integrated Gas Cos. 6.1
Natural Gas Pipe-

lines 5. 1
Communications 4.7

Variety Chains 3.8
Vending 1.6

Dow-Jones Industrials 4.2

8.2
11.0

12.4
13. 1
11.7
14.2
11.0

10.7
14.1

12.0
15.0

12.9

SECURITIES RESEARCH DIVISION
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3.4
3.3
2.9

4.7
5.1

6.6
5.5
5.2
4.7
2. 1

3.2
3.9
3.0
3.8
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BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THlE

UNITED STATES SENATE

Statement of Ross L. Malone, President
American Bar Foundation, concerning

H.R. 13270

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. The American Bar Foundation is a non-profit

research and educational organization sponsored by the American

Bar Association and devoted to study of the operation of law in

society and to Improvement of the administration of justice. It

currently is conducting some 40 projects in various fields of

the law.

2. As passed by the House of Representatives, H. R.

13270 can be interpreted as subjecting the American Bar Foundation

to the restrictions, liabilities and tax consequences of a private

foundation. We believe this result is at variance with the policy

expressed in the Act and an unintended consequence of technical

complexities in drafting.

3. These adverse consequences can be avoided by minor

amendments, drafts of which are presented in the Technical

Explanations appended to this statement and which we believe are

consonant with the purposes of the Act.
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BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE

UNITE) STATES SENATE

Statement by Ross L. Malone, President,
American Bar Foundation, concerning

H.R. 13270

My name is Ross L. Malone. I am President of the

American Bar Foundation, a non-profit legal research institute,

incorporated under Illinois law in 1952.

The Foundation's purpose Is to improve the practical

operation of the law and the administration of Justice through

research and education. It has been ruled exempt under section

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

The American Bar Foundation was created to provide

a means by which the organized legal profession of the United

States could contribute to improvement of the law and administration

of Justice through research. It was created by the American Bar

Association and maintains close collaboration with the bench, bar,

agencies of government, and law schools throughout the country. Its

financial support is provided chiefly by the American Bar

Endowment, a charitable foundation comprised by the members of

the American Bar Association and deriving most of its income

from their contributions. The Foundation also receives support

from the American Bar Association itself and from gifts, grants

and contracts from business, agencies of government and foundations,

including the Ford Foundation. In addition, the Foundation
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receives annual gifts from some 1,300 lawyers comprising the

Fellows of the American Bar Foundation, a group of distinguished

members of the bar from all parts of the country.

The Foundation's reports on its research are published

and made available to the general public, concerned agencies of

government - federal, state and local - and the legal profession.

The guiding &in of its research program is to broaden understanding

of how the law and the courts operate and to suggest improvements

In the administration of justice. It does not lobby or attempt

to influence legislative bodies.

The Foundation commenced active operation in 1954 and

began major research in 1957 with a project on the administration

of criminal justice that had been conceived by Justice Robert H.

Jackson. Since that time, the size and scope of the Foundation's

research program has steadily expanded. The Foundation studies

include the following topics:

Administration of Criminal Justice:

Criminal Law Administration In the large City
The Public Prosecutoes Office
Representation of Indigent Accused Persons
The Mentally Ill and the Criminal law
Criminal Justice in the Rural Community

Judicial Administration:

The Workload of the United States Courts of Appeals
Removal and Retirement of Disabled Judges
Efficient Utilization of Jurors
State Administrative Law
Procedures in Federal Income Tax Controversies
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Private Legal Transactions:

Model Business Corporation Act Annotated
Model Landlord-Tenant Code
Model Debenture Indenture Provisions
Title Exeimination in Real Estate Transfers

Public Law:

Consumer Credit Legislation
Mentally Ill and the Law
Law of Man's Activities in Outer Space
Marriage Conciliation Services in Domestic

Relations Courts
Children's Attitudes Toward Law and Authority

Jurisprudence:

Fellowships in Legal History
Sources of Our Liberties-Legal Documents in

American History
Weaver Constitutional Law Essay Prize

Legal Services and the Legal Profession:

Legal Problems of the Poor
Canons of Professional Ethics
Legal Services for Middle Income Individuals
Legal Education and Training

The American Bar Foundation is under the administration

of a Board of Directors composed of lawyers and jurists from

across the United States. The present Board of Directors consists

of the following members: Rcss L. Malone, New York, President;

Lewis F. Powell, Jr., Richmond, Vice-President; Robert K. Bell,

Ocean City, New Jersey, Secretary; Joseph H. Gordon, Tacoma,

Treasurer; Honorable Dudley B. Bonsal, New York; Harold J. Gallagher,

New York; Honorable Erwin N. Griswold, Washington, D. C.; W. Page

Keeton, Dean, School of Law, University of Texas; Phil C. Neal,

Dean, School of Law, University of Chicago; Barnabas F. Sears,

Chicago; Bernard G. Segal, Philadelphia; Whitney North Seymour,

New York; William A. Sutherland, Washington, D. C.; Maynard J. Toll,
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los Angeles; Karl C. Williams, Rockford, Illinois; Bdward L.

Wright, Little Rock.

In addition the Youndation has & Research Comiittee to

guide policy in the development of its research program. The

members of this comittee at present include the following:

Derek C. Bok, Dean, law School, Harvard University, Roderick M.

Hills, Los Angeles; Spencer L. Kimball, Dean, Law School,

University of Wisconsin; Phil C. Neal, Dean, law School,

University of Chicago; William Reece Smith, Jr., Thmpa;

Oscar M. Ruehausen, New York; Stanley L. Temko, Chairman,

Washington, D. C.
The staff of the American Bar Foundation consAsts of

approximately 30 professional and semi-professional members, mostly

lawyers but also including social scientists in the disciplines

of economics, political science, psychology and sociology. The

Executive Director, Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., holds a joint appoint-

ment on the faculty of law at the University of Chicago. Several of

the staff members have teaching appointments in departments of

the University of Chicago and in other institutions of higher

education in Chicago. In addition to its professional research

staff, the Foundation maintains and operates a library consisting

of a working collection of legal materials, selected periodicals

in law and related social sciences, and an extensive collection

of materials relating to the history, organization and activities

of the legal profession.

The Foundation publishes an Annual Report each year;
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a copy of the most recent (1967-68) is attached. At intervals

it Issues a catalog of Its publications; a copy of its most recent

catalog Is attached. The Foundatlons accounts are audited annually

by the Certified Public Accounting firm of Post, Mrwick,, Mitchell

& Co. It files annual reports with the Treasury Department of the

United States, the State of Illinois and the State of New York.

Its books and accounts are audited from time to time by agencies of

the United States Government to verify project charges and cost

allocations in connection with projects funded in whole or in

part by the government.

I attach a smmry tabulation of the revenues and

expenditures of the Foundation for the fiscal years ended June 30,

1965 to 1969, inclusive. As will be seen from Schedule 1

accompanying the summary, its primary source of funds has been

contributions by the American Bar Endowment, an organization also

ruled exempt under section 501(c)(3). The members of the Endowment

are the members of the American Bar Association, now numbering over

135,000 lawyers, of whom over 40.,000 make annual contributions to the

Endowment. The members meet annually and elect the Board of

Governors of the Endowment.

It seems clear that none of the criticisms levelled at

private foundations by the Ways and Means Committee report on

li.R. 13270 apply to the organization or operation of the Foundation.

These criticisms relate to:

(a) Self-dealing between a foundation and sub-
contributors;

(b) Failure to distribute income for charitable
purposes;
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(c) Holding interests in private business;

(d) Financial speculation;

(e) Debt-financed property acquisitions;

(f) agingg in unrelated business;

(g) Organiations set up primarily for the benefitof their members.

The American Bar Foundation shares its building, the

American Bar Center, at 1155 East 60th Street in Chicago, with the

American Bar Association and the American Bar Endowment. It uses

its entire income for research, except reserves for development and

contingencies which total about six months' income. (See financial

stuary, attached.) It owns no interest in private businesses

except publicly traded securities held as investments producing

on the average less than 5% of its annual gross income, and has

no other assets except its headquarters building.

The Foundation is therefore greatly concerned by

advice that the complex provisions of H. R. 13270 could result

in the Foundation's being treated as a "private foundation."

I attach as an appendix to this statement a technical explanation

of the provisions of the bill which lead our advisers to this

conclusion. This explanation concludes with recommendations of

possible amendments which would accomplish the objectives of the

legislation, as we understand them, without impinging on the

Foundation's research and educational activities in a manner

which we believe the Congress does not intend.

May I thank you for this opportunity to appear on

behalf of the American Bar Foundation. We earnestly hope that the
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Cooltte will adopt modifications in H. R. 13270 which will

assure continuation of the Foundastion's progra of research In the

operation of the law and the administration of justice.
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Appendix to Statement by flose L Maone,
President, American Bear Foundation, con-

cerning H.R. 13210

Technical plantation of Effect of H. R.
13270 On the American Bar Foundation

Under H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, as

passed by theetUuse, it will be possible to argue that the

American Bar Foundation dation." Should it be

so classified th r Foundation would become ject to the

policing res ctions which are ted in various actions of

H.R. 13270 The burdens ude he re action on ng grants

to indi duals for nductl. research pro cts,, the coB of

main ning legal \'cQppW~ ts co ex requ iots,

tauat on of investment in added iff~~culty in

poe ng oth foundat to make re h grants to the

Thl interp tation. consequent restric ions,

could ae avoid by nt o he sed by the e

that i fully compatible with t's purposes. Such dment

could ta~either of orms,, ch e spe al seated

on pages 5 d7 here

oh~r the Act,9 all present 501(c)(3) or zations
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are classified as "private foundations" unless they fall into the

Act's stated exceptions. These exceptions are:

1. That class of organizations which will qualify

for the 30% charitable contribution limitation

under the Act,

2. Organizations which met the statutory test

established to impleent the concept of broadly

supported organizations,

3. Organirzations which exist to perform the functions,

etc., of the above two classes of organizations or

which are operated, supervised, or controlled by

one of these types of organizations and which

are not controlled by "disqualified persons" as

defined in the Act, and

4. Organizations operating exclusively for testing

for public safety purposes.

The American Bar Foundation might be deemed to fall out-

side these exceptions.

First, to qualify as an organization to which the 30%

charitable contribution limitation would apply and thus to be

excluded from the definition of private foundation, an organization

such as the American Bar Foundation would have to receive a sub-

stantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from

direct or indirect contributions from the general public. The

Foundation is supported principally by contributions from the

American Bar Endowment, a charitable corporation which in turn
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receives its cef support through contributions of 409000

mbers of the legal profession. While the Amrican Bar

Foundation Indirectly receives a substantial part of its

support from a great number of people, namely the members of

the Amerien Bar Radoment, the specialized interest of these

people In the law and in Its advancement might be such that they

could be said not to constitute a sector of the Ogeneral" public.

Since the term "general public" is found in section 170 of the

Internal Revenue Code as it now exists, it Is possible to look

to the Treasury Regulations to assist in the definition of the

tern. The Regulations at section l.170-2(b)(5)(iii)(c)(3)
indicate that in determining whether an organization receives its

support from a "representative number of persons" and thus is

publicly supported "consideration must be given to the type of

organization and whethe'- or not the organization limits its

activities to a special field which can be expected to appeal to

a lited number of persons." The implication is that a group

which has a specialized interest area (such as a group which

includes only lawyers) might not be"% representative number of

persons."

Thus, if it were held that the American Bar Endowment

did not receive a substantial part of its support from the

general public, the American Bar Foundation could not be excluded

from "private foundation" status under the first provision.

Second, to determine if an organization falls within the

concept of a broadly publicly supported organization, a review of
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the sources of the organization's support Is required. The review

of the organization's income must follow a series of mechanical

tests set forth in the proposed statute. The organization will

fall outside the definition of a "private foundation" if it

(1) normally receives more than one-third of its support by way

of gifts, grants, contributions, or membership fees from persons

other than "disqualified persons," or (2) normally receives more

than one-third of Its support by way of gifts, grants or contri-

butions from an organization to which the 30% charitable contri-

butions limitation applies. (Further, the organization must not

receive more than one-third of its support from gross Investment

income.) The proposed law defines a "disqualified person," among

other things, as anyone who is a "substantial contributor," inter

alia one giving $5,000 or more in any one year. The American

Bar Endowment provides the American Bar Foundation with sums in

excess of $5,000 per year, and these sums have constituted between

40% and 70% of the Foundation's annual support. Therefore, even

though the support of the American Bar Foundation is provided

indirectly by a great many individuals in the form of their gifts

to the American Bar Endowment, which in turn passes these amounts

on to the American Bar Foundation, the contributions come to the

American Bar Foundation directly from the American Bar Endowment,

and they exceed $5,000 in each year. This would seem to result

in the conclusion that this portion of the support of the

Foundation comes from a disqualified person which may not be an

organization to which contributions can be deducted based on the
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30% limitation. If this were true the foundation would not

qualify for the second exception.

The American Bar Foundation ight not meet the third

exception to the definition either. This is because arguably

the organization Is not operated by or in connection with the

American Bar Endowment.

The fourth exception is not applicable by definition.

Recomended Amendments to H. R. 13270

Two possible alternative amendments to H R. 13270 would

eliminate the possibility of the above-described result:

1. The definition of an organization to which

charitable contributions are deductible under the

30% limitation might be changed to include this

type of organization; or

2. The defined term "substantial contributor" might be

altered to exclude an organization which has a

substantial number of members.

Organizations to which contributions are deductible based

on the 30% limitations are described in proposed section 170(b)(1)(B)

of the Internal Revenue Code (section 201(a) of H.R. 13270).

Subparagraph (vi) of that section, found at pages 111 and

112 of the Act as passed by the House, reads:

Line Number Text

17 "(vi) an organization referred to in sub-

18 section (c)(2) which normally receives a sub-

19 stantial part of its support (exclusive of income
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received in the exercise or performance by such

organization of its charitable, educational, or

other purpose or function constituting the basis

for its exemption under section 501(a)) from

a governmental unit referred to in subsection

(c)(1) or from direct or Indirect contributions

from the general public,

shall be allowed to the extent that the aggregate of

such contributions does not exceed 30 percent of the

taxpayer's contribution base."

It I.. respectfully requested that this language be amended to read:

Line lumber Text

17 "(vi) an organization referred to in sub-

18 section (c)(2) which norw ly receives a sub-

19 stantial part of its support (exclusive of income

20 received in the exercise or performance by such

21 organization of its charitable, educational, or

22 other purpose or function constituting the basis

23 for its exemption under section 501(a))from

24 a governmental unit referred to in subsection

(c)(1) or from direct or Indirect

contributions from the general public

or from an organization having a sub-

stantial number of members,

shall be allowed to the extent that the

aggregate of such contributions does not

exceed 30 percent of the taxpayer's contri-

bution base." (MphasJls Indicates new material.)
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This amendment would put the American Bar Foundation

in the class of organizations to which contributions are

deductitle based on the 30% limitation. The organization would

then be excluded from "private foundation" status. It is

submitted that the amendment would not have any other significant

effect on this provision of the statute.

The alternative amendment would exclude the American

Bar &dowment from the definition of a "substantial contributor,"

and thereby from the definition of a "disqualified person." The

definition of a "substantial contributor" is found in proposed

section 507(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code (section 101(a)

of the Act at page 8 of the bill as passed by the House), and it

reads as follows:

Line Number Text

11 "(2) SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTOR.-For purposes

12 of paragraph (1), the term 'substantial contribute

13 means-

14 "(A) any person who (by himself or wit

15 spouse) contributed more than $5,000 to the ;

16 foundation in any one calendar year (or beque

17 more than $5,000 to the private foundation),

18 "(B) any person who (by himself or wit

19 spouse) contributed or bequeathed the greatest

20 amount to the foundation in any one calendar

21 In the case of a trust, such term also includes the

22 of such a trust."

ro

;h his

private

athed

and

h his
t

year.

cmaor
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It is respectfully requested that this language be amended to read:

line Number Text

11 "(2) SMTANTIAL CONTRIBUTOR.-For purposes

12 of paragraph (1), the term 'substantial contributor'

13 means-

14 "(A) any person who (by himself or with hi.

15 spouse) contributed more than $5,000 to the private

16 foundation in any one calendar year (or bequeathed

17 more than $5,000 to the private foundation), and

18 "(B) any person who (by himself or with his

19 spouse) contributed or bequeathed the greatest

20 amount to the foundation in any one calendar year.

21 In the case of a trust, such term also includes the creawr

of such trust, but in the case of a foundation,

such term shall not include a foundation

which is not itself a private foundation."

(fphasis indicates new material.)

Given the present support of the American Bar Foundation

which is received from the American Bar Didowment (which is a

membership organization and not a private foundation) this

amendment would exclude the American Bar Foundation from "private

foundation" status. It Is submitted that the amendment would not

have any other significant effect on the statute.
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AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION

Summary of Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 1965 to 1969

Fiscal Year Ended June 30,

REVENUES FOR ALL FUNDS
Contributions, Gats and
Grants (Schedule 1)

Space Occupancy
Investments
Publications and Royalties
Benficiary Proceeds
Memorial and Other

TOTAL REVENUES
SEXPENDITURES BY PURPOSE

General Funa
Projected D-evelopment
Crowell Library
General and AdministrationSpecial Funds
Research Projects
Trust Funds

1965

655 768
25,182
19,209
5,000
1.059

$ 655,94695089

29,1

$ 613,s408
7 ,269
51,6814, 133
5,833
1,290

5 Year Per Cent
1969 Average of Total

$ 716, 30,4
73,0099297

35

$ 1,080,792
7,5
17,882
11,122
1,626

$ 730,497
22,882
22,882

83.83%

.10

$ 700,152 $ 790,250 $ 760,618 $ 882,973-$ 1,222,876 $ 871,374i100._%

$ 7,75190,74
197,954

$ 54,,181
1OO,132
89,003

a02085
125,98 7,82888,784

2079292
140,688
105,195
131,092

$ 6:3o7

150,265

7.04%
10.22
16. 19

334,E 392,729 408,8143 618,11 858,961 52,65.3
is 9 3,004 3,602 2,68 43 2,223 .214

Building Fund-Depreiation
Future Development Fund

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

EXCESS REVENUES
(EXPENDITURES)

76,0437 76,037 75,602 78,3o0 78,340
-0- -0- 2,311 9 75.103

$ 708,999 $ 715,086 $ 755,799 $.L070.0o0 $ 1389,572

$ (8.847)$ 75.164 $ 4.819 $(187.028)$ (166.696)

76, 51 8.30
5674 1.69

$L27,2100.00

L=. 18



Schedule I

AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION

Summary of Contributions, Gifts and Grants
Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 1965 to 1969

Fiscal Year Ended June 30,

196 196 1968
American Bar Endowment
American Bar Association
Fellows of the American Bar Fdn.
The Ford Foundation
Office of Economic Opportunity
National Institute for Mental

Health
Federal Highway Administration
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
United Fruit Company
(1) Various Law Firms and

Contributors
(1) Value of Book Contributed to

Cromwell Library by Publishers

$ 170,292
109,795
101,500
115,000

-0-

$ 257,600
102,708
103,000
100,000
26,458

$ 232,900
100,000
87,5155,9W0

111l,958

$ 349,600 $
100,000
86,050
90,363
54,617

45,591 15,179 15,019 15,018
-0- -0- -0- 6,970

10,000
4,733

29,023

50,000 10,000
-0- -0-

1,000 -0-

-0-
-0-

-0-

Per Cent
of Total

5 Year Contribu-
1969 Average tions

715,000
-0-
92,300

191,99253 ,8d57

$ 345,078
82,501
91 o8o110,667
49,378

47.24%11.2

-0- 18,161 2.48
16,643 4,723 .65

10,000 16,000 2.1

1,000 6,205 .85

-0- -0- -0- 13,786 -0- 2,757 .38

$ 585,934 $ 655 $ 613.408 $ 716,404 $ 1,080,792 $ 730,497 100.00%

(1) No substantial contributors included in this receipt category.
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Summary of Testimony of
The Association of American Universities

before the Senate Finance Committee, October 7, 1969

A. Recommendations

1. Propose that a fee be levied on private foundations adequate to cover the cost

of unit in the Bureau of Internal Revenue whose function is to ensure that the

foundations operate within the law.

- This fee to substitute for the 7.5 percent tax on investment income in

the House bill.

- The fee not to be any fixed percent of investment income, but set. annually

by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to an equitable formula producing

funds adequate to cover the costs of administering the supervisory unit.

P. Propose that private foundations be prohibited from financing partisan political

activity or lobbying, but be permitted to finance activities, carried on under

the auspices of non-partisan educational charitable or scientific organizations,

in the area of public service and public affairs.

1. With respept to tax trentment, of charitable deductions, the primary recommendnt ions

of the Assoviation of American Universities is deletion of the provision which -"

would Include appreciation on gifts to colleges and universities in the Limit

on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of Deductions. More than half of all

private giving of individuals to univeruities is accounted for by gifts of

appreciated property. Public as well as private institutions rely on these gifts.

- Other changes are also Important siich as the elimination of retroactivity

on any changed treatment of charitable remainders.

- The AAU strongly supports all of the amendments to the House bill proposed

on behalf of all higher education by the American Council on Education.

B. Background

1. Private giving is an integral unique and indispensable characteristic of American

higher education.
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- Integral because both public and private institutions depend on private

giving.

- Unique because no other nation in the world benefits from the advantages

of multiple independent sources of income for higher education.

- Indispensable because without private gifts the diversity, innovative

capacity and ability to adapt that characterize American higher

education would be lost. Without private giving, an unhealthy degree

of dependence on government support would be inevitable.

2. Both private and public institutions depend heavily on private giving. Or the

total of $1.5 billion given to all of higher education in 1967-68, $592 million

was given to private and $220 million to State universities.

- The 42 members (22 private and 20 public) of the Association of American

Universities rely on private giving to an exceptional degree. They receive

almost half of all private gifts to higher education.

3. Enactment of the tax bill as passed by the House would result in a sharp

decrease in private giving to universities in the immediate future.

4. Over the next, decade, the number of students in higher education will increase

from about °7 to about. 10 million - almost 50 percent. Cosat per student will

continue to rise despite maximum efforts to increase efficiency.

- To avoid an unacceptable decline in quality, total national expenditures

on higher education will have to increase over the coming decade from

about $18 to about $40 billion per year.

- If private giving is to continue to play its proper role, the current $1.5

level will have to rise to well over $3 billion per year.

,. There has been no time in our history when reduced incentives to private giving

would so seriously impair the capacity of universities to serve the Nation.
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Testimony on behalf of

The Association of AmerIcan Universities

on the

Private Foundation and Related Provisions of the

Tax Reform Act of 1969

Presented by

Lincoln Gordon, President

The Johns Hopkins University

before the

Senate Committee on Finance

October 7, 1969
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Xr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to express the point of view of the members

of the Association of American Universities on some aspects of the proposed Tax

Reform Act of 1969 that are of special importance to them. While the views and

proposals that appear below are those of the Association, the words in which they

are expressed are mine.

This Association, whose members are listed on an attached page, is com-

posed of 22 private and 20 public universities characterized by strong and diverse

- programs of graduate and professional education, and by undergraduate instruction

of high quality. They granted 14,O00 doctoral degrees in 1967-68, 62 percent of

the national total. Graduate study is the most expensive form of higher education

and is because of the more extensive personal contact between students and professors

likely to increase in cost. most rapidly in the future. They enroll in total almost

200,000 students. They receive more than $1.0 billion per year from the Federal

government for the support of academic science -- about half of the national total.

Their endowments have a current market value of about $5.8 billion -- more than half

of the national total. (But even this very large sum produces less than 10 percent

of the annual operating income of the AAU members. For all private universities total

endowment income is only 7 percent of the annual operating revenues, and for all

public universities .6%.)!/ They are engaged in expensive large scale innovation

and experimentation, as is the case with use of computers. They maintain large and

expensive libraries and archives which are simultaneously the working tools of scholars

in all fields, the places wherp the history of our nation and of mankind is recorded,

and the indispensable source of information for students. They are deeply involved

in the objective study of every major problem faced by our society.

I/Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher E duration. Current Funds
revenues and Expenditures. 1965-66. National Center for Educational Statistics.
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The high cost of performing these critically important functions generates

special financial problems for this group of universities. Every one of them is

engaged in a desperate effort to secure resources to meet expenses as all costs rise

and as new tasks are thrust upon them.

1. Tasks of Universities

Looking ahead to the tasks that the nation will expect all universities to

perform, it is clear that the load upon them will steadily increase. American

universities will continue to educate a large proportion of the college under-

graduates, and prepare a high proportion of them for advanced professional work.

Their professional schools will supply most of the nation's need for engineers

in an increasingly technological economy. They will supply the Nation's scientists,

physicians, and college and university teachers. They will continue to pioneer on

the frontiers of knowledge in all fields. They will be urgently pressed by the

Federal, State and local governments to turn their resources increasingly to the

diagnosis and solution of social and economic problems. They will properly and

inevitably become more and more deeply engaged in seeking solutions to the problems

of the cities, of minority groups, of transportation, housing, delivery of health

care, environmental pollution, international peace and economic development.

Indeed, none of our deepest national problems can be solved without the human

resources and knowledge made available by higher education. No matter what changes

may occur in the governance of universities, their internal structure, their curricula

or other characteristics, they will be called upon to perform all of these tasks for

society.

Performance of all of these functions will become increasingly costly for the

indefinite future. The increase in the numbers of students is paralleled by an

inexorably rising cost per student. Added to these will be the rising costs of

participation in community affairs which the universities should not and can not

shirk. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education has reduced these factors to
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dollar estimates. Its forecasts indicate that total institutional expenditures

for higher education will increase from $17.2 billion in 1967-68 to $41 billion

in l976-77.1/ The expenditures of major universities will rise even more rapidly,

and may well triple over the coming decade. These are staggering cost increases,

but failure to meet them would mean an unacceptable deterioration in the quality

of higher education in this country.

2. Importance of Diversity

Many of the educational needs of the Nation can not be best met, or met at

all, by large universities. Community colleges perform a unique and important

function. The smaller liberal arts colleges stress important values and best

serve the need3 of thousands of young people. State institutions and private

institutions each have their unique qualities to contribute to the National needs.

This diversity of emphasis, the different mix of purposes, experimentation in different

ways of adjusting to the needs of many kinds of students and to widely varying

community needs constitute a central strength of our system of higher education.

If we are to retain this rich diversity, the high and rising financial needs of

all of these types of institutions must be met.

3. Need for Funds from All Sources

The financial burden of this entire system is so heavy that steadily rising

support will be needed from the federal government, from state governments, from

local governments and from all private sources -- individual, foundation and corporate.

There is no need to explain to this Committee why both the federal government and the

states are finding difficulty in providing adequately for higher education. The

prospects for the short term are not encouraging. Over the long run, funds from

both sources must grow as the economy expands and as needs grow. However, the

most likely prospect is for a lag between the emergence of urgent needs and the

1/carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Quality and Equality: New Levels of
Federal Responsibility for Higher Education. December 1968, p. 8.
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elevation of levels of governmental support. The need for private giving will

become progressively more acute.

4. Significance of Private Support

Sound public policy calls for a strong effort to expand private support

for higher education both now and for the indefinite future. There are two major

reasons why private giving is essential.

First, the institutions need the money. The $1.5 billion now supplied by

private giving ii an indispensable part of the total budget for higher education.

It means survival for many institutions, and elevation of standards above mediocrity

for others. It provides resources for innovation, experimentation and high levels

of excellence for most universities.

The special dependence of the 42 members of the Association of American

Universities on private giving is indicated by the fact that they received

$560 million in gifts in 1968 - 43 percent of the total given to 861 institutions.l/

Of the $560 million, $172 million was received from private foundations -- 55 percent

of all foundation funds given to all institutions of higher education in that year.

The private universities, which receive relatively smaller portions of

their income (and particularly small parts of their continuing operating revenue

for general purposes) from government, are most heavily dependent upon private

giving. Most of them would be in desperate circumstances if private giving were

seriously impaired. Nevertheless, it should be specifically noted that public as

weel as private institutions depend upon private giving. Among the members of the

AAU, almost 30 percent of all voluntary giving, and of foundation support, is to the

public members. In absolute terms the public members of the AAU received

$156 million in voluntary gifts, of which $66 million was from private foundations.

i/Voluntary Support of Higher Education, 1967-68. Council for Financial Aid to
Education.
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The second reason why private giving is essential to the health of higher

education relates to the terms and conditions under which the money is made

available. Most governmental support - Federal and State - is given for specific

purposes defined in advance for the colleges and universities. These funds are

indispensable, but a high degree of earmarking of most government funds for specific

uses is inevitable.

Private gifts provide universities with resources that help them to determine

their own character and their own priorities. Private gifts are the major source of

funds needed to adapt the curriculum to new needs, to explore new forms of university

governance, to help with community problems, and to meet unexpected financial

emt'rgen,'ies. This source of revenue is particularly important as the volume of

government support grows, as it will and should.

As our national expenditures on higher education rise, private giving will have

to rise if this source of funds is not to decline in relative significance. The

current level of $1.5 billion in private giving will have to exceed $3 billion by

the end of the coming decade if its relative role is to be sustained.

In the face of needs for increased private giving to meet part of the rising

costa of higher education and in face of the obvious desirability of sustaining

diversity in sources of support, the outlook for increases in private giving is

clouded by several basic trendsIV First, the proportion of adjusted gross income of

all taxpayers devoted to all forms of charitable giving has actually been declining

in recent years and may decline still further. Second, private foundations, after

a burst of giving to universities, are not sustaining the earlier rates of growth in

giving. Third, competition from other worthy objects of charitable giving -- such

as urban projects and the performing arts -- will probably increase. Fourthi, univer-

sities have passed through a period of intensified effort to secure increased

2 iThese have been identified and analyzed in detail in William Bowen's book, The
Economics of the Major Private Universities. Carnegie Commission on Higher-ucation,
19M. This analysis relates to the major State as well as private universities.
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charitable giving, and further increases will be more difficult.

5. Reduced Incentives to Private Giving in the House Bill

This is the worst of allpossible times to reverse our long standing

national policy of providing strong incentives for private philanthropy through

the operation of the tax system. The bill as passed by the House will tend to cur-

tail sharply the volume of gifts and grants from private sources to higher

education -- directly through reducing incentives to individuals to make charitable

gifts and indirectly through the proposed tax on fo'ind.t.inn income. Accordingly,

we urge that the Senate redress the balance by a thorough review of the provisions

of the legislation in this light. We urge that it modify or remove provisions

of the House bill which most seriously threaten to restrict private giving, and which

can be changed without generating inequities, substantially impairing tax revenue,

or defeating the main objectives of tax reform.

6. Suo for Needed Tax Reforms

We recognize that the desirability of encouraging charitable gifts must be

considered in the context of the entire tax system. We are fully in accord with the

need for and desirability of tax reform. We agree with the imperative neel for

greater equity in the distribution of the tax burden, for removing a large list of

special tax favors, and for closing loopholes which have permitted many Laxpayers

to avoid their just share of the tax burden. The case for major reforms is com-

pelling, and I wish to make clear that this testimony is in no way directed against

the major thrust of tax reform legislation.

Recognition of the need for tax reform leads us to support a number of pro-

posed changes because they are equitable and sound, even though one consequence of

adopting them will be, as a by-product, some reduction of incentives to charitable

giving. We agree that taxpayers should not be allowed, in the words of the House

report (p. 58), to make "a charitable contribution deduction for a gift of a
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remainder interest in trust to a charity which is substantially in excess of the

amount the charity may ultimately receive." However, in our opinion any abuses

that have developed can easily be remedied without destroying the well understood

and effective systems that are now operating, and we associate ourselves with the

proposals made by the American Council on education to accomplish this end. We

also believe that removal of the unlimited charitable deduction is sound, even

though this will adversely affect giving to some institutions of higher education.

As another example, we believe that the proposed change in tax treatment of "bargain

sales" is sound in principle. Many of the proposals need perfecting, as, for

example, in the important matter of avoiding retroactivity which would create con-

fusion and inequity. We assume that such technical matters can and will be worked

out.

7. Reduced Incentives to Make Gifts in the Form of Appreciated Property

We stress, in concert with the position of the American Council on Education,

that the central deficiency of the House bill is a set of changes that will reduce

incentives to make gifts in the form of appreciated property. In this connection,

the importance of gifts of appreciated securities in relation to total private

giving to large and small colleges and universities throughout the nation is not

generally recognized. In recent years, appreciated securities have constituted over

half of the total of gifts. Appended is a table showing the percentages for a number

of representative institutions.

Simply stated our two major recommendations on the treatment of gifts of

appreciated property are:

(a) For purposes of the limit on tax preferences (Sec. 301), which we consider

in principle a sound change in the tax law, the value of appreciation of property

should not be counted as a preference item when appreciated property is given as a

charitable gift. The reason for this proposal is that charitable gifts, in contrast

with every other tax preference item, do not generate income for the taxpayer (as in
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officials of the company and some members of the Board of

Directors over that period. The final conclusion was that

te affect of going Into this agricultural preserve would

be an jidmediate saving In taxes of somewhere around

0i0SO0,O00 a year. (The Directors referred to by Mr. mo-

Laran All hold the conflict of interest position as Diruc-

tors and Trustees of The JImes Irvine Foundation. The two

Independent Directors on the board are myseol9 and Keith

Good, husband of Linda Irvine Oaede, who, like myself, is

a swckholdor in the irvino Conpany.!

Hr, Mills i out as the taxes go up, the fact that

you hqvo savud that much in taxes also means that you havo

also avoided through this device the normal Incoaso in

value of that property.

Mr. Mills then ,isked Mr. McLaren the followinrj quen.-

Lions

Hr. HcLartor, did you got the paLnission of tho At-

torncy Gcncril's Offico in California to enter into this

a,jro,4unt with the authorition of Orange County?

Hr. Nclarons Certainly nob,

:Ix. Hills i You did not?

Mr. HcLaront Certainly not,

Mr. Hills s If the Attorney Onnoral of Cajifurnia

chQcs on ycur operations and decides that you have not

ct-d iii your capacity an Presidont of tho Poundation in

per itting this (u:cwabranco tu bo placed upon an asoet of

4.
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uall

the Foundation, but that you havo acted act/ as ohlman of

the Doird of the lrvine Cc4P anYf would you be In a dii fiqult

position to xllailn It?

Mr. Hclarans I certainly wiuuldn't. As I MIsLiuvIuvd

Pefoiot, aftor careful considoation xondi ni ovur a long

period, five of the Diltoctors of LIM Cma.IliY o.t of i total

of sevon decided that tha entering into of such agractont

wasn in tho buut intorento of the Copany. (All i o of the

Directors referred to by Mr, McLarun hold their office as

agents an toprouontativos of the Youndation and were

CZlta.d as 6%60h Dire r at tho annual moo o the stock-

holders through X, stoOA. ,.6.61 vot d by t;66 'odaLiofj

X. I. I I havu bon t(i-at. the sat,,.

d.velopin control o .5;-'toun tiuw thou the Attur &

G-o -al th . t4es. -,'hIs nol tru)#'P California1'

t clarcfhi 
n

Me. Hills, I Ladu 14 ~ ) it It Lis W. pa (Irvino,

It. INN r- II o c

CO.l)1 j If ta %k'Iy0 M0 tlnhi or1 it Is

a good thing to \ Cuntiflu k.to0 hav 0 4is) h of your total

coru t 4 ne .u ntiol. anc ou are looking to

110=0 r t leo %dotht change. I thin

Yo\wol oco1o tho TqAo~aurY"'u gosti n tilat rc u

to divctsi to Seine 4s axt t wh migtho

greater rotur oil your inveoo err MQ- than you are goatt g out

of this opuration-lhle Ivine ia n

Mr. Hilla a Out'a11very rout on that hlan been
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entered Into with the Orange County authorities on the use

of the property seems to me to be at least a borderline

violation of the initial trust provision to which you have
just referred, Mr. Privett. -

Me. PrLvetto I would just have to says Hr. Chairman,

I disagree -

H l Hills I Is It a Chancery court that handles

equity matters in California?

Mr. Privett, We call it just our Superior Court, but

it Is on the equity side,

Mr. Hills I Have you explored with the Court to see

whether this agreement could be et aside, or whether It Is

In the best interests of anyone?

Mr. Privetto We have not. The previous witness

myselfl filed a suit in the U. b. District Lourt Aast wVk

asking that Court to review the question, and I think our

answer to that complaint is due on the 3d of March.

Mr. Hills , I am not looking for a client or any-

thing of that sort, b.L Lhe previous witness myselfj may

have been raising issues that really did not get to the

crux of the thing, Aside from that, I just want to get

this clear now. Hr. McLaren, you are the President of the

foundation. Suppose we pass legislation saying that a

foundation may not have in its portfolio of Investment

more than 20% of any single business operations Would it then

be your judgment that you would have to begin immediately

6
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the proceSS of divesting enough Irvine Company stock to

get you below the 20% level within the time lImit prescribed

by law -- or what would you do? What would you recommend

to the roundation'that you do? You are the principal officer

of the foundation.

Hro Hofarent 2 believe that under the trust inden-

ture we would have to get court approval of ay such action.

I do not know how the California courts would feet.

Hr, Hills , I do not think that the courts in Call-

fornia would say that you didn't have to divest yourself
when you are required by Fedoral Law to du *u. At any rate,

i you dIdn't divest, you would Linndistely lose your tax

exemption under Federal law. Would you welcome that# would

you allow that to happen, or what would you do? Would you

fnrego the VoundAaon8 Mai exemp iiw &fAw& %s,.a .. bL

the stock?

Mr. HLaIeni that would be a question that would

have to be consLderud by our Board of Ditrector$ at the ap-

propriato time. I can't speak for the Board,

Hr. Hills I I understand, I m trying to find out

whether we should do this or not. The Treasury roccimends

that we require you to do that without imposing any hardship

on you.

Hr. Hills : Do you feel that in your dual capacity

as President of the foundation and as Chairman of the Board

of the Irvine Company that you operate both organization?

7
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Mr. Mubltruns H. Poruo-l1l1y, no. Tlhuy awLo .epatjtLo

BoaLds of DirectuLrs

Mr. HL1s I I will Lell you ot hinJ, It I tuu thu

Chairman of tho lIatrd of i L'oa l m11y,, I u gOlliy to LIcuipt tlt)

1!t 0i- i hllnil ity of |)illy 10 prill ipa l offi ,t' of Lhat co -

pity unlowi I tun )umnt paid to i'-olL for anmobody,

Mr. Mills i I think thilt. Wet. in prLt.y cleuLIy

ttt.1otull v-1 or I.t ho, Mr. Md . Who tl 1 amn coIcorited .ithtL,

tIhotljh , in Wily I hl At lornity 0(it1Itl houn ' I I oukd I lILO Lilt

In0l. 'd lI t laLlointlI Ihop lutWovi Lim o )urporation1 ,utd tlu

LIfltIitll I It fit.

M . P'rivLI 1I a ihtro you, Mr. Wili, tih. Lim At-

I tirity I('lill hi lt Ir inld il 1) h oz lit Ilunhi lr

a!,. m wov.l ite,~l |w-tl im it; Oiw'.lt{l or jud woLt. lc V

hitill ' ad t lnll't tido', ''h , (|111 11 jit PI0II ,1liof jtllJiOptli tl

(1Ic'tii tit ( jtit and1 cont 0 olhi' mltilit otonpil -n o noit.~t

1)'h t1o Lli,1i Witi ilc l oinl th it l i Fiu tlit 1tl OI t to n tipJ

i it, Thol ;;~ll I-, %V.¢hi.:lhe ,i Foll'41,1011 iI ti h I|ould hol. peLtlILU{A

Itswl a l d 11wI.iitn.I.0, .1 blillillo.,11' 01I-1jr.I llI, (Itlich ll Ole 11'.0tl0

L |X ltjls* L.o j1 i.'1c, %i ti 1110,11 lilt p.1ros.1 i: .I (ACA i)O U1, 1)d

I( o ll t .lit 'XL'IIL 1 t: I Inli.o valtH, tn1 w ieLo r J.. it

it Ill |O w villi t, 1111 'reI*,t ( r d ll(, t nrl"It I l i to r('11I 111 l tI C11

ctlld i t ion.1 'h,i |its ( Ito tlo, )ofro the ComniOLtoto * We i)

hvt hI rIcu(.imaliI ion 11A hu t si l tl tt.|iatn ritJtll not Lo

I.pc',n I Itlod tv qV /n porpotultLIy. I Lhink wo hwivo hid
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many extraneoun points 9o into thin record. An a result of

my questions, 411d I Wouldli't nay as a r0eult of what 0tlte1

Mrs. Smith or you hao sad, buL somenono said that it is

tho purpoiio or thio Irvino Conpainy to try to got this r o-

ntrictlon rCovod oil thin pvopvrLy. Is that riqht? What

aro you pin to do on March 3?

Mr. Prvt.!.s On Macch 3, I will file an Anewor to

a lawisuiL fite.d by Mrs. Sith acjainnt. tho FoundatJon and

tho Company, trying to provont tlhei from ontorinj into tho

agricultural prLoarvo.

Mr. Mlls i You aro just f1lngj an Annwor? I

thought yot woro joking boforo nombclady to auk that tho ro-

sLrJction bo rVMLved. You are not going to do that?

Mr. Privol, I)ortniLtoly not, Ch.tnnim Mills.

Mr. Hill4 a wny w ultin't you wati It. Lu iivuv .. 8

you aro jolnj to divertiy your asooLn or your invOstonLs?

9
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following the foregoing examination of Mr, MaLaren

and Mr. Privett by Mr. Mills, Mr. Ichneebeli, a member of

the Committee oil ways and Means* interrogated M. MoLaren

as follows$

Mr. Ichneebelis Mr. MaLarene you made the statement

that you are able to save a million and a half dollars a

year in taxation by this Agreement (Agricultural Preserve

Agreement).

Mr. MoLaren I Maximum.

Mr. Ichneebelis Why would the county officials be

willing to sign an agreement to reduce their own county in-

come by one and a half million dollars a year? Z find pub-

lic officials generally like to look good In a short torml

and in a shortk tom, th more 1'"j nm Vov . vq, In, lo oless

they are concerned about raising more taxes, so why should

they make an agreement to reduce their own income by this

amount of money?

Mr. MoLaren i Obviously I can't speak for the

county officials,

Mr. 8chneobelis Wells does it make much sense?

Mr, McLaren i Presumably one of the big factors

they took under consideration was the desirability of pre-

serving a large amount of agricultural land to balance the

growth and development of the county. I think that was

one of the principal factors.

10
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Mr. 8chnesbelis The message that we are getting from

the people says that, "You are making too many deals with

the high-income. people,"and it seems to me that this would

be a glaring example of this whereby they are reducing their

own income by this amount of money by an agrements I don't

understand why they are doing it. Well# with the large

amount of income which your company seems to have annually

I don't see where you are going to be forced into a position

of a forced sale. I wouldn't think that that would occur to

them insofar as it applies to your property. You say that
the concern here is a matter of forced sale? Wherein would

the zrvine Company be forced to sell land with its holdings?

Is this a threat to your Company?

Mr. MoLaren i All of these negotiations were con-

duvviw by uuc peui vionai stai under the olrection ot Mr.

Mason, the President of the Company. (Hr. Mason was per-

sonally selected to represent the Poundation by Mr. MoLaren,)

So I am not in a position to give you details. Z didn't

participate except in the final reports that were received.
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Mr. Corman, a member of the Committee on Ways and

Means, inquired of Messrs. MCLaron and Privett as followsI

Mr. McLaren, I could see that the obligation of the

Directors of the Foundation is to maximize the dollars

available for charitable purposes.

Mr. Privotts That is correct.

Mr. Corman s The obligation of the Directors of the

Company is to maximize the income for the stockholders.

Mr. Privetto That is correct.

Mr. Mills i There is bound to be a conflict.

Mr. Corman i That is why one of the very substantial

minority stockholders has a complaint (mysolfl.

Mr. Mills a Mr. Corman, I thought you wore through.

I was going to ask you to yield when you completed your

statement. I want to point out that I don't seo how in the

world there could possibly be any time in the operation of

these two entities (Irvine Company and the Foundation) when

there wouldn't be a perpetual conflict. It looks to me that

the Irvine Company is interested more in conservation than

in making a profit and that the Irvino Foundation should be

interested in its stock bringing in a maximum amount of in-

coma to the Foundation,

Mr. McClaront May I Just reply to that for a second?

Mr. Mills I Yos, sir. A

Mr. McClaren: The primary ob)ligaton of tho Founda-

tion, as I see it, is to distL'htuto th, largest possible
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amount annually to deserving charities in California.
Mr. Mills i It is also obliged to see to it that

the stock of any company that it owns, that it manages*

produces a maximum amount of return to the Foundation.

Mr. MLaren i That is right. That is what we are

trying to do.

Mr. Mille i I don't know. When you put on your

hat as Chairman of the Board of the Irvine Company and put

this amount of land into agricultural activities for ten

years there is not anybody who would question that you had

materially reduced your possibility of income.

Mr. Privett i I think, Mr. Chairman, about that,

that-there is a mistake of fact here that, if I could, I

would like to attempt to clear up. This 50,000 acres that

were put into agricultural preserve is only agricultural

land now or unproductive land, and we have got, in addition

to that, 24,000 acres of land that is in the same situation --

not developed. Now the question is, if we can develop all

of this land today, if it could be developed and absorbed

in the market in one year# that would be our desire to do,

because the Company is a profit-making company to make the

highest return to the shareholders that it can me. That is

its obligation.

Mr. Mills 1 You could sell it, couldn't you?

Mr. Privett t Not without, according to the studies

that I have made, a terrible loss to the Company.

13
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Mr. Mills In this burgeoning community, with

its rapid rate of growth? I am not a real estate man, but

when you tell mo you cannot sell land in that community

and get more for it than you can raising agricultural

products# you have lost me.

Mr. Privett, Z think if you are talking about

whether we make more income next year if we put the 84,000

areas on the market --

.Mr. Mills a Moo hold it because you can't tell

what is going to happen six months from now. Maybe the

population will be rising then at the rate of 420 a day

instead of 210. Now you have ourselves tied out of it.

In connection with the establishment of the agri-

uulLu&al V,&www&vvo whi. v~vw& 4*#1;; *%.i&wo vI.AL u. a Ltodal

of'84,000 aores that constitutes the Irvine Ranch in Orange

County, I employed the nationally-known Land Planning and

Civil Engineering firm of Mcntire & Quiros to make a survey

for me of the following questions that are connected with

the incompetent and fraudulent foundatLon-controlled business

management policy of the Irvine Company in converting this

large portion of the urban acreage in Orange County into an

agricultural preserve for a period of ten years or longer

to wits

(1) is there a higher and bettor use for

this urban acreage than to freeze

the same for a period of ten years

in an agricultural preserve?

14
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(2) Will the preserve area as established act
S

as a restriction on the normal urban

growth patterns of Orange County?

(3) Is it in the best interests of the stock-

holders of the zrvine Company to continue

this preserve for a period of years?

(4) Approximately how many home sales could

have been obtained on the Irvine Ranch

north and south of the Santa Ana Freeway

during the past five years had this agri-

cultural preserve property been opened

to developers?

(5) If the Irvine Company adopted a policy to

implement an unrestrained sales and

prqftoctondi W&LULL 1 lB|.w iW, ,A16.n sa,..t av.a..JA*

be marketed in the next ten years?
.(6) in order to capture diverse elements of

the urban market, would it be better

to consider sales efforts on a broader

front than that limited because of

". the preserve area?

The civil engineering firm of Mclntire & Quiros is

rated as one of the top firms in the United'States that Is

connected with land development and planning and is perhaps

the largest firm in the State of California that is iden-

tified with this field,

is
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in their report, mointire & Quiros have answered

the foregoing questions as tollowst

To an engineer, it is obvious that only

9,000 to 10,000 acres of the entire preserve

contains topography hat could be truly agri-

culturally oriented within the exact meaning

of the word. Out rough analysis indicates

that of this 9,000 to 0,O00 acres of agri-

culturally suitable land, approximately 2,000

acres are southerly of the Santa Ana Freeway,

and approximately 7,000 acres lie northerly

of the Santa Ana Freeway. Topographically#

only this latter acreage might truly serve

(The 10,000 acres referred to constitutes the only acreage
49,253 acre

that is contained in the/agricultural preserve that is ac-

tually devoted to agricultural purposes, such as the grow-

ing of oranges and the production of certain field crops.

The remaining 39,000 acres have never boon and never will

be, during tho ton-year period of the agricultural pro-

serve agreement, devoted to any agricultural uses whatever,

and it is, therefore, obvious that the major portion of

the agricultural preserve is fictitious, not only in name

but also for the production of anything that is con.octod

with agriculture. 

16
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The report continues

2n any case, with the diverse land develop-

ment program available, this, highly restricted

preserve land use could be subject to critical
examination when one considers its location in

the heart of Orange County! Zn short, the

most agriculturally suitable land was not set

aside in the preserve. This would have been an

impossibility, as 49,253 acres of this typo land

do not exist on the total Ranch.

It is our considered opinion that there is a
higher and better use for the majority of the

land in the preserve area. The topographical

restrictions on much of this land are so penal

as to virtually prohibit any type of agriculture

whatsoever. Notwithstanding the tax savings, if

any, let us explore the results of this so-called

tax shelter for ten years on land that not only

cannot be farmed but will yield little or no

revenue. This would obviate a property tax drain

on more than approximately 50% of the entire mauch

for a prolonged period of time.

We do believe that the preserve area as planned

does bTock normal growth patterns in many areas.

to satisfy the potential demands of Orange County

growth (if the Irvine Company is interested in

1/
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enJoying its fair share of this tremendous mar-

ket), sales efforts must be diversified and more

builders brought into the picture on a broader

front. The three most obvious areas not pro-

vided for in the Irvine Company planning are the

Easterly encroachment of Tustin, the northwest

encroachment of Lagimas and the Southerly oxton-

sion of the Irvine Campus environs.

.We are presently making inquiries into tho

number of residential homes constructed North

and South of the Santa Ana Frooway between tho

Easterly boundary of the Ranch and the Westerly

limits of San Juan Capistrano over tho past

several yoars. The single apparent reason for

this phoncmenon is and was the policy of the

Ir':ino Company not to make land available to

buyers in the Irvine Ranch. Por this reason*

many thousands of homo anlos woro lost to the

Irvine Company. All indicators predict that

this growth will not only continue but will

probably intensify during the 1970's. If the

Irvine Company is ready to meet this challenge.

it should capture the lion's share of the mar-

kot. Tho geoqraphical location is such as to

procludo tho majority of the buyers going elso-

where if a reasonable competitive merchandise

is offered.

in1
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This activity would in no way Interfere with

other development on the Northerly portion of
,the Ranch. In our opinion# the Irvine Ranch

could absorb 100,000 single family dwellings

by 1980. Assuming the 100,000 units would

require more than 25,000 acres of land in ad-

dition to the provision for Industrial, Com-

mercial# eto., and further assuming other

companion-type development programs will have

substantial acreage demands, it would appear

that the agricultural preserve will act as a

restrictive influence on the orderly urban

growth of the Irvine Company lands in Orange

County.

On October 22, 1968, at a regular meeting of the Board

of Directors of the Irvine Company, the following resolution

was adopted s

RESOLVED FURTHUR, that it shall bo the

policy of this corporation to declare as

regular dividends substantially all of net

Income from operations that is not nocdod

as invostmont capital, working capital, or

adcuate rosorves to moot contingencies."

Following the adoption of this resolution, the man-

19
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agoment of the trvine Company was directed to file a report

concerning the allocation of funds received tram the con-

version of the'residential properties of the Company which

were held under leases into fee title ownership covering

approximately 2#700 pieces of residential property. It

was considered that should this program be developed, there

would be more money available for investment and dividend

purposes, and the report of management that was subsequently

filed with the Board of Directors pointed out that the tee

program would provide a larger cash flow in the earlier

years from which larger dividends would be possible than

under the leasehold program, and the report further stated

as follows $

"Since it is also a recognized Purpose

of the Irvine Company to increase the totmil

earning ansot, it will be necessary to in-

vest a portion of the proceeds from the foe

sales in projects such as office buildings*

apartments, shopping centers and other con-

ventional investment opportunities. At the

same time, however, a portion of the pro-

ceods should be uned to increase dividends

to the stockholders."

Notwithstanding the dividend policy as established by

the resolution of the Board of )irectors of the IrVino Com-

pany adopted on October 22, 1968, as well an the report of
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the management of the corporation heroinabove mentioned con-

cerning the allocation of funds received from the solo of

the rosidontial proportion of the Company through their

conversion from loauohold to foe title, the Board of Direc-

tors on September 9, 1969 adopted a resolution that re-

pudiated the October 22, 1968 resolution, as follows:

"H HEMAS, The Irvine Company has con-

vert~d it: now single family residential

developments to a too or lease with option

to buys and

"WIREAS, there are in existence ap-

proximately 2,284 rosidontial looses on

completed projects which have not boon

granted the lbana with an option to buys

and

"JWOiREis, tho incomo from thouo resi-

dontial leases forms a re-occurring In-

come to the corporation of approximately

$1,900,0001 and

"WIEWRIAB, it is the policy of this

Corporation to invest on its own lands

and increase the earning assets of the

corporation through a development program

in the fields of commercial, industrial

and multi-family residential dovolopmentsi

and

2t
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"WhWREAS, this Corporation, after careful

consideration, recognizing the problems in-

volved with'single family residential lease-

hold, wishes to offer to the lessees within

existing completed developments the opportuni-

ty to purchase the leased lot or obtain a new

lease with option to purchased and
' "WHEREAS, the funds so derived from the

exercise of this option are desired to be re-

invested as earning assets of this corpora-

tion's diversified development program

"NOW* THEREFORE* BE IT RESOLVED, that this

corporation offer each of its single family

residential lot lessees the opportunity to

lease with an option to purchase in the man-

ner set forth in the report presented to the

March So 1960 meeting of its Board entitled

'Corporate Policy - Single Family Rosidontial

Development - Program for Implementation Prom

Leasehold to Pee'i and

RESOLVED, FURTHERo That, notwithstanding

the 'policy adopted by this Board at its meet-

ing of October 22, 1968, with respect to the

allocation of net income dividends* it shall

be the policy of this Corporation to retain
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after-tax funds derived'from sales and the ex-

ercise of the options to buy in existing resi-

dential developments ,not heretofore authorized

for conversion to the sale or lease-option

program for equity funding of this Corporation's

commercial, industrial and multi-family develop-

ments, and that in determining net income for

purposes of allocation to dividends under the

general Corporate Policy referred to above,

such after-tax funds shall be first deducted

from net income."

It is obvious that Under this resolution, the reso-

lution adopted on October 22, 1968 is repudiated and nulli-

fied insofar AS thA 111oeAtI.n M dJve&Mn of Anv n1~t of

the funds received from the sale of the residential proper-

ties of the Company which are now under leases. I under-

stand that the foundation-controlled management of the

Irvine Company expects to receive approximately the sum of

040,000,000 from the conversion of leaseholds to fee title

and that no part of this fund will be Used for the payment

of dividends, although the entire net fund after taxes

which constitutes profits received by the Corporation, ani

which are entirely available for dividend purposes, will

be transferred to the capital assets of the Irvino Company

and used for development purposes. I was unable to be

present at the meeting of the board of Directors on

2.3
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September 9# 1969, but I am advised that Director Keith

aede voted "NO" on this resolution.

At the hearing before the Committee on Ways and

Means on Pebruary 21, 1969, as well as at the hearing

this morning, on October 7, 1969, Mr. Privett referred to

the development program of the Irvine Company for the

year 1969 with the statement that under the Foundation

management, the Irvine Company expected to complete ap-

proximatoly 1,200 homes on the Irvine lands in Orange'

County. I have been advised that tho official records

of Orange County show that during the year 1968 building

permits for construction 4

issued for 13,988 single

multiple dwellings, or a

figures, when compared to

donces which Mr. Privott

of the Irvine Company in

Privett for 1,200 sinit)

nishes another answer to

5f homes in Orange County were

family residence and 10,333

total of 2Y,321 units. These

the 900 single family resi-

indicated covered the development

1968, and the estimate of Mr.

,.vnily residences in 1969, fur-

the reason why only 1% of the

value of the stock of the Irvine Company, based upon

$25O,000 per share, is being disbursed as current annual

dividends to the stockholdors of the Irvine Company. The

numbor'of total pormits issued by Orange County in 1968

numbering 2V,21, when compared to the 900 homcs constructed

by the Irvine Company in 1968, conclusively demonstrates

the mismanagement policies of the Irvine Company under the
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control of the Foundation. in my written statement filed

with the Finance Committee, I have indicated that the land

holdings of thb Irvine Company in Orange County constitute

20%p, or one-fifth, of the total area of Orange County, and'

on this ratio the Irvine'Company, based upon the 2q,21

permits for the construction of single family residences

and multiple dwellings issued in Orange Couhty in 1968,

isdeveloping less than 5% of the total annual residential

building requirements for all of Orange County.

Notwithstanding the criticism by Mr. Mills and other

members of the Committee on Ways and Moans concerning the

mismanagement policies of tho Foundation through its con-

trol of the Irvino Company, Mr. McLaren paid no attention

f~oot~o , nnA ivto n~ %I e ~ '' frI-% hf% i r

to engage the Irvino Company in the same practices and

policies for which he had been challenged by Ir. Mills.

On Juno 16, 1969, a regular meeting of the Board of Direc-

tors of the Irvine Company was hold and at this meeting a

resolution was introduced by John V. Newman, who is bdth

a Director of the I'vino Company and The James Irvine

Foundation, and Chairman of the Compensation Committoe of

the Board of Directors of the Irvine Company. Prior to

introducing this resolution, Mr. Ne man presented a throe-

pago document which was entitled "The Irvine Company -

1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan". Under this

Plan, certain koy executives of the Irvine Company, which

25
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include Mr. McLaren, were to receive a bonus. for their ser-

vices, but the exact nature of the bonus was not described,

it could havebeen a distribution of the stock of the Irvine

Company or one of its subsidiaries or a piece of the assets

of the Irvine Company. The so-called key executives would

be selected by the Compensation Committee in its sole dis-

cretion. I voted against the resolution and the Plan des-

cribed therein. All of the Foundation Directors, including

Mr. McLaren, voted for the resolution. In order to prevent

the Irvine Company from acting under this resolUtion I was

compelled to file legal action in the State of West Virginia

where the Irvine Company was incorporated in 1894. A motion

was made by my attorneys for a preliminary injunction, but

the attorneys for the Irvine Company stipulated that the

Company would nu. take any uOLpucdLu guLiuj, witabuwvwu. wIL.si

respect to the "1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan",

which was the subject of the lawsuit and, Upon thebasis

of this stipulation, the Court made an order to the effect

that until plaintiff's motion for preliminary injunction

is heard by the Court, the defendant, the Irvine Company,

shall not take any further action in connection with the

said 1969 Restricted Stock and Property Plan. I request

permission, Mr. Chairman, to file a copy of this Complaint

for the record.

On August 7, 1969, the House of Representatives,

by a vote of 390-to-34, passed H. R. Bill No. 13270.
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Under the provisions of this Bill, which relate to tax-

exempt foundations, The James Irvine Foundation will be re-

quired, when the Bill becomes law, to divest itself of its

controlling stock interest in the Irvine Company. Both

Mr. McLaren and Mr. Privett and the members of the Board

of Directors of the Irvine Company and The James Irvine

Foundation are familiar with the tax-exempt foundation

provisions of this Bill. But again, like the 1969 Restricted

Stock and Property Plan that was adopted at the Directors

Meeting of June 16, 1969, the Foundation Directors and the

Irvine Company paid no attention whatever to the effect

that this Bill will have on the controlling interest of the

Foundation in the Irvine Company. And at the meeting of

the Board of Directors hold on September 9, 1969, the

Foundation biroctors continued to pursue their same mis-

management policies with reference to the Irvine Company

as though thb .1otndation would continue in control of

the corporation in perpetuity, At this meeting, Mr. Mason,

the Foundation's President, stated that a very serious

financial condition confronted the Company. He stated

that the consolidated statement of income for the three

months period ending July 31, 1969, shows that the net

income for the first quarter of 1969-1970 is approximately

22% below that budgeted. The consolidated statement of

income budgeted and forecast for the year ending April

30, 1969, as of August 21, 1969, forecasts a net income

for the year to be $5S741,500, which is $281,500 loss than
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budgeted. Mr. Magon further stated:

"The current national economic picture,

with money becoming increasingly tighter,

and'high interest, make forecasting for the

balance of the year extremely difficult.

It is too early in the fiscal year to be

able to accurately establish the net income

for the entire year because of the major

-effect that both residential and industrial

sales have on the total income of this

corporation. While the forecast for the

current fiscal year appears achievable at

this time, management is deeply concerned

about the prospects for the fiscal year 1970-

1971. The current housing and industrial

sales are based upon financed commitments

made prior to the severity of the current

situation, and management is concerned that,

if the situation worsens, it will not be

possible to begin now developments or hous-

ing dovelopirs to obtain financing for

now house which will be a part of the next

fiscal year's income. Further, the Federal

Government's policy of curtailing will

probably have a serious effect on buying

psychology, especially as it relates to
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single family housing, increasing construction

costs and'high-ifiterest rates which are already

discouraging and making it impossible for many

home buyers" to qualify for new homes."

Notwithstanding the unfavorable financial outlook

for the Irvine Company in the immediate future, the manage-

ment recommended# and the Foundation's Board of Directors

approved, the expenditure by the Company of large sums of

money that are connected with the construction of residen-

tial apartment houses and other units on the land of the

Irvine Company in Orange County, California, and

(1) The creation within the Company of a Merchant

Builder Department. Undor this program, which was approved
Foundation

Oy the/Doara ot Directors, the Company will enter a new

field of home construction through.personnel employed by

the Company. heretofore all construction of homes, apart-

ment houses, office buildings and other structures on the

land of the Irvine Company have been through independent

Or outside builders. This program involves the employment

of additional persohnel by the Company with salaries of

$40,000 to $60,000 for key employees, and also contemplates

the raising of additional and large sums of money for the

purpose of entering into this new field of activity where

neither the present personnel or management of the Company

have had any previous experience.
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Another inexcusable policy of the Irvine Company

under the control of the Foundation is the arbitrary refusal

of the Foundation Management to file an application for the

Irvine Company with the Securities and Exohange Commission

for the registration of the minority stockholders' shares

of stock in the Irvine Company. In order for a minority

stockholder to sell a single share of his or her stock, it

is mandatory that the Irvine Company shall file its applica-

tion and that the stock of the minority stockholder shall

be registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Although my 10 shares of stock in the Irvine Company have

the intrinsic value of approximately 100 Million Dollars,

I am not able to sell one share thereof until this applica-

tion has been filed and approved. Under these circumstances,

the only person who is qualified to purchase a share of the

Irvine Company from me or any other minority stockholder

must qualify as a sophisticated buyer, which moans that

this buyer must sign a letter to the effect that any Irvine

stock purchased from me will be for investment purposes only

and will not be re-sold by him for a period of at least three

'years. Sophisticated buyers are very rare. Both myself and

other minority stockholders have requested the Poundation
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Management of the Irvine Company to cooperate with us by

filing such an application with the.Securities and Exchange

Commission, but this Management has repeatedly refused to

do so.

H. R. Bill 13270o which was passed by the House of

Representatives on August 7, 1969, was introduced by Honorable

Wilbur D. Mills for himself, as Chairman of the Committee on

Ways and Meansta Democrat), and by Honorable John W. Byrnes,

Member of the Committee (Republican). Insofar as the pro-

visions of this Bill relate to tax-exempt foundations, the

members of the Committee, both Democratic and Republican,

were practically unanimous in their support thereof. When

I understand

of the Committee voted 'No", but/this vote was not based upon

their opposition to the tax-exempt foundation provisiond!6f

the Bill, but was related in the most part to the provisions

thereof with reference to the changes in the rate of capital

gains taxes and the lowering of the oil depletion benefit

from 27-1/2% to 20. 'onorable Jam.s B. Utt, Republican

Congressman fro. the 35th District of California, which is

the District in which the 84,000 acre Irvine Ranch is located,

and who was born in Tustin, Orange County, California -- that

is a city which is located on a portion of thi Irvine Ranch --

and who is intimately familiar with the mismanagement policies
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and abuses of to Jamon Irvine Foundation in connection

with its control and miniqgoent of th Irvin* Company since

1947, when Jamas Irvine died 2nd the control of the Company

passed to the Foundationj is the second ranting Ropoblican
Committee on

member of the/Ways and moans:and during the hearing. of the

1969 Tax taform Bill before the Committee, Mr. Utt strongly

advocated and favored the provisions of the Bill which are

applicable to tax-oe.pt foundations and particularly 1the

provisions thejoof which ruwtto to the mandatory divestment

by all foundations of their contcolting stockt inteoests in

separate buStlnosso:3 or coepo.-atitn,, whoso businos is un-

relt.od to the charitable activities of a private, tax-

ex. ,ipt fotindriio,1, stich as The James Irvin* Foundation.

Under the div. atinsnt p:oviiu ln of 1I, R. 13170, Tihe tJnie

Irvins Foandattont is rectirod to divoat itself of all of

its stock in the Irvine Company wiLhin a poaisd o! five

yars comnoacinqj with a 10, dhicv.nont in the year 1971,

Tie J.'os IrvJno tuitionn will. als, be retired to

comminco t,3 .ivotii iit of its stock in the Irvinn Conpely

throii-'i q 3-1 O Lr-n! , h7vof to a charitable

organization commencing in tho year 1970 and oaa:h yoear

tho-]iftoc In o to catinCy the annual 5% incoti, dL-

trihution pc'),iisions of this Bill. The Jaiis lrvinn Foun-

dationt, as Trut&at) of 439 sh.'03 o the stock of thu Irvine
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Company, has an income on this stock through dividends

amounting to approximately 01,000,000 per year. The value

of those 459 sh4ras of Irvine stock will be determined

annually by the appraisal of the United States Treasury

Departmontl and, assuming that the first valuation thereof

will be approximately $200,000,000, the FoundatLon will be

required to distribute 5% of this sum of money, or the sum

of $10o000,000 during the year 1970, and at least the same

amount, or more, during each succeeding year. The only

source whore this amount of money can be raised by the

Foundation is through the sale of its Irvine stock or by a

gift thereof to qualified charitable organizations. It is,

therefore, obvious that The James Irvine Foundation will

be required to surrender its stock control of the Irvine

Company within the very noar future.

The provisions applicable to tax-oxempt foundations

which are set forth in It. R. 13270 are the result of many

years of intensive study by the Treasury Department, the

staffs of the Comnitteo on %ays and Means of the House

of Representatives, and the Finance Committee of the United

States Senate.

On February 2, 1965, Honorable Douglas Dillon,.

Secretary of the Treasury. wrote the followinglletter:
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"Honorable Harry V. Byrd
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington# D, C,

Honorable Wilbur D. Mills
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Chairmena

2 am presenting herewith the Report
of the Treasury Department on private founda-
tions. This report responds to the requests
by the Committee on Finance of the Sonata and
the Committee on Ways and Means of the llousa
of Reprooontatives that the Treasury Depart-
mont examine the activities of private founda-
tion* for possible tax abuses and report its
conclusions anc recommndations to the Com-
mittees. The report contains the results of

pursuant to such requests and contains Oro-
posals for correction by legislation of in-
adoquacies of the law disclosed by the studies.

Sincerely yours,

Douglas Dillon.

Among many abuses practiced by private foundations

which are set forth in the 118-page report that was at-

tached to the letter of Secretary billon, the most flagrant

abuse involved the foundations' control of business and cor-

poration enterprises that wore not related to the charitable

activities of the foundations. This report contains the

following statements
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"Many private foundations have become deeply

involved in the active conduct of business enter-

prises. Ordinarily, the invfolvemont takes the

form of ownership of a controlling interest in

one or more corporations which operate businesses,

occasionally, a foundation owns and operates a

business directly. Ihtorests which do not constitute

control may nonetheless be of sufficient magnitude

to produce involvement in the affairs of the busi-

ness.

"Berious difficulties result from foundation

commitment to business endeavors. Regular business

vantage. Moreover, opportunities and temptations

for subtle and varied forms of self-dealing --

difficult to detect and impossible completely to

proscribe -- proliferate. Foundation management

may be drawn from concern with charitable activities

to timo-conquming concentration on the affairs and

problems of the commercial enterprise.

"For those reasons, the Report proposes the

imposition-of an absolute limit upon the participa-

tion of private foundations in active business,

whether presently owned or subsequently acquired.
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This recommendation would prohibit a founda-

tion from owning, either directly or through

stockholdings, 20 percent or more of a business

unrelated to the charitable activities of the

foundation. Foundations would be granted a

prescribed reasonable period, Subject to ex-

tension, in which to reduce their present or

subsequently acquired business interests below

the specified maximtun limit."

On August 26, 1965, approximately six months after

the Treasury Department Report was filed, to wit, on Feb-

ruary 2, 1965, Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, Democrat of

Arkansas, Committoe on Ways and leans, and ranking minority

member, John W, Byrnes, Republican of Wisconsin, issued a

press release which requested that organizations or in-

dividuals who are intorosted in the "Treasury Departmont

Report on Private Foundations" issued on February 2, 1965,

submit written statements indicating their viows on the

Treasury Department proposals. Thtorested parties were

requested to submit written statements by October 15, 1965.

Over 100 written statements were filed by interested private

foundations pursuant to this request and were printed in two

volumes by the United States Government Printing Office and

made available to the public and all interested parties.
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This Government publication discloses that practically every

large tax-exempt foundation in the United States, or its at-

torneys, filed their written statements which contain their

views and objectios with reference to the adoption of

legislation based upon the Treasury Department Report dated

February 2, 1965.

At the request of Chairman Mills and Member John W.

Byrnes 'of the Committee on Ways and Means, the staff of the

Joint Committee on Ifiternal Revenue Taxation, immediately

commenced a study and analysis of the statements that were

submitted by all of the interested parties.

During the years 1965, 1966# 1967 and 1968, a great
nou , oi %iktu (Anti b,.uy wAo ,'., " .......

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, to the preparation of

legislation to be proposed to the Committee on Ways and

Means and the Finance Committee with reference to tho adop-

tion of the recommendations contained in the Treasury De-

partmont Report of February 2, 1965.

H.. R. 13270, which has been passed by the House of

Representatives and is now before the Committee on Finance,

United Statos Senate, with reference to the provisions

contained in this Oill that rolato to private tax-exempt

foundations, has received the approval of Secretaries of

the Treasury, Dillon, Fowler and Kennedy insofar as the
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divestment provisions of the bill are concerned. Further-

more, the tax-exempt foundation provisions of this Bill as

passed by the gouse of Representatives havereceived"the

express approval of the Nixon Administration through-the

statements of Secretary Kennedy and Assistant Secretary

Cohen* who appeared before the Committee on Pinancee United

States Senate, on Deptember 4, 1969, with the exception of

the 7-1/2% income tax provision contained in the Bill, and

which provision the Nixon Administration recommended be

reduced from 7.1/2 to 2%. All of the other provisions with

reference to private tax-exempt foundations that are con-

tained In H. A. 13270 have been approved by the Nixon Ad-

ministration in their entirety.

will be interested in the statements made by Congressman

Utt during the appearance of myself and Messrs. MoLaren and

Privett before the Committee on Ways and Means on February

21;1969# As I have already mentioned, Congressman Utt is

undoubtedly the beat-posted and most intimately acquainted

person in the Congress concerning the activities of The

James Irvine Foundation since the death of Myford Irvine in

1959, which have resulted in the Mismahagement policies of

the Irvine Company as heretofore detailed by me. Congress-

mann 'tlt has continuously' since 1952 represented the Con-

gressional District in California in which the Irvine Ranch

8is located and whore The Jamos Irvine Foundation exercises
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its control over the Irvine Company. I am, therefore, calling

these statements of Mr. Ut to the attention of the Members

of the Finance Committee, as follows$

"Mr. Utt s Mr. Chairman, I had a few questions

that I wanted to ask Mrs; Smith to clarify some of the

statements that have been made. You made some very serious

charges against the self-dealing within-tho Irvine Co. and

your supplemental statement adds a great deal more and I

think it is certainly pertinent to this committes, on not

dealing at arm's length, self-perpetuating, and I want to

ask, was the statement made by the attorney for the Irvine

Co. or the Irvine Foundation, either one, to the effect

that they would give up their tax-free exemption rather

than surrender control of the Irvino Co.?

Mrs. Smith Yos, it was made at a stockholders meet-

ing approximately, oh, it was about 2 years ago and there

were a good many witnesses there. I mean there were many

people there that heard it.

Mr. Utt t Which indicates very definitely that

its real purpose is not to be a charitable foundation.

Mrs. Smiths' That is correct.

Mr,6 Utt - It is really a foundation for perpetu-

ation and control of a separate corporation nonrelated to

the charitable purpose of the foundation.

Mrs. Smith That's absolutely correct. Its whole

purpose is to run this corporation.
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Mr. Utt .1 Now, have you examined, legally or other-

wise, what would happen to that foundation in case they re-

linquished their tax free exemption which apparently doesn't

mean very much to them? It could be done. Would it destroy

the foundation? Would it revert to the original donor, or

his heirs or would it continue on as a non-tax-free founda-

tion?

Mrs. Smith As l understand it, according to the

waythe indenture of trust is worded, I believe that they

would be out of business completely because I think it

would invalidate the indenture of trust.

. a . .

Mr. Utt t You made in your original statement a

statement with reference to subsidiary companies.

Mrs, Smiths Yes.

Mr. Utt I And then in your supplmentsl statement

you explained what they were. One was the Irvine industrial

complex.

Mrs. Smiths

Mr. 'Utt

Mrs. Smith:

Mr. Utt a

Mrs. Smith :

Mr. titt

of California?

Mrs. Smiths

That's right.

And how many acres did that involve?

Three thousand.

Three thousand?

Yes, it originally was 2,700.

ls that a corporation under the laws

Thht's right.
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Mr. 'Ott s So you have lost your West Virginia

corporate law so far as that subsidiary is concerned?

Mrs. Smiths That's correct.

Mr. ttt t This was formed by the Irvine Co.

Mrs. Smiths That's right.

Mr. Utt s On the order and instructions of the

Irvine Foundation?

'Mrs. Smiths That's right.

Mr. Utt i And how were the directors selected on

that subsidiary corporation?

Mrs. Smiths They were appointed by the foundation.

They were not voted on.

Mr. Utt i And you personally have no stock in the

subsidiary corporation?

Mr. Utt i So you could not under any circumstances

by cumulative voting buy yourself onto the directorship of

that subsidiary?

Mrs. Smiths Not only can I not buy into the director-

ship, I can't even look at the books. The foundation won't

lot me.

Mr. Utt i That is gratuitous but it is all right.

What I am leading to ist is there a second subsidiary cor-

poration doing approximately the same thing?

Mrs. Smiths That's right.

Mr. 'Utt * Lot's follow that to the ultimate con-,

clusion. Wouldn't it be possible to s6quester every asset
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of the Irvine Co. into a series of subsidiary corporations

in which you would be ruled out completely as a director

of any of those' companies?

Mrs. Smiths Absolutely.

Mr. Utt I You would remain as a director of the

shell.

Mrs. Smiths That is correct. This was the idea of

the Stevens Development Co. that I spoke to and it would

have albo been true in the Upper Bay Development Co.

Mr. Utt i O.K. Generally when you take a position

do the Irvine heirs decide to go along with your position?

The Irvine Co. hnught in about 13 shares of stock just re-

cently.

Ms. Smith That's correct.

Mr. Uttt a For $3.2 million.

Mrs. Smiths That's correct. It was 42500000 a share.

Mr. Utt : They did not retire it.

Mrs. Smith. No, they did not.

Mr. Utt a Did it find its way into the foundation

or where does it reside? 1low can it be treasury stock and

still be voted?

Mrs. Smith: I would like to explain that to you.

All of the individual stockholders want that stock retired.

I called a special stockholders meeting a week ago last
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Monday for the purpose of retiring the stock. The foundation
sent out a letter prior to this meeting advising the other

stockholders not to vote-to retire the stock because the tfl-

lowing day they had a board of directors meeting coming up

and at that board of directors meeting there was going to be
a certain resolution passed which would involve the retire-

ment of this stock so they considered the retirement on the

Monday premature, so we all arrived at the stockholders meet-

ing and .all of the stock was represented.

Now, the motion was made to retire the 13-1/2 shares

and when it was asked for discussion I asked the foundation

attorney or Mr. tcLaren, whoever was going to speak, to ex-

plain the reasons in this letter that they had spoken of ex-

actly why they didn't want to retire the stock at that time.

suiig a d.LWuW' ,L i. 01w 4U 1 Li-iIW 1 1Y,, '116 L

want to retire the stock was because they were planning a

stock split and the stock split would have gone one of two

ways. Ono was to have a California corporation merger of

the West Virginia corporation. I think the split was to be

10,000 to 1.

The other way was to go directly through the West

Virginia corporation, again on a split of 10,000 to 1.

However, the individual stockholders would have to

sign an agreement that the now stock which they wore acquir-
ing was not for public sale. it was to be held by them as

an investmbefts In other words, this was not a forerunner of

public issue. It wan strictly just to hold this stock in

smaller amlitno ..
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So I asked Mr. Privett or Mr. MoLaren to explain

this to the stockholders. They refused. My attorney asked

them to explain it to the stockholders. They stated this

was the board of directors business. They would not have

the stockholders knowing anything about it.

Well$ the meeting must have gone on for maybe an

hour. These other stockholders became very agitated because

this obviously affected them considerably, what was done

with this stock, the Irvine family stockholders, so when it

came to vote the family stockholders voted to retire that

stock,

The foundation voted against the retirement of the

stock.

Mr. Utt i All the family heirs voted to retire the

stock.

Mrs. Smiths To retire.

Mr. Utt i I am a little puzzled how a corporaLion

can buy stock and not retire.

Mrs. Smiths Well, it can remain in the treasury and

if they had passed the stock split that they were anticipat-

ing and those shares which would be expanded in number wore.

in the treasury they would be sitting there available to

take stock options on for the employees.

Mr. Utt i One more question and I will wrap it

up. Iles Hugh NMo.gar been a director of the corporation?

Mrs. Smiths Ho is a director of the foundation

presently.
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Mr. Utt , And who writes all the compensation in-

surance for the Irvine Co.?

Mrs. Smiths At onetime Mr. Motzgar did, but he no

longer does.

Mr. Utt I He divested himself from that?

Mrs. Smiths 1io has some other insurance. I can't

tell you exactly what he does have but he has some insur-

ance. But there is a great deal of it that he divested him-

solf from,

Mr. Utt i The Tom Cloverdon Co. still writes that

insurance, does it no?

Mrs. Smiths What?

Mr. Utt a Tom Cloverdon.

Mrs. Smith: Yes, Clovordon & Co. was his company.

&|r, Ott I l|ul r. W, 1 ,L£ WAL'JLU. da Ibu llb a l.iU,

Mrs. Smith It writes some insurance. I couldn't

toll you exactly what. I haven's road the rocrds.

Mr. Utt i A trustoo director writing insurance

for the company.

Mrs. Smiths Thht's right. Oh, on that same point

Mr. McLaron's firm of Haskins & Salls used to audit the

books, too. lle doesn't do that any moro though. Well, he

does on special auditing: yos.

Mr. Utt i I agree so completely with your state-

ment on that presorvo or whatavor you call it to relieve

the Irvine Co. of a million and a half taxes to the county,

286
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I can't understand the board of supervisors doing it because

I have a great many close associates owning land within that

conclave of the Irvine Coo# some 1,000 or 2,000 or 3,000

acres, and they have been dealing with them on the water

system and they are not going to be interested in that be-

cause they can't develop it because you can stop development

of the Irvine Co. for sale.

Mrs. Smiths To me it is absolutely appalling because

this land lies directly beside Tustin* and you know what the

growth in Tustin is. You know how all of the growth comes

up to the Irvine Co. lands in that area and it stops and it

doesn't go any farther and there are these people that you

speak ob that have 3,000, 4,000 acres that lie there in one

pioce.

San Jeaquin Pruit Co., I believe, had

some property there in that area and they have attempted

to devolop this land. They can't get sewers. They can't

get anything.

Mr. Utt i I think 'that's all, M. Chairman."
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A SUMMARY OF LILLY ENDOWMENT POSITIONS

ON PROVISIONS Or H. R. 13270 AFFECTING PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Lilly Endowment is in agreement with those provisions of

H. R. 13270, the "Tat Reform Act of 1969," which are intended to

correct abuses by some private foundations of their tax-exempt

privileges. We feel, however, that certain provisions of this bill

go further than necessary and, in fact, would create what we believe

to be unintentional hardships on Lilly Endowment and other similarly

situated foundations whose assets are not in ftxed-income-producing

securities.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

The H4ouse bill would require a foundation to distrib.
t annually an amount egual to at least 9 percent
of1 market value o its assets,,...

A minimum.investment.return requirement should not exceed

the return which a foundation could expect over a period of time from

a diversified portfolio containing common stocks. As demonstrated

in attachments A and B, the income from such investments seldom

reaches 5 percent.

We suggest that the minimum.investment.return requirement

should be based on an average of asset values over a period of years
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(ten years, for example) rather than on current market values#

subject as they are to fluctuation. Furthermore, we suggest that

the required annual distribution as a percent of that average mar-

ket value should not exceed the return that could be reasonably

expected from a well-managed portfolio containing common stocks.

STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATION

The House bill would limit to 20 percent the holdings
of a foundation in an incorporated business enterprise
when combined with the holdings of "disoualifted per.
sons",..

The prohibition against more than a 20-percent stock owner.

ship might force (depending upon final resolution of the definition

of "disqualified persons") almost complete divestiture by Lilly Endow.

ment of its holdings of stock in Eli Lilly and Company, a company which

has a long record of continuous dividend payments and which has an

increasing number of outside investors now totaling more than

15,000,
'AA), JA, ... ., we suggestthat the basic recommendation made by the

Treasury Department intts report to Congress in Apil, 1969, be adopted-.

that the voting stock of any one corporation held by a foundation should be

limited to 20 percent and when combined with holdings of disqualified

persons should be limited to 35 percent.
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"Disqualified persons," for this purpose, shouldinclude only

substantial donors who are living, their spouses and lineal descend-

ants, and managers of the foundation (as defined in the bifl). The

present definition, we believe, might beiterpreted-to include stock.

holdings of deceased donors and, thereby, many persons who have

neither an active interest nor any active participation in the affairs

of either the foundation or the corporation.

Special Exemton- The House bill would make an exception

of an organization created by an inter vivos trust which was irrevoca.

b le on December 31, 1939t and which met certain other requirements.

If this special exemption is retained in the bill, we suggest that it be

enlarged to include incorporated foundations existing on that date

which hold interestsin corporations whose common stock is traded

on public exchanges or in the over-the-counter market.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

The House bill would impose a tax equal to 7. 5 percent

of a foundation's net'inveutment. income. . .

The proposal to tax a private foundation's investmentincome

at the rate of 7. 5 percent per year would divert this income from

charity.

Instead, we suggest that a fee could be paid by foundations, on
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some equitable basis, as a means of providing the Ainds necessary

to support governmental supervision of private foundations. Chatrity,

thus, would be deprived only of those funds necessary to provide such

supervision.

-- Lilly Endowment, Inc.

Septembor 2, 1969
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FOR RELEASE
UPON DELIVERY

STATEMENT OF BYRON P. HOLLETT
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS

IALLY ENDOWMENT, INC.

before

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Scheduled for delivery
Tuesday, September 9, 1969

My name is Byron P. Hollett*. I am a member of the board of

directors of Lilly Endowments Inc., of Indianapolis, Indiana. This

private philanthropic foundation was incorporated 3Ahe 25, 1937, as

a nonprofit corporation under Indiana law. ** I am appearing before

this committee on behalf of Lilly Endowment to present the views of

'its board of directors on H. R . 13270, the "Tax Reform Act of 1969."

Lilly Endowment'is in agreement with those provisions of the

bill which are intended to correct abuses by some private foundations

of their tax-exempt privileges. We endorse the fundamental position

that funds which have been committed to charity and for which tax bene-

fits have been granted should, in fact, be devoted to charitable ends.

We feel, however, that certain provisions otl. R. 13270 go further

*For biographical sketch, see attachment A.

**For additional information on'the Endowment, see the enclosed
copy of its report for'1968.
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than necessary and, intfact, would create what we believe to be unh.

tentional hardships on Lilly Endowment and other similarly situated

foundations whose assets are not in fixed-income-producing securities.

I shall confine my discussion to these provisions and to what we believe

are constructive suggestions for modifying or altering them.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Section101(b) of the House bill (new section 4942 of the
code) would require a foundation to distribute annually
an amount equal to at least 5 percent of the market value
of its assets , .

Lilly Endowment distributes to tax-exempt organizations essen.

tiAllyits entire net income each year for the, purposes of its stated

objectives..the promotion and support of charitable, educational, or

religious programs. Its income is derived for the most part from

common stock of Eli Lilly and Company received as gifts, ptncipally

from three members of the Lilly family. These gifts were valued in

the aggregate at approximately $29 million at the times they were re-

ceived. Through 1968the Endowment had distt'ibuted in grants $77 tfl-

lion of a net income of $79 million, Commitments for future grants

amounted to $6. 3 million at December 31, 1968.

In analyzing the performance of Lilly Endowment over its thirty.

two-year history, it should be noted that its annual distribution ofin.

come to charity now amounts to almost one-fourth of the aggregate
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value ofrits assets at the time they were acquired; further, that Lilly

Endowment has, since Its founding, disbursed almost Z. 7 times as

much money as it has received through donations.

During the twenty-year period1946 to i965, the Pndowment re-

ceivedlincome from-its assets equal to an average annual yield of about

3. 5 percent on the year-end market value. Since 1966 market values

have risen; and, although dividend rates have increased, the yield has

averaged only approximately 1. 5 percent of market value.

A fixed formula for distributing income based on the market value

of the assets of a particular year would obviously have a decided impact

on the investment alternatives available to Lilly Endowment and other

foundations. If the 5 -percent-minimum-investment-return require-

ment (and the proposed 7. S-percent tax on income) had been in

effect from the date of Lilly Endowment's founding, the Endowment

would have been forced to dispose of more than one-third of its prin.

cipal assets. In turn, income available for distribution in 1968 would

also have been reduced by more than one-third, from $6. 8 million to

$4. 4 million- -a reduction of $Z. 4 million. And further reduction of prin-

cipal--with concurrent loss in income available for distributicn-.-would

probably continue year after year.

Under provisions of the House bill, "the only way a foundation could

hope to avoid depleting its principal would be through investment infixed.
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income securities, such as bonds and preferred stocks, with

a high yield but little or no growth potential. If, from the

beginning, such an investment policy had been followed by Lilly

Endowment and its assets had been converted to government

bonds, the Endowment's iWHtial investment value of $29 million

would have held fairly steady, but the income available to charity

would have been decreased from $79 lndlion to $15 million, a

reduction of more than 80 percent.

Had the Endowment chosen to dispose of its gifts of stock at

the end of each year in which they were received and to invest the

proceeds in one of five representative alternative investment pro-

grams, the differing results-in income earned would have been as

presented in'the following tables
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COMPARATIVE INCOME

From Retention of Donated Stock Having a Market Value

Of $29 Million, at Dates Received, Compared with
Investment Thereof in Five Alternative Programs

(Millions)

Donated Stock

Moody'#- Industrial
Stocks

Dow-Jones Industrial
Stocks

Massachusetts Investors
Trust*

State Street Investment
Corporation*

Government Bonds
held to maturity

1937-1968

$81

12

68

-1

In 1968
$6.8

5.4

4.8

4.3

3.4

1.2

Computations ,ade by Ernst & Ernst. Certified Public Accountants

*Assumes capital gain dlstribittions accepted in additional shares.
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A requirement that private foundations distribute their net

income on a current basis seems entirely Justified and reasonable.

Lilly Endowment has followed such a practice since it was founded.

A 5-percent-minimum.distribution requirement, however, would

effectively prevent the investment by private foundations in common

stocks, since income from such investments seldom reaches 5 per-

cent when applied against current market values (see attachments

B and C).

If society is to receive the long-term benefits to be derived from

investments In stocks which participate in the growth of the general

economy, it is apparent that a 5-percent-mntimum-investment-return

requirement would be too severe, particularly when administrative

costs of operating the foundation must first be paid. On the other hand,

a mitnimum-investment-return formula more in line with the return

which can be reasonably expected over a period of time from a well-

managed investment portfolio would provide concurrent benefits to

society as well as providing the foundation with some desirable free-

dom of choice in selecting investment alternatives.

Because of widely fluctuating market values in any single year

or over relatively short periods of time, provision also should be

made for basing the Mnil1tum-investment.return requirement on an

average of asset values over a period of years (ten years, for example),

rather than on current market values.
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In addition to the threat which the b|ll's requirement poses

to a foundation's freedom to invest in common stocks, with their

potential for a greater return to charity than can be achieved through

government bonds or other fixed-income investments, attention should

be directed to the effect which such a requirement would have on the

establishment of new foundations. We believe prospective donors

would be discouraged from contributing to foundations low-yielding

stocks or stocks in family-owned companies.

Society has received great benefits from charity made possible

through the medium of thi family foundation. Our national policy

should seek to take every advantage of this opportunity to turn pri.

vate wealth to public good and to stimulate, not discourage, the

institution of the family charitable foundation.

Alternative

We suggest for consideration the f06lbwing alternative to the

5.percent.minimum-investment.return requirement:

a. The minitnum.investrnent-return requirement

should be based on an average of asset values over a

period of years (ten years, for example) rather than on

current market values, subject as they are to fluctuation,

and
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b. The required annual distribution as a percent

of that average market value should not exceed the

return that could be reasonably expected from a well-

managed portfolio contaning common stocks,

This alternative will ensure that society receives concurrent

benefits from tax-exempt privileges and#- at the same time, will

permit a foundation to exercise investment discretion that will pro.

vide greater long-range benefits.to society.

STOCK-OWNZRSHIP LIMITATION

Section 101(b) of the House bill (new section 4943 of
the Code) would limit to 20 percent the holdings of a
foundation in an incorporated business enterprise
when combined with the holdings of "disqualified per-
sons"

In April, 1969, the Treasury Department recommended that

a foundation be permitted to own 20 percent of the voting stock of a

corporation. Included in the recommendation was a provision that

no divestiture of such stock would be required as long as the aggre-

gate ownership by donors did not exceed an additional 1S percent. The

Treasury proposal would have permitted reasonable ownership by foun.

dations of a corporation's voting stock.

The House bill drastically changes this concept by providing

that the maximum amount of stock in any corporation that can be held

by a foundation is 10 percent reduced by the aggregate holdings of
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disqualified persons. This major change might force (depending

upon final resolution of the definition of "disqualified persons") al.

most complete divestiture by Lilly Endowment of its holdings of

stock in Eli Lilly and Company, a company which has paid continue.

ous dividends since 1885 and which has attracted an-increasing number

of outside investors now totaling more than 15, 000,

A major objective of the stock-ownership-limitation provision,

as stated in the House report, is to prevent diversion of foundation

management from concern with charitable activities.

Such an abuse of a foundation's tax-exempt privilege has not

materialized in the thirtyotwo years that Lilly Endowment has been a

large stockholder of the company. There has been no diversion of the

full-time staff of the Endowment from concern with charitable activi-

ties, because the staff has no responsibility for the operation of the

company. And, as the record shows, charity has been generously ad-

vanced.

This provision of the House bill could affect adversely many

foundations, such as Lilly Endowment, which have not been guilty of

any abuse of tax privileges. It certainly will discourage many contri-

butions to existing foundations and the establishment of new foundations.

A potential donor owning more than 20 percent of a corporation's stock

could not make any significant gift of such stock to a private foundation
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with the expectation that the foundation would retain the investment.

Thus, a potential donor, or his family, who wishes to contribute

to or establish a foundation with shares of a closely held company,

for which there is no immediate market, will be deterred by the

realization that his charitable intention could be frustrated through

forced divestment of the contributed property in a comparatively

short period of time.

The House proposal, as currently written, leaves little ot no

opportunity for a family to establish a philanthropic foundation

through gifts of stock in a family-controlled corporation, While

recognizing that some limitation on stock ownership may be in the

public interest, it would seem wise, as a matter of public policy,

to encourage within less-stringent limitations the motivation for

charitable giving.

Alternative

We suggest for consideration the following alternative:

The voting stock bf any one corporation held

by a foundation should be limited to 20 percent and

when combined with the holdings of disqualified per-

sons should be limited to 35 percent. This, basi-

cally, is the recommendation made by the Treasury

Department in its report to Congress In April, 1969.
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"Disqualified persons," for this purpose, should

include only substantial donors who are living,

their spouses and lineal descendants, and managers

of the foundation (as defined in the bill).

The limitation suggested by the Treasury would be adequate

to prevent abuses resulting from foundation control of business

enterprises and would materially alleviate some of the hardships

which would be incurred under the House limitation. At the same

time, it would permit some investment alternatives that, as dem.

onstrated in'the past, would provide greater returns to society

(see page 5).

Also, the above recommendation would define "disqualified

persons" in such a way as to preclude the possibility, which we

believe exists, of interpreting the defitition to include the stock.

holdings of deceased donors and, thereby, those of many persons

who have neither an active interest nor any active participation in

the affairs of either the foundation or the corporation.

Special Exemption -- The House bill would make an exception

of an organization created by an inter vivos trust which was irrevo-

cable on December 31, 1939, and which met certain other requirements.

If this special exemptions retained In the bill, we suggest that it be

enlarged to include Indor'porated foundations existing on that date which
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hold interests in corporations whose common stock is traded on

public exchanges or in the over-the-counter market.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

Section 101(a) of the House bill (new section 506 of
the code) would Impose a tax equal to.7. 5 percent
of a foundation's net investment Income . ..

The proposal to tax a private foundation's investment income

at the rate of 7. 5 percent per year will divert this Income from

charity.

Alternative

Lilly Endowment proposes the following alternative to the

imposition of such a tax:

A fee could be paid by foundations, on some

equitable basis, as a means of providing the funds

necessary to support governmental supervision of

private foundations.

Charity, thus, would be deprived only of those funds neces-

sary to provide such supervision.

CONCLUSION

A few foundations have, apparently# been guilty of abusing
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their tax.exempt privileges. Most foundations, however, have

conducted their affairs with scrupulous concern for the public

interest. Lilly Endowment supports legislation aimed at correcting

specific abuses and does not oppose..within the ranges suggested

here.a minimum .investment-return requirements a stockoowner-

ship limitation, or a fee to support governmental supervision.

I # #
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ATTACHMENT A

BYRON P, HOLLETT

Byron P. Hollett was born September 28, 1914, in Indian-

apolis, Indiana. He attended public schools and was graduated

from Shortridge High School in 1932. In 1936 he received a

Bachelor of Arts degree from Wabash College, where he majored

in history and economic and in 1939, a Bachelor of Laws degree

from the Harvard University School of IAw.

In World War II he spent four years in the United States

Navy, serving in the South Pacific, and attained the rank of lieu-

tenant.

Before and after his naval service, Mr. Hollett was associ.

ated in the practice of law with his father's firm, Hollett & Lausse.

Since 1951 he has been a partner in the Indianapolis law firm of

Baker & Daniels.

In addition to being a member of the board of directors of

Lilly Endowment, Inc., Mr. Hallett is a director of the American

Fletcher National Bank and Trust Company and the United Fund

of Greater Indianapolis. He is also a member of the board of

governors of the James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children, a

trustee of Wabash College, and Chancellor of the Episcopal Diocese

of Indianapolis.

. f'9
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WIESENBERGER MUTUAL FUND INDEXES ATTACHMENT B

i ts below pro" I convengeni pcture of co- d should aol be considered as wL

sho I lAtC and IMog-erm pdc changes Iin certain The four index classiications correspond with the calle.

of mutual funds. The re o4 however, indexes of ores described In Chapter VIII, and each Index k baWd

mpmIP lOeefoninimee for Ihe variou e g pl o the -i c ovemnnts oflve large muluai l funds.
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ATTACHMENT C.,

SINILYNOH
PENNOEN £ SMITH ING

ECURITI, ,RSARCH DIVISION

August 7, 169

AVERAGE YIELDS AND PRICE-EARNINGS RATIOS

Following are average yields and price-earnings multiples for the industry groups that make up
the Merrill Lynch stock price index. These industry averages are based on current dividend
rates, estimated 1969 earnings, and closing prices of July 25. Comparable figures for the Dow....
Jones Industrial Average are shown at the bottom of page 2.

Industry Oroun

640 Stock Composite

Aerospace Mfg.
Agricultural Machinery
Air Conditioning
Airlines
Alliminum

Apparel Mfg.
Appliances, Housewares
Auto Equipment
-Auto Finance
Automobiles

Banks - New York City
Banks - Outside N, Y. C.
Beer
Beet Sugar
Bisculte

Brad Baking
Canning
Cement
Chemicals
Cigarettes

Coal
Construction Machinery
Consumer Electronics
Containers - Glass

1ield PiE Ratio

3.5% 18.3

4.2
5.3
1,6

2.5
3.3

2.7
3.2
4.6
6.4
4.2

4.3
3.7
2.7
6.7
3.7

4.0
2.7
4.1
4.4
5.6

1.0
4.8
2.6
2.0

10.7
11.8
21.6
17.2
10.8

13.6
13.5
11.1
10.5
9.4

10.8
10.6
19.0
0.5

17.5

10.0
15. 7
13.3
12.9
10.1

17.3
11.0
14.0
13.9

Industry Group

Containers - Metal
Containers - Paper
Copper
Cosmetics
Dairy Products

Department Stores
Discount Chains
Drugs
Electrical Equipment
Electronics

Food Chains
Gold
Home Furnishings
Industrial - Composite
Insurance - Fire &

Casualty

Insurance - Life
Lead and Zinc
Liquor
Machine Tools
Machinery - Peavy

Meat Packing
Metal Fabricating
Movie Producers
Office Equipment
Oil Field Equipment

AI E Ratio

2.3%
2.7
..

1.6
, 7

2.9
1.1
2.1
2.7
0.8

3.2
1.5
2.1
3.2

9.518.4
7,0

20.7
14.3

15.6
13.4
23.5
16.7
23.1

12.8
26.0
16.6
13.9

4.4 15.3

2.1
4.4
3.1
4.0
4.7

8.9
6.0
2.8
1.1
3. 1

12.2
15.4
16.3
10.6
10.1

12.5
13.4
23.5
29.0
14.1
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pakaged Foods
par Composite
per - Diversified
Producers

pser Makers

petroleum
plumbing & Heating
printing & Publishing
Railroad Car Leasing

Coil.

Railroads - Composite

Railroads - Coal
Railroads - Eastern
RalWroads - southern
Railroads -Western
Recreation

loofling & Wallboard
Rubber
hoe Chains

aboe Manufacturing

MI P/ Ratio

3. % 16.6
4.7 13.0
3.6 12.5

3.8
3.6

3.4
3.3
2.9

4.7
6.1

6.6
6.6
6.2
4.?
.2.1

3.2
3.9
3.0
3.8

18.7
14.4

12.6
18.4
15.7

12.4
9.8

9.6
11.6
9.6
9.0

14.8

15.3
10.7
13.0
11.1

Must Or oup

ATTACHMENT C-z
Yield P/2 Rto

Small Loans 4.4%
snuff 5.2
Soap Detorgenta,

Toiletries 2.4
Soft Drinks 2.2

Steel 4.9
Textiles 5.4

Utilities:
Composite 5.2
Electric 6.1
Gas Distributors 6.0
Holding Cos. 4.8
Integrated a" Cos, 6.1
Natural Gas Pipe.

lines .1
Communications 4.?

Variety Chains 8.8
Vending 1.6

Dow-Jones Industrials 4.2

SECURITIES RESEARCH DIVISION
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12.0
1.0

18.9

11.1
10.1

18.4

24.6

11.0

18.4
13.1
11.7
14.2
11.0

10.?
14.1





DWORS THE COEITTE 0 FINANCE

OF ToE

UNITED 8TATB SENATE

Statement of Ross L. Malone# PresidentAmrican Bar Foundation con1.1R. 13276 co ening

MIJOMA or PIN-CIPL POINTS

1. The American Bar Foundation is a non-profit

research and educational organization sponsored by the American

har Association and devoted to study of the operation of law in

society and to improvement of the administration of justice. It

currently Is conducting some 40 projects in various fields of

the law.

2. As passed by the House of Representatives, H. R.

13270 can be interpreted as subjecting the American Bar Foundation

to the restrictions, liabilities and tax consequences of a private

foundation. We believe this result Is at variance with the policy

expressed in the Act and an unintended consequence of technical

complexities in drafting.

3. These adverse consequences can be avoided by minor

amendments, drafts of which are presented in the Technical

Explanations appended to this statement and which we believe are

consonant with the purposes of the Act.
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BEORS to CONuhIh ON 1*W3N0

OP "M1

U ITS) STATSN 8EATE

Statement by Ross L. Malone, Proesident,
American Bar Foundation, concerning

HR. 13r.0

iy name is Ross L. Malone. I an President of the
American Bar Foundtion, a nonprofit legal research institute,

Incorporated under Illinois law in 1952.

The Foundation's purpose is to improve the practical

operation of the law and the administration of Justice through

research and education. It has been ruled exempt under section

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

The American Bar Foundation was created to provide

a means by which the organized legal profession of the United

States could contribute to improvement of the law and administration

of Justice through research. It was created by the American Bar

Association and maintains close collaboration with the bench, bar,

agencies of government, and law schools throughout the country. Its

financial support is provided chiefly by the American Bar

Endowment, a charitable foundation comprised by the members of

the American Bar Association and deriving most of its income

from their contributions. The Foundation also receives support

from the American Bar Association itself and from gifts, grants

and contracts from business, agencies of government and foundations,
including the Ford Foundation. In addition, the Foundation
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receives annual gifts from some 1,300 lawyers comprising the
Follows of the American Bar Foundation, a group of distinguished
embers of the bar from all parts of the country.

The Foundation's reports on Its research are, published

and made available to the general public, concerned agencies of
government - federal, state and locel - and the legal profession.

The guiding aI of Its research program Is to broaden understanding

of how the law and the courts operate and to suggest Improvements

In the administration of justice. It does not lobby or attempt

to Influence legislative bodies.

The Foundation comenced active operation In 1954 and

began major research In 1957 with a project on the administration

of criminal Justice that had been conceived by Justice Robert 0f.
Jackson. Since that tine, the site and scope of the Foundation's

research program has steadily expanded. The Foundation studies

include the following topless

Administration of Criminal Justices

Criminal law Administration In the large City
The Public Proseoutots Office
Representation of Indigent Accused Persons
The Mentally Ill and the Criminal law
Criminal Justice in the Rural Community

Judicial Administration:

The Workload of the United States Courts of Appeals
Removal and Retirement of Disabled Judges
Efficient Utilization of Jurors
State Administrative Law
Procedures in Federal Income Tax Controversies
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Private Leal Transactions:
Model Business Corporation Act Annotated
Model Landlord-Tenant Code
Model Debenture Indenture Provisions
Title kSemnation in Real Estate Transfers

Public laws

Consumer Credit LTelation
Mentally Ill and the Law

lAW of Man's Activities in Outer Space
Marriage Conciliation Services in DomestL

Relations Courts
Children's Attitudes Toward law and Authority

Jurisprudence:

Fellowships in Legal History
Sources of Our Liberties-Legal Documents In

American History
Weaver Constitutional taw besay Prize

Legal Services and the Legal Profession:

Legal Problems of the Poor
Canons of Professional ethics
legal Services for Middle Income Individuals
LaI Education end Training

The American Bar Foundation is under the administration

of a Board of Drectors composed of lawyers and Jurists from

across the United States. The present Board of Directors consists

of the following members: ltss L. Ms:lone, New York, President;

Lewis P. Powell, Jr., Richmond, Vice-President; Robert K. Bell,

Ocean City, New Jersey, Secretary; Joseph H. Gordon, Tacoma,

Treasurer; Honorable Dudley B. Bonsal, New York; Harold J. Gallagher,

Now York; Honorable Erin N. Griswold, Washington, D. C.; W. Page

Keeton, Dean, School of Taw, University of Texas; Phil C. Neal,

Dean, School of law, University of Chicago; Barnabas? . Sears,

Chica go; Bernard 0. Segal, Philadelphia; Whitney North Seymour,

New York; William A. Sutherland, Washington, D. .; aynard J. Toll,
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Los Angeles; rarl 0. Willams, lockford, 21inoli Ward L.

Wright, Little Rok.

In addition the Foundation has a Research Conittee to

guide policy in the development of its research program. The

members of this conittee at present include the following:

Derek C. flk, Dean, Iaw School, Harvard University, Roderick N.

Hills, Los Angeles; Spencer I. Kimball, Dean, law School,

University of Wisconsin; Phil 0. Neal, Dean, law School,

University of Chicago; William Reece aith, Jrr., Tvapa;

Oscar M. Ruehausen, New York; Stanley L. Teako, Chairman,

Washington, D. 0.

The staff of the American Bar ouhdation cons~.sts of

approximately 30 professional and semi-professional members, mostly

lawyers but also including social scientists in the disciplines

of economics, political science, psychology and sociology. The

Executive Director, Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., holds a joint appoint-

ment on the faculty of law at the University of Chicago. Several of

the staff members have teaching appointments In departments of

the University of Chicago and in other institutions of higher

education in Chicago. In addition to its professional research

staff, the Foundation maintains and operates a library consisting

of a working collection of legal materials, selected periodicals

in law and related social sciences, and an extensive collection

of materials relating to the history, organization and activities

of the legal profession.

The Foundation publishes an Annual Report each year;
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a copy of the met recent (1967-68) I attached. At Intervals

It Issues a catalog of Its publlcatlown a co of Its most recent

catalog is attached. So foundation scaconts are audited annually
by the Certified Public Accounting fins of Pets Mavicks itchell

& Co. It tiles annual reports with the fteasury Department of the

United States, the State of Illinois and the State of iev York.

Its books and accounts are audited from time to time by agencies of

the United States Government to verify project ch"gso and cost
allocations in connection with projects funded In whole or in

part by the government.

I attach a summa tabulation of the revenues and
expenditures of the oundation for the fiscal yeirs ended Ju 30,

1965 to 1969, inclusive. As will be seen from Schedule 1

accompanying the umsary, its primary source of funds has been

contributions by the American a en4owments an organization also

ruled exempt under section 501(c)(3). The members of the Endowment

are the members of the American Bar Association, now numbering over
13$#000 lawyer, of whom over 40,000 make annual contributions to the

Endowment. The members meet annually and elect the Board of

Governors of the Endowment.

It soma clear that none of the critiolems levelled at
private foundations by the Ways and eas Comittee report on

H.R. 13270 apply to the organization or operation of the Poundation.

These criticisms relte tot

stantsn Self-dealng between a foundation and sub--s - & coatr butorsi- .

(b) 'Failure to distribute income for charitable
purposes;
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(o) nlding Interests in private business;

(4) 110ancial speculation;

(e) Debt-tinsnced property acquisitions;

(t) bp&qi in unrelated business;

of Orasations set up primarily for the benefitoft er amrs.

The American Mar Foundation shares Its building, the

American Bear Centers at 1155 rst 60th Street In Cicao with the

American hr Association ad the American Bar Endowmnt. It uses

its entire Income for research, except reserves for development and

contingencies which total about six months' income. (See financial

surest, attached.) It owns no interest In private businesses

except publicly traded securities held as Investments producing

on the average less than % of its annual gross income, and has

no other assets except its headquarters building.

The Foundtion is therefore greatly concerned by

advice that the complex provisions of H. R. 13270 could result
in the Foundation's being treated as a "private foundation."

I attach as an appendix to this statement a technical explanation

of the provisions of the bill which lead our advisers to this

conclusion. 'This explanation concludes with recommendations of

possible amendments which would accomplish the objectives of the

legislation, as we understand them, without impinging on the

Foundation's research and educational activities in a manner

which we believe the Congress does not intend.

May I thank you for this opportunity to appear on

behalf of the American Bar Foundation. We earnestly hope that the
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"sure oontimntLon of the lowidatLon' program of research In the

operation of the lw ad the admlnistretion of "justice.
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Apendix to Sttment a bs 1. alone,
President, American Bar YoundatIon, con-

comning 3.3.L 13270

Technical Dplanation ot 'feot of B.3,
:1320 GAthe -Americant Bar FoundationIII

%nder 3.1. 1327O t Tx Reform Act of 19 , as
passed by theeiouseo i %il be possibleto* ar4W that the

Amorican Bar 1tundato tion. hould it be

so classitied w Poundtion vould bseoe ject to the

Policing res ations which are tet in various actions of

N.A.1327 Theburdena e r tionan ngg ts

to i uals tor ct re pro top the co of

texat on of investment e oulty
pm 0A to us" re , tto~the,

peMarfod toomke

Thi interp nation,' consequent reatric ions,
cud avoid, y. a Iw ho

that iL fully 6t *ith to uposeso, such' et
eould either, of owi oh spcslya ted

at-the Act, all -Present 501(c)(3)_ or rations
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are classlfied a 'private f baiones m oas the fall nto the

Act's stated e pion. -these eMxPtions aro:

1. that class of oz'aniations which will qualify

for the 300 obritable contribution limitation

under the Acts

2. Oraln sations whioh met the statutory test

established to Implement the concept of broadly

supported organizations,

3. Organization* which exist to perform the functionsp

eto., of the above two classes of organizations or

which are operated supervised or controlled by

one of these types of organizations and which

are' not controlled by disqualifiedd persons" as

defined in the Acts and

4. organizations operating exclusively for testing

for public safety purposes.

The American Bar Foundation might be deemed to fall out-

side these exceptions.

First, to qualify as an organization to which the 30%,

charitable contribution limitation would apply and thus to be

excluded from the definition of private foundations an organization

such as the American Bar Foundation would have to receive a sub-

stantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from

direct or indirect contributions from the general public. The

Foundation is supported principally by contributions from the

American Bar Woument, a charitable corporation which in turn
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receives its CIVat supPort through ontribtions ot 4o000

members ot the leal profssion. Wlls the American Bar

oi nation 3tjY receives a substantial part ot its

otm a poet number of peoples namelys the members ot

the sArican ur ladooment the specialised interest of these

people In the law and in Its advancement mig be such that they
cold be sad not to constitute a sector of the general" public.

sinco the ters "general public" Is found in section 170 of the

Internal levemo ode as It now exists, It Is possible to look

to the Trouz7 Reglations to assist in the definition ot the

to. e egulons at section ll70"'2(b)(5)(ii)(@)(3)
Indicate that in determine whether an organization receives its

support from a "representative nuber-ot persons" and thus is

publicly supported "consideration mnust be given to the type of

ortanization and whether or not the orgngsation Uitsts its

activities to a special field which can be expected to appeal to

a l cited number of persons." The implication is that a group

which has a specialized interest area (such as a group which

includes only lawyers) might not be % representative number of

persons"1

thusw, If it were held that the American Bar MI owent.

did not receive a substantial part of its support from the

general public, the American Bar Foundation could not be excluded

from "private foundation" status under the first provision.

Second, to determine if an organization falls within the

concept of a broadly publicly supported organization, a review of
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the sources of the orgadiation's support Is required. fte review

of the organization's income mut follow a series of mechanical

tests set forth in the proposed statute. O- organization will

fall outside the definition of a "private foudation" it it

(1) normalWy receives more than one-third of Its support by way

of gifts, grants, contributions, or membership fees from persona

other than "disqualified persons," or (2) nornally receives more

than one-third of its support by my of gifts, rants or contri-

butions from an organization to which the 30% charitable contri-

butions limitation applies. (Furthor, the organization must not

receive more than one-third of its support from gross investment

income.) The proposed law defines a "disqualified person," among

other things, as anyone who Is a "substantial contributor," inter

alia one giving, $5,000 or more in any one year. The American

Bar Endowment provides the American Bar Foundation with sums in

exess of $5,000 per year, and these sums have constituted between

40% and 70% of the Foundation's annual support. Therefore, even

though the support of the American Bar Foundation is provided

indirectly by a great many individuals in the form of their gifts

to the American Bar Endowment, which in turn passes these amounts

on to the American Bar Foundation, the contributions come to the

American Bar Foundation directly from the American Bar Endowment,

and they exceed $5,000 in each year. This would seem to result

in the conclusion that this portion of the support of the

foundation comes from a disqualified person which may not be an

organization to which contributions can be deducted based on the
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300 limitation. It this were true the Foundation would not

qualify ft the second exception.
he American Bar Foundation might not meet the third

exception to the definition either. ts is because arguably

the organization is not operated by or In connection with the

American Bar idoisnt.

The fourth exception Is not applicable by definition.

Recomended AmNdMent to af. R. 13270
TVo possible alternative amendments to i R. 13270 would

eliminate the possibility of the above-described result:

. 2e definition of an orgnti on to which
charitable contributions are deductible under the
300 imitation might be changed to include this

type of organization; or

2. The defined term "substantial contributor" might be
altered to exclude an organization which has a

substantial number of members.

Organizations to which contributions are deductible based
on the 30% limitations are described in proposed section 170(b)(l)(B)

of the Internal Revenue Code (section 901(a) of .R. 13270).
Subparagraph (vi) of that section, found at pages 111 and

112 of the Act as passed by the House, reads:

Line Number Text

17 "(Vi) an organization referred to in sub-
18 sectioni(d)(2) which normally receives a sub-

19 stantial part of its support (exclusive of income
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20

91

2

23
24

1

2

3

received in the exercise or pertormnce by such

organisation of its charitable, eduational, or

other purpose or function constituting the basis

for Its exemption under section 501(a)) tro

a govenmental unit referred to in subsection

(c)(1) or trom direct or indirect contributions

from the general public
shall be allAWed to the extent that the aggregate of

such contributions does not exceed 30 percent of the

taxper's contribution base."

It 1., respectful requested that this lernguge be mended to read:

Line Mtaber Text
17 "(vi) an organisAtion referred to in sub-

18 section (c)'(2) witeh norm ly receives a sub"

19 stmntial part of its support (exclusive of Income
20 received in the exercise or performance by such

21 organiation of its charitable, educational, or

22 other purpose or function constituting the basis
23 for its exemption under section 501(a))from

24 a governmental unit referred to in subsection

(c)(1) or from direct or indirect

contributions from the general public

or froan organization having a sub.
stantil number of member.,

shall be allowed to the extent that the

segregate of such contributions does not
exceed 30 percent of the taxpayer's contri-

button base." (Dwhosis indicates new material.)
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Meis amenmt would put the American Bar Foundation

In the class of ormnlsations to which contributions are

deductible based on the 300 litation. The organization would

then be excluded from "private foundation" status. It is

sumttod that the sandment would not have any other significant

effect on this provision of the statute.

!to alternative amendment would exclude the American

ar Itdownent from the definition of a "substantial contributor,"

and thereby from the definition of 6 "disqualified person." The

definition of a "substantial contributor* is found In proposed

section 50(b)(2) of the Interal Revenue Code (section 101(a)

of the Act at pae 8 of the bill as passed by the House), and it

rea" a follows:

Line RPber Text

11 "(2) BSTAiWIAL CONTRIWZOR.-Por purposes

12 of paragaph (1), the term 'substantial contribute

13 means-

14 "(A) any person who (by himself or wil

15 spouse) contributed more than $5,000 to the I

16 foundation in any one calendar year (or bequ.

17 more than $5,000 to the private foundation),

18 "(S) any- person whoL (by himself or wit

19 spouse) contributed or bequeathed the greatest

20 amount to the foundation in any one calendar

21 In the case of a trust, such term also Inclbdes the

22 of such a trust."

rFe

lh his

rivate
athed

and

h his

It

year.
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It Is respectfully requested that, this language be amended to read:
Jtne mer Tx

11 "(2) S-SUMTAL COWx LM -Por purposes

12 of paragraph (1), the term 'substantial contributor'

13 means--

14 "(A) any person who (by himself or with his

15 spouse) contributed more than $50,000 to the private

16 foundation in any one calendar year (or bequeathed

17 more than $5#000 to the private foundation), and

18 "(9) any person, who (by himself or with his

19 spouse) contributed or bequeathed the greatest

20 amount to the foundation in any one calendar year.

21 In the ase of a trust, such term also includes the crestr

of such trust, but in tLe ,as of a foundation-

such term shall not include a foundation

which Is not itself a private foundation."

(fphasis Indicates new material.)

Given the present support of the American Bar Foundation

which Is received from the American Bar Mdowment (which Is a

membership organization and not a private foundation) this

amendment would exclude the American Bar Foundation from "private

foundation" status. It Is submitted that the amendment would not

have an other significant effect on the statute.
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AMEBICAN BARPF DAT

Suwary of Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Years Ended Juwe 30, 1965 to 1969

Fiscal Year Ended june 3o.

REVENUE FOR ALL FUNDS
Contri blawons Girta and

Grants (Schedule 1)

Investments
Publicatios and Royalties

Ient ciary Proceeds
Nemrial and Other

TQZAL HMNE

RI EIUnITURam ]Y PURPOSE
90nerIKI FUM@vroectea De~l ~

Cr~om1l Library
General and Administration
Trtal Fds
Trust Fun"s

19,2o9
5,000

.- 2O5

$ 655,9W.
2~os

mf'a2

$ 613,A08
74,269

5,833

5 Tear Per Cent969 Avera of Total
$ 716s104$ 1,080,792

73,009 *225

3 297 170882
8s 11,122

1.626

* 730,s49Tj:gj 83.83%

.4

.10

$ 700,152 $ 790#250 $ 7068$ 882.9734- 1,222,876 $ 8fl,31410.OO%

$ 7,75M 100,132
99,003 207,292

J;08
,140688

105,195
131,092 150,265

?.041%
10.22
16.19

3s9 392, 408 83 62S, 858,6 5s.626 56.32
i oot 3,602 2sa M .223 .21

Building PFnd-Depreuiation
Future Development Fund

TOTAL EXP MRUNS

EXCESS REVENUES
( MWIEMS)

76,437 76,037 75,602 783,30 78,3o
-0- -0- 2,3n1 954* TL0

$(287.028)$ (166,696)$- (8.W $r 75164 $ 4.8.9

76,,951 8.3o150 .69
99 $715,086 UM,001 $ 1,389.= $ 927,892100.00708,9 $755,799 -9



Schedule I

AMERICAN BAR POMiATI(N

Summary of Contributions, Gifts and Grants
Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 1965 to 1969

Fiscal Year Ended June 30

1965 16 9716

American Bar Endoment
American Bar Association
Fellows of the American Bar Fdn.
The Ford Foundation
Office of Ecooc Opporbunity
National Institute for Mental

Health
Federal Highway Administration
National Aeroautics and Space

Administration
United Fruit Compan
(1) Various Law Firms and

Contributors
(1) Value of Book Contributed to

Cromwell Library by Publishers

$ 170,292
109,795
101,500
115s,000

-0-

$257,t600
102,708lo3,ooo
100,000
26,158

$ 232,900
100,000

$ 349,600 $
100,00086,os
90,61
%s1617

45,591 15,179 15,019 15,018
-0- -0- -.0- 6,970

10,000 50,000
4s,733 -0-

29,023 1,000

-0-OO
-0-

-.o-
-0-
-0-

Per Cent
of Total

5 Year . Contribu-
1969 Average tions

715,000
-0-
92,300

1912W
8a,o150

13.o,667
49,;I

-0- - 18,161 2.148
16,643 11,723 .65
10,000 l6,o2:1

1.,000 6,205 .85

-0- -0- -0- J,7816 -0- g7 .38
$ 58,%4 $ %94 613.110 $ 7161101 $ 1,080.7= $ 730.149f 100.00%9

(1) No substantial contributors included in this receipt category.



AMNICAN DAR FWARDTIOx

Sugary of Expenditure by nO Items
Fiscal Years Ended JUne 30s 1967 and'2968

June 30,
Per Cent1 Average to Tots.

jNe Benefits and Taxes

locations
iir Pfinting and Duplicating
%wications
1pjpment and Furnishings
Oks,, Subsocriptons, Microftilming
Oilding Fund - Depreciation
ptside Professional Services
podries

This figure includes
non-professional and
grants for research6

37,4 s 06 1 ,

10,962 9 2
1_3,1 3 1 6 7 (0 .

22,323 21,962 22,ll2
75,601 78,orW 76970 4.1
9!- 57,74 6 2883 3

15,039 2 0j, 0 .MIR 1.94

,z= 1 1.070,001 $912,900 100, &_

salaries for approximately 50 professional,
clerical employees, as well as some individual
See the annual report.

Mg: Comparable figures are unavailable for 1965, 1966 and 1969. However,it is believed that the percentages shown above would not vary much
if figures for those years were included.
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Summary of Testimony of
The Association of American Universities

before'the Senate Finance Comittee, October 7, 1969

A. Recommendations

1. Propose that a fee be levied on private foundations adequate to cover the cost

of unit in the Bureau of Internal Revenue whose function is to ensure that the

foundations operate within the law.

- This fee to substitute for the 7.5 percent tax on Investment incume in

the House bill.

- The fee not to be any fixed percent of investment income, but set annually

by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to an equitable formula producing

funds adequate to cover the costs of administering 'the supervisory unit.

2. Propose that private foundations be prohibited from financing partisan political 9
activity or lobbying) but be permitted to finance activities, carried on under

the auspices of non-partisan educational charitable or scientific organizations,

in the area of public service and public affairs,

3. With respect to tax treatment, of charitable deductions, the primary recommendations

of the Association of American Universities is deletion of the provision which "

would include appreciation on gifts to colleges and universities in the Limit

on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of Deductions. More than half of all

private giving or individuals to universities is accounted for by gifts of

appreciated property. Public as well as private institutions rely on these gifts.

-'Other changes are also important stich as the elimination of retroactivity

on any changed treatment of charitable remainders.

- The AAU strongly supports all of the amendments to the House bill proposed

on behalf of all'higher education by the American Council on Education.

B. Background

1. Private giving is an integral unique and indispensable characteristic of American

- higher education.



NP

2.

- Integral because both public and private institutions depend on private

giving#

- Unique because no other nation in the world benefits from the advantages

of multiple independent sources of income for higher education.

. Indislwnsable because without private gifts the diversity, innovative

capacity and ability to adapt that characterize American higher

education would be lost. Vitbout private giving, an unhealthy degree

of dependence on government oupport would be inevitable.

2. Both private and public institutions depend heavily on private giving. Of the

total of $1.5 billion given to all of higher education in 1967-68, $59e million

vas given to private and $220 million to State universities.

-The 42 members (22 private and 20 public) of the Association of American

Universities rely on private giving to an exceptional degree. They receive

almost half of all private gifts to higher education.

3. Hnactment of the tax bill as passed by the House would result in a sharp

decrease in private giving to universities in the immediate future.

4. Over the next decade, the number of students in higher education will increase

from about 7 to about 10 million - almost 50 percent. Costs per student will

continue to rise despite maximum efforts to increase efficiency.

- To avoid an unacceptable decline in quality, total national expenditures

on higher education ill have to ibcreaee over the coming decade from

about $18 to about $40 billion per year.

- If private giving is to continue to olay its proper role, the current $1.5

level will have to rise to well over $3 billion per year.
5. There has been no time in our history when reduced incentives to private giving

would so seriously impair the capacity of universities to serve the Nation.
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I appreciate the opportunity to express the point of view of the members

of the Association of American Universities on some aspects of the proposed Tax

eform Act of 1969 that are of special importance to them.r While the views and

proposals that appear belo are those of the Association, the words in which they

are expressed are mine.

This Association, whose members are listed on an attached pae p is com-

posed of 22 private and 90 public universities characterized by strong and diverse

programs of graduate and professional education, and by undergraduate instruction

of high quality,. They granted I4,000 doctoral degrees in 1967.68, 69 percent of

the national total. Graduate study is the most expensive form of higher education

and is because of the more extensive personal contact between students and professors

likely to increase in cost most rapidly in the future. They enroll in total almost

200,000 students. They receive more than $1*. billion per year from the Federal

government for the support of academic science -- about half of the national total.

Their endowments have a current market value of about $5.8 billion -- more than half

of the national total. (But even this very large sum produces less than 10 percent

of the annual operating income of the AAU members. For all private universities total

endowment income is only 7 percent of the annual operating revenues, and for all

public universities .6% )!/ They are engaged in expensive large scale innovation

and experimentation, as is the case with use of computers. They maintain large and

expensive libraries and archives which are simultaneously the working tools of scholars

in all fields, the places where the history of our nation and of mankind is recorded,

and the Indispensable source of information for students. They are deeply involved

in the objective study of every major problem faced by our society.

iFinancial Statistics of Institutions of 9ighet Education. Current Funds
revenues and Expenditures. 1965-66., National Center for Educational Statistics.
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The high cost of performing these critically important functions generates

special financial problems for this group of universities. Every one of them is

engaged in a desperate effort to secure resources to meet expenses as all costs rise

and as new tasks are thrust upon them.

1. Tasks of Universities

Looking ahead to the tasks that the nation will expect all universities to

perform, it is clear that the load upon them will steadily increase. American

universities rill continue to educate a large proportion of the college under-

graduates, and prepare a high proportion of them for advanced professional work.

Their professional schools will supply most of the nation's need for engineers

in an increasingly technological economy. They ill supply the Nation's scientists,

physicians, and college and university teachers. They will continue to pioneer on

the frontiers of knowledge in all fields. They Vill be urgently pressed by the

Federal, State and local governments to turn their resources increasingly to the

diagnosis and solution of social and economic problems. They will properly and

inevitably become more and more deeply engaged in seeking solutions to the problems

of the cities, of minority groups, of transportation, housing, delivery of health

care, environmental pollution, international peace and economic development.

Indeed, none of our deepest national problems can be solved without the human

resources and knowledge made available by higher education. No matter what changes

may occur in the governance of universities, their internal structure, their curricula

or other characteristics, they ill be called upon to perform hil of these tasks for

society.

Performance of all of these functions will become increasingly costly for the

indefinite future. The increase in the numbers of students is paralleled by an

inexorably rising cost per student. Added to these will be the rising costs of

participation in community affairs which the universities should not and can not

shirk. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education has reduced these factors to
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dollar estimates. Its forecasts indicate that total institutional expenditures

for higher education vill increase from $17.2 billion in 1967-68 to $41 billon

in 1976-77.1/ The expenditures of major universities vili rise even more rapidly,

and may well triple over the coming decade. These are staggering cost increases,

but failure to meet them would mean an unacceptable deterioration in the quality

of higher education in this country.

2. Importance of Diversity

Many of the educational needs of the Nation can not be best met, or met at

all, by large universities. Commity colleges perform a unique and important

function. The smaller liberal arts colleges stress important values and best

serve the needs of thousands of young people. State institutions and private

institutions each have thoir unique qualities to contribute to the National needs.

This diversity of emphasis, the different mix of purposes, experimentation in different

vays of adjusting to the needs of many kinds of students and to widely varying

community needs constitute a central strength of our system of higher education.

If we are to retain this rich diversity, the high and rising financial needs of

all of these types of institutions must be met.

3. Need for Funds from All Sources

The financial burden of this entire system is so heavy that steadily rising

support will be needed from the federal government, from state governments, from

local governments and from all private sources -- individual, foundation and corporate.

There is no need to explain to this Committee why both the federal government and the

states are finding difficulty in providing adequately fOr higher education. The

prospects for the short term are not encouraging. Over the long run, funds from

both sources must grow as the economy expands and as needs grow. However, the

most likely prospect is for a lag between the emergence of urgent needs and the

./Carnegte Comission on Higher Education. Quality and Equality: New Levels of
Federal Responsibility for higher Education. "December 1968, p. 8.
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elevation of levels of governmental support. The need for private giving Vill

become progressively more acute.

4. Significance oft Privat Support

Sound public policy calls for a strong effort to expand private support

for higher education both nov and for the indefinite future. There are two major

reasons why private giving is essential.

First,' the institutions need the money. The $1.5 billion now supplied by

private giving Is an Indispensable part of the total budget for higher education.

It means survival for many institutions, and elevation of standards above mediocrity

for others. It provides resources for innovation, experimentation and high levels

of excellence for most universities.

The special dependence of the 42 members of the Association of American

Universities on private giving is indicated by the fact that they received

$560 million in gifts in 1968 - 13 percent of the total given to 861 institutions. 1/

Of the $560 million, $172 million was received from private foundations -- 55 percent

of all foundation funds given to all institutions of higher education in that year.

The private universities, which receive relatively smaller portions of

their income (and particularly small parts of their continuing operating revenue

for general purposes) from government, are most heavily dependent upon private

giving. Most of them would be in desperate circumstances if private giving were

seriously impaired. Nevertheless, it should be specifically noted that public as

weel as private institutions depend upon private giving. Among the members of the

MU, almost 30 percent of all voluntary giving, and of foundation support, is to the

public members. In absolute terms the public members of the AAU received

$156 million in voluntary gifts, of which $6 million was from private foundations.

Voluntary Support 6f Higher Education, 1967-68. Council for Financial Aid to
Education.
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The second reason why private giving is essential to the health of higher

education relates to the terms and conditions under which the money is made

available, Most governmental support . Federal and State - Is given for specific

purposes defined in advance for the colleges and universities. These funds are

lndispensableg but a high degree of earmarking of most government funds for specific

uses is inevitable.

Private gifts provide universities with resources that help them to determine

their own character and their own priorities. Private gifts are the major source of

funds needed to adapt the curriculum to new needs, to explore new forms of university

governance, to help with community problems, and to meet unexpected financial

emergencies. This source of revenue particularly important as the volume of

government support grows, as it ill and should.

As our national expenditures on higher education rise, private giving will have

to rise if this source of funds is not to decline in relative significance. The

current level of $1.5 billion in private giving will have to exceed $3 billion by

the end of the coming decade if its relative role is to be sustained.

In the face of needs for increased private giving to meet part of the rising

costs of higher education and in face of the obvious desirability of sustaining

diversity in sources of support, the outlook for increases in private giving is

clouded by several basic trends.l/ First, the proportion of adjusted gross income of

all taxpayers devoted to all forms of charitable giving has actually been declining

in recent years and may decline still further. Second, private foundations, after

a burst of giving to universities, are not sustaining the earlier rates of growth in

giving. Thirdp competition from other worthy objects of charitable giving -- such

as urban projects and the performing arts _- will probably increase. Fourth, univer-

sities have passed through a period of intensified effort to secure increased

I/These have been identified and analyzed in detail in .illiam Bowen's book, The

Economics of the majo Private Universities# CarnegJe Commission on Hfigher ucation,
WM, Tisa-'ysis relates to-the major State as well as private universities.
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charitable giving and further increases will be more difficult.

5. Reduced Incentives Privat ving in the House Bill

This is the worst of all-possible times to reverse our long standing

national policy of providing strong incentives for private philanthropy through

the operation of the tax system. The bill as passed by the House Vill tend to cur.

tail sharply the volume of gifts and grants from private sources to higher

education -- directly through reducing incentives to individuals to make charitable

gifts and indirectly through the proposed tax on foundation income. Accordingly,

we urge that the Senate redress the balance by a thorough review of the provisions

of the legislation in this light. We urge that it modify or remove provisions

of the House bill which most seriously threaten to restrict private giving, and which

can be changed without generating inequities, substantially impairing tax revenue,

or defeating the main objectives of tax reform.

6. Support for Needed Tax Reforms

We recognize that the desirability of encouraging charitable gifts must be

considered in the context of the entire tax system. We are fully in accord with the

need for and desirability of tax reform. We agree with the imperative nee4 for

greater equity in the distribution of the tax burden, for removing a large list of

special tax favors, and for closing loopholes which have permitted many taxpayers

to avoid their just share of the tax burden. The case for major reforms Is com-

pelling, and I wish to make clear that this testimony is in no way directed against

the major thrust of tax reform legislation.

Recognition of the need for tax reform leads us to support a number of pro-

posed changes because they are equitable and sound, even though one consequence of

adopting them will be, as a by-product, some reduction of incentives to charitable

giving. We agree that taxpayers should not be allowed, in the words of the House

report (V. 58), to make "a charitable contribution deduction for a gift of a
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reminder interest in trust to a charity which to substantially in excess of the

asount the charity may ultimately receive. However,' in our opinion any abuses

that have developed can easily be remedied without destroying the well understood

and effective systems that are now operating, and we associate ourselves with the

proposals made by the American Council on education to accomplish this end 0 we

also believe that removal of the unlimited charitable deduction is sound, even

though this will adversely affect giving to soe institutions of higher education.

As another example, we believe that the proposed change in tax treatment of "bargain

sales" is sound in principle. Many of the proposals need perfecting, as, for

example, in the important matter of avoiding retroactivity which vould create con-

fusion and inequity. We assume that such technical matters can and will be worked

out.

7, Reduced Incentives to Make 0ifte in the Form of Appreciated rorty

We stress# in concert with the position of the American Council on Sducation,

that the central deficiency of the House bill is a set of changes that will reduce

incentives to make gifts In the form of appreciated property. In this connection,

the Importance of gifts of appreciated securities in relation to total private

giving to large and small colleges and universities throughout the nation is not

generally recognized. In recent years, appreciated securities have constituted over

half of the total of gifts. Appended is a table showing the percentages for a number

of representative institutions.

Simply stated our two major recommendations on the treatment of gifts of

appreciated property are:

(a) For purposes of the limit on tax preferences (Sec. 301), which we consider

in principle a sound change in the tax law, the value of appreciation of property

should not be counted as a preference item when appreciated property is given as a

charitable gift. The reason for this proposal is that charitable gifts, in contrast

with every other tax preference Item, do not generate income for the taxpayer (as in
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the case of tax free interest and capital pine) or tax benefit arising out at

protit-osksi activities (as in the ase of aecolorsted d speciation m f re
lpess).

(b) In oonetion with the new prvision to aloatio of dedutione beaten

taxable and tax free ioon (Sa. P)# whic we also consider sound in prinuiple,

charitable gifts should not be considered a personal teasedd doduotica subJect

to allooation. All of the other ite subJeot to allocation are invlatary

expenses to the taxpayer -- interest ps)msto, tax paymnts' theft and casualty

looses, medical exponsess etc Charitable gifts do not logically ftol In this

category, because they are disoretionarr So taxpayer treely *ooes to mae a gift
or not to make it. They are bse not expensess t the se that the other item

are expenses and a change in tax treatment my therefore adversely affect the

decision to sake the ift.

The Executive Drench has recomaended those two excluelons, which we strongly

endorse. The" exclusions are the major way through which private giving to uiversi.

ties can be sustained without weakening the general reforms, without producing larp

losses of revenues and without Introducing ineutittes aong taxpayer s. Failure to

amend the Rouse bill in this respect will have extremely serious consequences for

the entire volume of private giving for higher education# and the repercussions on

sm private institutions would be crippling.

Other witnesses have emphesized the signiicance of the two' proposals above,

and have dealt with other important proposals tor changes in the Rouse bill,

particularly those provisions which would seriously affect deterred giving. We

wish to associate ourselves with the testimony on behalf of all higher education by

the American Council on Education.

8. f at Pn LondstionAd IM a IN go nE aISOn "
simply i terms of revepue 4o1Xarsp Vhe foundations are ar important source

of Income for higher education. Their grants to all Institutions of higher education

totalled $311 millIon in 1967-68, of this, $173 million went to the private and
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private fondatime from taxation. The report aid mrely tht "Your Comaittee

believes that since the bonfitr of government are available to all, the coets

should be borne, at last to am extent by all of those able to pay. Yoo conittoo

believes that this Is as true tot private toundatioms sl It to for taxpayers

generallyso (p. 19) This sentence I the only rferneo to the basic Justification

for imposing the tax# ad it doe not establish a convincing case on several counts,

liPnt, the tax would in fact fall not on the foundations but on institutions

wboe vitality depends in large measure on philanthropic gitta. The Souse bill

recognises the position of these Institutions by property continuing their traditional

tax exomptio. Yet the ful Incidence of the proposed foundation tax would fall

upon the ualvereitilesp oolleges schoolep churches and other tax exempt boneficiaries

of foundations. A reduction oft 100 million per year, the estimated Vold of the

tax, would be a very serious utter for any ot these tax exempt organisatione.

In this connection, the noods of these organisations are so pressing and

the functions vhich they perform are so vital to society that government would be

under strong pressure to replace a large part of the inom that would be lost to

them by reason of the proposed foundation tax.

Second# the tax is misdirooted. The existing l doss ndsed contain loopholes

whioh have mad dubious financial practices possible, and sme smaller foundations

he" apparently taken advantage of these. Iemoverp imposition of a geonoral tax on

the investment nome of foundations would not be an appropriate or tffetive

response. A reduction in the inoNomef all foundations through a general tax would

in no way contribute to the removal of any abuses which my exist. The direct and

effotive way to deal with abueos is to specify what i legal and Illegal and to

enforce the law.

Third, the bill does not in faot require that all private non-profit organi-

sations pay tues. The investment tnoome Of foundations whose disbassemnts are

solely for educational charitable# research and religious purposes would be taxed,
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wt the icome of other orpalsatios sobh as groups of trade and business associatils

gad tabor group would not be taxed. She proposed tax io therefore disuriinatoy,

sad paradoxical in that organization wbose avowed and proper reason for existence

is to advance the Interests of their mbers ao not taxed while those vbo ftuotion

to solely to help others are taxed.

However, we reoonise that abuses hve existed, and we belive that founations

man properl be required to carry the coet of governmental activities specifically

devoted to enforcing whatever lmitations on foundation activities my be enaoted.

Vs sgest that ao annual supervisory tee be collected from oundation to cover these

costs. Both the Souse report and the Ixeouttve Branch testimony before this Comittee

suest such a solutions tus the Mouse Vays and Nuns Comittee report stated that:

it s olear that vigorous and extensive administration is needed in order to provide

eppropriate assurances that private foundations will promptly and properly use their

Wsae for charitable purposes, hie tax, then my be viewed so being In part a user

fe.' (p. 19) Secretary Kennedy suggested a Osupervisory tax of 9 percent on the

investment income of foundations to finance such an operation in the Bureau of Internal

Revenues

We urge modifications in the proposals for change made by the becutive ranoh.

he first is to define the charge as a fe rather than a tax. Ve consider the dis-

tinctid between a fee and a tax to be not only Important io principle but as having

important practical aonaequenees A too is to finance a specific service, and is

not a contribution to the general revenues. second the amount of the fee should be

comensurte with the cost of the service flnaed by the fee. In contrast, a tax is

essentially open ended with no objective criterion for setting its amount.

The fee would have these advantapes

(a) The purpose of the to would be unbiguous. fhe Illogical and

harmful effects of the concept of a tax would be eliunated.

(b) The amount of the te to be paid by each foundation could be set in

an equitable manner and the total amount collected could be related directly
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to the coet af administering a Bureau of Internal Revenue unit charged

specifically with responsibiUty tot ensuring foundations do not abuse

the privileges given to them by law

(o) The amount collected from foundations in tees would surely be very

less than the estimated 100 million dollars per year that would be pro.

duced by the proposed tax. The adverse effect upn beneficiaries of

foundation grants would be markedly reduced.

(d) Foundations would by paying a tee completely finance those activities

of government generated specifically by their operations. We sugget that

the mount of the tee not be written into law# because the cost of the

supervisory unit is not known# and it will change. Adjustment of the

fea to cover the cost of the unit would reqLuire amendment of the tax lav

We suggest that the Secretary of the Treasury be empowered to levy a tee

approximating the cost of the supervisory unit# and to determine an equitable

means of setting the fee to be paid by each foundation.

9. eestrictiont % the §M oe Eoundation Activities

We wish to call to the attention of the Comittee our concern over the pro-

visior which would define s a taxable foundation expenditure "any attempt to

influence legislation through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public

or any segment thereof 6.. other than through making available the results of non-

partisan analysis or research." Our concern is sharpened by the further provision

which impsses a personal tax on foundation managers equal to 50 percent of the

amount of the taxable expenditures

The saving clause relating to non-partisan analysis or research i obviously

intended to permit grantees of foundations to carry on objective academic research and

analysis even if their work influences public opinion. -owever, the meaning of

the prohibition Itself Is so vague and anbiuoues and the penalties on Individual

foundation managere are so harsh that foundations would be inhibited from making

grants in many fields where the participation of academic people in public affairs
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is urged and expected, but where effects On public opinion are inevitable,

Moreover, the saving clause is inadequate because many productive and non.partisn

Activities Of faculty members do not consist literally of "making available the

results of non-partisan analysis or reseroh They lead seminars composed of

non-partisen groups of citizens and advise technical groups -- for example, non.

partisan advisory aend study comisilons to local, state and national bodies on such

utters as environmental pollution, transportation, model legislation on various

topics, scoenae policy, agricultural policy, trade policy, community organization,

interstate compact relating to water use and Joint administration of facilities,

A legitimte and desirable" fU tion of t)oae activities is to illuminate public

issues and thereby influence public opinion and legislation, Other witnesses will

no doubt elaborate upon the difficulties which this proposed provision of law vould

generate# This testimony concentrates upon the manner in which the clause would

deprive the public of the help of coptent and sometimes uniquely qualified

scholars and experts from the university world on utters of the highest importance.

We recognize the problem generated by foundation financed activities which

my have partisan political repercussions* However, we believe that the wording of

the proposed aundment of the law goes so far beyond what is required as to threaten

legitimte and desirable activities in the public interest. Our suggestion is that

the Comittee adopt wording which will prevent foundation grants from being used to

finance partisan aotivitie and, lobbying, but which Vill permit foundation grants to

support non-partisan activities carried on by educational, scientific, and charitable

institutions. This approach would appear to forbid the kind of activity which is

clearly objectionable, It vould allow the kind of productive work cited above.

10. Conclusion

Higher education faces grave current financial problems and the outlook for

the future is not bright. -Recent federal appropriations for higher education have
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not been inoreed is proportion to eosts and ean hae eves bm reduced.

state ad mnicipel budgets or under ovute etrein. In the fto of rising enroll.

ments costs# and phIUe demnds as the resources of univereitlee amendment of

the federal te lax to curtail privets giving woed convert am already serious

eitation into en cutely critical one.

We ask that the Senate Committee os osioe reaopoae the seriousness of

these lems and edopt the proposels outlined above In order to maintain incentives

to priveto giving to higher education end to permit private founidtione Lo cone

tiue the volue and nature of their Indispensable sport to higher education.

On behalf of the Aseociation of American Univereities, I wish to express

appreciation for this opportunity to testify on mtters of first importance to

higher education. Ve etand reedy to eseist the Comittee further in eny way you

desire,
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aifts of Bwourltll eas a Parent of All Gifts of

Inivil4al5 to Selected Colles Ad Universities

In Recent years

Uiviriity of 8outbein California 54

Mills College 55

V O ol Harttrd 49
Ne Haven College
Vale University

University of Ohicago 7

Northwestern University as

h ohns Hopkins University 56

Boston CfLISe 39
N.I.?6 70

Wentvorth Institute
Harvalrd University 66

Haeroa CotLL0 71

Lebigh University 46
University of Pennsylvania 53
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University of California

v-Nthblo, University or Ae, rl
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University of chlchio
cbhi"o, Illinois

Clark University
Worcester, MR00schuse t'

University of Colorado
Iculder, Colorado

Columbia University
New York, Me York

CornetlI University
IthaM.4, Met York

Duke Unit'crsity
Durbm Morth Carolitsa

Mervard University
Cambridge, HMssaehusett s

University ofr Illiis
Urt'me, I11inois

PloXtMr4ng Indtems

loe tato Un Ivrost)
Anot, Rows

University of Roe
love City# towe

The Jahs lopIns University
beltlmore, Meryle

University of Kansas
ltronwo, Kansas

MmsschuscttS Institute of Tecta.uiwj
cambrI44e, Iassachuutit

Nichigan itate University
Mst i nsing, Michigan

University of Michigan
Ann Artor, Michigan

University of Minnesota
Minneepolis, Minnesota

University or Missouri
Columis, Missouri

Note: There are I"2 university embers in the United States and 2 Canadian mebern
(NOi11i University and the University of Toronto).
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"#itwo deduetible ontribmtioe of apprectated property(otber thas tanble personal poverty) without the donorben subject to tas on the long-term capital gain.
b. This disertiinatien a ant foundations will heavily

diacourago gifts or u iote property to fundatien$ inaddition to hain saew overall negative Impeet on charitable
giving.

3. The ibeaat of the Stock Ownereio P'oviubon

a. Section 101(b) (ne sode section 495 ) of H. R. 1170Would prevent a foundation frm reviving a girt of corporate
control stock unless the coin voti g itorest of the rounds.
tion end the donor is brougtbe blow 10 within five veers.

b. This p',vision will mke It very dirrisult or un.attractive for b am whose, mest og eonsIst$ of eorePatecontrol stock to endow a foundation with that nest eggs.
*. Accordingly, this provision, like the appreciated

property provisions will discourage the erection of noroudations &n may elso have e negative effect on overall
chartable giving.

do of the three speeiti evils attributed to foundationcontrol of business enterprises In the Mouse Waye sOd eaneCommittee report, one doss not appear to present si gnificsntprlol, aft the other two car be eured Il application ofother provision, orH. . 13170 nd exist si law, supplentedIf necessary by certain fairly simple endents p
eo Accordingly, It the stock ownership prohibition .end the appreciated property provision as well -0 are to bejustified, It mst bo on te ground that there Is some PoSItlye advantage in diverting aritable giving away fromfoundation$ to noneroundatton charities

4. The Armumnts in Faver o' Diversion
In this section various possible arguments in frvpr ofdiverting charitable 1fte aver arm foundations #() quan-ttatve argeonts, (b) guelitative r mno$ and (e rentsrelstigs to moer' end "onoacounttiWONy as are brieflyanalysed and round to lock logloe: r empirical support.The suggestion Is also Maeo that lose of the issues canbest be analysed in the light of the forthcomin findings

of the Peterson Comission.
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lowes the ease for diversing charitable iing aY
rrom foundations has net been oade and in view of the strons
pwbio police rea~~on for min~ttall a reason Obirth.
rate sm the larger toun tion I is respectfulll
suggested that the Committee

(a)refrain froo opprovi an p prootaod
Irolorty rule WC1eh d4oersetnates against

(b) refrain from adopting the stoek ownership
prohibition or at lest minimise the dew
errent inpet of stuh & prohibition by
substantially extending the deadline for
divestiture beyond the fivoeoaor period
set forth In N. A. 1370o.
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STATEMENT BY JON SIMON
PROFESSOR OF LAW YARb UNZVERBTY

ON ASPECTS Of H. R, 13270
RELATING TO PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

SUBMITTED TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEPTEMBER 8, 1969

There is an Important relationship between the question of

"foundation powers" which concerns many members of Congress,

and two provisions of H. R. 13270 whioh prevent private

foundations from (a) receiving gifts of appreciated property

without the Imposition of a tax on the donor and (b) owning

corporate control stock, The relationships however, is not

what some ofthe proponents of these provisions may suppose.

Fort as I hope to make clear in this statements these restric-

tions are calculated to aggravates rather than solve, any

problems which *foundation power* may present.

The Birth Rate Problem

The private charitable foundation represents a uniquely

American contribution to the democratic process. Foundations

permit us to decentralize and place in private hands the decisions

over the allocation of a fraction of the resources that would

otherwise be taxed and allocated by the central government.

In this way the foundations serve as a counterpart to our free

enterprise system$ Implementing what Judge Learned Hand called

the national presupposition that
"right oonclusione.are more likely to be gathered
out of a multitude of tongues than' through ny
kind of authoritative selection. To many, this
Is# and always will be, folly; but we have staked
upon it our all."
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but in the world of philanthropy, as in the world of com-

merce, placing decentralised power Into private hands becomes

dangerous when there are too few hands. Although there are

roughly 20,000 private foundations In this country, less than

300 ot them have assets in excess of $10 million; in other

words, less than 300 have an annual giving capacity of more

than approximately $500,000. It is largely to these 300

foundations that individuals and organizations must turn to

gain substantial foundation financing for new programs and

approaches. Moreover, to obtain support In any one field of

work (for example air pollution, crime control, mental health),

or in any one area of this country, an organization can turn

to only a handful of these foundations, for in order to husband

their resources, most foundations must specialise to some extent.

In the course of time, even the small group of foundations deal-

Ing with a particular problem -- or operating In a particular

geographical region -- will be reduced In else by dissolution,

or reduced in effectiveness by the onslaught of tired blood,

Accordingly, it persons or charities seeking financing are to

keep their options open, if they are to have alternative sources

of support for experimentation and expansion, the birth rate In

the foundation world must be sustained. Here, as in the om-

mercaLl market place, a decreasing rate of new entry Into the

field would, over time, leave the remaining foundations with an

undesirable degree.of power to determine the rate and form of

change In the philinthropl part of the private sector.

402-
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What determines the birth-rate of foundations in this

over-$l0-million class? We must look at the kinds of assets

with which such foundations are brought into belng. We find

two types of assets, often overlapping: (a) In his study of

"The Investment Policies of Poundations," ProfossorRalph Ls

Nelson reports that tjho large endowed foundation receives

its Initial endowment commonly in the form of assets that the 5

donor has held for a long time" -w presumably appreciated assets.

(b) Professor Nelson also rinds that most of the post-1940

growth In foundation assets has stemmed from contributions of

what he calls "donor-related" assets, i.se common stock in a

"company ... In which the donor was active and through which he

had built his fortune." Thus, the 1965 Treasury Report on
private foundations tells us that out of 175 foundations which

had more than $10 million in assets in 1962, 78 -- or 45 per cent -

owned 10 per cent or more of a stock of a business corporation.

And 45 of the 175 foundations -- 26 per cent of them -- owned

20 per cent or more of the stock ofa business corporation. In

a large number of the cases falling between 10 per cent and 20

per cent, the figure would be over 20 per cent if one included

the shares owned by the donor and his family. And many of the

foundations which do not now wield corporate control or share

control with the donor found themselves in such a posture in the

years of their infancy.

s Professor Michael Taussig reports that contributions of apprec-
iated property accounted for 39.5% of the value of All charitable
gifts made In 1962 by taxpayers with more than $1 million in
income -- the category in which one would find the creators of
foundations in the over-$10-million class. Taussig, "Economic
Aspects of the Personal Income Tax Treatment of Charitable
Contributions," National Tax Journal, vole 20, March 1967.

W3-



It follows that a sustained birth rate among foundations

in the over-$10-illion category depends on the ability of

foundations to receive property which (a) has appreciated and/or

b) represents some portion of a donor's corporate control holdings.

Unfortunately, the provisions of H. R. 13270 would heavily

discourage donors from contributing elthsr type of property to

foundations and would therefore seriously Impair the birth-rate

of the larger foundations.

The Impact of the Aforeciated Prooerty Provision

Section 201(o) of H. R. 13270 (amending code section 170(e)

and adding new code section 83) carefully discriminates against

foundations with respect to the receipt of appreciated property.

Section 201(o) permits most charitable donors to continue to

give appreciated property (except for tangible personal property)

to charity without paying a tax on the long-term capital gain.

But donations to private non-operating foundations, alone among

all charitable organizations, are denied this treatment: unless

the foundation redistributes the entire contribution within a

year (which would prevent the foundation from becoming endowed

or engaging in long-term programs), the gift to the foundation

constitutes a taxable event, requiring payment of the capital

gains tax on the appreciation.

s The non-taxabilty of this gain is, however, circumscribed by
section 301 of the bill, imposing a limit on tax preferences,
coupled with the allocation of deductions provisions of
section 302. But these limitations apply to all charitable
gifts of property, whether received by foundations or non-
foundations#

M%-
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Obviously#, a potential donor will be heavily discouraged

from contributing appreciated property to a foundation if the

tax treatment of such a gift is dramatically'less favorable

than the treatment of a gift of the same asset to other

charities. In the face of this discriminatory rule, some

potential donors, whose main charitable objective is to create

a foundation, may simply decline to give the property away at

all -a in which case neither the ?reasuryror pnilanthropy will

receive the appreciated property or any tax on it, except at

some remote date and in uncertain amounts. In the case of

other donors, the result may be to shift the benefaction to a

non-foundation charity, although possibly in a reduced amount

reflecting the frustration of the donor's original intentions.

Charity as a whole will probably suffer reduced receipts as

a result of section 201(o). But for present purposes the more

important point Is that section 201(c) will very substantially

reduce the birthrate in the world of the larger foundations --

which is precisely where$ in the interests of diffusing "foundation

powers" a reasonable birth rate Is most needed.

The Impact of the Stock Ownership Provision

Section 101(b) of H. R. 13270, setting forth new code section
4943, would in effect prevent a foundation in the future from

receiving a gift of all or any part of a donor's corporate

control stock unless the combined voting interest of the foundation

and the donor is brought below 20S within five years of the gift,

In its impact on the creation of new foundations, this provision

-5
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is less damaging than the proposals set forth in the 1965

Treasury Report, which would have deferred the door's

deduction until the control situation was terminated. Yet

new section 4943 will still make It very difficult or very

unattractive for many or most men whose nest egg Is a con-

trolling interest in a business enterprise to endow a founda-

tion with that nest egg. A sale by the foundation and/or the

donor within five years may not be feasible -- or may not be

perceived as feasible by the potential donor -. either because
the stock is not marketable or because the donor may not be

able to accept the prosIect of a forced sale to strangers

or a compulsory merger.

Here, as in the appreciated property situation, the result

may be no gift to charity at all, or the donor may simply give

s Assuming that the donor does wish to maintain family con.
trol over. the business without bringing in outsiders, the

uostion of whether the Treasury proposals will deter him
rom oontrtbuttng control stock to the foundation will in
large part depend on the foundation's chances of achieving
the required divestiture without selling to strangers. This
t possibility in turn will be a function of several faotorst
he extent to which the Treasury will or can Interpret the
accumulated earnings tax provisions to permit the family cor-
poration to redeem the tainted stock in the foundation's
hands (a rather doubtful prospect under current law); the
proportionate size of the interest to be redeemed; and the
cash position and cash needs of the enterprise that is sup.
posed to be doing the redeeming. In the case of many sub-
stantial family corporations -- the kind whioh would form
the basis for endowing a foundation In the more than t0-.
million-dollar asset class -- these factors will not Indicate
favophLe.. odds for redemption, andthus the donor will seek
some way of maintaining family hegemony over the enterprise,
other than through a foundation.

-6-
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the stock to a non-foundation charity which Informally promises

not to sell it# The resulting Impact on the birth rate of

foundations in the over-M$1-illion class will be understood

by recalling that almost one-halt of all foundations in this

category hold what appears to be corporate control stock.

The House Ways and Means Committee explains that section

4943 combats three evils inherent In foundation control of

business enterprises. One evil Is the "diversion" of the

foundation managers' attention to business affairs$ "away from

their charitable duties#" Logically, this point Is difficult to

understand. A small foundation, without a staff, will be run by

members of the family who would, In any event, be spending some

of their time on business, some ot their time on philanthropy.

It is difficult to see why the amount of time devoted to phil-

anthropy would be any less, merely because the family's phil-

anthropl interest (the foundation) happens to be linked to the

family's business activity (the controlled corporation). On the

other hand# the foundation large enough to have a substantial

professional staff will have employees who are spending full

time on philanthropy and lay trustees who would not be devoting

full time to foundation affairs in any event. Moreover, the

diversified portfolio of a no-ncorporate-eontrolling foundation

may require Just as much financial attention as the single pre-

dominant Investment of a corporate-controlling foundation.

Pinally, logic aside, the roster of corporate-controlling

larger foundations contains.many names of distimpided f.unda-

tions (eoog. ODnforths Lilly, Hartford, Irwin-Sweeney-Miller)

811



which go about their charitable work without being *diverted*

by the nature of their business holdins.o

A second evil is said to lie In the fast that the donors of

control stock 'in some oases' are relatively unconcerned about

producing Income to be used by the foundation for charitable

purposes#" This phenomenon, where It Is found, can be corrected

by a combination of the minimum payout requirements of section

101(b) of the bill (new code section 4942)l coupled with vigor.

cue enforcement of the existing tax on accumulated corporate

earnings To give further assurance of productivity, the new

law could prohibit or penalize a foundation'e retention of

corporate.oontrol stock unless the annual return on that atva,

measured alone, equalled the minimum percentage which, under

the payout provision of H. R. 13270, the foundation was re.

quired to distribute each year.

The third asserted evil Is that, although the controlled

company Is fully taxed, foundation control gives the company

an unfair business advantage In relation to competitors which

are not owned by tax-exempt entities. Any such advantage would

be substantially reduced If, through the techniques suggested

above, foundations were placed under pressure to exact an

adequate dividend pay-out from their controlled companies.

Moreover, section 101(b) of the bill (new code section 494l)

would prevent a foundation from making any loan, on preferential

terms or otherwise, to any corporation 35S owned by the donor's

family. In the Interest of preventing unfair competitive

m8o
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advantage, this provision could be expanded to prohibit a

foundation from providing debt or equity financing to a cone

trolled business except (a) through the purchase of itt
securities from unrelated third parties on a national exchange,

or () with the approval ot the I.R.S. or the state equity

court having equity Jurisdiction.

(Continued on page 10)

e Indeed moat of the problems presented by foundation corporate
control are the very types of problem which state equity
courts are experienced in handling and for which they have
precise enforcement toolep a" I have discussed in detail in
vole 1 House Committee on Ways oNaios, *Written $tatements
*. .on +reseury Department Report, 59th Cong. let Sas. (1965),
pp. 458-62. To do the Job well, state courts and state
Attorneys Oeneral need some help from the federal Oovernmnts
which 1 have outlined in the 1955 paper cited above. In the
interests of efficient policing and of honoring the principles
of federalism in government regulations there is much to be
said for the possibility of a state approach to this question.

-9.
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Accordingly, a stock-amership prohibition is not needed to deal with

the evils which the House Ways and teens Comittee attribute to foundation

corporate control. Yet sm will find such a prohibition appealing precisely

because -- to the extent that it does not reduce charitable giving altogether

-- it will divert gifts from foundations to other charities,* This diversion

is the sam feature that presubly makes the appreciated property provision,
discriminating Against foundations attrctive to thm House Ways and hans
Comittee. We nust look, therefore, at the argum ts In favor ofe major diver.

sion of charitable contributions awy from foundatfns.

The Armants in Fevor of 1,iversln

1. One aromat Is vajlitiv. It contends that a dollar donated to a
private foundation produces a direct charitable benefit "too little and
too late" in comparison to a dollar donated to an operating charitable

organization.

a. The "to little' airginnt pmupposes that foundation endoments

generate an Inadeluate yield compared to other charitable endomunts. Yet

the only cooperative data I have seen do not support this premise: the

average ordinary income (excluding capital gains) received by 59 large
colleges and universities In Ift, as a percentage of assets at market

* Note that If corporate control stock is donated to a school or church which
infor malyai to hold it OWd vo it the donors Va hsarneotI o

prohibito HR. 13270, and yet he son evils can be found as in the fudtionsIMen-. ea t tt-er wilIbe n lf o r payout;rules to assist
the I. .S.. for ad schools are not cove 5= rules under exisiting
law or H.E. 13270. and they do not even have to file s annual Information returnl

10
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value. was extrmmlY close to the cOqinrable percentage yield for the

smae yeaP for foundtios srveYW In the 196 Treasury Report (3.81%
for the colleges, 3.71 for the foundations). oreever in the sae

year (1IOU). foundationS paid out 6.65 of the mrket value of their
assets In charitable grants, or almost tidce the ordinary incom re-

ceived. The ival distribution requirmnt found In H.ft. 13270 --

applicable to private foundations but not to other charities -- should
.ssure the continuation of this favorable pay-out performance on the

part of the foundations.

b. The Otoo lte' argument presupposes that gifts to foundations

typically become part of endomnts, emerging only slowly as income

grants to operating charities, whereas a gift to a non-foundation charity

is iinmditely deployed for active charitable operations. Yet Ony gifts

to non.foundation charities -- especially major gifts of appreciated

prqerty -- becom part of the endomet funds of the college, church,

hospital or other recipient orgoniation, either because the donor so

prescribes or because of the policies of the recipient charity. A dollar
of endomnnt Income given away by a foundation produces a direct public
benefit Just about as quickly as a dollar of andoment incom spent by

an operating charity. It Is true that a good part of the appreciated

assets donated to nn.foundation charities are used for current operations

rather then endoment, but that is also true for son portion of founda-

tio assets; unfortunately I know of no comparative data on this point.
In any event, even If there were data to support the "too late" argument,

11



te d iMsions of t problem imust be considered In tru Perspective:

In IOU (the latest year for wuich I hae figurs), $450 81lls wrm
deducted on Individual Ic Us x retun for gifts to foundations, AS
compared to $1 billion deducted on Individual Income te returns for

all diaritable cotMbtiM - a figure wich probably understafes to

tol charitable gifts ado by all itemising and nm-Iteizing teu rs.

S Amther argument for diversion is j1jgj.i. Horny critics are ood

tO s0 of She Ideas and pNoaJs foWNdaions have sPortedl oter

simply do not beloved the foundations hve accomplished very muc. on
thee isses I relpctfully suggest that this Coittee Could benefit
frm the forthcoming findings of the Peterson Comssion or sm other

dispassionate apai l of the overall record of the foundation. A

cursoy examnation of the testimony the HO Ways ad mans Cemttle

received last Febnury& tundation achievmmnts in the health field
else -- resulting In the saving of may millions of lives frm such

diseases as pollo yellow fever, hoohuum and nutritional disorders --
shmul, In W views cause this Comattee to pause before It concludes
that foundations are charity's least effective bro Od therefore

deserve to be the object of tex discrimination.

3. Finally, there oa arguments as to the wea and Owifacountabijy.'

of foundations. Once mwe I take the liberty of suggesting that the
Committee ewit the conclusions of te Peterso Comssion on these

pots, offering at this time only 0e following brief comets:
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a. With respect to overall Pr to control resources, the S..C.

reports that as of June 1064 foundations held less than a third as
much comnw and preferred stc& as the private non-imsured pension

funds and the trust departmnt of on New York bank msnas almost as

nmy assets as oe held by all Amrican foundations. Noreover, the S

Tresvry Rport on Private Foundations noted that during the period

10.10$, t3nm the percmtege of total corporate invested capital held

by the pension funds increased more then seven time, the foundations

percent did not Increase at all.

b. With respect to foundation power over grant recipients, I have

already suggested that this Is a danger only If the foundation "birth

rate" Is Suppressed so as to foreclose ith rav of options open to

those recipients.

c. With respect to poir over the deision-aking processes in
the larger society, I would submit that because their greant-king

powers are quite limited -- annual foundation grants account for approx-

Imtely 10% of total charitable giving and amount to less than one

percet of Federal government spending - the foundations cannot tlowse

new Ideas or approaches en the nation: they can only point out alter-

native possibilities In the arts and sciences, or In health, education

and welfare, ich other institutions are free to accept or reject.

Some Innovations dmnstrated by the fomdations -- such as multi-stage

rockets or pre-school education for poverty children -. hve been
-breced by public institutions. Other innovations have been rejected

13
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and have dropped from tight. In the last analysis, the public-at-

large decides.

d. The point I have just made also relates to the question of

"non-accountability." Therelis, of course, no lack of accountability

with respect to coqliance with statutory and fiduciary standards; on

these law enforcement issues, foundation managers must account to the

appropriate federal and state governmnt agencies, whose power would
be increased in important Wos by H,R. 13270. Accountability for the
wisdom of grant-making decisions is another matter. If foundation

trustees had to seek approval from a large stockholder-like constituency,

the foundations would lose some of their special capacity for flexi.

ability and risk-taking. In a larger sense, however, thdre jj a form of

accountability; in the long run, as noted above, any foundation must
win' the approval of the general public for its ideas and experiments

If it wishes to see them prevail.

Conclusion

Because the arguments in favor of diverting charitable gifts away from
foundations appear to lack logical or empirical support, and because there

are strong public policy reasons for maintaining a reasonable birth-rate among
the larger foundations, I respectfully suggest that this Committee

a. refrain from approving an appreciated property rule which

discriminates against foundations (section 201 (c), and

b. refrain from adopting the stock ownership prohibition (new
code section 4943), or at least minimize the deterrent impact of such

14
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a prohibition by substantially extending the deadlihe for divestitub

beyond the five-year period set forth in H.R. 13270.

As these two provisions now stand In HR. 13270, they are likely to

inflict serious damage on our system of privatet charitable enterprise," for

that system, as the President of Yale University has stated,

"rests. . ,on the great Importance of giVihg each new Idea a chance
to find a sympathetic sponsor by offering it more than one doorbell
to ring. Innovation is the essence of progress. Independence and
variety are the essence of a free society. Both seem to make It
absolutely essential that an idea, a per on, an institution not be
dependent on the ability to persuade or to please any single source
of support."

Although this statemnt grows out of my academic studies of tax policy relating
to philanthropy. for the purposes of full disclosure I should mention that I
also serve as the President of the Taconic Foundation# an organization which
owns no corporate control stock (alone or In combination with any donor) and
which is not likely to receive any such stock or any substantial gifts of
appreciated assets In the years to come, and therefore is not likely to be
affected by the proposed legislation under discussion in this statement.

3.G.S.

is
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THE HORFMEL FOUNDATION
M0'II p. CWAY, CIIAIIIMAN UtN lNFst i

to MUMTlINO, VICK CH. AUST, MINNESOTA ,il
6o0 W. kAN, W.C.OrA01
jroic lOURI. - .wesisiod Auiuat I, 1 1969kluT P. MI{IIT

v R oNO O August 25, 1959
1,15tOMP'SON

Cor ,iLLuo on Financo
United States Santo
2227 Ilew Sonatu Office Oin,

Re Tax aofmu: Act of 1969
Gei't nmuni It. R, 13270

1. This stlatement is imado by Tie Itoracl Foundation in its ovn behiflt, Tito

Foundation in a philanthropic organization incorpornted under ttw Laws of the State

of kinnoota in Doceaber, 1941, for rolilious, ch4ritable, sciontific, literary or

educational purposeeo

2. The Foundation Is concerned only with Section 4943 of'. It. 13270, person

34 and follow 4 n, This divestiture provision will require the Foundation to

surrender control of thn Goo. A. lnrmol & Company.

3. The Foundation owns approximately 10 per cent of the votfno stock of the

IIoriel Copany, but in addiction it iv the trustee of various I1oriat family trusts

wIilIh owin epproximtely 47 per cent of the votfi;t stock, Scome trusts raquore that

approximately 10 par enit of the stock in to be distributed to certain Mslenirs of

the Hor&.il for, ly, Upen thi douth of the fatily iwtbars, the PoundAtiei. w.i am

absolutely 47,817 pdr cent of the stock.

4. Coo, A. Hormal & Coripnity Is a member of the mt packing industry. The'

company's stuck has bton listed or traded on two major stock oxcliasros since prior to

1930. There ara 2,330,248 shares outstandln, 'itch are owutod by over 2600 stockholders

3. Tite Foundation Iha not. oni,4%ed in self-d.Ahi|iS,

6, Tihiu Foind-ition dintriitc, ag1 lnctlt. on ix etirrentL basis. SubstanLially All

of itc t L O. O ie tuL~ttd for aA":wa/In.; ih .,i fivctLL. oi, tLchi Is . unItt f



CoWIl(ittceon Pii ,li2Au,

the raduarie school of thUnivur.4iaty of Hi,.noota. ThLs Institoto ruouiven financially

supanvt (rom othur tedoral and stiiLu alytClt. as ti1 well as private antiLtes,

Tht Foundtiton Ihs djburanud over $6U00,00.00 'nitt than the income it han received

in Support of 'Its Chrit.ibu o.detivors,

The Foundation mak.b no ;iifte or contributions to individualn.

7. Tito founders of the Foundation anud of the lorml Company never served on the

Foundation hoard, Jnaj Cs Ilormal, Crandson of Gee, A. IIoruel and son of Jay C NIorlnel,

is the only family atsihenr to serve on tite Nomael Company board of directors and the

Found on board, Ile rovinod August 11) 1969, in ordor to preserve and proLoct the.

Foundation and L'o City of Austin, tHilnnobota.

8. The Youndation has nover oneajod in spculativo trading activities,

9. In the first few years of oXistonco the Foundation borrowed small sume on a

short toria baois to meat its coaknitmonts. IIooevor, i. has boon approxicmtely twenty

years since thu lasc borrz /wiltu was prfd. The Foundat on hQo not and does not lend

4oney to anyone.

10. Tih Fouidation has t1o unproductive astiots except a msnal! tract upon uhlih

The llnreol Institute is located and another two acres of nogliiLblo value,

11. The Foundation has nevor 4ttou1uptCd to intIuonCu 1e081ilton or a public

12, The 1oundotion never untsagas in finaictal trasatctioad untustted to itS

ctarittble purposes.

13. 'ile Foundation suhmits all required reports to fder4l and state authoritins

and its finnncJnl statements arn nuditod.

14. The Foundatioll Was croated pritarily for chAritable and educational purponas.

It his p.rfonid 'in outs tnnd in,- fnshion with ntttrty and honor.

15. Th City Of Attettnj NIo,'ntoti0, iq pontllkto.d hy '.4,000 people, in a 'co u:, ,f

48,000. The itr,n is elrIctiftura, it 1i a oto-Anduatry city Citiplotely depandest for
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its exiotenco upon the I1ormfi Cot.tpany. Thu enernl exocutivo, of ficen of the con'.iainy

and its largest and oldost moat paclinp, plant are located horn. The company employs

over 5000 people in its Astin faciliton. The standard of livin in high ani hol.i¢

ownerohip is extremoy hfal1 because of the ncoisomic stabiliLy provided by the company.

In order to protect ahu' copnitunity in which the company was conceived, nurtured

and developed by the Iormels, the founders vested controllinit stock interest in the

Foundation.

The Foundation board t composed of seven members, All of wh14 must have their

.chief financial itlterests in the vicinity of Austin, HiwnemotAl and a majority of

when must be residents and freeholders of Hewer County, Minnesota. (Austin is the

county sent of Hower County,) The by-la!#s of the Foundation require it to mhunt6Ln

maatiaoment In the company and a control which Is interested in the purposes of the

foundation And the welfare of the convilunity. ln order to accormplinth this, the Poude-

tion is instructed to invest in flormel Company stock when money end shares ro ovl abi.

The present Act %#ilI completely destroy these purposes.

The founders of the company 8rently feared a toho ovnr by industry giants tind

th. t'eeultait calamity to foundation and the comuniry. Thuy established by honorable

means a solution for the preservation of their fine ideals. The present act provides

the avenue of dontritettno And opens the doors to leave a con-iomnity destitulte.

'it retut years nutny members of the moat industry have been taken over am1d ecquired

by alien litorests. The Itorm4el Company poscs-,es all of the desired factors MAkiii;d it

vulnerablL to a take over. Whon such event occurs we believe the company'lo enoral

officPes would be re.ovaid ant] the plant faelitlies substantially reduced or completely

elLidtnated. Who can afford to take such enormous risk? The impact of such probable

actions are enor.ous. there would baI public e.nd private clhaos caused by the trt:.i.

wer(ettti of fi;..iIifr'..t tiL loVc(,VLon.

1- on 0
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Tito calamity can ba avoided without disturhun the purpose and eOfactiveaioss

of the Act. We believe the stockholdinL Alwitastion could be removed in its entirety,

enact 'the remaining measures and accomplish the objective.

An alternative would be to provide a "Grandfalher Clause" or exception which would

permit the 'oundation to retain its holdlnas. The Act presently contains two exceptions

on page 83,. in paragraphs (A) and (D), and it thus recognizes the suggested philosophy,

We respectfully request a similar exception for the Normal Foundation.

We also respectfully request a modification in paragraph 5 (6), page 86, which

would permit a family meber to serve on the controlled company's board of directors.

It is our undorbtandinr that this Tax Reform Act is designed to establish 8rester

equity in the tax laws; however, the divestiture provisions create a new gtoss inequity

in our case. Bquitabla principles have never condoned punitive measures against the

innocent.

We like not the rola of prophets of doom. Woprefer to be citizens of a smll

community Oith visions of hope and faith in its future.

Respectfully submitted,

THS HOt L FOUNDATION

. I"'~~*

H. F. Gray, Chairman

Raa; B.- Ondo

RBO: Jsa
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THE HORMEL FOUNDATION

L1. CRAY, CHAIRMAN
t HftmTI. Vic Co. AUSTIN M0442A l
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Committee or finance
UAW tedOates Senate
2227 Nov Senate Office OidS,
VsshLn~ton1'D, Co 20310

Gent)emontRes Tax Reform Act of 1969
N. R. 13270

1, This statement is made by The Hotelt foundation to its own behalf. The

Foundation is a philanthropic organization incorporated under the laws of the $tote

of Minnesota in December# 19410 for religious, charitable, scientific# literary or

educational purposes.

2. PlringLygt area -o- concern*.

The principal concern of the Foundation relates to Section 4943 of H. Rs

13270 found at pges 34 and following thereof. This section prmits a private

... foundation together withs d~squtlifted persons (as defined In Section 4946 on page

47 thereof) to hold a maximum of twenty per cent of the voting stock in an incorpor-

ated business, These provision$ viii force the foundation to divest itself of a

substantial amount of the comen stock of Goo. As Normal & Company the effect of

vhich will destroy the objects and purposes of the Foundation,, Paragraph 6 herein

sotb forth the detail withi regard to this &tea of concerns

3s Prin IPAI source of Anna.

The foundation'& principal source of' Incoe is received I|n the form of

dividends from Its principal asset, namely# 239,258 shares of the €ouvon stock of

Coo# A, Harol~ & Company. This stockholdLng represents 10'0052 per cant of the total

outstanding common stock of Coo, A, Normaol & Company. (Goo. A.'Normt & Company shall

heroin be referred to as8 Hormel'Compsny.)
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4. Detdils of ownrshio, vested remaindox intereats and votina rights.

tn addition to said shares which are owned outright by the Foundation it

is the trustee of various trusts containing 1#119,016 shares of comeson stock of the

Normal Company which represents an additional 47.012 per cant of the total outstanding

common stock of the Normal Comany, Details relative to these trust holdings is

found In Anngndix A attached. The foundation as trustee votes these shares at Hormal

Company stockholders' meetings. The life beneficiaries of these various trusts are

family members of Jay C. Normal as explained in Xxhibit A. The life income paid

these beneficiaries is .fully taxable as in any private trust and no income tax avoidance

occurs. Upon the death of the family members the foundation will own absolutely and

clear of any restriction 47.817 per cent of the outstanding comon stock of the Hormal

Company.

Geoo As Normal & Company has a total outstanding common stock of 2,380,248

shares. There is no other stock or debentures issued by the Norml Company Of this

total stock 1,021,974 shares are publicly held and less than 2 per cent io held by

directors, officers and their families. Geo. A. Normal & Company stock has been listed

or traded on the |id-West and American Stock Exchanges (or their predecessors) continu-

ously since prior to 1930. This company was incorporated undor the laws of the State

of Delaware in 1928# As of a current date the company had 2880 stockholders.

5. Relative to other Provisions of H. R. 13270.

The foundation expresses no concern relative to other provisions of H. R. 13270

mentioned hereafter because

5.(A) The foundation has never engaged in any self-dealing practices. "(Sectibn

4941# page 17.) The only possible exception might be with regard to the

personal home of Jay C. Hormel, The Will of Jay C. Hormel, a substantial

contr~utor to the Hor-aol Foundation, deceaed o:: August 30, 1954l gave all
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of his real estate in Houer County, kinnesota, to the Hormel Foundation,

including his homestead, subject to the right of his wife and each of

his three sons to buy or lease the premises. One of the sons exorcised

the right to buy ,part of the lando including the homestead, paying part

cash and the balance on a note secured by a first mortgage. The note and

mortgage were paLd Li full on August 20, 1958. Under the right In the Yill,

the son leased another port of the land, and then re-leased it to the

Normal foundation for its continued use by and under agreement with the

University of Minnesota.

5.()(1) The Foundation has not failed to distribute its income and it con-

sistently distributes its Income on a very current basis. (Section 4942,

pop 25) The donee or recipient of the most substantial moneys of the

foundation is the University of Minnesota. In less than one year after

the incorporation of the Foundation, a formal Agreement was executed

between the University of Minnesota and the Foundation for the establishment

of The Horml Institute as a unit of The Graduate School of the University

of Minnesota. A copy of this Agreement is attached hereto as AnPgnd~x R.

The purpose of The Ilormel Institute is to promote education and research

and this purpose has always been productively followed. The Institute has

achieved such an outstanding reputation that today many federal, state and

private entities contribute to its programs of education and research. Its

current budget exceeds one million dollars a year. In 1967 the foundation

committed itself to provide a minimum of one million dollars to the University

of Minnesota for the programs of The Hormel Institute. At the present time

the unpaid portion of this committmont is $800jOO.O0,

827
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5. (8)(2) From the date of its Incorporation until November 30, 196$, the

total income of the Foundation i equal to $4055,03.32. For this same

period administrative expenses have totalleo 3,465.66. During this

som period the Foundation has disbursed the total of $4633510.77 to

promote the educational and scientific projects of The Normel Institute

and in contributions to other tax exempt charitable, educational, religious

and scientific orgenisationes Consequently, it can be seen that these

foundation disbursements have far exceeded its total income and that its

administrative expenses are negligible. It should be noted here that the

total remuneration to each of the controlling members of the Foundation

has never exceeded the amount of $25.00 per meting and generally has not

exceeded the sun of $300.00 per year. The Foundation never makes a gift

or contribution to any individual nor to any entity which ti not tax exempt,

For instance, the foundation has made and is making contributions to the

National Merit Scholarship Program and io committed to make contributions

to this program over the next four years estimated at $70,725.00. Sxeples

of other recipients of contributions are shown on endiLx 0 attached hereto,

Additional information relative to The Hormel Institute t contained in

ARjJqdid Dattached hereto,

5.(0)(L) At no time did Ge, A. Normal who founded Geo, A. Normal & Company nor

any mber of his family ever serve on the board of The Normel foundation,

At no time did his son Jay C. Hormel nor any member of his family aver serve

on the board of The Normal Foundation, except his son James C. Normal who

became 0 member of the board on August 15, 1966 and resigned on August 11,

1969, (or the reasons hereinafter set forth.

S828
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5. (C)(2) Since the death of Jay C. lormul on Amuuat 30, 1954, no member of

the families of either Ceo. A. Normal or Jay C. t1ormul have served as an

officer or director of Coo. A. Ntormel & Coapany except Jams C. Normal who

became a member of the bcArd of directors on February 15, 1960 0 and resigned

on August 11, 1969, for the reasons hereinafter set forth.

5. (0)(1) The foundation has never made investments which would Jeopardise its

charitable purposes nor in any way engage in speculative trading activities.

(Section 4944l page 42) All cash received by the Foundation has been Invested

in government securities or in nominal purchases of common stock of Ceo A.

Normal & Company. The Foundation has never sold any of the Ilormel Company

stock. The foundation has received shares of stock of other companies which

it has retained in its portfolio,

5. (0)(2) The foundation has never borrowed money from anyone not has it ever

loaned any monday to anyone, except in the minor instances shown in Aggladix,

5. (D)(3) The foundation has no unproductive assets except the small tract of

real estate upon which The Hormal Institute is located and another tract of

real estate of approximately two acres which has a neligible value.

5. (3) he Foundation has never expended any money for those items classified

as "taxable expenditures" in Section 4945, pado 43. It hss never attempted

to influence legislation or to influence the outcome of any public election.

It has never node a grant to an individual for any purpose.

S. () The Foundation has never enSaged in any financial transactions unrelated

toits charitable purposes nor has it ever had any unrelated business income.

5. (0) The Foundation has always made ail required reports to federal and state

agencies. It sioaltains .ticulous records of all of Its activities and its
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111"I l 0mnca 'w4~~ts1 ii haylve r ,sutit.c by Er'ri tvt&a:t

6.(A)Tia irw iadI vlL Liliit *JAI4011 -41141 th7. Iiia Ian (Is)..~

found In gipvi'ty~ Ali p'iuoviily iLatetd, lite 1.'ig..s'1 i,. *or blili livowidvu ill l

ftinalleak'it'u of the Voseilata.siv-tp Jsn C. uura, COdX~ iI o Ci'ill. 0.

itl~sieao t (le bwJu tui iructou of Cets A. 1h4orwel 6 Cc.ipany.

6.(Bl) Thd 'ibJuIV Of 11mg FOU1I41,1 4[%' JtShownl ill Agihvc1':.dt. ?hci F('IIIIII Ltou Iti I

rulistively swil ono # hA~m1 ~~ all of th Nii cuiici-ci's assiet~s wurio lSi'cn Ic it

by threvu pjolscoi,icialy, Cieo. A. hlca..a 1, liticcc of Ovau. A. lsta-tl & Cciajuny ; hit vife

Ill ia"I b#. h10oaawls trmlI thir isl Ja. y C. flortiel T his deiIls of thec ontlat i't.

t-w-iorshlmlj of atock *meid ii. ulti m-.i . 'wlieic'imp of likirmt ew..jaall Siu.4A Icc141 irVO ''.

b,(C) It I,. 411P.ArO-11, 00t i lia PIle' ,'r"1c o uc... uIn Tle 11c'i we Il~t~iJi

wa* phi eitahropice * Co. A. 14.ot...: aai~d .1.1y V. 3ovetloott tilry rivmorkabla e..cis. liotl.

vera imbued with a spirit of loyal~ty .atd ele'ctistlo to riI t I the b1eltturnenti .J

we.Iatil of their vinphc ecim, thi, ctc...a'ity of Austin. Hiiinamcol., omd iir s ociet% ill

gone rilI.

Bisb of theilb jl I osopiL.s. 01i Ve,. A. .iistivc e c .h) Ja C, eor,401 Use' rc'..tp..v.

his been am Ivau.er fit ost1111ahiie getiorou,,s psro.-;ra i; fesm th- uvc1.r- of ito cerjisoy.O':

inclZudinig thoc buI1.incJecitisucail proi* cicductimon pa.y, pioclit bIurlnias cd thme like.

The eaitiihIilvn of thlm~vcu-ieiiton iiid rteo 'totc'l Istafut" were attdIiffest.i I

*~i'IgCOS Of t00 WIrnel' Sonarvtty ia~d JesIre toite hl' inti luiprovo ilha lest luprtili.'Iti

slid1 oier society.

6,(1# The Foundation's. record prove. that 'it lis10troIlIy (utillu ll time rolt' which

cillgj;ls ilotenpsl Whlm.i fa .. x.cImtcIi i E' cemllecci l:Iu" lp.'tmcu'.tt Ieui ,. ccc.,*n'e
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&i't nt.it'cl Ififi t crlia't' itut Itso, (41 til voittritry, the t'oundat ion's. miori

filAblitltO t1e iIll~lsuf P 'Aid ptitutuelityt talent .andi rseray cont ribteud to it.

*rr11o . FurttitroiretIhkor. is tnt diiit C41111101 114. .uy 11111"ll'st ton 411hil1.1. t~i le

(41'rows itto busiraw is toull it) sbwh it Wily I hAt it is,itrly M4104114- isWilli 01t141' bclit-N..sc

owi oJiors isust pay Isiivp on tie incnk.. they realize, It im not guilty at aiwy tit

th~e busess which havit i'ucI'tit ty rervivc'd notoriety, tit lspite of this good record, thte

divesliturr provisions of lte tax refou-m hil %f ill cause great and severe harsruhij' to

ltite FounuIat Ion's objective's.

6'. (9) Submitted with this otmaI'wnt it a recently pul'ttshed tb o t Intitled "it Qlso'it

of QUility" Alitho.rc'd toy Richtird Donughert y, This book ts all ex t t history oft

tknewc I's, firstt 75 years, A bief scnaitiiue, of Ilse Inidex And lte book's pages will

reviei'l more about tile people of tho thormiol Coeuniy. the City of Austits mnd the phonwoia

rt'e-'it i thes ltnrniol, Corcpaisy tha.st iinyt lit4 this statut i t rosild tu'htil iash This in

thse rotpany upon idtich the otahitity oftlthe Yotandit ion has becn and to bWsrd. This is

0#1. olitstaltsatt, Cmepany U11o1 whit this Potundcttion relies to mwet its cosiitst atid

it, .1rcompehish fill charitable and educatitonisl oloectivess If thle Foun-1itimo is forced

tit divest its01l' Of the substant ta1il StOckholding.. in this company, it must thetii reinvest

the issoo ltwich it oinl and these' which it holds asl trustee. This involves uenecustaty

ritsk sl'cctt ionj mod tiese. Neither tile Yoien.ition iw tho trust beni'i c areas

should het forced its lace those unknown Plements.

%0)( A arcoi-tcyo yet 2xr ru'niel inpect.1ut purpose of the roidlt ion to tit hold

anti ret uris lite cont rilItol; stock, foitereact in thle lortl Ctuliepay for the benefit of

thi'sit com'uiitiotis in it lch the' coaimny has established pla1tis or procesuink, t~isilitiv%.

This tit 1.sticillarly' true, of Austin$ tnnesltAs (1,00. As NtOMAi And JAY C. 110friel aint

sc.miorb ot their rt'spe't te loti ista had aind hluvemt ~Inntense loya'lty to this vovaiic ty.
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It is here they lived, their families were born and raised and it is here they are

buried. It is here that Ceo. A. Hormal & Company was conceived, born, nurtured and

developed.

6MO() Austin, Hinnoesot4is.u county seat community of 28000 people, situated in a

county of 48,000 people in the Southeastern part of the State, It is ten miles from

the Iowa border and one hundred miles from HiuneAplis-St. Paul, The surrounding

area is agricultural. Rochester is fifty miles to the Northeast. Austin and Rochester

are the two largest cities lying South of the Twin Citieo. Austin is classified as

a one-industry city because its entire economy is dependent on the Hormel Company.

The general executive offices and the company's largest and oldest meat packing plant

are located here, The company employs over 5,000 people in Austin. The standard of

living is high and home ownership extremely high because of the economic stability of

the company.

6.(P)(S)ThA Hormels felt a tremendous obligation to protect and preserve this

community which they had fostered and which was solely dependent for its continued

existence on the company they had created. The Iormel Foundation was an available

and convenient entity for this purpose and they thus placed this honorable and awesome

responsibility upon the Foundation'a management. To accomplish this great purpose, the

Hormels developed a Olen whereby the Foundation would presently hold and ultimately

own a controlling stock interest in the company. The method used has been previously

set forth. Evidence of this objective is found in the Articles of Incorporation and

By-Laws of-the Foundation. Article fUI states,

"The membership of this corporation shall be composed of not less than
five nor more than fifteen members, one-third of whom shall be competent
business mon, one of who must be-An experienced nttornoy,-at;law, all Of
whom shall be persons whose chlof financial interests' shallbe within the
City of Austin and vicinity, of iover County, Minnesota, and a majority
must be residents and freeholders of said county. #
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SectiOn VII of the Ily-La is status,

"As the income of the Itorel Foundltioo consists alriest wholly of
dividends on shares of stock of )Iortuol Inc.,, a Hinnesoto corporation,
and Goo. At. llor:ml & Co., a Dnlaware corporations the ability of thij
Ilormal Foundation to carry on the purposes for which it was orlanised
depends uprsn ntinitniniin for those corporations a watingeuient and
control which is sound and which is interested in the purposes of this
Foundation and the welfare of this coaunity. In order to nihtain
such control, ihvostments of The Hormal Foundation on its own behalf,
or as trustee, should be in shares of stock of the above Companios
whenever .addition.il shares are avAilable, and othortuiso should be in
liquid investmnts so that the Foundation may be in a position to
purchase such additionAl shares whenever they may become avallalile."

CerLtinly theru should be nothing but praise and commendation for the high principles
st

of such a plan and purpose. There ita nor is any evil in using the Foundation as the

wAns to fulfill this objective. If the Hiormels ind any suspicion that Congress should

oart day attempt to nullify and destroy this means, they would have proscribed another

method. Jay C. Hormel died on Auust 30s -1954, and this plan became irrevocable.

Coo. A. !1orciel and his wife died in 1946. If Congress forces divestiture upon the

Foundation, there is no tay to preserve the intentions of the Itormols to protect their

co.,nunity.

6.(i)(4) The Hormels had a $reat fear that a giant in industry would swallv. their

'oll-run, profitable company which would result in disaster to this cotr.iunity. In

this eay of con-lonerate takeover, this is no idle fear. In recent years the ,.-.eat

packinft industry hes boon the toret of numerous takeovers. tilson & Companny was

acquired by Ling-l.emco-Vouaht. John Morrell & Co, was acquired by A 11 K. Cudahy is

controlled by U. S. Sneltin.. Ilygrada ins been acquired. International Packors was

acquired hy Dltoc International, .vryan Bros. by Consolidated Foods and 14at.eurina by

Holiday inns. Armour & Co. had substantial interests acquired by General Host and

Greyhound. Swift & Co. and others have been approached for sinilar purposes. Tihe
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Hormol Company has not been overlooked. For soae years last past and periodically

to date the company has boon inVestigated'by acquisition minded corporations or groups,

However, because the Foundation holds voting control of the company no further action

is taken. The Normel Company would be particularly vulnerable to takeover. In the

Hay-June 1969 issue of Harvard Business ReView, page 93, appears an article entitled

"Is Your Company a Takeover Target". The article contains formula indicator for self

evaluation. The factors indludod are liqUidity, debt position, prico/eardinga ratio

and earnings stability. It says, "Emporical evidence suggests that there is cause

for management concern when a company's total score approaches 50, or when any two

factors score above the danger line." When we use the formula and table provided,

the lortel Company's score is 78, or well above the 50 mark, and in addition, throes

factors score above the danger line. (See computation in Appendix G.)

Furthermore, the Hormel Company is more profitable than other companies in

the industry. For example, the ratio between its pre-tax earnings and its assets for

1968 is 1-7.55 per cent as compared with the following:

Iowa Beef Packers .................. 16,42%
Wilson & Co. ...................... 12.11%
Armour ............................. 8.37%
Swift .......--------.......... 6O
Cudahy --------------------......... 11.82%

The Hormol Company's balance shoot indicates that it could develop additional debt

leverage.

A small percentage of stock is owned by officers and directors and their

families.

'the liquidity of the company is well known. Fortune magazine listed It as

one of a group of cash-rich companies. At year-end 1968 the company had 425 million

in cash and government securities out of totil'assets of $108 million, A takeover

of the Hormol Company by alien interests is inevitable, With new management also
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€0is changes in scope and purpose together with the tragic loss of longstanding

Identity and fulfillment of lona and well established purposes and ideals.

6,J)(5)Tie Foundation has great fear of such a disaster, its implications and

Consoquencen. This fear is not for itself, but rather to this fine cowunity and

area. A takeover tiould undoubtedly result in the removal of the company's general

offices from Austin, 1,itnesote, together with either a substantial reduction of

operations in the Austin plant or a complete elimination of 'this plant locat'i h. The

impact of such potential actions are enormous. The entire economy of this community

and much of this area of Minnesota is dependent on the operations of the company here.

There would be public and private chaos caused by the tragic uprooting of families

from this location. Small communities across the nation search diligently for methods

of 8ainina new jobs to stabilize their economic structure, Austin has an outstanding

history of stability. However, the proposed unnecessary action of the Tax Reforms Bill

vill frustrato and destroy the secure sanctity of thousands of homes and the obliteca-

tUon of purposeful ideals.

6.0)(6) The Foundation believes that this calamity can be avoided without Joopardizing

either the substance or effect of the Tax Reform provisions. It appears 'that the

coanitteo cold oliminte the stockholding limitation entirely, enact the other measures

uhicih are in the bill and accomplish the desired objective.

On the other hand, by the simple expedient of a "Orandfather Clause" the

chaotic results can be avoided, H. R. 13270, page 83, contains such a clause '10

pFrngraphs- (A) and (8). Therefore, we see that the House of Representatives has

approved and reco-nif.ed tltt merit and philosophy of such a clause iM two specific

situations. However, neither of these exceptions will protect our Foundation or

co€dmunity. The Pouidattion ruspectfully requests a third exception be added which

wvtild it rcquir: Thie hkllo':.ct oumd,tion to divest itself of Geo. A. Hlo.:el & C.ty

stock.
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6.(F)0 In the Tax Reform Bill, under the title SubchapterF-Pxot Orninations,

page 84, paragraph 5(b) in a provision prohibiting a family member from serving on

a Foundation board or the board of directors of a controlled corporation. James C.

lormel, grandson of Gee. A. Hormol and son of Jay C. Iormol has been serving on the

.Foundation board and-the board of directors of the Hormel Company. Upon becoming

advised of said restriction, r. Hormel r ibmitted his resignation from both boards

on Augustll, "1969, effective immediately. Hr. Normal had gained the respect of the

members of both boards for his Integrity and able contributions. With profound regret

his resignations were accepted. He resigned his positions in the same spirit and with

the same loyalty which motivated his grandfather and father to establish the Foundation,

namely, thaL the charitable purposes of the Foundation pre-empt personal prestige bnd

desires, and that nothing should Jeopardize the welfare or economy of our small

community which Hormels are responsible for creating, developing and sustaining, Ieo

respectfully request a change in this section which would permit a family member to

serve on the controlled corporation's board.

7. Judximent should be based on performance.

7.(A) We submit that the record of the foundation is free of all of the evils

which are sought to be eliminated by the Tax Reform Bill, and this fine record will

continue without any danger of such evils even though the Foundation continues to

hold controlling interest in the Normel Company.

Furthermore, the fact that some members of the Board of Directors of the Normel Compaim,
4lso serve on the Foundation board has not in any way had an adverse effect on the

income available to the Foundation from dividends. The dividend record establishes

this. Another safeguard i the fact that there are over 2800 other stockholders of

the Hormal Company, all of whom are the normal Investors seokin adequate returns on

their is.vcstuatiLso
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7. (B) There are no tax avoidance schemes involved nor is there any loss of

public tax revenues by reason of the Foundation's control.

7. (C) The impressive and productive use of the Foundation's income proves that

its prim ry purposes have not been restricted or limited by reason of the control of

a comuorciAl enterprise.

Finally, there is no competitive advantage possessed or used by the

Foundation or the tormel Company over other industries or businesses.

8. Conclusion.

The matters submitted herein establish that the divestiture provision of

the Tax Reform Bill should not be enacted Into law; on the other hand if the provision

is retained, then appropriate exceptions should be enacted which would not require.

The Iormel Foundation to divest itself of its controlling stock interest in the lormol

Company and also permit a Ilormel Family member to serve on the Horvil Company board of

directors.

It is our understanding that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is designed to

establish greater equity In the tax laws. Equitable prinCloles have never condoned

punitive measures against the innocent. The gross inequity heaped upon The I1ormel

foundation can be remedied without disturbing this Act's effectiveness and purpose,

te respectfully request relief fron the extreme hardships 'imposed by the Act in order

to preserve our coL-unity and the home of Ioruiel.

Respectfilly submitted)

TIlE iORMJ. FOUND-NTIO,

R. F. Gray, ChairmanBy • . " |w

KBO, Js RaFi5 ndv-Hmo



n t _,, _:, Io nAyJ~lendL, A.:

(A) The Foundation, as trustee of a charitable trust created under the LastWill and Testume,t of Gee. A. lormel who died on June 5, "1946, hdlds23,646 shares or .993 per cent of the total outstattdin,; co(gnon stock.All moneys received are used for charitable and educational purposes,
(8) Tite Foundation, as trustee of Jay C. Iloriel Trust No, l,(which is aninter vivos trust created by Jay C. Hormel on July 16, 1934), and astrustee of Jay C. Ilorniel Trusts Nos. 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203$ 301,302 and 303 (which are Inter vives trusts created by Jay C. tlormal otiDecember 26, 1950,)holds 010,138 shares or 34.036 per cent of the totalOutstanding conmion stock# Jay C. lormel died oil August 30, 1954. Theineore from these trusts is payable to the wife and descendants of JayC. Hor-el for life and ouch income is fully taxable when received bythe beneficiaries as in the case of any other private trusts. There isabsoluLely no tax avoidance. Upon the death of snid Wife and descendantsall of said stock becomes the absolute property of The 11ormol Foundation.

(C) The Foundation, as trustee of Gee. A. Ilorinol Trusts Nos. 3, 4, 5, and b(which itre Inter vivos trusts created by Geo, A, Iformel on October 20,1934,)holdu 18,400 shares, and as trustee of a trust created under theLast till) an] Testau ent of Jay C. llorwel, holds 22,846 shares, or atotal of 41,326 shares or 1.736 per cent of the total outstanding com..on,tock. The incc.to front these Goo. A. Hortiol trusts Is payable to thewife and tons of Jay C. Ifortrel for life; the 'incoto froin this Jay C.Ilorciel trust is payable to a sist.r-In-law of Jay C. Iformel for her life;the inco,.e is fully taxable when received by the bueueficiaries as in thecasp of any other private trusts. There is absolutely no tax avoidance.Upon the death of said beneficiaries, all of soid stock becoxms theabsolute property of the 1lortidl Foundation.
(0) Upon the deaths of the above-mentioned life Incoe beneficiaries theFoundation (Il own absolutely 1,090,722 shares or 45,9.4 per cent ofthe tothl OUtstanding stock of the Iformael Company, plus it will holdas trustee of the charitable trust referred to In paragraph (A) above23,646 shares or .993 per cent of the total outstwndin.; stock for acocibincd total of 1,114,368 shares or 46.817 per cent of the total

outstanding stock.

(9) The Foundation as trustee of Geo. A." Horetl Trusts es. 13 and 14,which are inter vivos trusts created on December 23, 1943, and LillianR. Hormal Trusts Nos. 1 ond 2 which are Inter vivos trusts created onFebruaryl9, 1946, and the trust created under the Last Will ald Testa-ment of Lillian B. He rol dated Fehruary 19, 1946, holds 243,906 sharesor 10.247 per cent of the tctnil outstandini cor,. on stock of the IforinelCompany. Thp life I;onfiefe.ry o( theti tristr Is Cer,+:.atitn D. tloritel,widow of Jay C. P!orm:el. Upon h:r death the tolta stock will be istri-buted Loo L tm t!5Ce,,ctoijti of hq1 .. C. fomre-1. T;w-t.t trusts tire fully tnx-.hl,.,The Foundatio- i 11 r.,ctfv tio ou ,znerhip it thes.e shares,

a ... . e,
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Examples of recipients of contributions.

The University of Minnesota
National Herit Scholarship F'und
Girl Scouts of Amcrica
Boy Scouts of America
Young Men's Christian Association
Salvation Army (Diaildin$ Fund)
Minnesota Sheriffs' Boy's Ranch
Minnesota Private College Fund
'Iowa college Foundation
Dakota Wesleyan University
Midland Lutheran College
United Neogro College Fund
National Scholarship Service and fund for Negro College Students

Principles of Freedoms
Mayo Foundation
Howard University
City of Austin Library
Village of flrownsdsle-Cosuunity Building
Minnesota Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.

Boys Club of Minneapolis
Minnesota Historical Society
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UIRM~ ! 1il !_-1A APPENDIX D

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Austin, Minnesota

The purpose of The Hormel Institute is to promote research and
education in various fields of biological science. It was estab-
lished, in 1942, as a Unit of the Graduate School of the University
of Minnesota, by an agreement made between The Hormel Foundation *
and the Board of Regents of the University.

The activities of The Hormel Institute are supervised by a Board
of Directors **. The executive director, Dr. Walter 0. Lundberg,
professor of biochemistry, is responsible to this Board in admin-
istering the Institute's research activities and internal business
operations. The assistant director is Dr. H. Schlenk, professor
of biochemistry.

Presently, the Institute staff numbers 92; 23 members hold
academic rank and the remainder hold civil service rank in the
University. The InstitUte's research programs are conducted
in several organizationally-independent sections. Each section
is under the leadership of an academic staff member. Current
research efforts are concerned almost entirely with lipids, and
many research projects are carried on by two or more sections in
collaboration.

The Institute shares only to a minor extent in the funds designated
by the State of Minnesota for use.by the University and, therefore,
must obtain almost all of its support from outside sources. Its
annual budget is somewhat in excess of $1,000,000. In addition to
the support provided by The Hormel Foundation other agencies

• Present members of The Hormel Foundation Board are: R.F. Gray
Chairman; J.G. Huntting, Vice-Chairman; Geo. W. Ryan, Secretary-
Treasurer; M.B. Thompson; Raymond B. Ondov, and Robert F. Lichty,

** Present members of The Hormel institute board are: Bryce L.
Crawford, Jr., Dean of the Graduate School, U of M, Chairman;
Sherwood 0. Berg, Dean of the Institute of Agriculture, U of M;
J.0. Huntting, Board of Members,.The Hormel Foundation.
LaVell Henderson, Department of Biochemistry, St. Paul, U of Mi
David E. Donald, The Mayo Graduate School of Medicine, Rochester.

1-
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that recei.tly have supported or are currently supporting research
programs of The Hormel Institute areas

Abbott Laboratories
American Heart Association
Life Insurance Medical Research Fund
Minnesota Heart Association
National Council to Combat Blindness, Inc.
National Dairy Council
Oscar Mayer Foundation
Special Dairy Industry Board
U. S. Army Quartermaster Food & Container Institute
U. S. Department of Agriculture# Eastern Regional Division
U. S. Department of Interior, Fish & Wildlife Service
U. S. Public Health Serviceo National Institutes of Health

Division of Environmental Health Sciences
National Cancer Institute
National Heart Institute
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease
National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

The Institute does not have a formal graduate program leading to
advanced degrees. However, graduate students of the University
of Minnesota. as well as from foreign universities, have done and
are doing their thesis work at the Institute. Such. arrangements
are facilitated by the fact that Institute section leaders hold
appointments with department of the University, including the
Department of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences,
St. Paul; the Department of Biochemistry and Department of
Microbiology, College of Medical Sciences, and the Department
of Animal Science, Institute of Agriculture. Teaching responsi-
bilities of staff members of the Institute within the University's
regular curricula are limited. The principal educational function
of the Institute involves post doctoral research fellows and visit-
ing scientists. The former gain experience in planning and in
working on research projects under the guidance of the Institute's
section leaders. Visiting scientists, from the United States
and, more often, from foreign coUhtries, come to the Hormel
InstitUte for periods varying from several days to several years.
Their purpose in working in these laboratories is to acquaint
themselves with specific techniques employed here, and to acquire
training for work which they will later performin their own
laboratories.

As a result of these training programs, collaboration frequently
develops between the Institute and other departments of the
University of Minnesota, as well as with research groups in other
sections of the United States and in foreign countries. The
nstitte gains from this broad exchange of research ideas and

experience. Regular seminars with guest speakers are held at
the Institute and serve the same purpose.

-2-
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I summary of Research Interests

R, W.O2. Lundberi Institute director. Participates in several
programs, with particular Interest at present in interconversion
of polyunsaturated fatty acids, blood coagulation, atherosclerosis,
and other chemical and biochemical aspects of lipid science.

Dr.. .Schlenk; Analysis, preparation and chemical reactions of
unsaturated fatty acids, preparation of polyenoic radioactive
fatty acids. Gas-liquid and other type chromatography methods
for structure identification. Fish, plants, mocroorganisms and
rats are sources and substrates in studies oft odd-numbered ,
polyenoic fatty acids and their metabolism phenolic fatty acids
(anacardic acids) and their effect on microorganismsu wax esters,
their biosynthesis and metabolism.

Cycloamyloses (Schardinger cyclodextrins)s their chemical reactions,
association and complex formation with other molecules, including
enzymes.

Dr. R. T. tolmant Physical properties and physical methods of
analysis of lipide. Separation methods for fatty acids by various
types of chromatography, applied also to glycerides and other
lipid components.

Development of near-infrared spectrophotometryl study of other
optical methods, including ultraviolet absorption and optical
activity. Mass spectrometry of lipids, especially derivatives
of fatty acids and glycerides. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
combination analysis: pyrolysis as a means of determining structure.

Programs on metabolism of polyunsaturated fatty acids and
requirements for essential fatty acids, carried out mainly with
rats, but oriented also to medical aspects of humans.

Studies of enzymatic conversions of polyunsaturated acids,
secificity of enzymes for polyunsaturated acid structures,

ain elongation and dehydrogenation of fatty acids.

Dr, J, R. Chi aults Deterioration of lipids, autoxidative
deterioration in foods and in living tissuent autoxidation of
complex lipids (phospholipids, lipoproteins), secondary reactions
of oxidized lipids with other tissue components, particularly
proteins, amino acids and other compounds with amino groups.

Effects of radiations on lipidst influence of lipids on the
action of radiations on important components of tissues (enzymes,
vitamins).

Nature of fecal lipide and their origing intestinal lipids of normal
and germ-free animals.

Infrared spectroscopy of lipids.

- 3-
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Dr. 0.- B. Privetts Methods for analysis of lipid classes and
molecular species within the classes, particularly triglycerides
and phosphollpids. Preparation and isolation of polyunsaturated
fatty acids, with emphasis on improvement of techniques for
distillations crystallization and chromatography. Ozonization
of lipids and study of fatty acid ozonides as organic intermediates.

Metabolism of trans acids and their influence on tissue lipid
composition. StudiGes on metabolism of plant lipids, particularly
the changes of lipids with maturation of seeds.

Dr. 1, K, Man-goldt Chemical synthesis of unusual lipidsi physical
and chemical characterization of lipids isolated from plant, animal
and human tissues. Relation between structure and function of
individual lipid compounds molecular pathology.

r. E. 0. Hills Nutrition studies, using miniature pigs and chicks.
1ipid metabolism in connection with atherosclerosis. Experimental
production of atherosclerosis in miniature pigsj metabolism of bile
salts and cholesterol in pigs and chicks. Effects of methionine on
lipid metabolism. Polyunsaturated fatty acids in blood and tissue
lipids. Provides Germ-Free and Specific Pathogen-Free baby pigs
for research work for the Institute staff and other Departments of
the University.

Pr. H. M. renkin: Studies on biochemical, biological and
immunoogLcalproperties of various purified microorganisms
including psittncosis-trachoma agents, leptospira, arboviruses
and rickettsiae, cultivated in embryonated eggs or tissue cultures.
Comparative studies of lipid components present in normal and
infected hont cells and in different strains of the same group of
microorganisms, for further investigation of lipid metabolism and
its relation to infectious diseases.

Development of cell culture systems in defined medium for
radioisotopic metabolism studies of normal and infected cells.
Essentiality of a variety of fatty acids and their positional
isomers on growth of microorganisms and their hosts. Applications
of'Ahin-layer, column and gas chromatography, light and electron
microscopy, radioisotopic tracers and serology are utilized in these
studies.

Dr H. H. 0. Schmids Development and Use of methods for the
isolation and analysis of lipids: thermoanalytical technique.
Detection, isolation and structure determination of minor lipid
constituents, especially in relation to plasmalogen metabolism.
biosynthesis and metabolism of complex lipids in heart muscle.

Dr. W.a.laumano: Chemical synthesis of lipidsv chemistry and
biochemistry of alkoxylipids and naturally-occurring diol lipide
chemistry of glycolipidsi structure of unusual lipid constituents.
Novel separation techniques and spectroscopic methods of lipid
characterization and analysis. Biophynics of complex lipids.
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Dr.Ho.M. Stearnst Studies on the biosynthesis and interconver-
aione of fatty acids and complex lipids in higher plants, principally
by use of isotopically-labeled precursors and intermediates. Isola.
tion and purification of enzyme systems for lipid transformation
from germinating and maturing seeds of higher plants.

^tbe a _tjJi a A I Institutg

Development of a miniature gia for research gurooses: Dr. W. E.
Rempel (with the collaboration of Dr. Almut Dettmers), Depart-
ment of Animal Sciences University of Minnesotat Development
of a miniature pig for use as an experimental animal for medical
and nutritional research. Study of effectiveness of selection
for small size in two separate lines of pigs under identical
conditions. Estimation of genetic parameters, such aso Herita-
bility of body weight, genetic correlations among weights at
different ages and litter size, efficiency of feed consumption
and its correlation with growth rate; prediction of progress and
limits of selection. Conduct crosses of pigs from the above two
lines to study heterosis. Obtain fundamental information on
genetics in swine, particularly mode of inheritance of body size.

Hormel Institute Ligid- Prearation-Laboratory

.Q._0.., Privett and J. D. Nadenices Highly purified fatty acids
and their derivatives are prepared which are not generally avail-
able from commercial producers. Presently, more than 150 compounds
are on the distribution list of "The Hormel Institute Lipids
Preparation Laboratory" and requests for these materials are
received from all parts of the world. Mixtures of pure compounds
are prepared for use as analytical standards as well as general
research purposes. Research is being carried out toward further
expansion of this project, particularly in the preparation of
lipid classes and polyunsaturated fatty acids in ultra-high purity
for quantitative gas-liquid and thin-layer chromatography. The
project is a non-profit public service to research institutions.

Production of educational movies for laboratories involved in
lipid research. Two films on microanalytical techniques for lipids
have been distributed widelyr a third film is in preparation on
techniques for the determination of the structure of unsaturated
fatty acids via ozonolysis methods.
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HISTOICAL DEVEL0PMENI PT H -INSTITUT

1942 - Hormel Institute established (November 30).

1943 - Work began on Minneapolis Campus.

1944 - Hormel Institute laboratory opened in Austins 6 employees
in first year (share a building with horses and cows).

1949 - Dedication of laboratory buildings about 25 employees
(last large animal displaced from laboratory building).
Completion of the new swine barn.

1953 - Additional laboratory opened" (chickens displaced).

1960 - Dedication of another laboratory building, at a different
site# 52 employees.

1964 - Support relieved from National Institutes of Health in
form of a Program-Project Grant.

1965 - Construction of mass spectrometry laboratory.

1968 - Expansion and renovation of the microbiology section.
Staff of the Institute consists of 12 permanent academic
appointees, 67 civil service people, 11 research fellows
and 2 graduate students. 12 part-time employees (mostly
students). Some 13 countries are represented on the staff
personnel at The Hormel Institute.

6-
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APPENIDIX R
It4ERiS OF TI!P E lOR14*1L F.OUfDATION

NotfoVF4Rj3o 1968

Robert F. Gray
Chairman of the Board
0o. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

J. 0o Huntting
President
Hitting Elevator Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Oeo. W, Ryan
Vice President
oo. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Richard D. Arney*
Executive Vice Pres.
Oeo. A, Ilormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Harold Butler
Vice President
Geo. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Bruce Corey
Vice President
0o. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Robert F. Oray
Chairman of the Board
Oeo. A. Hor.el & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

James C. flormcl*
Attorney at Law
Director, 0oo. A.
Hormel & Co.

New York, New York

Richard D. Arney*
Executive Vice President
0o. A. Hionel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

14. B. Thompson
President
Geo. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

OEO. A. _1OR14EL & COMPANY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EER 30,+1968

I. J. Holton
Exec.Vice Pres.&Secretary
Oeo. A. Horzmol & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

James C. Hormel*
Attorney at Law
New York, New York

0. L. Marquesen
Plant Manager
oo. A. Hormel & Co.
Fort Dodge, Iowa

Gordon Murray
Chairman of the Board
First National Bank
Hinneapolis, t4innesota

Raymond B. Ondov
Attorney at Law
Austin, Minnesota

Robert F. Lichty**
President
First National Bank
Austin, Minnesota

George W1 Ryan
Vice President
Oeo. A. lormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

H. B. Thompson
President
Oeo. A. Hormel & Co.
Austin, Minnesota

Sherwood 0. Berg***
Dean, Institute of
Agriculture

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

*Resigncd subsequent to November 30, 1968.
**Becae a member of The florm-l Foundtiton on uly 26, 1969.

***Bocame a member of the Board of Directors on Julte 23, 3969.

&PePP, mix F-.
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AfPENDIX F

Til HEO-H0R I4ELV-0 VOWD bt±.92

Assets as of November 30, 1968

Cash

Certificates of Deposit

United States Government Securities

Geo. A. Hormel & Co. common stock

Other stock holdings

Inventory and miscellaneous

Land, buildings, improvements and equipment

used by The University of Minnesota-depreciated value

Total value

35s793.79

21,775.00

321,194.38

11,424,569.50

971,280.00

6*115.14

$12,882,202.48

APPENDIX I
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EO, A N~R.~& 04AY
VULNER~iTIyOA.oIJ

. Rp:n1 _ ,:,. n

Harvard B uraneso Ravetw - May-June 19

The 'entitled article appeared in the Harvard Business Review to providean objective measurement to vulnerability to taike-over. Page 9 statesthat "Dpirical evidence suggests that there is cause for managementconcern when a company's total score approaches 50, or When any twofactors score above the danger lino." Hormel's score, using the tableon Page 95, is 78, well in excess of 50, and three factors score abovethe danger line.

Our computations are as follows:
Li-uidty - Percentage of lorktn capital toTotal Assets

Working Caital
Total Asset 4%vo a 37%

Debt Posj.tion Lon-Term Debt as a Percetae of Net Worth

j , oq6 o a 110

PrtjeA-arnings Ratio_ Annul Earnings Per Share Divided to Per Share*aPrce

Price
198Eanns eF r'r 0 9.4

Earning Stabt - Percentae roth in aings - Past Three Years

kn~fingfs (00's) 1965
*11,351

1966
$3,511

Since our earnings have more than doubled,a score of zero on the table on Page 95.

Liquidity
Debt
P/E Ila tio
Earnihgs

Total Points

Ratio

9.1 to 1
Double

$8,658
we would hnve

Score
18
25
35
0

78

0. 854

$9,134

Dai or3 Zone
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yc



In tl.e onrly years of thu ou:edaitici it was m. nktng substantil exedndiLures which
exce.id its income. In nrJer to m'ot toI C¢rm.it.:uztts for chart and education,
it borrowed "tw€itii 1 ti no, ts of faonCy for short periods of Live, all of which were
repaid within a few months &f the bOrrowiti:.

The following ; loan:: mire avid? fr.it G,'o. A. 1torm.l & Co aijny:

mitte Of

7/21/44
7/31/44
10/30/44111.145
1/27/45
1/31/45
3/2'/45
4/2/45
400/45
1,/29/45
711414$

U-10maet
$ 500.00

1500.00
1000.00
1000.00
500.00

1SGO. 0')
1000.00
2500.00
1000.00
1500.00
2000.00

Paid
8/15/44
8/15144
11/16/41
2/15/45
2/15/45
2/15/45
5/16/45
5/16/45
5/16/45
8/18/45
MOM/4

The folovtng; borrowings were ,,ado fron iformel, Inc.:

41149
1/3/44

$I0,000.00
600.00 2/15/44

The Found.ition has never borro-.,ad an) noney except as sholni above.

81%



Tito le 11ow. PntaeLI: t On

This appendix contains -ewcal Infoae:aition relative to Geo. A. lorhiel It Co.mtpany
dividend rites,, stock dividends andl stock slolits, etc.

.Di v i.en.d. Rate_

February 19?8 37 1/20
Nove,.1;'er 199 50C
Febr.ry 1932 25c
February 1938 37 1/2€
February 1940 50O
November 1947 62 /2€
February 1960 350
December 1964 Extra 20¢
May 1967 40¢
Mey 1967 Extra 500
Febr,ry 1968 45c
&ey 1968 22 1/20
November 1968 30o

SFtk Dividends and Stnk.Pptts

January 27, 1949 Stock ruclassiflcd and 10 ndded

January 25, 1957 Stock dividend - 10.

Jit'ary 29, 1960 Stock split 2 for 1

February 23, 1968 Stock split - 2 for I

The value of the 239,253 shares n tile stock of Gzo. A.. limt-rt I Compsany tic the ti.-a
of its receipt by the wau',hciu:i yas $1,700,279,99. The vtlu- of the saw.t stock 0s
of N'Vowm.er 33, 19680 Itd increabod to $11,424,569.50, rpreseatinb at, ta1 peccela6e
litcrea:o of aplornxit itely 600%.
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6oo jt'

GEO. A. HORL & COMPANY
NET SALES

1930 - 1 968
500 L ?,LTIONS OF DOLLARS

0I I|
," i

i ,

i I

I £

I I
1 -

13t I o '42 f4 '41 8 ,50 '52 54 t156 ,58 '62 64 '66 ,6 4
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OUTLINE-SUMMARY OF
"TESTIMONY OF CHARLES STEWART MOTT

ON TAXATION OF FOUNDATIONS"

MY NAME IS CKARLES STEWART MOTT AND I WANT TO MENTION A FEW OF TIHE EXTRAORDINARY'
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE FOIDATI&4I BEARING THAT NAME FOR THE PAST 43 YEARS, AND
WHY I BELIEVE IT SHOULD NOT BE WEAKE1ED BY UNDUE RESTRICTIONS.

2. OUR FOUNDATION IS BASED ON SOE SIMPLE IDEAS OF HELPING PEOPLE THROUGH
OPPORTUNITIES IN EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND RECREATION, WE 00 THIS BY KEEPING
FLINT SCHOOLS OPEN 3,800 HOURS A YEAR, COMPAqED WITH T. NATIONAL AVERAGE Of
1,400. WE HAVE ORE AVULTS'USING THE SCHOOLS AT NIGHT THAN CHILDREN IN THE
DAYTIME. THIS PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE IMOTT FOUNDATION AND FtINT BOARD OF
EDUCATION HAS PROMOTED TAXPAYERS' USE OF THEIR SCHOOLS AROUND THE CLOCK AROUND
THE YEAR, AND IS KNOM AS THE CO"ITY SCHOOL CONCEPT,

3. FOR THE PASi 34 YEARS, WE HAVE EXAMINED THE HEALTH STATUS OF ALL FLINT SCHOOL
CHILDREN AND HAVE ESTABLISHED AN OUTPATIENT-CLINIC CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER TO
TREAT ANO GENT CHILDREN-RAISING THE PERCENTAGE WITHOUT MEDICAL DEFECTS
FROM 13% TO ABOUT 90%, AND OF THOSE WITHOUT DENTAL DEFECTS FROM 13% TO ABOUT 50%.

4. WE PROVIDE OUR PROGRAM PRIMARILY FOR THE PEOPLE OF FLINT, BUT CONSIDER FLINT
ALSO AS A LABORATORY TO DEMONSTRATE OUR PROGRA 4 TO OTHERS, 70,000 PEOPLE HAVE
VISITED OUR COMMUNITY SCHOOL WORKSHOPS IN FLINT, AND NOW 379 LOCALiMES HAVE
1337 CO44ITY SCHOOLS IN OPERATION.

5. WE MAKE GRANTS TO 9 UNIVERSITY REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS-IN ADDITION TO THE
TRAINING PROGRAM CONDUCTED BY THE SEVEN UNIVERSITIES OF THE STATE OF MIHIIGA4
-TO TRAIN MITY SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL.

6. THESE ACCOLISII'IENTS SUGGEST WHY WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT ANYTHING THAT THREATENS
OUR ABILITY TO CARRY ON THESE PROGRAMS,

7.. FOUNDATION SERVICES CARRY OUT AVOWED GOVEMMENTAL OBJECTIVES IN EDUCATION,
HEALTH, AND SOCIAL SERVICES--WHICH REINFORCES THE CONCEPT OF TAX EXEMIPTION FOR
FUNDS SO USED.

8. IF SOME FOUNDATIONS DO A POOR JOBp REGULATE THEM, BUT DO NOT PENALIZE
FOUNDATIONS CLEARLY OPERATED FOR THE PUBLIC ADVMTAGE. THE FOUDATION FUNCTIONS
AS GOVEMIIENTOS EQUIVALENT OF INDUSTRYS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMNT

9. IF SPRING FOUNDATION INCOME FOR ACCEPTABLE PURPOSES IS GOOD, THEN A 7-1/2t TAX
ON THAT INCOME IS NOT LOGICAL.

10. PROPOSED PROHIBITION OF ALL DEALINGS BETWEEN FOUNDATIONS AND DONORS COULD CREATE
UNREASONABLE PROBLEM 4

11,. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION OF AVUAL INCOME OR FPVE PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET VALUE
OF INVESTMENT ASSETS WITHIN 12 MONTHS C01D SE UN'DULY RESTRICTIVE AND DETRI.SN.TAL,
It WOULD PRECLUDE INVESTMENT IN %.H BUSINESSES WMICH REQUIRE P!INVES".SNT CF
CURRENT EARNINGS FOR GREATER PU.J;v VALU'e AND EAANINS.
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12. THE PROPOSED STOCK WORSHIP LIMITAtION SEEMS TO US THE MOST UNFAIR,l*-RMRKABLe
AND DESTRUCTIVE OF PROPOSED CXGES. THIS WOULD PREVENT REASONABLE LATITUDEINVESTmENT .mWEmENT TO, PRODUCE MAXImL2 CURRENT AND FUTURE INCOMe TO CARRY
FORWARD OUR PROGRAMS. WE AGREE THAT ABUSES SHOULD BE CORRECTED, BUT FEEL THATPROPER, ETHICAL OPERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD SHOULD NOT BE PENALIZED.
REQUIRED DIVESTITURE COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS LOSS OF INCOME AND CONSEQUENT
CUT-BACK OF SERVrCES. *.

13. WE AGREE WITH PROPOSED LIMITATIONS ON USE OF ASSETS, AND WITH REQUIREMENTS FORDISCLOSURE AND PUBLICITY ON OPERATIONS, AND SCOE OTHER PROPOSALS, BUT CONSIDERTHAT FOUNDATIONS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED RATHER THAN DISCOURAGED. POSSIBLY AVOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION OF FOUNDATIONS COULD ESTABLISH WHAT WOULD BE, IN EFFECT,
ACCREDITATION STANDARDS'OF OBJECTIVES, METODS, AND PRACTICES.

14. WE ARE "PRIVATE" ONLY IN SOURCE OF FJ DS, OUR DEVOTION AND SERVICE ARE TO THE
PUBLIC INTEREST.

15. WHEN FLINT LACKED COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES, WE GAVE A CAMPUS AND HELPED CONSTRUCT
BUILDINGS-AS A RESULT, 8,000 YUG PEOPLE.WHO COULDN'T AFFORD TO' LIVE AWAYFROM HOME ARE GETTING A COLLEGE EDUCATION AT A SAVING OF ABOUT $16,000,000 A
YEAR TO THEIR FAILIES.

16. CfUNITY SCHOOLS--OPEN AROUND THE C.Ot AROUND ThE YEAR-ARE CREAtING INFORS DO
PARTICIPATING CITIZENSHIP, DEMOCRACY IN ACTION. '

17. PRESIDENT EISENHOWER SENT GENERAL EDW4IN CLARK--AND PRESIDENT KENNEDY SENT BUDWILKINSON-TO GET US TO START A PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM. BOTH REPORTED WEALREADY HAD THE FINEST PROGRAM IN 1HE' UNITED STATES, ONE THAT SHOULD BE PRCOTEO
EVERYWHERE,

18. I WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO VISIT FLINT AD SEE FOR YOURSELVES UVAT THE MOTITFOUNDATION IS DOING--WHICH WOULD BE THE BEST WAY FOR YOU TO .NDERSTANlD WHY IASK YOU NOT TO DESTROY OR WEAKEN THESE GOOD WORKS BY RESTRICTIVE OR tUNITIVE
LEGISLATION.
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TESTIMNY OF CHMMIS START MOTT

ON TAXATION OF FOUNDATIONS

I want you to know that I appreciate the opportunity to offer

some testimony on proposed changes in taxation of foundatihs.

Particularly, I want to present some very specific facts about

one foundation, its origin, purposes, accomplishments, and future

potential if it is not weakened by undue restrictions and

limitations.

My name is Charles Stewart Mott, and I want to tell you

something about the foundation which bears my name, and which

was established 43 years ago. First, I would like to note that

I served in the New York State Naval Militia from 1894 to 1900--

and that in 1898 1 enlisted as a Gunner's Mate First Class in

the United States Navy, and served on the U.SS. Yankee during

the Spanish-American War. i have also been of service to the

military in the first and second World Wars. I moved from the

New York area to Flint, Michigan, in 1907. I served as Mayor

of Flint in 1912, 1913, ahd 1918, giving my salary as Mayor to

the City Health Department and Red Cross. More than fifty years

ago, I organized the Y.M.C.A. in Flint. I mention these things

to establish the point that my'patriotism and concern for service

to the Nation and the community are not of recent origin, but

have been a matter of public record since the last'century.

Exactly these motives brought me to establish the Charles Stewart

Mott Foundation in 1926, under the laws of the State of Michigan,

to carry on philanthropic, charitable, and educational work.

Establishment of the Foundation inVo1ved some basic

assumptions:
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First, that those of us who have benefited from society

have an obligation to benefit society in returns

Second, that it is possible to benefit society by-helping

people improve the quality of their lives

Third, that creation of opportunity for self-improvement

helps best by developing self-reliant strength

Fourth, that extensions of opportunities in education*

recreation, and health are fundamental means of

improving the quality of liVingt and

Fifth, that existing facilities, agencies, and democratic

methods can serve best in-the development of such

extended opportunities.

Those ideas may sound very simple indeed, and so they are.

Upon them the Mott Foundation is built, We have'been working with

those ideas from the begin ing, and our Foundation has been guided

always by dedicated, unpaid trustees who have shared our concern

for carrying out our responsibilities to society by creating

opportunities for people to improve the quality of their lives.

In the depression years, when everyone agreed that somebody else

should do something about juvenile delinquency, we began implementa-

tion of these ideas in Flint, Michigan. Finding that Flint schools

were open only about 1400 hours a year--he national average--and

that young people had no constructive recreational opportunities

in the evenings, we offered to help the Flint Board of Education

make those school buildings the public had built available for

use by that public in the afternoons and evenings when they had

previously been locked. We did this by providing funds to the

Board of Education to conduct supervised recreational and educational

activities for young people and adults.
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The response was enthusiastic--both from the Board and

from the public. We also began grants for examination of the

health status of school children, and means of correcting the

physical and dental defects revealed by those examinations.

From this experimental beginning in 1935, what is now known as

the Community School Concept developed. The partnership between

the Mott Foundation and the Flint Board of education has grown

over the years so that we now contribute some #4,000,000 annually

to permit the Plint schools to operate a wide scope of programs--

adult education, recreation, physical fitness, health, special

education, and many others--for both adults and children. Flint

schools are open 3,800 hours a year, now, and a similar multiplica-

tion of effectiveness of existing facilities has been applied in

many areas. In the field of health, for example, we have built

a $4,000,000 Children's Health Center--with operating expenses

of $1,500,000 annually--to make certain that the physical and

dental defects which will yield to correction are corrected for

the children whose parents cannot afford such medical and dental

attention. These are only a few of the several implementations

of those basic ideas on which the Mott Foundation is built.

From the beginning of our Foundation activities, we have

also had another simple idea. It is this. we felt a special

obligation to, and interest in, the Flint community--made Up

of some 200,000 people in the city and another 200000 in the

surrounding county. We basically planned, therefore, to carry

on our program of community improvement for the people of the

Flint area first--while holding as equally important the
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concept that this demonstration# with Flint as a laboratory,

should be made available to as much of the rest of the world

as might wish to observe, learn, and apply the demonstrated

ideas to their own communities.

In order to make this demonstration highly available to

others, everywhere, we have, for the past 12 years, held a

series of three-day Community School Workshops in Flint at

which visitors from everywhere have been able to see the pro-

grams in action, More. than 70;000 people have thus token

advantage of the opportunity, to share in this Community School

Workshop experience--and their almost universal comment has

been .that they could not have believed such a program could be

carried out with such.wide and intense community participation

if .they had-not seen it for themselves. I can't begin to tell

you eli the results and effects of this spreading of the
/

community school idea--which is the essence of democracy in

action--except to mention that at the latest count we have

record of community education programs developed in 379 different

localities involving 1337 different schools. Of these 1337

schools, we can document' the fact that Mott Foundation funds

served to help initiate the community program in 62S of the

scbola. The other 712 community schools, deriving their inspira-

tions from the Flint demonstration, have' applied the principles

and techniques without financial assistance from the Mott

Foundation. To meet the need for personnel trained in such

community school techniques, we have worked with many educational

institutions to develop training courses for Community School

fDirectors--both in Flint and elsewhere.
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The Mott Foundation has employed about $2,000,000 in grants

to provide for leadership training to make possible the establish-

ment of community schools throughout the 379 localities mentioned.

We are working with nine University Regional Training Centers

across the Nations in addition to the training program conducted

by the seven universities of the State of Michigan. So success-

ful has been this approach to provision of demonstration community

school programs# and leadership.training, that the State of

Michigan has just appropriated a million dollars to help stimulate

and implement such programs throughout the State. I might

mention, that of the 625 schools where some Mott Foundation funds

have been utilized in initiating community school programs# our

grants of only $3611796 have resulted in local community contribu-

tions exceeding $7,000,000 in this implementation of school-

centered community development.

I have not mentioned Mott Foundation application of basic

ideas at the college level, or out work with and through existing

social agencies, or the contribution of a $6,500,000 Children's

Hospital to the University of Michigan, or many other aspects

of ott Foundation activities, I have not mentioned our accom-

plisbments in the field of physical fitness--which have received

such generous comments from Presidential advisors in this sector.

But perhaps I have told you enough to demonstrate that we believe

very deeply in, what we are doing--and that carrying out these

programs is our purpose in living.

since this is true, you can understand our concern about

aby governmental action which threatens the resources of the

Mott Foundation in such a way that they might be unable to carry
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forward this great work we have begun, and which is producing

such rich returns in human values in the lives of many thousands

of people.

I would like to explore with you one more simple idea--

the idea of exemption from tax of money used for such purposes

as those which our foundation carries out. It seems to me that

the concept of exemption is a simple one based upon the fact

that money so exempted is being used to fulfill avowed

governmental objectives in this democracy of ours. A govern-

mant for the people, such as ours, accepts responsibilities

to serve its people as far and as well as it can in education,

health, and social services. If a potential taxpayer uses his

funds to carry out such avowed governmental objectives--

providing educational services, health services, and social

services-uhe may achieve more effectiveness, more economy and

more flexibility than the nature of governmental operation

could logically permit. The dollars he, through a foundation,

may spend to accomplish such admitted governmental objectives

will obviously make it unnecessary for government to spend a

"larger number of dollars to accomplish what he has already done.

Thus* the logic of tax exemption of funds used td fulfill

obligations of a democratic government, to its people would seem

to be unassailable. We consider that the ott Foundation devotes

its funds exactly to the efficient fulfillment of such objectives.

If it is asserted that some foundations do a poor job, or

are so manipulated as to serve private ends of their donors,

or in some other fashion serve rather as a tax haven than an

instrument of public good--then I reply that it should not be

difficult to frame, enact, and enforce laws preventing such
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abuse while not penalizing those foundations which do operate

clearly for the public advantage. If it is protested that

foundations provide grants, even in such approved fields as

education, recreation health, and social service, to carry out

programs which government would not undertake--then I would

note that, within the bounds of common sense* this is a virtue

rather than a sin. A foundation may venture risk money on an

experimental program inappropriate for government--but it is

by such experimental pilot programs that new and better ways

of serving education, health, and social service are developed.

The foundation can be government's equivalent of industry's

research and development department. Indeed, as government

recognizes to an increasingly great extent its obligation to

serve the people of the nation in education, health, housing,

employment training, and social service fields, the function

of the so-called private foundation becomes more and more

valuable as the trail-blazer, the pathfinder, the trouble-

shooter, to do those necessary things for the public good which

government cannot or will not do. I could cite as a typical

instance the development of fine techniques of humane relocation

of families displaced by highway and Urban Renewal programs--as

pioneered by an agency funded in part by the Mott Foundation.

The methods developed by this agency were later incorporated

into Federal laws and regulations to the advantage of the entire

nation.
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To bring the question of these proposed tax changes down

to simplest terms, we--believing in all sincerity that the Mott

Foundation is conducted for the public good. in the public

interest--would protest any change which reduced the resources

available to carry on our program . At the same time# we are

equally in favor of any change in law which would serve to

prevent abuses. of foundations by those who would attempt to

use them for their own private advantage.

If devotion of the income of foundations to acceptable

programs is g g,. it must be. 100% good, not 92-1/2% good.

For this reason, I do not understand the logic of the proposed

7-1/2% tax on"Ahe income of foundations.

With respect to the proposed limitations of dealings between

a foundation and persons with certain specified relationships to

that foundation,. it would appear that the test should be one of

fairness and honesty--not a complete prohibition. It is not

difficult to Imagine. circumstances under which a foundation

might need to borrow money or. lease property a total-, ban on

dealings. between foundations and donors might create undue cost

or hardship to the foundation. The Mott Foundation has not
relied on, and does not expect to rely on, such practices, but

circumstances could exist where a foundation might have justifi-

able need of legitimate dealings with one or more of the donors

contributing to it.

The proposed requirement of distribution of annual income

or five per cent of the fair market value of investment assets

within a year could lead..to .unreasonable applications under

some circumstances.
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At best it restricts, the flexibility of the trustees of a

foundation to apply their best discretion in the making of grants

on the basis of the worthiness of the objectives--since in a given

calendar year, insufficient projects of demonstrable merit might

be proposed, while another year's approved requestamight require

more than that year's income. Again, it would seem that a test

of general practice in expending earnings within a reasonable

period for objectives of obvious merit would be a better yardstick

than a calendar requirement would be.

There are two points of concern with this provision--first,

the one just mentioned, an absolute requirement to spend income

within the one-year period--and* second, the requirement that

if an investment does not yield 5% for such expenditure as income,
then a portion of the capital asset must be sold to provide the

equivalent of such income for expenditure within the specified

period. A balanced investment program will include growth

stocks, also the development of a particular business may, in

the very process of healthy growth, require retention of its

earnings to expand facilities for a period of years resulting

in greater income-producing resources in the long run. We have

planned the Mott Foundation for a very long run indeed--to

contifie its good works throughout the foreseeable future--and

have established our investment program accordingly. It seems

to us that a reasonable and prudent latitude in investment

management is both fair and necessary to permit establishing

and conserving capital resources for future as well as present

income for foundations.
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Of all the proposed changes in the law regulating foundations,

the stock ownership limitation seems to us the most unfair, unwork-

able# and destructive. Certainly, if a foundation has acquired a

portion of the ownership of a business which is being operated

in whole or in part for the benefit of a donor or his family#

such practice should be stopped or punished. But if a donor in

good faith contributes all or part of a business to a foundation

to provide income to carry on its good works, it is not reason-

able that this business should have to be sold at a sacrifice.

The Mott Foundation has substantial holdings exceeding twenty

per cent of the outstanding stock of several corporations,

including complete ownership in some cases. Where a foundation

owns 100 per cent of a business or corporation, there can

scarcely be any question of manipulation of that business for

the advantage of stockholders other than the foundation--so why

should a foundation be required to divest itself of such complete

ownership? If there are reputed to be temptations in ownership

of a fraction of the stock of a company by a foundation, certainly

100 per cent ownership is the best assurance of removal of those

temptations. In no instance are the officers of these corpora-

tions, who carry on the day-to-day activities of the business,

substantial donors or management personnel of the foundation.

Rather, the operation of these corporations is carried oUt by

professional management personnel. We woUld note that such

corporations are already paying over 50 per cent of earnings

as corporate profits taxes. To force the foundation to dispose

of securities or other business interests could seriously weaken
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the income situation, and thus reduce our ability to carry

forward the long-term programs on which we are already embarked.

Believing, as we do, that the objectives and programs of

the Mott Foundation are good, and in the public interest, we

feel an obligation to enhance and conserve our investment position

to produce the maximum income for carrying these programs on.

In practice, we disburse our dividends within a year after they

are received in accordance withthe law, and we feel we should

be able to make and preserve the best investments and business

operations to keep the maximum resources available for our programs.

Required'divestiture could result in serious loss of income for the

charitable purposes of the Foundation. We have been guilty of

no abuses that would justify so stringent a requirement. Again,

we come back to the principle: correct abuses, but do not

penalize proper, ethical operations demonstrably conducted for

the public good. It would seem that strict enforcement of present

laws would be sufficient to prevent abuses, without imposing this

drastic provision requiring divestiture.

Lest you believe I have come here to disagree with everything

proposed in the legislation under consideration, I would note that

we agree with proposed limitations on the use of assets, and with

the requirements for disclosure and publicity on operations, and

some other proposed regulations. Basically, we feel that the

private foundation deserves to be encouraged rather than dis-

couraged, promoted rather than hampered, considered a national

asset rather than a reprehensible haven of sharp practice--in

short, a very good citizen rather than the villain of the piece.
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Perhaps foundations themselves, as a group, should set up

a formal association of foundations to adopt voluntary standards

of approved purposes# methods, and practices# to provide a

mechanism for self-policing. To be an accredited member of

such an association would be conditional upon conformity to

universally accepted standards of approved objectives, methods#

and practices. It seems to me that encouragement of development

of such a framework for establishment and maintenance of

standards would be a better approach than governmental resttic-

tions which could prove detrimental to rthe public good.

Maybe what I am trying to say to you as elected representa-

tives of the people of the United States is this please don't

hamstring us. because it's y race we're running. We are a

private m foundation only in the source of our funds--in our

programs we are as devoted to the public as government itself,

and all our activities are completely in the public interest.

I would like to tell you about a lot more of our programs--

how, by financing creation of two colleges we make it possible

for the families of 8,000 young people to save $16,000,000 a

year and 4ive their sons and daughters college educations while

living at home.

I would like to tell you more about comunity schools--

buildings that belong to the taxpayers, and that the taxpayers

actually use around the clock, around the year for every kind of

wholesome and constructive activity--with 20,000.

adults per semester turning out for adult education and recreation

classes in flint alone--and hundreds graduating from high school
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each year in middle 'age--more adults using the schools at night

than children in the daytime--giving working democracy a true

medium in whioh to function# the community school, now carrying

its torch of Interest* Involvement, and Information throughout

the Nation to create that informed participating citizenship

we all want ...

I would like to tell you what President Eisenhower's

General edwin Clark--and President Kennedk's Bud Vilkinson

have to say about our physical fitness program, and its

importance to this Nation.,6.

Most of ail, since I can't expect time to tell you about

all these and a dozen other programs--and you wouldn't be able

to believe their excellence without seeing them for yourselves--

I would like to invite you to visit Flint, Michigan, and see

our programs in action. Then you would not wonder that I

appear before you to ask you not to destroy or weaken these

good works by restrictive or punitive legislation.
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315 Park Avenue South, New YOrk, N. Y. 10010
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on the
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SUMY OF POItrS

1 Long term care institutions and homes fcr the aging should be

specifically exempt - 170(b)(1)(9).

2. Long term care institutions and homes for the aging should be

exempt on any appreciation in value of gifts of donors.

3. We are opposed to any tax on undistributed investment income.

4. Political activities should permit interpretation to legisla-

tors of the needs of the ill and elderly or for advocating a

cause for the elderly.

5. In the distribution of investment assets, the evaluation of

(Page 1 of Summary of Points)
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real state as frequently as "may be appropriate" needs
thought and care.
6. Disclosure from auxiliaries, ladies aids or other small
organizations should be eliminated,

We stand ready to assist-this conittee at any time where
our experience and consultation would seem helpful.

(Page 2 of Summary of Points)
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I am Eugene T. Hackler, an attorney of Olathe, Kansas. I

appear today on behalf of the American Association of Homes for

the Aging, of which I am a vice-president, and for the Ev. Lutheran

Good Samaritan Society, of which I am Treasurer.

The American Association of Homes for the Aging is a national

membership organization of non-profit, voluntary and governmental

homes for the aging across the country, inclUding all denominational

groups. Our homes care for about one-half million people. The

Association was founded in 1961 with a grant from the Ford Founda-

tion. AAHA has been concerned with solving problems of common

concern to its 1,000 member homes as well as to those dedicated to

serving the institutional needs of our nation's elderly. My

particular concern has been with problems relating to tax exemption.

- 1-a
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The Ev;'Lutheran Good Samaritan Society is a non-profit,

religious corporation with headquarters in Sioux Falls, South

Dakota.'- The Society operates 130 institutions in 18 states,

primarily nursing homes but several hospitals, a home for delinquent

boys, providing in all over 10,000 beds. The Society was organized

in 1922.

Although this testimony is technically offered on behalf of

these'two organizations, I am, in reality, speaking not only for

the one-half million people we care for in our homes but for most

of the elderly people in the country who are confronted with the

burdens of illness, aging and often money.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is, in my Judgment, long overdue.

The organizations which i represent do agree with much of the Bill.

We are not opposed to -

1. The elimination of the exemption in areas of debt

financed business, which we often refer to as the

Clay-Brown provision, and

2. The exemption on unrelated business income, and

3, We think that interest, rents and royalties from

controlled corporations and income from advertising

and trade journals may be taxable.

2-
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We think the Bill can be improved in the following areas:

I.
LONG TERM CARE INSTITUIONS AND
HOMM FOR THE AGING SHObLD BE
SPECIFICALLY EXEP..

The long term care, institutions and homes for the aging

should be specifically exempted by their inclusion as a 170(b)(1)(B)

type exempt organization, the same as hospitals are to be e-tempted.

II.
QIFTS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY.

trir members think that loni term care institutions and homes

for the aSIu should be exempt on any appreciation in value of gifts

of donors to long term care institutions and homes for the agin.l.

The present value of property that has increased in price since

purchase should be deducted in full when given to our institutions

with no payment of capital gains tax and without taxing the increase

in value. This kind of giving is a major source of charitable con-

tributions and if exemptions are given to some institutions and not

others, it will channel the money in that direction to the detri-

ment to our long term care institutions and homes for the aging,

unless we are included in the exemption. In 1938 a House bill to

tax gain on gifts of appreciated property was rejected by the Senate

Finance Committee which eliminated this provision because "The

Committee believes that charitable gifts generally are to be en-

couraged."

TAXING LONG TERM CARE INSTITUTIONS
AND HOMES FOR_ THE AGING.

We believe that the 7 1/2% tax on undistributed investment

Page - 3 -
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income, or even 2% as suggested by Secretary Kennedy, should be
eliminated for long term care institutions and homes for the aging.
If we tax at all in this area, we will be setting a precedent for
increased taxation as experience indicates that once we start
taxing in an area, it is apt to be increased. If there must be
a tax for administration purposes, it should not be applied against
reserves for continuation of services (life care contract obliga-
tions)- and reserves for improved services, expansion, replacement

and working capital.

IV.

POLITICAL ACTIVITIEs.

The political activities prohibition section of the Bill
should be further clarified, as we believe that long term care
institutions and homes for aging should not be restricted in their
right to interpret to legislators their constituents$ needs or to
advocate a cause for the elderly. We should be permitted to work
with legislators or voters on such matters as licensure of administra-
tors, state and local ad valorem tax exemption, as well as standards
of care for the Ill and aging. Perhaps this is the intent of the

Bill but it would seem to me to need clarification. Supporting a
specific candidate or contributing funds to a political campaign

Page - 4
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should be prohibited. Charitable assets are not properly,used

for" these purposes but they should'be used to improve the condi-

tions of our ill and aging.

V.
DISTKIBUTION OF INVESTMENT ASSETS

We are also concerned about that portion of the Bill which

provides that to avoid tax, private foundations must distribute

income currently but not less than 5. of investment assets. The

Bill imposes graduated sanctions in the event of failure to dis-

tribute. The specific concern (if private foundations are to be

taxed) is that assets will be evaluated as frequently "as may be

appropriate" with the exception that the assets that can be easily

evaluated are to be evaluated on a monthly basis. Evaluation of

nOn-charitable assets will present a specific administration pro-

blem when you deal with the appraisal of real estate. In the

Mid-west it is not unusual for charitable institutions to own farms

or other real.estate which might, on occasion, not produce a

minimum pay-out oi 5%. In these cases the Treasury Department

and the taxpayer may have a real, dispute as to the value of the

investment. Appraising or judging the value of real estate can

be most difficult. Though it needs to be done, a provision should

be made limiting this appraisal so that taxpayers will not be bur-

dened with the cost of preparing and spending money each year for

Page - 5
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expert evaluations of real estate. Having worked considerably

in the field of condemnation, the evaluation of real estate can

vary considerably between witnesses and recognized experts in the

field. Although the courts can settle this matter, it is a

difficult burden to place upon the taxpayer both time-wise and in

the use of charitable dollars defending its evaluation, A judg-

ment factor such as this needs considerable thought and care.

VI.
DISCLOSURE

The Bill proposes to extend present disclosure requirements

to all tax exempt organizations with penalties for non-filing.

Our concern is not disclosure by our present 990A form but clari-

fication should be made so that every institution having auxiliaries,

ladies aids or other similar small organizations should not have

to report. This would take some charities additional dollars in

administration.

REASONS AND ARGUMENTS

We believe that the excellent intent of the Tax Reform Act

of 1969 for reduction of tax inequities can be obtained without

including provisions harmful to volunteerism and philanthropy in

their proposals. Charitable contribution should not be lunped

with oil depletion, real estate depreciation and the like. Charitable

Page - 6 -
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gifts are nOt 1 "loophole". They are for the benefit of others,

not the taxpayer. Charitable contributions should be treated

quite differently from tax shelters. Gifts to Charities are life-

lines for' human needs.

Both of the organizations I represent today are made up of

homes that are "operating" charities, rather than "grant-making"

type charities. These institutions are serving the ill and the

aged and provide most of their funds from the residents they serve,

with wide support from churches and interested citizens. Although

most of them are church-related corporations, they would have

difficulty in being identified as "a church" as provided in

170(b)(1)(B). if tax exemption for gifts to these institutions

is eliminated, either because the institutions are no longer exempt

or because the donors can give money with greater benefits to the

taxpayer when making gifts to hospitals, then two major problems

of this nation will increase -

(1) increased medical cost for the aging.
For those elderly people needing medical services, we
find that the cost in homes for the aging and long
term care institutions rarges from approximately
one-third to one-half of the cost of hospitals. The
nation already is concerned about the high cost of
medical care for the aging. We presently need more
institutions to care for the aged population.
In the work Of the Ev. Lutheran Good Samaritan Society
we find that most of our contributions come for the

Page - 7 -
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development of a new institution, in the form of donated
land and money. The Tax Reform Act, if not amended,would seriously jeopardize the establihmet of new
institutions for us. During the last year we received
nearly one million dollars, in that corporation alone,
in cash contributions and approximately one-quarter
million dollars in gifts of land for the development
of new institutions. We can also learn to resolve the
high cost of medical care problems in caring for the
aging in sub-acute care institutions for use in the
care of our economically deprived people in sub-acute
care institutions. Sub-acute care institutions and
neighborhood clinical settings can reduce high costs
because sophisticated equipment is not needed. This
appears to be one of the goals of the comprehensive
health care planning package passed by Congress about
a year ago and now getting underway in our major cities
across the country. We must learn to better use the
health dollar in the united States.

(2) "Higher cost' to the elderly.
If payment of taxes on investment income or the erosion
of our tax exemption develops, then the costs to our
residents will increase. This will be the natural
result if our institutions are to survive. This will
be placing an unusually heavy burden upon our aging
population. This will also increase the cost of govern-
ment as the care of about 54% of the people in long term
care institutions and homes for aging is now being paid
for by private foundations.

In conclusion, I think we should ask ourselves if society

can best be served by encouraging gifts to charities or eliminating

them. Isn't it time we appealed to the best in mankind? The best

justification for government in relieving religious, educational

and charitable activities from taxes is that government wishes to

encourage tbese activities as representing the highest and noblest

achievements of mankind.
Respectfully submitted,

Eugene T. Hackler
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY MITCHELL ROGOVIi

I. Five Troublesome Provisions of'H. R. 13270

A. Viewed by a private foundation holding primarily
non-voting stock in a closely held family business.

11. Stock Ownership Limitation

A. Attribution rules are too broad.

1. Causes private foundation with no
voting stock to dispose of all its
non-voting securities because of
stock owned by family members.

2. Rules of attribution should not apply
in determining whether a private founda-
tion has excess business holdings.

3. Alternatively, non-voting stock should
not be equated with control and no
attribution should be allowed where
no voting stock is held by foundation.

B. Where involuntary divestiture of excess business
holdings is required, bill should affirmatively
preclude adverse tax consequences on the disposi-
tion of closely held stock.

1. No market generally available for
closely held securities -- other
than issuing corporation.

2. Redemption by issuing company of excess

business holdings should not trigger:

a. Dividend consequences to, the donor, or

b. Assertion of the penalty tax for
unreasonable accumdlntions by the
redeeming corporation.
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3. ae result should apply where a foundation
has to dispose of closely hold securities
because it did not obtain a 59 yield on its
investment assets. (S 4942).

4. Bill should permit retroactive adjustments
in the redemption price so as to be able to
comply with the "fair market value" require-
ments of 1 4941(d) (1) (F).

5. An exception to J 4943(a) (4) (5) and (0)should be
recognized where there is a binding agreement
to redeem excess business holdings of a
foundation over a period not to exceed 10
years.

6. An exception to § 4943(c)(5) should be
permitted to as to allow codicils executed
after July 20, 1969* that are unrelated to
bequests to private foundations.

III. Charitable Contributions of Aereciated Pronertv

A, Develops elitist group of charities to which
contribution of appreciated property is proper.

1. Creates second class of philanthropy as
to which no such tax loophole will be
brooked.

so Illogical and discriminatory distinction.

1. Will shift contributions away from
private charities.

2s. Would# for the first time, tax un-
realized appreciation.

IV. Tax on Investmnt Income

A. Tax intended to require private foundations to

888
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make a small contribution,.. toward
the cost of government.'

1. Tax on private foundations and not
on other philanthropy.,

2. Tax-free status the hallmark of
philanthropy. Precedent will cause
state and local authorities to
similarly tax investment Lncome.

t. Better solutions require AU exempt organizations
to pay a small 'user charge" measured by their
capital.

1 armark such funds for audit program.

V. Distribution of InCome

A. 5% minimum distribution requirement unrealistic.

1. Places unwarranted burden on foundation
manager.

2. Causes him to Ochurn" investments to
seek 5% yield.

B. Foundations should be required to distribute
earnings currently.

L Failure to do so should be treated
as failure to dedicate assets to
charity.

C. Alternatively# yield minimum should be lowered
to 3%,.

VI. lay-Brown Provision

A. Provision sound and long overdue.
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. s drafted, however, unintended inequities
might result.

1. Man" - Whets foundatLorl borrows
money in order to make a contribution

in furtherance of charitable purpose
and pledges recently acquired donated
property as collateral for loan.

2s Language of sections 514 (b) and 514(a)
(1) (CY could be interpreted to cover
above example.

3. While such an arrangement does not
appear to be within policy of bill,
asiguLty could be resolved by appro-
priate language in Committee Report.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Coumittees

My name Is Mitchell RogovLni I am a partner in
4

the law firm of Arnold & Porter, of 1$abhington, D. C., As

way of background and disclosure, I was formerly Assistant

Attorney General of the United States in charge of the Tax

Division and before that, Chief Counsel for the Internal

Revenue Service, Although in my former government positions

I helped formulate some of the positions taken in H.R. 13270,

t do not 6eolivo there is any conflict in my representation

of the Louis and fFoundation, inc.

Phil oy with istaebeginning t the

d of time iscurt* t hhathas beom a
cutting process a $a the oc ety whtch it

erves. U 1:44 41 to r as 1 as phi anthropy tselt

ad have ccure ny me ar as. Over that

pan of tLee ou able a i s have been shaped, ave

on foste aend have a t d by wisdom,t fears

an the prejudices e sin which tap aleIocau .edo V'

One might say that when organized asty first

recognized t the poor ad rights and rich had duties,

philanthropy was born. re and civilizations provide
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examples demonstrating their sense of charitable obligation. V

The development of the law of charity thus mirrors

the social# religious and economic philosophies which have

held sway throughout the various periods of our history. In

modern times the granting or withholding of tax privileges

has become a favorite tool of society In shaping the develop-

ment of charitable activities and an important means through

which society imposes its will on philanthropy. The result

has been that the tax treatment of charitable activities at

any given period of time is, in Itself, a mirror of the

social, religious and economic philosophies of the time.

The unanswered question Is what legacy will the

91st Congress leave for generations unborn. The result of

the philanthropy of the 19th Century is all about us. The

colleges, libraries, concert halls and research institutes

stand tall as the product or private philanthropy of years

gone by. Much of the testimony Foundationa' Coordinated

Testimony Group bears ample witness to what philanthropy

has done in the past.

S/ See, Andrews, Philanthrovio Givin, Russell Sage Foundation,
p. 301 5 Encyclopedia Driticannica (1955 3d.) CharJyo p. 250.

2/See Statements of Miller and Wells# The Role of Foundations
in American Life, September 9t 1969.
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SONE SPECIFIC CONCERNS

The need for specific legislation to curb the over-

reach and abuse of some foundation managers has, over the past

decade, been demonstrated. The House Bill, however, is an

all too broad answer to the specific problems surfaced by

the Treasury Report I/ or Congressman Patman's hearings on

private foundations* I/ Indeed, at a point in time when it

would seem that the Congress should be seeking to encourage

foundation managers -- the private sector -- to work toward

the eradication of the formidable problems facing our nation#

the Dill challenges the continued existence of private founda-

tions. It is not a good example of "creative or new federal-

ism.*

Since the Blaustein Foundation is, in comparison

to some of the foundations represented at these hearings,

relatively small and like many private foundations, it holds

1/Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations,
Committee on Ways and Means, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. (1965).

2/ Tax-Exempt Foundations and Charitable Trustes Their Impact
on Our Economy, Chairman's Report to the House Select Com-
mittee on Small Business, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (Comm. Print
1962)1 2d Installment Subcomnittee Chairman's Report to
Subcommittee No. 1, House Select Committee on Small Busi-
ness, 68th Cong., lt Seso. (Comm. Print 1963)h 3d Install-
ment, J., 88th Cong., 2d Bess. (Comm. Print 1964)1 4th
Installment, J4., 89th Cong., 2d Bes (Comm. Print 1966)1
Sth Installment, A4,, 90th Cong., 2d Ser. (Comm. Print
1967)t 6th Installment, ±A., 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (Comm.
Print 1968)1 7th Installment, J±., 91st Cong., 1st Boss.
(Comm. Print 1969).
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primarily nonvoting stock in a closely-held family enterprise,

our coments on certain of the foundation provisions of i.R.

13370 reflect that point of view. It Is# therefore, in this

context, that we focus upon$

A. kn Ownarship Limtaton (section 101(b)
of the Bill and section 4943 of the code)

3. hari4hU m on4trihutnni Of AnPretPatAd

RwagiM (sections 201(c) and (d) of the
Bill and section 170 of the Code)

C. Wv nn Ttftnw. !ienmt (section 101(a) of
the Bill and section 506 of the Code)

D. Di-. at~i',n nF Tnterm (section 101(b) of the
Bill and section 4942 of the Code)

3. ~Th £~fla-R~1in Provision (section 121 of the
Bill and sections 512 and $14 of the Code)

11.

A. STOC OWNERSHIP LIMITATIOU

This provision of the Bill limits to 20 percent the

combined ownership of a corporation's voting and nonvoting

stock held by a private foundation and those who, under broad

rules of stock ownership attribution, are referred to as "dis-

qualified persons." To the extent that a foundation and dis-

qualified persons own stock in excess of the 20 percent limita-

tion, the foundation must dispose of its stock within a 10-

year period. This provision will, singlehandedly, cause the
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liquidation of countless private foundations and, coupled with

the limitation on gifts of appreciated property to private

foundations, viii make it impossible for many man of wealth

to contribute to philanthropy the most valuable asset they

have -- shares of the businesses built up by themselves* their

family or a stall group of entzepeneurs.

The general philosophy behind such legislation is the

assumption that a foundation owning (together with so-called

disqualified persons) more than 20 percent of a corporation's

voting stock, will become preoccupied with the business of

business rather than Its charitable purpose.

While there is much to be said in favor of prohibit-

ing foundation trustees and managers from engaging in the busi-

ness of its equity investments, the House Bill would unneces-

sarily destroy a substantial source of philanthropic support

to curb some possible abuses which may arise from control.

Two basic shortcomings cause the Bill to have effects upon

philanthropy far beyond these presumably intended or socially

desirable. The first, the rules dealing with attribution,

are excessively broad in some instances and totally unneces-

sary in others. For example, under these rules, a foundation

can be deemed to be in control of a corporation in which it

895
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has no vote and, therefore# no control. The second reflects

the absence of a realistic method in which a foundation can di-

vest itself of shares of closely-held stock to meet the House

Bill's limitation on stock ownership and still make available

to charity the most cash possible. Closely-held stock gener-

ally has no market and cannot be sold for its real worth. The

only method of obtaining real worth for charitable purposes is

through the redemption of such stock by the issuing corpora-

tion.

A=TSTlT411ntu IUILe

The 20 percent limitation of combined stock owner-

ship is an arbitrary rule Which substitutes arithmetic for
o 1/

reason. It has the sole advantage of being a clear-cut

rule. But even this advantage becomes fuzzy when the rules

of attribution -- the deeming of stock owned by others to be

owned by the Foundation -- are applied. The basic presump-

tion is that when a foundation has more than 20 percent of a

corporations voting stock, its managers will become involved

in business to the detriment of philanthropy. This, however#

1/ ". . . anodynes for the pains of thinking" as Judge
Learned Hand put it. lana a v6 .jmm41tst~anL. 60 P.2d 931,
933 (2d Cir. 1932), gaLa. im.# 287 U.8. 677 (1932).
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becomes strained to the breaking point when, for example, a

foundation with nothing but the nonvoting stock of a corpora-

tion finds itself charged with all the voting stock owned by,

"a substantial contributor (anyone who has con-
tributed more than $5,000 in any one calendar
year or more than any other contributor in any
one calendar year)# a foundation manager, an
individual who owns more than 20% of a corpora-
tion which is a substantial contributor, a holder
of more than 20% of the beneficial interest of a
trust or unincorporated enterprise which is a
substantial contributor, a member of the family
(under the personal holding company and collapsible
corporation attribution rules) of any such person,
or a corporation, partnership, trust, or estate
as to which all such persons own in the aggregate
more than 35#." ./

To equate nonvoting stock with voting common stock

is like assuming that'holders of Series B Savings Bonds can

vote on federal legislation. The presumption of business in-

volvement is nonsense when nonvoting stock is held by a founda-

tion. The attribution rules, while properly broad when dealing

with matters such as self-dealing, have no relevance in the

.3/H. Rpt. No. 91-413 (Part t)e p. 21, 91st Cong., let Sess.
(1969). These rules of attribution include and expand
upon the rules set out in S 341(d) and S 544(a), I.R.C. 1954.
They are proposed to be applied in mechanical fashion to the
problems of self-dealing and excess business holdings,
irrespective of the vast difference between these two
problems.
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context of the provisions of the House Bill dealing with con-

trol by a foundation of a business enterprise,

Zn a situation where a foundation holds nonvoting

stock in a family business and the voting stock is held by

family members, the foundation must (because of the applics-

tion of the rules of attribution) dispose of AU its nonvoting

stock. It is totally Illogical to reach such a result In the

name of keeping foundations out of business. The proposed

bill would allow a foundation to own up to 20 percent of the

voting stock in a business. in many instances, 10 percent

of the voting stock is enough to exercise control. Thus,

business involvement is sanctioned to that extent. Yet, where

a foundation has no control -- no voting stock -- it will be

deemed to be involved in business through the fiction of

attribution.

aardingly. tha bill should ha modified so as to

elimines ~the rules of attribution in determining whether 20

nereent of a business is owned by a private foundaSion. At

he verg minimum. the rules of atribution should not s aly

to a private foundation uhieh itself owns no voting Otock,
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A seCond and equally troublesome feature of the

House ill Is Its failure effectively to provide a realistic

mechanism fort (1) private foundations to comply with a

forced divestiture of stock in a closely-held company end

(2) for public charities to obtain cash for closely-held

stock in a manner which will most benefit charitable purposes.

Many public charities and private foundations

hold stock in closely-held companies. Indeed, for over

50 years such stock has been considered by the Treasury

as perfectly legitimate holdings for 1bundatLons. Under the

House Dill, private foundations required to divest themselves

of closely-held stock can meet this "requirement by sale, by

gift to a public charity, or by redemption. Realistically,

however, redemption of the stock by the issuing company is

the only method for the charity to obtain a market and a fair

value. The transfer by the private foundation of closely-

held securities to a public charity, without the capacity

of sale by the recipient, is a paltry gift unless the

public charity can otherwise convert it into expendable

cash.
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Nany persons of wealth whose property is concentrated

is closely-hed corporations customarily leave substantial gifts

to private and public charities under their wills. The House

Bill will discourage future generous gifts of such stock to

private foundations if the gift will make the foundation a

20% or more shareholders unless there is some way for the

foundation to divest itself of the shares. Likewise# when

testamentary gifts are made to public charities, or if the

public charities receive closely-held stock from private founda-

tion@, Ia method must be devised to allow the conversion of the

stock into cash. Unless a redemption provision is provided,

charity will get something-substantially less than the true

worth of the securities in both instances.

WHY REDEMPTION 1S NOT CURRENTLY PEABS IL

The House Bill does not forbid redemptions from pub-

lie charities or private foundations. In fact, the Committee

Report recognizes that closely-held stock may be redeemed. To

facilitate this end, the prohibition against self-dealing is

relaxed in such cases where the stock is sold for fair market

value by the foundation to a disqualified person which may be

the corporations Nonetheles, certain other possible inter-

pretations of the Internal Revenue Code may make the redemption

,/ A method of divestiture approved by the Bill,
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so dangerous to the donor and to the closely-held corporation

that redemption is impossible.

The Internal Revenue Service has sometimes taken the

position that where a corporation redeems shares which have boen

received by a foundation as gifts, the redemption amounts to a

taxable dividend at high rates, to the original donors, I/ How

far the courts will go along with the constructive dividend position

is, perhaps* another matter, but the prospect of the assertion

of dividend consequences is a chilling one. It should be made

clear by amendment that a redemption of closely-held stock

J/ Firnt Atilonl Indu trins. Inc. v, CQo.iggtnfaar, 404 P.2d
1182 (6th Cir. 1968), Afla 26 ?CM 608 (1967) involved a
parent corporation's donation of "equity" in a subsidiary's
stock to a foundation. The subsidiary redeemed the stock
from the foundation and the donor (parent corporation) was
held taxable on the redemption proceeds. See also £iallM
f , 25 TCM 1024 (1966). IRS contended for dividend
treatment, but did =L prevail in Robett L. Fox, 27 TCM 1001
(1968)1 jAec]ob v. United Statea 280 P. Supp. 437 (S.D. Ohio
1966)t a.ftL 390 P.2d 877 (C.A. 6th 1968)t and Winaton v.
£a1s, 122 P. Supp. 649 (D. Minn. 1954). See also £h pparA v.
uniLtd RLatALs, 361 P.2d 972 (Ct, Cls. 1966),
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presently held by, or received as a testamentary bequest by a

private foundation or owned or received by a public charity,

would not produce dividend consequences to the donors or to

the decedent's estate.

So far as the redeeming corporation is concerned,

the problem is the possible assertion of the penalty tax upon

unreasonable accumulation of income under section 531 of the

Internal Revenue Code. 1/ For purposes of the penalty tax the

Code presently allows a deduction for corporate charitable

contributions in excess of the 5 percent of adjusted gross

income normally allowed corporations as a deductible charit-

able contribution. An additional deduction should be allowed

for the indirect charitable contribution made through a re-

demption of closely-held shares.

L/ See Dickman Lumber Company v. United States, 65-1 USTC 9133
(W.D. Wash. 1964), La 355 F.2d 670 (C*A. 9th 1966)1
Youngs Rubber Cop,, 21 TCM 1593 (1962), aff'd 331 F.2d 12
(C,.A. 2d 1964); Kirlin co., 23 TCM 1580 (1964), Aff1d 361
F.2d 818 (C.A. 6th 1966), where the retention of earnings and
profits to provide funds for the redemption of a decreased
shareholder's stock (under section 303) so as to enable
the estate to pay death taxes was found not to be an ac-
cumulation for the reasonable needs of the business. See
also Washington, Can Earninss Still be Accumulated to Finance
Section 303 Redemptions?, 44 Taxes 43 (Jan. 1966), and Herwitz,
Stock Redemotions and the Accumulated Earnincs Tax, 74 Har. L.
Rev. 866 (1961).
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POLICY CONSIDBRATIONBS FAVORING ARtDEMPTION

Over the history of our modern income tax, closely-

held and family businesses have been protected and sheltered

from adverse tax effects which would cause the demise of the

closely-held business as a part of our economic life. For

example, Congress recognized that death taxes could easily

force a closely-held business to liquidates merge, or "go

public" under extreme duress. Accordingly, it provided for

stock redemption to pay death taxes without dividend conse-

quences to the estate.

Similar protection must be given to testamentary gifts

of securities in closely-held companies, if forced mergers with

their resulting concentration of power in larger units are to

be avoided and if our pluralistic approach to philanthropy is

to continue.

A private foundation required to divest a portion of

its publicly traded securities has no problem. A private founda-

tion or a public charity holding a security with no available

1/ Section 303 provides capital gains treatment for a stock re-
demption needed to pay death takes and section 6166 provides for
installment payment of estate taxes on estates composed largely
of"an interest in a closely held business" defined inter Alia,
as consisting of 20 percent or more in value of the voting
stock of a corporation. Treas.' Regs. S 20.161-1(b) provides
that the sale of interests in a family business to Ohrelated
persons is a hardship justifying delayed tax collectich.
Simon, Hearings Before the Committee on Ways and Means on
Tax Reform, 1969, N. 14 at 796.
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market other than the issuing company will have difficulty

realizing the full value of such assets. I/ Consistent with

'the desire for charity to obtain the full value of such assets*

they should be encouraged to convert the closely-held stock

into cash and thereafter be on parity with other private founda-

tions or public charities which hold marketable securities.

Thus, they will be in a better position to carry out their

charitable purpose. The recommended.qditione to the bill are

intended to facilitate the policy behind this provision to

change the type of investments held by certain private foUnda-

tions.

An alternative approach which recognizes that non-

voting stock in the hands of a private foundation is

1/A similar problem in obtaining full value exists when,
under the distribution of income provision of section 161(b)
of the Bill (new section 4942), a private foundation fails
to obtain a 5 percent yield on its investment assets. At
that point, if its only assets are shares in closely-held
corporations, some device is necessary to allow the issuing
corporation to redeem the securities without adverse tax
consequences to the redeeming corporation, its shareholders,
the donor or the foundation. To fail to do so would only
compound the foundation's inability to get a full value re-
turn on its assets.
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substantially different' than voting stock should be considered.

Since a foundation holding nothing but nonvoting stock in a family

enterprise is harshly treated under the rules of constructive

ownership, an exception should be added to the Bill to provide

that where a foundation holds exclusively nonvoting stock

amounting to less than 25 percent of the total equity of the

corporation, the provisions of section 4943 of the Bill will

not apply.

OTHER PROBLEMS RE DIVESTITURE OP EXCESS

BUSINESS HOLDINGS

Section 101(k) provides that section 4941 (the pro-

vision 'that imposes sanctions on self-dealing) shall not ap-

ply to sales by a foundation to a "disqualified person" if the

1/Section 4943(c),(2) (C) of the proposed Bill provides
a A minlmita rule under which foundations may retain
not more than 2 percent of the voting stock not-
withstanding the 20 percent limitation.
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sale is necessary in order for the foundation to dispose of

its excess business holdings and if the foundation receives

an amount equal to the fair market value of the stock.

How would this provision be applied in situations

where the Internal Revenue Service or a court subsequently

determines that the fair market value of the redeemed stock

was higher than the redemption price originally agreed upon

by the foundation and the corporation? The difficulty in

valuing closely-held stock is well recognized. The Internal

Revenue Service has often asserted a higher value for closely-

held stock than the value reported by taxpayers on their

federal estate and gift tax returns and courts have often

determined a still different value. If a foundation, in

compliance with the excess business holding provisions, has

its closely-held shares redeemed by an issuing corporation

which is a "disqualified person," and if it is finally de-

termined by the Service or a court that the redemption price

was less than "fair market value," would a retroactive adjust-

ment in the redemption price be permitted so that the founda-

tion would have the opportunity to keep the transaction within

the scope of section 101(k). By the retroactive adjustments

the redeeming corporation would pay to the foundation the
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difference between the original redemption price and the

finally determined "fair market value."

If retroactive adjustments are not specifically pro-

vided for, the section 1011(k) exception will be unworkable.

FoUndation managers and the redeeming corporations will be

obliged to risk the imposition of the section 4941 sanctions

because "fair market value" may subsequently be determined to

be higher than the redemption price. Under section 4941(a), a

tax of 5 percent of the amount involved in the self-dealing

transaction will be imposedion the redeeming corporation and,

if the redemption is not "undone" during the "correction period,"

a tax of 200 percent will be imposed under section 4941(b). A

tax of 2-1/2 percent will be imposed on the foundation manager

who knowingly participates in the transaction (section 4941(a))

and an additional tax of 50 percent will-be imposed if he re-

fuses to agree to a"correction" (section 4941(b)). Section

101(k) certainly was not intended to be so limited in applica-

tion.

Aecaoding1y. ihn' une Bill ghould.- therefore. make

leaar that a retroactive ngjuetment in the redgemption price

will Lomply with the "fair market value" reauirament of sea-
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A second provision in the House Bill that will dis-

courage redemptions is the reduced grace period that will re-

suit whenever the redeeming corporation is a "disqualified

person," Section 4943(c)-(4)(B) provides that the ten-year

grace period for disposing of excess holdings is cut off after

two years unless the foundation has disposed of at least one-

tenth of its excess holdings to a person other than a "dig-

qualified person." Section 4943(o)(4)(C) provides that by the

end of the first five years, the foundation must have disposed

of at least one-third of its excess holdings and (together with

all-disqualified persons) it must not hold as much as 50 per-

cent of the stock of the corporation. Where family members

(disqualified persons).own all of the Voting stock of the busi-

ness enterprise, the present rules of constructive ownership

will attribute all of their stock to the private foundation

even though the foundation only holds nonvoting stock. Under

such circumstances, the foundation could not meet the interim

requirements of either section 4943(c)(4)"(B) or (C) unless

it disposes of AU of its holdings within two years. If it

fails to do so, it must suffer the sanctions of section 4943

(a 5 percent tax and a 200 percent tax). This is unrealistic,

unfair and possibly unconstitutional. In many cases, the
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redeeming corporation will not be able, within a two-year

period, or five-year period, to redeem all the stock of the

foundation (and perhaps all the stock of similarly situated

foundations). Thus, even if redemption may be the only way

for obtaining the real value of the stock, the redemption

method will often be impossible because of the unrealistic

time table set up in the statute.

The purpose for requiring partial divestiture over

two, five and finally the tenth year is apparently to insure

that a foundation does not wait until the tenth year and' then

claim hardship. It would seem that this problem would be ade-

quately solved if the issuing corporation entered into a bind-

ing agreement with the foundation to redeem the excess business

holdings over a ten-year period. This would demonstrate the

foundation's intention to divest and would allow the redeeming

corporation to develop an appropriate plan for the redemp-

tion.

1/ Thus, the foundation could offer its stock for redemption,
sell it to third parties (if available) or give it to public
charities during the 10-year period. In any event, it would
dispose of all of its excess holdings within the 10-year
period.

400
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A&enrjingy.a, th Uanot i ill hold provide that tha

proViaion. of aftntian 494(l() (4) (III And. (M! shall not *nppl

whare a Uinting Agremant i ant-egrei into to redeem the axonse

business holdings over a period not to gxeed ten Iena.

THE EFFECT LOP A CODICIL ON PRE-JtJY 29, 1969 WILL

The "grandfather clause" in section 4943(c)(5) creates

an inequitable result in its present form. A ten-year period

is given for the disposition of excess business holdings when

the assets come to a private foundation at some time in the

future if there was a bequest in a will executed before July 29,

1969. If the will is dated after July 28, 1969, the founda-

tion has only five years within which to dispose of excess

holdings so received (section 4943(c)-(6),

Under state law, a codicil is generally considered

to have the effect of making the will speak as of the date

of the codicil. 1/ This being the case, a taxpayer who in a

will executed prior to July 29, 1969 has provided for a testa-

mentary bequest to a private foundation is placed on the horns

I

2/ Atkinson, handbook of tha Law of Wills, (2d Ed.) West Pub-
lishing Co. (i953), p. 468. While this result, says Atkinson,
should only be reached where it is in accordance with the
testator's probable intention, the case law is far from clear.
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of a dilemma if he wishes, for non-tax reasons, to execute a

codicil. If, for example, a taxpayer has after-born grand-

children and wishes to provide for them by codicil, he will

cause the private foundation to lose the benefit of section

4943(o)(5). It would not seem that the intention of Congress

was to create such a dilemma.

jtccordinglV, section 4943(6)(5) should be amended

to rovide that a codicil.not related to a beguest o any

private foundation should not be considered as changiing the date

of the original will.

SUMMARY OF LBOIBIATIVE SOLUTIONS

1. it-tribution - The attribution rules should be

amended so as not to be applicable to section 101(b) of the

House Bill. If the attribution rules are retained with

respect to section 101(b), at a very minimum, they should

not apply to a private foundation which itself owns no vot-

ing stock.

2# Redemption - Affirmative legislation should be

added to the House Bill to permit

(a) Private foundations to offer to the

issuing corporation for redemption over a ten-

year period any stock in a closely-held corpora-

tion which is an excess business holding as of
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the effective date of the act or becomes an

excess business holding because of a subsequent

testamentary bequest, with no adverse tax ef-

fects to the foundation, the redeeming corpora-

tion, its stockholders, or the donor.

(b) Public charities to offer at any time

closely-held stock to the issuing corporation for

redemption without adverse tax effects upon the

redeeming corporation# its stockholders, or the

donor,

(0) Retroactive adjustments in the redemp-

tion price so as to comply with the "fair market

value" requirement of section 4941(d)(1),(F).

(d) An exception to section 4943(a) (4).-(B) and (C)

where there is a binding agreement to redeem the

excess business holdings of a private foundation

over a period not to exceed ten years.

(e) An exception to section 4943(0)'(5) to

allow for codicils unrelated to bequests to any

private foundation to be executed after July 29,

1969.

3See Appendix A for illustrative draft language.
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B. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OP APPRCtATED PROPERTY.

Predicated upon the stated desire "to remove A of

the present tax advantages of gifts of appreciated property

over gifts of cash," '/ this provision of the House bil drives

a further wedge between charitable institutions. It develops

an elitist group of charities to which Congressioially recog-

nized undesirable tax advantages will be permitted and a

second class of charity where no such advantage will be

brooked. It presumes to distinguish between worthy and less

worthy charity.

As to the first class of charity, the donor may con-

tinue to deduct the fair market value of contributed property.

Where, however, the donee is a private foundation, the House

Bill requires the donor to elect as the measure of his con-

tribution of property (1) his cost or other basis in the

property, or (2) the fair market value of the property but

he must include in his tax base the uhtaxed appreciation

with respect to the property involved. 2/

This provision of the House Bill draws a line totally

lacking in rationality. Under this provision, for example, a

H/ H. Rpt. No. 91-413 (Part I), p. 54, 91st Cong., lt Sess.
(1969).

2/ A tax on unrealized appreciation would be a sharp depart-
ure from the philosophy of our federal taxation scheme.
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gift-of appreciated property to a local P.T.A. would be en-

titled to a deduction measured by the fair market value while

a similar gift to the Brookings Institute would, because it

is a private foundation, be limited to the donor's cost or

subject him to tax Upon the appreciation. Such a Congressional

judgment as to favored and disfavored charity could hardly be

based upon objective evidence. Indeed, it smacks of crass

discrimination for it is no argument to condemn the gift of

appreciated property and then merely select out of the impact

of the bill an illogical slice of charitable institutions.

APPRECIATION AS A MEASURE OP DEDUCTIBILITY

Historically, the Treasury has accepted the proposi-

tion that there is no realization of income when appreciated

property is donated.

Since the beginning of World War II, the appreciation

factor has played an increasingly large part in the stimulation

of charitable giving. To that large segment of the population

who wish to be generous and only have appreciated property to

1/ In 1938, the House attacked this position. It, however, got
no further than the Senate Finance Committee. See H. Rpt.
No. 1860, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. 19 (1938), Sen. Rpt. No.
1567, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. 14 (1938).
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make large donations, if this provision remains in the bill,

they realistically have no choice but to ignore the needs of

private foundations and give to those charities to which tho

contribution will be afforded greater credit "for tax pur-

poses." To assume the contrary is to ignore a basic fact of

life in mid-twentieth century America.

Thus, the real impact of this provision is to shift

donations away from the work of private foundations in certain

instances and to shut off the flow completely in other in-

stances. Such an effect is all the more troublesome when it

is recognized that the work of philanthropy in the nation is

as beset by inflation as is the private economy. Just at

the point in our history when the demands on private philan-

thropy are at their high point, the Congress is considering

legislation which would shut off the flow of funds to pri-

vate foundations. It is illogical.

Annordingly, ths provision should ba struck from

C. TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME.

The House Committee Report says that private founda-

tions should "make a small contribution, a tax of 7-1/2 percent

of their lhvestment income, toward the cost of government."

It is, however, curious indeed that the contribution is
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required only of private foundations, 'umerically but a frac-

tion of the total number of exempt organizations. It is even

more curious when one assumes that the other provisions of

this bill will cause only Congressionally desirable foundations

to retain exemption. In fact, the tax is actually placed on

the beneficiaries of charity, a tax not placed on other exempt

organizations with extensive investment income. Nor is the 7.5

percent federal tax the only concern to philanthropy. It is

quite conceivable -- indeed, inevitable -- that state and

local tax authorities will add private philanthropy to their

tax rolls once the lead is taken by the federal government.

Since literally the dawn of history the tax-free

status of philanthropy has been the favorite tool of society

in shaping the development of charitable activities. The

Revenue Code has never drawn a distinction among charities

making some tax-free and some 92-1/2% tax-free. Certain

activities are simply betterhandied in society through pri-

vate charity as opposed to the business sector of government

a pattern'now threatened by the 91st Congress.

It would appear that a User charge'l/ to defray the

administrative expenses of examining exempt foundations and

.1/ The fee could be based on capital assets, not investment
income. Purthers, I would recommend such a fee be paid by
AlU section 501(c) organizations under the theory'that the
IRS does (or should) examine the activities of aU exempt
organizations.
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other organizations would be a better alternative to a tax on

investment income. Such a fee, likened to that paid by national

banks to the Comptroller of the Currency, could be based on

the organization's net assets. These fees could then be ear-

marked for the Revenue Service's audit program to insure that

an adequate audit program can be developed.

An a6rdngly. iha prostioldn for A tax on invagsmant

inoma shoUld bn atrnck from 4-ha Rill and mk "unar-harga"l nub-

D. DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME.

The House Bill requires a private foundation to

distribute all its income currently, but not less than 5

percent of its investment assets.

The 5 percent minimum distribution requirement is

totally unrealistic. It imposes an unwarranted burden on the

foundation manager. Instead of concentrating on philanthropy,

he must turn his energies to chasing the Vagaries ofthe stock

market in pursuit of the ever-elusive 5 percent return. Cer-

tainly-no precedent can be found in trust law for requiring a

trustee to produce income of a fixed percent.

The House Bill requires the adoption of an inflex-

ible foundation investment policy that unduly restricts the

foundation-manager in making investment judgments. The

foundation manager will have to stress "yield" only and ignore
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highly regarded "growth" stocks needed to offset- the effect of

inflation on the foundation's fture distributions. The founda-

tion manager will have to adhere to this rigid investment

policy even in those economic periods when it proves unwise

and imprudent, because his only alternative is the gradual

liquidation of the foundation's assets.

The mandatory distribution of 5 percent of a founda-

tion's investment assets can produce serious difficulties of

compliance in situations in which a foundation holds low-yields

closely-held stock for which there is no market. In addition

to 'the obvious problem of valuing the closely-held stock for

purposes of the 5 pe cent computation, the foundation will en-

counter problems in meeting the minimum distribution require-

ment. Sale of part of the stock is one alternative, but this

alternative would not be meaningful if there is no market for

the stock. Another alternative is redemption by the issuing cor-

poration of sufficient shares to allow th6 foundation to meet

the 5 percent distribution requirement. Redemption would not

be feasible, however, because of the existence of two deterrents

in the current tax laws discussed above. The Internal Revenue

Service may take.Ahe position that some or all of the redemp-

tion proceeds are constructive-dividends to the 'original donors

the Internal Revenue Service may also take the position that
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the Use of corporate funds for the benefit of a charity has

accumulated earnings penalty tax implications under section 531.

Certainly prospective donors would be reluctant to contribute

low-yield, closely-held securities to a foundation if the founda-

tion may be compelled to redeem the stock and thereby create

constructive dividend problems for the donor. Certainly issuing

corporations would be reluctant to redeem any such stock if the

redemption may create section 531 implications. Where sale or

redemption of low-yielding, closely-held stock is not possible,

the House Bill, in effect, requires foundations to distribute

such stock to public or private operating foundations in order

to comply with the 5 percent distribution requirement. It is

questionable whether the public welfare is well served by such

a rule that necessitates a continuous reduction of foundation

assets.

Foundations should be encouraged to provide current

benefits to charity. At the same time, foundation investment

policy should not be unduly inhibited. Both of these objec-

tives can be accomplished by a modification of the House Bill

that would focus on the pacificc abuse involved in this areas

that the current-benefits-to-charity principle is eroded when

foundations hold non-income producing securities in corpora-

tions controlled by the foundation or by "disqualified persons"
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because those who "Use a foundation's stockholdings to retain

business' control in some cases are relatively Unconcerned

about producing income to be used by the foundation for

charitable purposes." /

To cure this abuse, the blanket 5 percent require-

ment would not be necessary. Current benefits can be assured

for charity by requiring a foundation to distribute annually

the aggregate of all its current net income, thus eliminating

the vague standards relating to unreasonable accumulations of

income under existing law. In the event that a foundation

failed to invest its assets in income producing property, .L..,

it does not receive an annual income, it would seem that such

a foundation has failed to dedicate its assets for exclusively

exempt purposes and should be penalized. In the alternative,

the mandatory yield requirement shoUld be reduced to 3 per-

cent.

J1/ H. Rpt. No. 91-413 (Part i), p. 27, 91st Cong., lt Sess.
f(1969).
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Congress should seek to encourage responsible foun-

dation managers to work toward the eradication of poverty#

the rebuilding of our central cities, the lifting of our

schools to a new level of quality and the accomplishment

of the other formidable tasks that challenge society at the

tail end of the 20th Century# not to chase after a glamour

stock that yields the magical figure of 5 percent.

Aeeaving1g. tAh S pnregnt minimum yiMi ,,pm-

vInion konuld ba dglgtad from th. ill in i1. entirety.

Altarnativ1Iv. if a minimum yiald in belAvAAd nea=amy,

It ahculd he mat At 3 piarrontt of IftvjesmpjntAAssnte*,

N. 29 CLAY-BROWN PROVIStO1.

The House Dill seeks to overcome the situation where

a tax-exempt organization acquires a business by agreeing to
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pay the former owners a percentage of future profits until

the purchase price is paid in full with no commitment for

payment other than from the assets or income of the trans-

ferred business. The Bill reaches this result by imposing

the unrelated business income tax on the income received by

the exempt organization in proportion to the existing debt

on the income producing property. The legislation is sound

and long overdue.

However, as drafted, the House bill could produce

certain unintended inequities. Specifically, the language of

sections 514(b) and 514(o)() U(C) could be interpreted as cover-

ing a transaction in which a charitable foundation borrows money

in order to make a contribution in furtherance of its charit-

able purposes and pledges recently-acquired donatad property

as collateral for the loan.

BACKGRUND

Since the specific transaction with respect to which

we are concerned has already been entered into, after favorable

rulings by the Internal Revenue Service (as later herein indi-

cated), the background and surrounding facts become quite rele-

vant in pointing up the need for clarifying language i 'the

Committee Report.
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The FOUndation entered into an agreement with a uni-

versity wherein the Foundation agreed to grant $500,000 to the

university for' the construction of a building for its Center

of American Studies. The total grant is to be paid over the

construction period in quarterly installments sufficient to

cover the university's current construction costs.

In order to help the Foundation meet this increased

financial burden, one of its founders transferred shares of

publicly-traded common stock to an irrevocable trust for the

benefit of the Foundation. The trust is to remain in existence

for a period of ten years and one day, or until $650,000 in

income payments are received by the Foundation, whichever occurs

later. Under the terms of the trust indenture, all of the in-

come from the corpus of the trust belongs absolutely to the

Foundation and is to be paid over to it in quarter-annual install-

ments by the bank trustee. Upon .the termination of the trust,

the trust principal, as then constitted, will be returned to

the grantor (or his estate, in the event of his prior death) as

his absolute property.

While it is anticipated that the amount of income to

be derived from the trust over its entire term will be more

1/ This figure includes the interest factor.
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than adequate to fund the Foundation's grant, it will not be

sufficient during the construction period to cover the Found&-

tion's obligation under the agreement. In order to raise the

funds necessary to meet the quarterly payments to the university,

as they become due, the Foundation arranged to borrow a total

of $500,000 from a bank. As security for the loan (or loans),

the Foundation assigned its income rights under the trust

agreement to the bank.

By virtue of the foregoing transaction, it will be

possible for the Foundation, with the then current net worth of

$257,000, to make available-the entire $500#000 grant to the

university to meet the expenses of the building's construction

as they become due during the construction periods and the

Foundation will have funds to pay off the loan.

The Foundation received favorable rulings from the

Internal Revenue.Service determining that (1) no part Of the

income of the trust would be taxed to its grantor, (2) the trust

would be allowed a deduction under section 642(b) Of the

internal Revenue Code of 1954 for all of the income paid to the

Foundation, and (3) none of the described transactions would

adversely affect the exempt status of the Foundation.
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The Committee Report makes it clear that Unrelated

debt-financed income would be taxable as unrelated business

income "if the income arises from property acquired or im-

proved with borrowed funds and the production of the income is

'Unrelated to the" purposes of the exempt organization. In the

situation with which we are concerned, the property acquired,

the income interest in the trust, was not acquired with borrowed

funds, but was, in fact, donated. The arrangement would not#

therefore, appear to be within the policy of the Bill.

DEPfNITIONAL PROBLEM

The Dill as drafted (proposed section S14(b)), however,

defines "debt financed property" as "any property which is held

to produce income and with respect to which there is an acquisi-

tion indebtedness (as defined in subsection (c)) at any time

during the taxable year. . . ." Section 514(c)(1)'(C) in turn

defines "acquisition indebtedness" as:

"The indebtedness incurred after the
acquisition or improvement of such
property if such indebtedness would
not have been incurred but for such
acquisition or improvement and the
incurrence of such indebtedness was
reasonably foreseeable at the time of
such acquisition or improvement. .
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It would appear that, as drafted, this language may

inadvertently apply to the type of transaction entered into by

the Foundation. While the Foundation did not borrow funds

for the purpose of acquiring or improving property# the indebt-

edness probably would not and could not have been incurred

unless the Foundation were given the income interest in the

trust which could be pledged with the lender-bank.

It is difficult to believe that such a result lies

anywhere within the realm of the avowed legislative purpose --

to extend the unrelated business income tax provided by sec-

tion 514 of existing law to the Clay-Brown type of transaction

and similar cases. Certainly, no public policy is served by

reaching such a result in a situation in which a foundation is

merely anticipating its income in the interests of a university,

SLUTION

It is suggested that Congross' intention not to ex-

tend this legislation to such ends can be made clearer than

it has been by expanding the Committee Report V to read as

follows$

"Under the bill, the unrelated debt-financed
income is included in 'unrelated business in-
come.' It would be subject to tax, however,

1 . Rpt. No. 91-413 (Part I), p. 46, 916t Cong., lot Seas.
,"(1969).
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only if the income arises from property ac-
quired or improved with borrowed funds and
the production of the income is unrelated to
the educational, charitable, religious, or
other purpose constituting the basis of the
organization's tax exemption. Borrowing by
the exempt organization for its own exempt
purposes would be unaffected by the bill. 2ut.
wheia A foundAtion pladag rarantly Aeguirad
grogeltV in order to borrow funds which it
immediately uses for tax exempt gurcoses pnd
neither.the donor of the gledqed nronortv nor
an2 other private individual receive any di-
rect or indirect financial benefit either as
a r20ult Of the transfer of the propertv or the
borlowing by &he organization, it will be
a-umed that tho borrowing. is for the organi-
zation's 'own exemt urposes'. . . . . t
,(underlined portion added).

CU._!9.

The federal tax laws have historically encouraged

private philanthropy. It is entirely appropriate that the

Congress re-examine the character of and the compliance with

such laws. The process should, however, be a deliberate

one -- directed toward the real abuses but carefully guarding

the existence and effectiveness of private philanthropy.

We have attempted to come up with constructive

alternatives to provisions which are unwise or inadvertently

discriminate against private foundations currently holding
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closely held stock in a family enterprise. The President has

said thatthis Bill "will take a long step toward making taxa-

tion, if not popular, at least fair for all our citizens."

We believe the goal of "fairness" is not reached, however,

unless the Senate tempers the overreach of certain of the

provisions.

As the Bill now stands, it will cause the liquida-

tion within less than a decade of many private foundations.

Limitations on holdings and future giving, along with the

mandatory yield provisionswill rapidly eat into the corpus

of countless private foundations and cause generous benefac-

tors of philanthropy to think twice or not to give at all.

while the House Bill does not overtly address itself to the

elimination of private foundations from the American scene,

the overall effect of the various provisions will bring such

a result about. The Senate should openly debate this result

for the work of private foundations will not be found wanting.
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Ret PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS REGAR6I1NO
TAX PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN REDEMPTION OF
EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS.

5 4943(e) DISPOSITION OP CLOSELY-HELD
STOCK BY REDEMPTION.

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section,

a private foundation may dispose of excess business holdings

in a closely-held business enterprise owned by a private foun-

dation on the effective date of this section or received by

such foundation by bequest thereafter, by redemption of such

stock by the issuing corporation during a ten-year period be-

ginning on the effective date of this section or beginning on

the date the estate tax return for a testator has been filed.

For purposes of this section, a closely-held business enter-

prise is defined as one in which five or fewer persons and one

or more private foundations own, directly or indirectly, 85

percent or moro of the outstanding stock of a corporation.

Por purposes-of direct or indirect ownership, a person shall

be considered as owning the stock owned directly or indirectly,

by his brothers and sisters (of half or Whole blood), their

spouses, their lineal descendants, his spouse, his ancestors

and his lineal descendants.
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APPENDIX A
PAGE TWO

S 302 (f) REDEMPTION OF STOCK HELD BY
CERTAIN PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section,

distributions made in the redemption of stock held by a pri-

vate foundation, as defined in section 909, or held by a"publid

charity as defined in section 509, of a closely-held business

enterprise, as defined in section 4943(e), shall not constitute

the equivalent of a dividend to the private foundation, the

public charity or to any other shareholders of the redeeming

corporation.

The first sentence of 535(b)(2) as amended, shall reads

2. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS. The deduction for

charitable contributions, and for amounts paid out to puhlie

eharitins or prlvnta foundationa in readmptions of el6sel-

held business anterprias.s a fined in section 4943(gl, shall

be allowed, but in computing such anduetimia the limitations

in section 170(b)(1)(A) and (W), shall apply, and section

170(b)(2) and (5) shall not apply.

(New matter underlined)
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APPENDIX A
PAGE THREE

6 4941(d) (2) (P) is amended to reads

() Any transaction between a private foundation

and a corporation which is a disqualified person (as defined

in section 4946), pursuant to any liquidation, merger, redemption,

recapitalization or other corporate adjustment or reorganization,

shall not be an act of self-dealing if all of the securities of

the same class as that held by the foundation are subject to

the same terms, Cnp fo a rgrienpi-lon nf Ronnk nf a Clnagl*

held buninges Antgrprise ag progidAA in station 4943(a)l in whiah

asne redamptions need nat be made or offered to othr holdera

of gharea of the same clasa, and provided that such terms pro-

vide for receipt by the foundation of no less than fair market

value.

(New material underlined)

Add a new subsection to section 303(a) to read as

follows

(3) the amount paid out in redemption of stock of

closely held business enterprises, as provided in section 4943(e).
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APPENDIX A
PAGE FOUR

The dividend problem created by a redemption could

also be handled by a provision, the reverse of section 1111 (the

DuPont-General Motors Tax Relief provision regarding the anti-

trust divestiture order). It could provides

,,j[otwithstanding sections 301, 302, 303#
312 and 316o the gross income of no
person shall include the proceeds of a
redemption of stock by a private founda-
tion, or by a public charity, as defined
in section 509, in compliance with
section 4943(0) ."
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee:

1, an Z1vis J, Stahr, President of the National

Audubon society$ one of this country's largest direct-

m mbership conservation organIzations. Today I am speak.

ing for the Audubon Society and an associated with several

other conservatWo organizations -osoak Nalton League

of Americas National Conservano#, National Wildlife

Pederationfisrout Un1ited and Wilderness Bocietps

Each of these organic nS concurs e fundamental

principles en te In this statement but no ecessarIl3

with the e wording. Obvio the other orgas tioni

are. not sponsib~>.fI ans rs- toqetc I
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to every other member of the Animal kingdom, including man --

each species needs its own special food and shelter yet

all are inter-related* So our members wind up worrying about

a lot more things than birds and wildlife. That's what has

happened to us and it is, reflected for example in the Audubon's

official statement of objectives:

To promote the conservation of wildlife and the
-natural environment.
To educate man regarding his relationship with,
and his place within the natural environment
as an ecological system.

in pursuing these objectives through the years we have es-

tablished many private sanctuaries and parks In several

different parts of the country, to help preserve habitat as

well as wildlife, We have helped inform the public about the

battles to save our publiclyowned wild areas -- to name just

a few, the redwoods, the Orand Canyon,$ the Everglades, the

Oreat Swamp.
We have pioneered in teaching concepts of conservation

to both adults and children -- with summer study camps primarily

for teachers and youth workers, with long-standing programs

of producing teaching material on'nAtural history and con-

servation at all grade levels, with fine nature centers which

we have helped local people plan and establish all over the

country.
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The purposes of our organizations, then. are

two -- action and education. This Can encompass anything

from taking kids out of the City ghetto on a walk through
a centuries-old hemlock forest, to working to save one of our

precious unique wildernesses, It includes battling a world-

wide pOllutant that we feel is such a critical threat to all

of us. I refer, of Course# to our Current campaign against

"hard" pesticides -- ,those insot-killers that farsighted

scientists warned us long ago would turn on us and destroy

the life around that'we cherish and, indeed, cannot live

without.

The key phrase in this brief discussion of con-

servation and the environment is that last one a- "Cannot

live without."

People are just beginning to realize fully what

we are doing to our environment -- how closely all living

things are tied together In a web of mutual support -- and

how wantonly we have been tearing that web apart. We have

wrested precious minerals from the land and left behind acres
of stripped soil, mountains of l)AS and tailings. We have

felled the trees and left the land behind open to erosion and

flooding, then taken the wood, ade It into pulp, and dumped

the wastes into our rivers -. along with our sewage,garbage

and chemicals. We have called our wetlands useless and have
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proceeded to Mke them just that by filling them up With our

bounty of tin cans, old stoves, refrigerators, furniture and

junked cars. Our affluent society, with its cars, air con-

ditioning and central heating, has given our urban areas such

polluted air that it is a health hazard just to stand on a

street corner in places like New York and Los Angeles and

breathe.

The message we conservationists try to get across

is that mn cannot live without trees, clean water, clean

air, unpolluted wetlands end shorelines, and productive

natural life cycles of both plants and animls; that man

must learn to use nature's resources and to return them to

her in a way in which she can use them to renew life, not

destroy it.

We have no selfish motives, no profit motives --

we have only the public interest to serve, including the

interests of our posterity in a decent environment on this

planet.

We know now why life wasn't found on the moon.

It simply lacks the air, water and other basic ingredients

of the processes which make life possible here on Earth.

t is ironic indeed that these very ingredients are being

seriously degraded, polluted and in some cases even destroyed

here on Earth.
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tiow we are getting down to the reason I am hero,

Thi tax reform bills as passed by the House# would be a

serious setback to the conservation movement It would

have no direct effect on any of our organizations# because

we are not "private foundations." But indirectly, it would

curtail the activities of non-profit conservation organi-

zations that depend upon philanthropy and Foundation grants

for part of their budgets.

It would endanger our sources of funds Just at

a time when groups like ours so urgently need to step up

our efforts to make the public aware of the facts and the

dangers in connection with what iS happening to the environ-

ment and to develop alternative solutions for problems in

their own comunities, states and areas.

As members of this committee, you are aware of

how vital it is to have an informed public, and how important

a role private organizations can and do play in educating all

of us on many important matters. There need to be means of

informing interested citizens other than through government

sources.

This its not to say that government agencies have not

done fine work in some areas. But in other areas they have

failed -- to get an idea of what they have failed to do, my
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I suggest you read the recent report of the citizens' panel
of the President's new Council on Zavironmental Quality. So

we feel strongly that these private organisations nust be

strengthened.

You will appreciate vW concern# then, that
practically out of the blue we are confronted with new --

and surely unintentioned -- roadblocks to that strengthening.

lh generals we are in agreement with Assistant Secretary Cohen's

statement that# "The Federal Government thus has a- vital in-

terest in insuring that their assets private foundations) are
properly applied. The provisions of the House bill dealing

with private foundations will tend to insure that their property

is devoted solely to charitable purposes. Private foundations

will thus become an (sic] even more useful as a flexible
source of support for achievement of new levels of thought

and actions relieving the burdens of government." %ft this
respects we approve many of the purposes of the bill. However9

we fear that the House in Its enthusiasm to insure devotion of
the property of foundations to charitable purposes my have created

a law which in some instances will produce the opposite result,
The problems related to private foundationsare not our

sole concern9 but as objective beneficiaries of grants and gifts
from private foundations as well as from the general public we

would like to discuss proposed Code sections 84 and 277, 506,
49420 4943s and 4945:
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Sections 84 and M

The combined effect of the Imi station on tax

preferences and allocation of deductions my critically

penalize' conservation organizations since substantial gifts

of real estate and other property for such purposes would no

longer be attractive to donors. We concur with the Adminis-

tration's suggested removal of charitable gifts from the areS

of limit on tax preferences and allocation of deductions:
% .it appears that- the inclusion tin the

Bill] of gifts of appreciated property to

charity as a tax preference Item will reduce

the benefit of the contributionq and thus,

unduly restrict public support of worthwhile

educational and other public charitable

Institutions."

Section 506

In providing new laws concerning charitable

organizations, the House created section 506 (7 1/2% tax on

investment income) primarily so that taxpayers, in general,

would not have to pay the increased governmental supervisory

costs. We also believe private foundations should pay such
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administrative costs. However, 7 1/2% is too high to be a

true license fee, We recommend the adoption of the Administration

proposal of-a 2% rate, and consider it important-that the

money be suitably earmarked for administration and supervising.

sacttonh422

As beneficiaries we believe that a minimum dis-

tribution requirement is sound. We are in complete agreement

with the House's philosophy that when donors receive im-

mediate and sometimes substantial tax benefits from contri-

butions, charitable organizations should receive current

benefits.

While our group approves the principle of a

statutory income equivalent, it is not prepared to comment

on the appropriate percentage# nor on the many technical

problems that undoubtedly exist in this difficult section,

except for the definition of "operating foundation" in

section 4942(J)(3) (D)(ii). This provision attempts to

prohibit private foundations from creating other private

foundations in order to circumvent the income equivalent.

As drafted, it may discourage the creation of new small

charitable organizations.
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The limitation of receiving funds from the public

or at least five exempt organizations none of which contributes

more than 25 percent# in effect declares any such organization

captive instead of looking to its actual operation. While

such a principle may be valid for large organizations# i.e.

the larger the entity the easier to measure worthiness by

its contact with the public at large, it my be incorrect

regarding the establishment and operation of smaller entities.

Many worthy organizations would not have been created if

this section were applicable since each was originally created

by one mn# then primrily sustained by the grants of one

foundation, and ultimately adopted by the public. These and

other entities like then are the future supporters of con-

servation. If they are automtically defined as non-operating,

they will experience difficulty in obtaining grants.

We recognize the technical difficulties inherent

in revising this section to accomplish valid purposes without

doing away with the type of organization Just mentioned, but

believe they can be solved.

Section i943

As beneficiaries we oppose this section. We have

benefited greatly from grants by private foundations in the

past and hope to in the future.
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As stated earlier$ we are "objective beneftcaries.,"

If the Senate dopts the MouNes concept Of an insom equvLlent

and proper sel-dealing provisions, we see no reason fors

divestiture law. Meh evls or control that have been referred

to relate primarily to these two areas. Perhaps there should

be som additional safeguardst a requirement of public holding

within a reasonable period, for example would place corporations

mch of whose stock Is held by a private foundation under the

scrutiny of the Securities and Ixnhuge Comission. Perhaps

percentage of ownership should, within a reasonable period,

be out to less than 50%.

As a group, we do not believe it Is our place to

make speiflc recommendation along these lines# ait Is

important is that divestiture provisions, if any, should

not be so harsh that present donors will be discouraged

from adding to foundations, and potential donors will be

discouraged from creating them. Foundations are normally

created with mixed motives: a'desireto protect control of

a corporation rather than see it subject to raids or

swallowed In an acquisition can quite properly be coupled

with a desire to benefit charity. We believe the House

limitation of 20% to be both unnecessary and harmful, and

hope the final law will either remove the divestiture pro-

vision completely or at least substantially liberalize it.
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Reiterating thle.groups position against section 4943,

the ends of charity e "t where there can be no self-dealing

and private foundations mAst dispense their, ino" annuallY

regardless of corporate control. IX fact, charity has benefited

greatly and will continue to do so when men of philanthropic

spirit are encouraged to create private foundations with the

assets of a business.

action #As5

We note that section 49145 Imposes a 100% tax on

every "taxable expenditure" of a private foundation plus a

tax of So on any foundation manager who agrees to the making

of such expenditures and that the tern "taxable expenditure"

not only includes any amount paid or Incurred by a private

foundation to carry on "propaganda" or otherwise to attempt

to Influence legislation, but also is additionally defined

to Include 'any attempt to influence legislation through an

attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any

segment thereof" as well as any private comunication with any

member or employee of any legislative body or any other person

who my participate in the formultion of the legislation,

The precise scope and meaning of these proscriptions

are far from clear. Private foundations might well conclude

that under the bill they could no longer safely make grants

to any exempt organization active in the conservation area
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of our National life which directly or Indirectly engages --

to any degree -- in any of the activities described above#

because it might be deed that the granted's activities

tainteds so to speaks the giants by the private foundations

and made them "taxable expenditures." Should this occur,

it would have a serious adverse Impaot on a variety of

organizations which traditionally, some for more than halt

a century, have been engaged In conservation work in this

country.

lbe problem, we think, to sile and ominous:

the bill Imposes such Inordinately heavy penalties for

transgression of its provisions, not only on an offending

foundation itself, but also on its managers (which by

definition include trustees as well as executive officers)

as to mean as a practical matter that it is unlikely that

foundations will risk asking grants to &y conservation

group since those groups conceivably might -- Indeed, they

sometimes must under their charters -- endeavor to influence

public opinion to stop the littering, polluting and general

degrading of our natural environmentj on which every human

depends. Public problem of these kinds sooner or later
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may engage the Interest of legislative bodies, from city

councils to the Congress$ and thus my In Instances be said

to involve legislation.
We would therefore stress to the Comittee that

the provisions of the bill regarding foundation grants to non-

profit organizations such as ours should be, in any event#

mAch more precisely and clearly defined In order that both
private foundations and their granted might know with

certainty what they can and what they cannot properly do,

in order that the work of conservation groupep such as ours,
which is almost universally approved and applauded, be not

significantly Impaired.

We earnestly hope, and respectfully ask that you

give these provisions of the tax reform bill separate and

thorough study on their own merite and demerits.

I would like to mention an additional mtter of

importance to our group aside from the matters previously

covered. If the Comittee should decide to recomnd an
amendment to bill section 901(a)(l)(3) extending the 30%
classification to any additional specific type of organizations,

It io respectfully requested that there be included "an
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organization whose principal purpose is to promote the con-

servation of either wildlife or natural resources*"

In conclusions the conservation societies for

which I an speaking today concur with the objective of

removing existing evils ftrom the foundation field, but

believe that parts of the bill have a punitive rather than

remdial effect. Vo can perceive that an unintended result

of parts of the bill will almost sure be the drying up of

a most iportant and proper source of funds upon which

religious$ educational$ conservation and other proper

charitable activities inst depend In order to do their

vital work.
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Statement on 0,. 13910 (The Tax Reform Act of 1969)

Talcott Parsons, President

American Academy of Arts and Sciences

The officers of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences endorse the
statement with regard to certain provisions of H.R. 13270 (the Tax Reform Act
of 1969) prepared for the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate by
the Advanced Study Group.

The American Academy is a scientific and learned society consisting of 2173
elected members representing all of the established fields of science, learning,
and scholarship. It was founded in 1780 by John Adams and other leaders promin-
ent in laying the philosophical foundations of the nov nation and in framing its
lava, governmental structure, and institutions. Since its foundingits purpose
has been to support scientific and scholarly research, to promote the comuni-
cation of scientific and scholarly ideas, and to undertake interdisciplinary
studies of those problems in the public interest which belong to no one scienti-
fic or scholarly profession, or to no single institution, but which call for
careful study, appraisal, and definition.

The Academy's principal activity is to organize studies, research projects,
and conferences which bring together nationally recognized scientists, scholars,
and representatives from business, government, and public affairs. These
activities include a variety of studies in science, the professions, and public
affairs: the recent history of physics, the methods of humanistic disciplines,
sociological perspectives on poverty, America in the Year 2000, the contemporary
university, the social consequences of technological progress, and business In
America. The result of these studies are widely circulated to the scholarly
and scientific community and to the general public through the Journal of the
Academy, Dadelus, as wll as books and working papers.

The officers of the Academy are concerned because the proposed legislation
is broadly written and would inadvertently place a unique and special burden on
certain organizations which are a central part of the American system of higher
education and which bae not been involved in any of the abuses which the legis-
lation is designed to prevent. These are organizations for advanced study and
learning, assocations of scientists and scholars, and institutes which bring to-
gethew-varlous representatives of the learned professions for special studies
and research. In point of origin ma of these organizations are older than
universities) they had a central role in'the development and promotion of
scientific research and the scholarly disciplines) and they perform functions
vital to the continuation of higher education. If the proposed bill is passed
som of these organizations simply could not survive, and most would be serious-
ly crippled in their activities and propm. We strongly urge the Comittee
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Statement on H.R. 13270
(The Tax Reform Act of 1969)

Page 2

on Finance to recognise that these organisationas, whose history and current
activities identify them as scholarly associations and institutions of ad.
vanced learning, are to be regarded as an integral part of our system of
higher education and should be exempt from the proposed legislation.

'Zn addition, at a time whon many of our colleges and universities are
beset by tension and tmoil and their financial and pl)slcal resources
strained by the innumerable functions that they perform for society in
education# reaearchiand public service. it is unwise to ipair that sector of
teholarly and scientific commity which is sheltered from confrontation
and which, because of the broad nature of its public support, places little
or no burden on public funds.

We trust that the Committee will make amendments to the tax reform bill
to recognize the essential identity between universities and colleges and
organisations of advanced research and scholarship.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES
345 Wt 46TH StET (AT UNITD NATIONS PLAZA), NFW YORK, N. V. 10017

CAIr AlDRFM: ACOUKMNEWYORK TELEPIIONR: (m1 ) 986-7.19.1

STATIM t OF IUDRIKICK BVUIXAIU?
President, American Council of Learned Societies

to the
finance Comittee

United t senate

September 8p 1969

Hr. Chairman and smber of the Coittees

I should like first to express rq thanks to the Comittee for

affording me an opportunity to preseul: a statement on the Tax Rtefom Act

of 1969.

My now is Frederick Burkhaudt and I as President of the Amraa

Council of Learned Societies# a federation of thirty-thre national

learned societies in the humanities and social sciences. A list of these

societies is attached to this atatemet and the work of the Council is

described t a brochure which also is attached.

My concern io with the effect which this legislation it enacted

in its present form, would have on learned societies and independent

organizations whose function it is to advance research and knowledge,

either directly* or indirectly through Srante to scholars.

It is clear that the legislation Is not intended to hamper the

work of such organizations. The Report of the Committee on Ways and Heans

of the House of Representativee states g,. . . there are other organizations
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supported by private foundations which your committee concluded should also

be permitted to continue to receive grants from other private foundations."

The proposed legislation seeks to accouplish this by its define-

tion of "operating foundations" andp in Section 09(a), by exempting certain

types of organizations altogether frog the definition of private foundation.

however, learned societies and scholarly organtations, except

those that now have l70(b)(t)(8) status$ mest meet conditions set by

defihitions framed in terms of their normal sources of support and$ al-

though many membership organizations would mow qualify for exemption under

those terms, and other organizations would quali y as "operating founds-

tions," the definition according to sources of support produces problem

and restrictions which should not be placed on these organizations, and

in some cases results in scholarly organizations being considered private

foundations because their current sources of support do not precisely meet

the formulas set forth in the legislation.

Let am give some examples:

Learned Society A, a large national society with over 20,000 sobers, now

receives 40% of its support from membership dues and has a gross Inveast-

sent income of loes than one-third of its total support. It therefore

meets the conditions of Sec. 509(a)(2) and t not considered a private

foundation. However, this society seeks and receives grants from private

foundations to Improve instruction and to advance research in its field.

It mast now restrict 'its initiative in this important area of its work

lest its grants for projects change the proportion of its support so that
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it would then become a private foundation, or possibly an operating founds-

tion. In either case it would become subject to the taxation and other

rules imposed on foundations by the Act. This dampening of perfectly

healthy and sound initiative seem to me to be an undesirable, though un-

intended, consequence of the legislation in its present form.

Another example: Organization I has about 20000 members but its source

of support from private foundations amd individuals is such that under the

present language of the Act it would be considered a private operating

foundation. It is at present negotiating a grant with private foundation X

for a very important project. If this grant should be made however, the

proportion of support from Voundtion I would rise to above 25% of Organi-

mstion We total support, and the organization would then presumably becom

a private foundation itself and thus be disqualified from receiving grant

from other private foundations except out of corpus. This again sem an

unfortunate and unintended result of defining according to sources of

support.

A third and final example:

Association C has no individual, but only institutional, mebership. Dues

form only a small fraction of its normal supports which comes from several

large foundations and som government agencies. Its work consists of fairly

large programs of fellowships and grants to individual scholars for post-

doctoral research, and related activities designed to encourage research

and teaching--such as research conferences, studies, and surveys. The

Association's field is an important one, but only a limited number of
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foundations and government agencies can be expected to support it, tn

this situation it ts difficult to avoid the 253 limitation and# indeed, in

the past one or another foundation Uas provided move than 25% of its pro-

gram support in most years. Again we have an artificial and onerous

restriction placed upon an orsanlsation with highly desirable and effective

activities. It met, if the present fore of the legislation stand either

reduce its support from one of the present supporting foundations# or risk

becoming a private foundation itself if it cannot find additional support

sufficient to reduce the percentage provided by the major supporting

foundation.

All of the above problem are real Instances. All of the

organizations concerned are reputable, distinguished scholarly organt-

sations which do excellent work in their respective fields. I am con-

vinced that it t not the intent of this legislation to hamper or restrict

such organizations in their work.

It seems to me, therefore, that the text of the legislation

should be amended so that See. 509(a) is provided with a fifth category

of organization exempt from the definition of private foundation# and

hence exempt from the taxes and rules established by the Act. This cate-

gory should include learned societies and organisations engaged in the

advancement of research and knoeledgep and should be defined in positive

functional terms rather than in term of their sources of support. The

category should be defined so that It does not provide a loophole for

self-dealing foundations or for charlatan organizations. I believe this
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can be done and I should be happy to work with the staff of the Comittee

to provide such a definition 'if as I hope, it judge$ that the points raised

in the above paragraph have merit.

For the present I most earnestly urge the Comittes to take

note of the problem I raised which, stated simply and boldly, t that as

It now stands the Act would seriously hamper and possibly dange the work

of a number of excellent scholarly organizations and at best place

restrictions upon their initiative and proarees--restrictions that are

clearly both artificial and undesirable, These organizations ought not

to be affected at all by the present Act. They are not foundations in the

usual sense of that term. They do not usually have large funds of tbott

own, nor do they accumulate funds for themselves. They are independent,

and they render a full public accounting of their activities. They are

essential components of the educational process and progress of this country.

They should therefore be made clearly exempt from the provisions of this

legislation.

The above comments have been restricted to specific aspects of

the proposed Act and their consequences for certain scholarly organizations

if enacted in their present form.

I should now like to conclude with two coments regarding were

general aspects of the Act.

My first observation concerns the principle of taxation of

private philanthropic foundations. This seem to ma to be in clear contra-

diction of long-standing tradition in the United States that exemption

from taxation fot philanthropic giving is A social good and in the interest
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of the national welfare. Lat as preserve that tradition MW that priaalple,

which io one t which this country oft take greet pride, for It Me sham

the way to the 160 world in thia a of legislation.

I believe that the obJective of elblmiaftig abuse w ithost laer

firing with the socially destrablo activities of the reputable pbilaatbrepia

found tioes am be accomplisbd by euforsmeat of the Inter ml IoUmO COe

Ad by Insistence on the filing of tImly sad complete infortise retairns.

the cost of edninistretiom to insure that foadatios prm tly a" proply

use their funds for charitable purposes cam a covered by registreti s

fees to be paid by the foundations.

Second# there seems to be an unwarranted assmption Is tb pro*

posed legislation that it is undesirablO or bad gM oo that an organization's

support cons from a single source or a ftw sources. Surely# whether t ey

coms from one or many sources the funds can be used for good or ill, end

what is Important is how they are uced for the public benefit.
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SIICAN CUttC. OrU M1 SOCI3TS?

cinstit"A "Mrser o th 2m1
Date of

mricmn Acsdq of Arts and Sciences 1780
Ailcas Ahropological Association 1932
Amert Antiquui&a Society 1312
Amrican Dialec Society 1809
American Igommic Association 1385
American Polklore Society 1808
American Nistorical Association 1884
Amrican Ibsieslogical Society 19)4
Americasn Imiamst Society 1858
Amerian tientl Society 141
Amrican fhilolosical ssociation 1389
Amrican fhiloesopica1 Associstion 1901
America lftilosopbical Society 1743
American ftlitica1 Science A0sociatio 1903
Aericen Society for Aesthet ice 1942
American sociological Association 1905
Arican Studies Association 1950
Archaeological Institute of America 1379
Association for Asian Studies 1941
Association of American Geographers 1904
Association of American Law Schools 1900
Bibliogratphical Society of America 1904
College Art Association of America 1912
Economic History Association 1940
History of Science Society 1924
Linguistic Society of Arica 1924
M4ediaeval Acadeq of America 1925
Metaphysical Society of America 1950
modern Language Association of America 1083
Renaissance Society of America 1954
Society for Stbnoesicology 155
Society of Architectural Historians 1940
Society of Biblical Literature 1880
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S September 1909

Statement by Joseph B. wuisoa, President, Carnegie Endowment
for International Pe e, relating to Title I of HR 13270,

submitted for the record to the Senate Finance Committee

I wish to associate myself with the general approach taken by the repre-

sentatives of the advanced study group.

I share with my colleagues in other foundations and with fair-minded

citizens everywhere a deep concern over the abuses perpetrated in the smne of

philanthropy by certain tax-exempt InsSubons to the detriment ol public confidence

in all foundations. All responsible foundation officials welcome these sound provi-

sioas of the bill designed to atop Ulf-dealing and other misses of the tax-exempt

privilege.

With respect to other aspects a the proposed legislation on private founds-

tions, however, it is my view that the constructive contributions to the welfare of

mankind made over the years by foundations are In danger of being slighted.

The intent of parts of the bill appears to be more punitive than corrective.

What shocks me in particular in the Implication contained in the proposals regarding

grants to Individuals, restrictions of activities, and a tax on income--that we have

all willfully betrayed the trust in us implied by the graming of tax-exempt status,

and have sought to evade the responsibilities defined in our charters and laid down

In existing legislation.

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace was founded 59 years ago.

Andrew Carnegie set as Its aim "to hasten the abolitlon of International war." Under

the terms of its charter, one of the things the Endowment is enjoined to do is to

"promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding among the

people of the United States." Thus the Endowment has been given an educational
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task. Over the years. Endowmea Trustes. offiierso ad staff ve sought

conscientiously to perform that task by c ontrg, through various research,

pubtising. e scholar" prorms, to a beter puc uMlerstUKr ot the

causes ot war, tht nature and effects of ws lnteratloam law, temtlonal

organizations. and relations in general.

Sam also disturbed that dhe Carnegie Rndownm smu be classify

as a phvate foundation." Quite apart from the extrem measures to be adapte

p. IS AaI privatet foundations " such a c-lsification would not accurately reflect
section 50

the purpose and nature o the Endowmeat's activities In its program and other

activities, dhe Endowment is directly concerned with prhape te most vital

public question of the day, f not the century--world pmc. The Bodowment

makes frequent and full public reports on its aglivlties, No rational ground is

suggested why the Endowment should be placed In the same category as a family

foundation which has no operating program and conducts its activities essentially

in private.

The bill provides an exception from the classifications of private

foundations for foundations supported by the public or by government agencies.

Yet surely the test should be the nature of the foundation's activities, not the

source of its funds. If the proposed definition of private foundations is adopted,

the result would be to penalize the Bndowment because through Mr. Carnegie's

generosity nearly sixty years ago the Carnegie Bdowment has not been compelled

to seek outside funds.

The proposed legislative measures raise serious question whether

we can continue to pursue our objectives along lines employed by educational

institutions. For example, the Endowment now operates a modest program of
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travel &ad malesce grats, in cowdat m with a advisory committee of

sdlars, for yow professors i the field of lateratioal enaon, as

well as two visig research a the field of inenatlonal relatifs.

AS AS educailonal IasUMUlon the SmodwuesOt provWieS MachiseY trug pubic

anu e cmpettons, ad adiry committees by which scholar from

various disclpllms cas contribu to broader sa enriching the field o1 Inter-

national relatims. I believe we ave Instituted selection processes as fair as

those of any university. To require that these procedures be approved in advane

by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delete would add nmohing to their fairness,

and migl restrict the fuibiliy.

Far more mewive to our fuctioian is the proposed retrictio on

p.46 11ne 21) fodatIon activity in he field of public policy, With a mn mate such as ours,
)

p. 46 : Endowmewt programs, It they are to be effective, must aim at informing a wide
Lis 1-12)

rang of people Inolved In the policy-making process on issues related to

lnternationl affairs. Would It be possible for the Smlwmeat, under this bill,

to sponsor Inter-na al conference similar to the om on nuclear non-prollferatlou

that we supported and co-sposored in 1966, or to publida studies, as we have

done, on such issues as the United Nadons Peece Force (19$7), the future of

NATO (1967), or the Unie Nations a Vietnam (1968)? Would we be prohibited

from making grants as we did in 1966 to the Brookings Intitutioa for a study on

finacin the United Natios?

We also her tried in the past to help link various segments of the

foreip affairs community. I cite ban the eunpale of the Committee on Foreign

Affairs Peramel. Tbis CommUttee, composed of privaM ctms, was estab ed

in 1961 under the auspices of the CaraSe Endwment for Iazsmtionsl Peace, with
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the strong support of the then Secretary of State, Dean Rusk. The chairman was

Mr. Rusk's predecessor# the Honorable Christian A. Herter, and the other

members represented a broad spectrum of experience in relation to problems of

personnel and administration of foreign affairs. The Committee report, Personue

for the New Diplomacy, which contained a series of recommendations on recruitlq

and training foreign affairs personnel, was presented to Mr. Rusk and slmultaneouy

published by the Endowment in 1962. Should foundations be barred front undertake

this kind of activity?

It may be said that we are seeing specters that do not exist, since the

p. 45 ) bill specifically Aillows foundations to make available the results of nonpartisan
lines 11-12)

analysis or research. However, some of our publications do conclude by making

recommendations on matters of public policy# and some future Treasury official *0

disagreed with a particular recommendation might, unless the language of the bill

is made more precise, decide that this was "an attempt to affect the opinion of the

general public." As to the forbidding of "any attempt to influence legislation through

private communication with any member or employee of a legislative body, or with

any other person who may participate in the formulation of the legislation, "does

this mean that I could not take a part-time or temporary post as an unpaid consultant

to an executive department or congressional committee, If the drafting of proposed

legislation fiflght be involved? I raise these questions, Mr. Chairman, to show the

potential difficulties lurking in these rather ambiguous formulations o(ihe bill.

There is one other specific provision that would affect the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace very directly that is the paragraph which

p. 23 ) forbids a foundation to pay or reimburse traveling expenses (including amounts
lines 19-25)

expended for meals and lodging) for certain government officials and members of
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the Congress, except for travel within the United States. The Carnegie Endowment.

as a part of its regular program activities, supports--and frequently sponsors or

co-sponsors- -a number of international conferences. To some of these, members

of the Congress and high government officials have been invited in the past. While

many such persons have found ways to meet their own traveling expenses, some

have not. Moreover, not Infrequently, the host organization or organizations pay

for the lodging and meals of participants for the duration of the conference, and it

appears that such payment would be illegal within the language as now drafted. It

is difficult to see the reason for discriminating between domestic and international

travel as the present bill does. I respectfully urge that the Committee remedy the

situation by striking out on page 23 the last word of line 20, all of line 21, and line

22 up tothe comma.

.Finally, I turn to the proposed tax on foundation income. A foundation

such as the Carnegie Endowment, while privately managed, is public in the nature

of its activities. The types of Institutions that may be affected by its programs

can be as specific as a university department or a government bureau, or as broad

as an entire profession or great national program. The public character of the

Carnegie Endowment derives more importantly' from this kind of contribution,

which it has made since its founding'in 1910, rather than from its tax exemption,

which came subsequently. Any tax on foundations--and there Is no reason to

believe that it would stop at 7-1/2%- -would do virtually nothing to correct the

abuses that trouble us all. It would merely be passed on to the recipients of

foundation grants in terms of reduced awards or outright rejections, and seriously

affect'their work. A federal tax, once imposed, might be emulated by states and
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munlclpalltles. Sine many If not most foundation grants are In areas affecting

the public welfare, the net result might be simply an Increased public demand

for the expenditure of public monies to meet these purposes.

I respectfully suggest that.those provisions of Title I of HR 13270

referred to above do not reflect attention to the concerns ot legitimate foundations;

they promise not only topunish the many for the mistakes of the few, but more

significantly to wall off vital elements in our national life from one another at

a time when national priorities and International complexities impel us to come

together.
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Susmary of
statement of the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.

On Proposed Treatmont of Tax Exempt Organizations
Submitted by John R. Mayer, President

The National Bureau is a non profit organization formed
in 1920 in Nev York City and dedicated to independent research on
social at.6. economic problems and to impartial interpretation of
research findings. It is a broadly based organization, being governed
by a Board of 51 Directors, sore than half of whom are selected by
universities and by professional, business and labor organizations.
'In its work it has the cooperation of a wide range of university
scholars, government agencies, and business firms. It is supported
in part by grants and grant contracts from foundations$ government
agencies, and business associations; in part by contributions and
subscriptions from companies, labor organizations, libraries and
indiVidualsl and 'in part by ihveatment Income.

While we believe the National Bureau is more in the nature
of a public institution than 'a private foundation, there appear to be
uncertainties in the rules provided in VA. 13270 regarding the
classification of exempt organizations, that might result in the Bureau
beins treated as a private foundation. If it were so treated, its work
would be adversely affected by the imposition of tax on Investment
income, by the loss of foundation grants to an unqualified distributee,
and perhaps by the r6lctance of outstanding men to serve as directors
in view of tax sanctions that might be i,.posed on foundation nanagei'.

.To qualify as other than a private foundation under H.R.
13270, a tax exempt organization must obtain proportions of its support
and income from Specified sources. It is not clear, however, how some
receipts from foundations, government grant contracts, trade associations
and individuals will be construed under the bill, especially in view of
limitations on the size of receipts from any one person that may be
treated as qualifying support.

The National Bureau urges tLat the definitional rules bc
modified so that research and educational institutions in our circumstances
will clearly qualify as other than a private foundation under the proposed
tax 'revision.
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Statement of the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.
On Proposed Treatment of Tax Exempt Organizations

Submitted by John R. Meyer, President

The National Bureau of Economic Research is concerned that tax
reforms designed to correct abuses of some exempt organizations be cler-.
ly drawn so that the new rules will not adversely affect organizations
that are not narrowly controlled and not engaged in abusive activities.
We appreciate that this has also been the concern of those formulating
the tax reform bill. Between the release tof the Committee on Wais and
Means$ Tentative Decisions in diay and the passage of 0.R. 13270 by the
House of Representatives in August, a number of definitional rules were
developed to clarify distinctions between the proposed classes of
private foundations, operating foundations, and other except organiza-
tions. However, there is still considerable uncertainty about the man-
ner in which some of the rules and tests provided by the bill would be
Interpreted and aplied.

We believe the National Bureau should, and probably would, be ex-
luded from the new class of private foundations. The National Bureau

is a nonprofit organization dedicated to independent research and im-
partial interpretation of research findings. In a broad sense it is a
public institution and not a private foundation. Formally it is a private
membership co-poration, and it takes pride in the independence of its
operations. ,ts organization, governin$ '.ody, and methods of operation
are broadly based. In the sense that a btsirness corporation may be said
to be publicly rather than closely owned, the National Bureau may be re-
garded as a publicly directed organization.

We hope that as further attention is given to the proposed rules
for private foundations and other organizations, the methods of defi-
nition can be modified to remove uncertainties as to where institutions
like the Nati..nai Bureau will fall under the new classification. To
assist in thA Committee on Finance's consideration of how institutions
of our type are to be treated under the tax revision, we would like to
indicate the character of the National .urau's organization and opera-
tions and note some points in the proposed tax rules that are of concern
to Us.

Organization and Operations

The National Bureau was formed in 1920 Qnder the Membership Corpora-
tions Law of tht State of New Yrk, The me bers of the corporation are
also'its directors, who are elected for three-year terms, From its
inception the membership has included men ol diverse interests, chosen
from business, labor, professional associations and universities. The
membership'is comprised of three classes: 24 directors at large who arc
elected by the existing membership; directors by university appointment,
who are selected by each of 15 universities; and directors by appointment
of 10 otner organizations, who are selected by their respective organiza-
tions.
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Under the certificate of incorporation "The particular objects
for which the corporation is formed are to encourage, in the broadest
and most liberal manner, investigation, research and discovery, and
the application of knowledge to the well-being of mankind; and in par-
ticular to conduct, or assist in the making of, exact and impartial
Investigations in the field of economic, social and industrial science,
and to thi end to cooperate with Governments, universities, learned
societies, end individuals."

The Boa&d of Directors is charged with the responsibility of ap-
proving areas of Investigation, of ensuring procedures that safeguard
the objective and scientific character of the findings, and that help
make them authoritative and acceptable to persons of different inter-
ests and views. All National Bureau reports prepared by the research
staff must be approved by the Directors before publication.

Officers are elected and members of the research staff are appointed
by the Board of Directors. Some of the 73 meubora of the research staff
are employed full time at the Bureau's principal offices at 261 Hadison
Avenue, New York City and at a branch office located in the Yale Univer-
sity Computer Center. Others of the staff teach part time at universi-
ties and devote their research time to Bureau projects. Staff members
are aided by research assistants, for many of whom the Bureau is 4 place
for tra ing, combined with graduate studies, for careers in government,
business or universities. The Bureau also maintains a research fellow-
ship program, designed primarily to furthoa the professional develop-
sent of outstanding scholars, generally at the post-doctoral level,

Besides the research conducted by its own staff, the National
Bureau sponsors two continuing groups that plan and organize research
conferences. The Universities-National Bureau Committee for Economic
Research is comprised of representatives from 37 universities which offer
graduate work in economics and emphasize research, as well as a represen-
tative from the National Bureau and a few eomittee members elected at
large, The Conference on Research In Income and Vealth operates as a
separate committee of the National Bureau, under the direction of an
executive camittee elected annually by the membership, with one meucer
appointed by the President of the National Bureau. The members of the
Conference, now 133, are from government, universities, and business,
but are elected as individuals who are interested in income and wealth
research, and not as representatives of listitutione,

Nearly 400 staff research reports and conference volumes have been
published and made generally available to interested persons in the
universities, business and government. The National Bureau has pioneered,
ad is contituing research, in t!asuring the national income and wealth,
in analysins income distribution, in describing and diagnosing business
cycles, in ,tialysing relations between wags, productivity and prices,
and in studying conditions conducive to CLonomic growth, stability of
the price Ieel, and international finsncial balance. Current studies
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#lace Important emphasis on some ef the fundamental problems of urban
economics, regional development and human resources.

Relationship to Government

While the areas to which the Bureau devotes its research efforts a"
determined by the Board of Directors, they have been responsive over tie
years to needs for studies suggested by government agencies. One of th-i
Bureau's early publications in 1923 was Business Cycles and Unemployment,
a report of an Investigation proposed in1921 by President Harding's
Conference on Unemployment. Leo Wolman's The Planning and Contrl of
Public Works, published in 1930, was the result of a request from the
President's Committee on Recent Economic Changes for a study of the pos-
sibility of public works as a device of economic stabilization, A sequel
to this study, Public WorkenProsgerity and Depression by Arthur D.
Gayer, was prepared in 193 for tie national Plaiffltig Board, Federal
Emergency Administration of Public Works. In 1949 the National Bureau
published The Statistical Agencies of the Federal Government, a Report
to the Commission on Organization of the Executive Iraneh of the Govern-
ment prepared by Frederick C. Hills and Clarence D. Long of the Bureau's
research staff. As noted in tits foreword, the Executive Committee of
the National Bureau agreed-to accept the invitation of the Commission
Chairman, Hr. Hoover, to undertake this study "in view of the high pub-
lic importance of the Commission's enterprise, the critical role of
statistical Irtelligence in the working of our social economy, and the
National Bure.-U's extensive experience aia statistical work.'

Similatly, when the-U.S. Bureau of thu Budget requested in 1959 an
objective review of official price statistics, the National Bureau set
up a Price Statistics Review Committee undo: George Ji Stigler's chair-
manship and in 1960 submitted to the Bureau of the Budget a report,
The Price Statistics of the Federal Government, which was also published
a a printer of the Joint Economic Cowittee. Among other studies'under-
taken at the tuSgestion of government agencies are The National Economic
Accounts of the Unted States, a report requested by the Bureau of the
Budget and ti nte jroint Economic Cormittee in'1957; and Measurint
the Nation's W health, a report presented by the Conference on Research in
Income and WaITh to the Joint Economic Committee in 1964.

The National Bureai has also utilized its conference procedures to
investigate problems of tomon Interest to itself and government agencies,
for instance, "i response to an invItat4on by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reberve Systems the Bureau in-156 organized a Conference on
Consumer Instalment Credit to bring Into fo.:us and fruition such of the
research in teat field being done by scholars of special competence at
various institutions. The result* ver published by the Federal Reserve
Board. A Conferenc4 on tha Heasurement and Interpretation of Job Vacancy
Statistic& uai'held in 1965 in response to a request by the Secretary
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of Laor that the Bureau assist in promoting research on measuring Job
vacenrcl.v. The conference waa financially assisted by the Department
of L-,i r and brouj;ht together economists. and others from government,
W ' "mitie's ~tcerarch institutiOns, trade unions and business enter-
pr , The liational Bureau published the proceedings.

Plo ecering uork by the National bureau has contributed to the do-
v..h:, c. t of concepts and measuremeat methods that have been further
refit., d by government agencies which now publish statistical series
periJli ally., Including:

estimates of gross national product and national
income, by the Department of Comeree;

leading indicators for use in forecasting business
conditions, by the Department of Commerce;

estimater of labor productivity, by the Department of
Labor;

eatirhates of the flow of funds, saving and investment,
by the Federal Reserve System;

statistical series on consumer credit, by the Federal
Rerreve System;

meaaurcs of consumer purchase probability for autos
and other durables, now used in surveys by the
Bureau of the Censvs.
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Financial Support

In its fiscal year ending June 30, 1969 the National Bureau expended
$2-070,863 on research and related programs. Its current income was
$1,813,258. The deficit of $257,665 was financed by drawing on the
principal of sustaining funds,

The woz* of the National Bureau is supported in part by grants for
particular studies from philanthropic foundations, government agencies,
and business asnociations; in part by investment income on capital-sum
grants from foundations; and in part from unrestricted or general-support
contributions and subscriptions from companies, banks, labor organizations,
foundations and individuals, K-nor amounts of income are received from
the sale of publications and froa subscriptions of libraries, faculty
members and students.

From itsstart in 1920 the National Bureau has had yearly financial
assistance from business firms and individuals vho believed that basic
economic research and efforts to improve factual understanding of the
operations of the economy were worthy of support, Over the years
the number of these supporters has grown to about 300, including labor
organizations, trade associations, and foundations. These contributing
ebuscribers pity from $100 to $20,000 each per annum and in the aggregate
provide one-fifth to one-fourth of the National Bureau annual income.
These contributing subscribers, as well as other subscribers, receive all
National Bureau reports as they are published.

From time to time other organizations and foundations have contribuLed
unrestricted funds for the general support of the National Bureau's current
operations. In recent years current general-support grants have been
received from the American Bankers Association, the Richard King Hellon
Foundation, the Scherman Foundation, and the Twentieth Century Fund.
The International' Susines Machines Corporation has also contributed
computer time which has been utilized by virtuAlly all National Bureau
projects. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. has contributed computer tapes of data
on business firms for general statistical analyses in connection Vith
Bureau studies.

About one-fourth of the National Bureau's current support is derived
from interest and dividend income on capital or sustaining-fund grants.
Several ofthe major foundations have assisted the Buceau's work with
long-term general-support giants to enable coninuity it, research
operations and to lessen reliance on year-to-year grants and contiibudtns.
The first of these was a $2,000,000 grant from the Rockefeller Foundation
in 1952, under ohich the income could be used but the principal was to
be maintained inviolate for ten years, after which both principal and
income were aailable for general purposes. Long-term, general-purpose
grants have a .o been made of $3,250,000 in 1955 and $2,500,000 in 1959
by the Ford Foundation; of $103,000 in 1964 by the Falk Foundaton; and
of $250,000 LA each of A068 and '1969 by tho Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The National bureau utilizes the income from-thcse sustaining funds for
current operating purposes and draws o6 the principal to meet current
operating deficits.
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The single largest source of Nattinal Ouieau income is comprised
of grants of restricted funds, These are grants or grant contracts from
government agencies, foundations, businesses, or trade associations which
support particular National Bureau projects or programs according to terms
set forth in the grant#. For example, the National Science Foundation has
warded a two-year grant of $79,000 to asist in the support of the conference
programs of the Universities-National Bureau Committee on Economic Research
and the Conference on Income and Wealth. The Public Health Service of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare has awarded a four-year g.nt
of $442,085 to support studies of the economics of health* The Departme ,t
of Housing and Urban Development has aarded a grant contract to provide
$229,260 to asist in financing a study of urban land use as affected by
transportation system improvements. In connection with the Institutional
Investors Study, the Securities and Exchange Commission has awarded a
contract to provide $68,000 for an updating of National Bureau studies
of the flow of funds and national balance sheets. The Carnegie Corporation
of New York has made a grant ef $250,000 for studies of the economics of
education, The American Bankers Association has provided a three-year
grant of $150,000 for studies of banking structures and performance of
services to business and consumers. A common feature of those grants is
that they provide current income to the National Bureau only as
expenditures are incurred within the grant terms, These include provisions.
for the type of expenditures on a project that may be borne by the grant
or must be borne by general funds of the Bureau, Grant funds not
expended according to grant or contract term within the specified period
are either not received or revert to the grantor.

Possible Tred,,.int as a Private Foundatio.1

Despite tie diversity of the National bureau's support and the public
character of its operations, it appears that the definitional rules now
contained in HR. 13270 could result in the .1stionl Bureau being classified
a a private foundation, If this were to occur, the capacity of the National
Bureau to perform its nonpartisan and impartial research functions vould
be seriously Impaired.

The imposition of a 7s percent tax on investment income would reduce
funds availah:e for research and education's,. purposes by about $40,000
a year. Much &ore serious would be the loss of income and support from
foundations on which the National Bureau has relied for many years. As
a private foundation, the National Bureau would not be a qualifying
distributes for grants from other private foundations. If these grants
were discontinued, a they undoubtedly would be under the new tax
rdles, the National Bureau's current incoem would be reduced by one-fourth
or more, and it. current operations, which have been conducted with deficits
in recent years, would have to be commensurately curtailed.

The operation of the National Bureau her depended upon the guidance
and active par.icipation of distinguished, puilic-spirited men who have
served as remlters and directors of the corporation without Vsy. Under
the proposed treatment, directors and officers of an organization classified
as a private foundation would be subject to severe tax penalties if the
organization were found to have violated rule about self-dealing proper
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investments, taxable expenditures, or filet, of tax returns. Although we
would not expect the National Bureau ever to be involved in such violations,
v are concerned about the effect the possibility of violation and
penalties may have on the villingncs of able and outstanding men
to serve upon our Board.

If the National Bureau were construed to be a private foundation under'
the new definitions, it probably could modify its program and seek different
methods of financing that vould then qualify it for exclusion from the
private foundation class. but this would involve disruption and inefficiencies
in operations, and would henceforth require continuing concern to tailor
operations and to find sources of support in the light of tax considerations
rather than concentrating simply on the conduct of a research and educational
program.
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Clarifylgn the Classificatlon o fjivate Poundations

It does not seem to us that an institution organized,
operated and supported as the national bureau has been for nearly
50 years could, now reasonably be regarded and treated as a private
foundation, The National Bureau has not engaged in the types of
activities at which the tax reform pror-sals are directed. While
it has had modest operating surpluses AV som years, it has also
had substantial deficits inmothers, and Income has not been
unreasonably accumulated. The directors, officers and grantors
have not enraged in self-dealings or attempts to control business.
The organiion has not engaged in lobbying or electioneering.
Grants to research fellows have been made oa the basis of objective
appraisals of scholarly qualifications and research potentials.

Yet it is not entirely clear in what classification of
tax exempt organizations the National Bureau nay fall under the
proposed tax revision. Tie definitions of private foundations and
operating foundations in II,R, 13270 are in terms of supportrt,
"gross receipts", and "income", and in proportions thereof.
Application of the definitions will depend to a considerable extent
upon interpretations of these terms. A number of points in the
definitions are of concern to us because of the manner in which they
may apply to organizations in, our circumstAnces.

Under the proposed Section 509 of the Internal Revenue
Code, organizations would not be classified as private foundations
if in general they normally received more than one-third of their support
from specified sources and did not receive more than one-third Of their
support froi gross investment income. It the Nationfl Bureau's income
from sources other thin investments is regarded as ssnport for its
research operations, then the general rule would appear to exclude the
National Bureau from the class of private foundations. However,
limitations on the amount of support permitted from any one person
could work harshly against organizations in our sitt'atlon. Among the
items eligible to be includes' in support of an exempt organization art
gross receipts from admissions, sales of merchandise, or performance
of services, if these are not from an unrelated trade or buAiness
activity. However, the amount of eligible receipts in any taxable year
from any one person is limited to one percent of the organization's
support. If as a first approximation all of the National Bureau's
income in its fiscal 1968-69 year were regarded as support, then gross
receipts frop performance of services in excess of $18,000 from any one
person woult have been eliminated from the type of support needed to
qualify as cther than a private foundation. In the application of the
one-percent test, the interpretation of the terms "person" and "gross
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of this income ineligible for the support needed to qualify for

receipts from performance of services" would be highly important.
I a bnoiness corporation, or the Carnegie Corporation of Now York,
the American Bankers Association, or perhaps even a government agency,
to be''YOParded as a .person-for purposes of this test? Much of the-
-National Bureau's income is derived from restricted fund grants in
support of particular studies. If these portions of Income which are
received fromfoundatitons, corporations, trade associations or govern-
ment agencies were to be construed as gross roceipts from persons for
performance of services, the disallowance of the excess over one per-
cent of support in each case would seem to render much exc us on.
The remaining receipts from grants, contributions, gross receipts
on sales or performance of services milit then be less than one-third
of total support, and the National Bureau would apparently be classed
as a private foundation.

The rule provided by the proposed Section 509 for
exclusion of an organizations from the private foundation class is also
subject to a limitation with respect to Aisqualified persons. To meet
the exclusion test, more than one-third of the organization's support
must come from certain sources but these cannot include persons who are
disqualified with respect to 'the organization. It might be assumed that
the intent is to rule out support from persons who akay be realising some
undte advantages from their support of a tax exempt organization. But
'the way In which the proposed rules would appear to apply to an organization
like the National Bureau could create a large, and perhaps unintended,
class of disqualified persons.

A disqualified person, as defined in Section 4946, includes
a person who Is a substantial contributor to the foundation or an individual
who has certain Interests in a corporation which is a substantial
contributor to the foundation. The term "substantial contributor" means
a person who is described in Section 507 (b) (2) as any person who (by
himself or with his spouse) contibuted more than $5,000 to the private
foundation in any one calendar year.

Just how this set of proposed rules would be applied is
not entirely clear, but a plausible interpretation mipht make it difficult
for the National Bureau to qualify as other than a private foundation under
the rules. Apparently any person who contributes more than $5'000"tn a
year could be disqualified, including individuals, corporations, and
foundations. Vhther a government agency such as the National Science
Foundation which contributes substantially to the support of certain
programs would be rpepfded as a disqualified person seems more questionable.
In any event, it appears that a large proportion of the National Bureau's
receipts from grants and from contributing subscriptions might be
disqualified, and it would be doubtful whether the remaining qualified
support could be one-third of total support.
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While the National Bureau obtains its support from a number
and diversity of sources, its situation is different from tax exempt
organizations which have support fro& thousands of persons such as
community chests, the Boy Scouts or the March of Dimes, or which obtain
receipts from thousands of persons for the admission or the performance
of services such as mseums or symphony orchestras. The manner in which
size limitations on grants, contributions or receipts for performance of
services Pre interpreted could make the rules for exclusion from private
foundatioA status of no avail to organizations 'lke the National Bureau.

There are also questions of whether the National Bureau
could qualify as an "operating foundation" under the terms set forth
in the proposed Section 4942 (J)(3). We would presumably qualify
under the first rUle provided by Subsection (A) since substantially
all of our income (and often more) Is expended in the active conduct of
research and educationpl activities. We would presumably not qualify
under'(B)(i) since substantially more than half of the assets are not
devoted directly to Such activities; the assets provide investment .
income and thus indirectly support our research functions. Whether we
would qualify under Subsection (B)(ii) would iqain seem to depend upon
interpretation of terms. ro qualify, substantially ail of the support
(other than gross investment income) should normally be received from
3 or more exempt organizations or from the general public. In some years,
as noted above, significant portions of the support for National Bureau
projects have come from government agencies. Can this support be construed
as coming fro exempt organizations or the general public? If not,
perhaps the National Bureau could not q;.lfy as an operating foundat'Pn.
Or if support 'for programs should shift over the years from private
foundations to increasing support from the National Science Foundation
and other government agencies, would this mean that the National Bureau's
status would shift from that of an operating foundation to that of a
private foundation

Would support for research projects received from business
corporations or trade associations be deemed to be support from the
general public for purposes of Section 4S42 (j)(3)I(f)(ii)? If not,
perhaps the National Bureau could not qutlify as an operating foundation
on these grounds. A good deal would dep-ind here on the meaning of support
and whether the distinction between support and income used in exintifR
Section 170 (b)(l)(A)(vt) would perhaps be deemed to apply under Section
4942.

We urge that due considdration be given the broad character
of the structure and operations of institutions like the National bureau,
and that clear distinctions between these types of institutions and
private foundations be provided in the proposed tax revision.
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Statment an Tax Reform Dill (HR 13270)

Committee an finance, ,8. Senate

September 8, 1969

HR 13270 would seriously damage the program of the Social S6ioce
Research Council by definng it as a private foundation (although it is
not one) and thus effectively preventing it"from receiving grants from
the private foundations '(Carnegie, Russell Sage, Ford, Rockefeller,
Astor and others) upon which it is dependent.

The Council does not qualify as a private 'operating fomdatloq"
because (a) it has no real soete and (b) it receives more than 25% of
its incmo from a single source even though it receives Income from
at least 5 exempt sources.

The major effect of passage of the Bill in its present for would be
to force the Council to reduce its progmas sharply, possib2y cutting out
same activities altogether (because they are financed from a single arge
source) and certainly curtailing other activities (because of the severe
reduction in scale necessitated by restricting the Council's income from
private foundation grants). The not result would be to force the Council
to make program changes which it should not make and which would not be
in the best interests of advancing the social sciences.
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STATEMENT ON TAX RINFORM BhLL (HR 13270)

To The

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE

SEPTEMBER 8, 1969

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, my name is Henry

W. Riecken, and I am president of the Social Science Research

Council. The Council is a private, nonprofit independent organi-

zation dedicated to the advancement of the social sciences,

principally through improving research. The Council is a

volUhtary organization of social scientists. The membership of

its board of directors and its working committees has included

many outstanding members of successive generations of leaders in

these disciplines. From its beginning in the l9261s the Council

has been a place where social scientists from the United States

and Canada--and, increasingly in'recent years, from the rest of

the world--meet to consult and collaborate, to explore the

frontiers of their disciplines and the areas where thterdisciplinary

endeavors sometimes take root and flourish.

The majority of the Council's board of directors are elected

by seven professional associations in the social sciences (in

anthropology, economics, history, political science, psychology,

sociology, and statistics) but the members serve as individuals,

not as agents of these respective associations. The CoUncil is

not a federation of professional associations, and the Council's

interest in the advancement of social science is not limited to

the seven academic disciplines.
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For example, the Social Science Research council and the

American Council of Learned Societies Jointly sponsor a number

of committees that aid research and training of Americans in

language and area studies for Latin America, the Middle East,

China, Africa, and Eastern Europe.

The two Councils are joined with the American Council on

Education and the National Academy of Sciences--National Research

Council in the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils

"which, for two decades, has been responsible for the management

of much of the Fulbright-Hays program of educational and scholarly

exchanges.

The Social Science Research Council would be very seriously

affected by passage of HR 13270.

Under the current provisions of Sections 508 and 509, the

Council would be classified as a private foundation and thus be

made ineligible to receive qualifying distributions (grants)

from private foundations. The Council is not a private foundation.

Rather, it is heavily dependent upon private foundations for

funds with which to carry outfits purposes. These purposes are

set forth in the articles of the Council's incorporation which,

in 1923, established it as a scholarly association devoted to the

advancement of research in the social sciences.

The Council works through a system of conmitteese, composed

Of leading social scientists who give .their time and energy to

improving the state of knowledge on some particular topic.

These committees h6ld research conferences and seminars, sponsor

research projects and special training institutes. The committees
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cover such diverse topics ag economic growth and stability Ithe

biological bases of social behavior learing and the educational

process social factors affecting linguistic behavior manpower,

population and economic changed and a survey of the behavioral

and social sciences, as well as the world area study committees

already mentioned. Through several of its committees the

Council awards fellowships for training young scholars in social

science research. The funds for such awards have been provided

by the Carnegie Corporation, the Rockefeller Foundation and other

private foundations.

In effect the Council functions by joining private foundation

funds with professional talent to facilitate scholarly progress in

the social sciences. This principal source of the Council's

support would be cut off if it were classified as a private

foundation.

Furthermore, it seems that the Council could not qualify as

an "operating foundation" as defined in Section 4942. It has no

real assests such as a building or land that it could "devote

directly" to the activities for which it was incorporated. The

Council does, of course, devote all of its income to those

purposes, and it usually receives most of its income from 5 or

more exempt organizations. For example, in 1968-69, it received

income frm Carnegie Corporation, Ford and Russell Sage Foundations,

Rockefeller Srothers Fund, and the Foundation's Fund for Research

in Psychiatry.

In this st-e period, however, it received more than 25% of

its income from one Foundation (Ford), While the amounts received
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and the sources themselves change from year to year,'this pattern

of funding has been characteristic of the Council's support for

several years.

The reason for this pattern is that the Ford Foundation is

able and willing to fund programs which the Council considers

important to the development of social science, on a scale which

is required by modern scientific methods, whereas other

foundations are not. The Ford funds play an indispensable role

in the Council's current pattern of activities. The Council

cannot carry on its programs with its own funds hlone (which,

incidentally, came originally from private foundation gifts).

Thus, the definitions offered in this Bill grip the Council

'like a vise. If it is defined as a private foundation, it must

either reduce its programs about 75 percent of their present

level (virtually equivalent togoing out of busithess); or reorient

its activities so as to obtain substantially all of its funds

from the federal government. Such a reorientation would

undoubtedly also mean changing the basic nature of its programs*

abandoning activities which the Council believes are important.

Alternatively, the Council could try to conform to the

definition of an "operating foundation" by reducing the amount

of income it receives from its largest source (the opposite

alternative to trying to increase support from other private

sources is one that we hae pursued assiduously for many years

and will continue to pursue# but it seems unlikely to be crowned

with sufficient success to meet the stipulations of hR 13270).
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This would also mean stringent cutbacks in program.

In summary, these provisions of the Bill would strike so

severely at the Council# and at many organizations like it, as

to be virtually destructive. The difficulty lies-in the failure

of the proposed legislation to recognize the special nature of a

number of scholarly organizations andlearned societies. This

group of organizations is actually part and parcel of our national

system of higher education, related to the Universities and

colleges and to the professional associations. I take the Social

Science Research Council as the example I know best. Its board

of irectors are virtually all university professors who give

their time-voluntarily to Council affairs. So are almost all the

members of its many working committees. The activities of the

Council are remarkably similar to what one finds at universities:

planning, conduct and appraisal of pure and applied research

lin the social sciences; offering advanced training in special

topics' holding seminars and scientific conferences preparing

and issuing scholarly and technical books and monographs; and#

finally, awarding fellowships and research grants on an open

competitive basis to qualified students and established scholars.

I respectfully urge the Committee to amend the tax-reform

bill so as to recognize the essential continuity and similarity

between the independent scholarly research organizations and

learned councils on the one hand and the universities on the

other. I suggest that the Committee amend Section 509 of the

Bill so as to exempt these organizations from the "private

foundation" definition as Universities are exempt. I do not
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here suggest speiE o language for setV an no Mos to airhough :
should of hap to offer my $dea0 to 0,e Oommtte and its staff

or to make myself available for discusAion of them

I tf the ommittoe to unable or unwilling to aoopt suoh an

amendmet. I Ask thet t mosider eding the definition of

operatingg foundation by adding a third category of orapatiowl

nqmelye independet scholarly reearW h organiS teNS or learned
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received, and for the purpose for Whieh the OrgaSatoM or

society was established. Again, I do not here suggest specafic
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my suggestions available to the Ointtoo or its staff at their

convewiene.

I eaeestly hope the O!sattoo will adopt ian amonsnt to

achieve the purpose 1 have urged to preserve a sgnif eant and
worthy class of private nonprofit institutions from Anadvertent

damage by a vell-intentioned effort to rorom taxation.

Other provisions of the Sill would have loss effect upon

the Council. $1me we oan applaud and afrme the provision
against self-dealing, the requAiret that grant$ to individuals
be awarded on an objective and nondiscriminatory basis, and the
various provisions regading ecnercial and business activity.

I would oeMet On the provision to tas inose Of private

foundaiWons only that it breches the prineiple of taN ereoItion
for elemosynary purpoe, especially education and Meareos.
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welcome an opportunity to clarity any of the points 2 have made
to explain further the nature and functioning of the Social
science Reoaroh Council, and to respond to any questions the
mebers of the Comnittee may have.
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Summary of U. S. Conference of Mayors Statement
to the Senate Finance Committee

Much in the proposed legislation, H.R. 132700 regarding
additional regulation of foundations is highly be.ieficial.
Abuses of privileges accorded foundations cannot be condoned*
But the U. S. Conference of Mayors believes that, in its
present form, the bill contains a certain amount of overkill.

The greater burden of the restrictions in H.R. 13270
falls on recipients of foundation funds, rather than
foundations themselves@ Many recipient organizations will
be greatly affected. Unless the provisions now in the bill
are modified by the Senate, it is highly possible that this
measure would require or persuade foundations to end their
support of dozens of highly regarded and highly successful
projects which touch on areas of national, state and local
public policy. A vital resource would be lost to the
American Society.

The proposed measure, in short, would put a chill on
foundation ability and willingness to undertake a wide
variety of experimental programs which have been of con-
siderable benefit to various groups in this country, cities
among then. The effect of this chill may be far greater than
the proposed 7.5 percent tax on foundations,

The U. S. Conference of Mayors urges the committee, if
It decides that some levy on foundations is required, that
it follow the suggestion for a fee or charge to foundations
to pay the additional costs that will be Incurred by the
Internal Revenue service audits of returns of tax exempt
organizations to verify their compliance with the rules.
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The Honorable Russell S. Long
Chairman, Senate finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dor er, Chairman

The United States Conference of Mayors appreciates
this opportunity to submit a statement to the Senate
Finance Comittee on H. N. 13270 as It relates to
revisions In the law governing private foundations.

There is much in the proposed legislation regarding
foundations which is highly beneficial* Abuse of the
privileges accorded foundations under present law certainly
cannot be condoned. And the authors of this bill are to be
comended for the Inclusion of provisions which would
eliminate these abuses.

But it appears to us that, in its present form, the
bill contains a certain amount of overkill. The greater
burden of the restrictions now written into the measure
would fall not on the foundations themselves, but on the
recipients of foundation funds. While our studies indicated
that the functions of the National League of Cities and the
United States Conference of Mayors as recipient of foundation
funds will not be substantially affected, many other rooipi-
ents will.

We think that the potential impact of the bill in Its
present form on the types of grants foundations would or
might be precluded from making ought to be a subject of close
study by this Committeee As the Committee knows, the bill
would broadly prohibit foundation funds from being used In
any manner which might Influence legislation, either through
contact with a legislative body or through public opinion.
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The Honorable Russell B. Long

Unless these provisions are modified by the Senate, It is
highly possible that this measure would persuade foundations to
end their support of dozens of hiphly-regarded and highly
successful projects which touch on areas of national, state, or
local public policy. These projects would die because they
depend almost entirely on foundation funds. A vital resource
for experimentation and innovation would then, we believe, be
lost to the American society.

The present language in the bill, in short, carries the
potential of putting a chill on foundation willingness to under-
take a wide variety of experimental programs which have buen of
considerable benefit to various groups in this country -- cities
among them.

For example, look at the health field. Foundation grants
in areas which would be prohibited or highly questionable might
includes

-- grants for studies in family planning and population
control. Nowhere is the problem of family planning
and control more necessary than in the cities of
America today. We need answers, and the answers can
only come from such experimentation.

-- sponsorship of professional conferences, attended by
public officials, focused on the financial plight of
the country's medical schools and the emerging crisis
in the nation's system of medical services and medical
education. It must be recognised that in terms of
urban problems, the cost of services provided by the
medical community is one of the highest priority.
There is no one on whom the burden falls more heavily
for the rising cost of medical services than the
residents of the inner city.

Zn the field of education, the present language of the bill
would either prohibit or put in the highly questionable category
such programs as grants to public television stations or networks
for discussion programs on topics which are, or may soon become,
the subject of legislation.
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The Honorable Russell 3, Long

These are random examples out the fact is that these are
activities whose legitimacy the foundations themselves view as
jeopardized by the House bill. This view gives some indication
of the chill that can settle over the willingness of foundations
to fund programs of social significance.

Turning to soe other areas of pressing concern to public
officials at the local level$ the pending legislation might
prohibit or seriously curtail such programs ass

--activities of the Conservation foundation to encourage
restoration of clean rivers# reduction of air pollution#
and support for regional planning and conservation.

-- the program of the National Audubon Society, whose
monthly magazine has recently focused extensively on
environmental problems raised by the use of DDT and
other postioldes.

-- support of a program on *law and the social order*
sponsored by the American Bar Association, and the
American Assembly.

--grants to bar associations to strengthen procedures
in juvenile courts or to promote organized legal
services for the poor.

--support for the activities of Urban America, Ine.
which assist in developing public policies and
stimulate action to improve the quality of life in
the cities, particularly in the area of housing.

These, we believe the Committee would agree, have been
beneficial programs. Yet, as mentioned earlier, each of these
would either be prohibited by the bill, or would be put in the
highly questionable category.

On top of this, the 7.5 percent tax on foundations which
is provided for in the bill would remove millions of dollars
annually from the total available for private philanthropy.
To the extent that these funds flow into cities and into programs
designed to help cities cops with urban rroblemst this would put
increased pressure on already-skimpy city budgets for the funds
to deal with these problems.
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the Honorable Russell B. Long

In addition# the bill in its present form would Jeopardize
existence of a great eany non-profit corporations which depend
on foundation funds. It is our belief that this impact would
oume into ways one# through the tax# which would mke less
foundation money available and, seoondlye through a general
chill that the bill would cast over all foundation iW terms
of what programs or organisations they would be willing to fund.
Instead of being willing to finance activities of an innovative
and experimental character, it seems to us that the effect of
the bill will be to make foundations extremely cautious in
their funding operations. The effect of this will be felt by
people, programs and Institutions across the land. Indeed, this
chilling effect on foundations from the restrictions now in the
bill may be far more extensive than the proposed 7.5 percent tax.

The net Lmpt, we believe, will force a greater reliance
than ever before on the ability and willingness of the Pederal
Government to finance programs for social progress. either that.
or these programs will never be undertaken. In either case#
the real loser will be the American taxpayers either he will
bear the burden of Increased taxes to pay for social programs
now financed by foundations, or he will eventually pay a price
for the loss of social programs through an increase in the very
problems these program now seek to cure or alleviate.

We respectfully call to the Cmiittoe°s attention the views
of Rep. Boland of Massachusetts in his floor remarks in the House
on August 6 as a oomprehensive analysis of so of the potential
dangers raised by the provisions of this bill as they relate to
restrictions on foundations. 1

We would urge the Camitteo, if it decides that some levy
on foundations is required, that it follow the suggestion of
Reps. Bush and Horton of the House Ways and Means Committee for
a fee or charge to foundations to pay the additional oosts that
will be incurred by the Internal Revenue Service audits of
returns of tax exempt organizations to verify their compliance
with the rules. It seems to us that this makes sense# and that
what the present bill seeks to accomplish by placing added
restriction on foundations could be as well accomplished by more
vigorous enforcement of present rules by the IRS.
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The Honorable Russell D, Long

The U I. Conference of Mayors thanks the Comittee for
this opportunity to present its views*

sincere

maltester
President

U. S. Conference of Mayors

9/10/69
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STATEMENT RY MORRIS B. ABRAM PRESIDENT OP THE
PIEWD FOUNDATIONo INC., TO Tda cOeIzI ON

PINaNCS OF goE INITFD STIMS-SENATE

Siumary of Princivpl Points

1. The proposed tax on foundation Income Is an
unwarranted Invasion of the resources of private charitable

Initiative.

2. The provisions requiring a foundation to make

minimum distributions annually are sound In principle and
Indeed might be strengthened. However, the provisions which
define the type of distribution whioh will qualify y require

revision. The definition of operating foundation should be
expanded, and grants to foreign operating foundations should
be treated as qualifying distributions.

3. The provisions which tax expenditures to Influence
lellalition or the outcome of an election are not responsive

to any Importint problem that cannot be adequately handled
under existing law, and have the substantial negative result

of discouraging the study of Important problems.

4. The restrictions on voter registration programs

do not draw a proper distinction between legitimate and illegiti.

mate voter registration aotivLties, and should be either deleted

or substintially modified.
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STATEMENT DY NORRIS o. AAN PRESIDENT OP THE
11ELD POUNDATIONs INC., T TA COulTRrr ON

..... ANC. E oE UITiD STATES SENATE

This statement will discuss the provisions of the

Tax Reform B111 of 1969, H.R. 13370, that curtail the activities

at private foundations. My statement will not be concerned

with those provisions of the Bll that are designed to preclude

financial manipulation and abuse, suoh as the sections relating

to selt-dealing, "Clay Brown" type transactiones and the like,

since I am In agreement with the general objective of those
sections. and am confident that whatever technical problems

remain In those provisions will be satisfactorily disposed of.

What I wish to discuss in this statement are the provisions

of the H11 which# In my judgment, will adversely affect the
ability of an Important part of the private sector to conduct

programs of Important value.

1. Tax on foundation Inom. The proposal to levy a
tax upon the Investment Income of foundations Is# in my Judgment#
an unwise Invasion of the capacity of private charitable initia-
tive to do needed work, The effect of the tax Is to take

approximately 1/13th of the foundation Income available for

projects selected by private charitable enterprise and initiative,

and to instead have those funds administered by governments

While foundation trustees and government administrators alike
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2.

can make errors of Judgment, it Is my belief that the decisions

made by private charitable initiative with respect to the

application of foundation Income will result in wiser and more

efficient use of such Income than If the income is, by taxation,

transferred to government for disposition byrlegislators and

bureaucrats.

As experiences with foreign aid, defense procurement,

government-run poverty programs, and almost any other substantial

government program show, government Is simply not an efficient

mechanism for putting money to good'use, and should be resorted

to only when there is no other available means of putting the

desired funds to the desired use. In the present case, the

private sector has, to the extent of the income generated by

its resources, the capacity to put that Income to good use, and
will do so better, in my opinion, than government,

In concluding that the foundation tax Is an unwise

transfer of funds from private charitable initiative to govern-

ment, I have considered the argument that the tax will pay for

the policing of foundations by the Internal Revenue Service.

I do not believe that this was regarded as a strong argument in

support of the tax, in light of the fact that it is, as I under-

stand it, far more than the cost of contemplated audits. Apart

from the question of the magnitude of the tax, however, it seems

to me thit a tax on the funds that honest and responsible
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foundations would otherwise devote to scholarships medical

research, and the like, is not a very sensible source of funds

for policing violations of law by other foundations, any more

than it would be a sensible source of funds for combating

organized crime or policing any other problem area.

2. Distribution or Income, The provisions of the

House Bill requiring qualifying charitable distribution of a

foundation's entire Income and, In any event, of an amount equal

to a minimum return on the value of its assets, are Integrally

related to the question of whether a tax should be imposed upon

foundation income. To the extent that foundations do hot

actively use their income for active philanthropic purposes,
they would not be justifying their exemption from income tax

or the tax benefits conferred upon their donors, and should be

subjected to far more than the 7-1/2% tax proposed for foundations

generally. Thusj I am strongly in accord with the general princi-

ple that foundations should be required to devote their income

to active charitable endeavors promptly, and that the amount

devoted to charity must, in ahy event, represent a specified

rate of return upon the value of the foundation's investment
assets. Moreover, I would favor Increasing the required rate
of distribution from 5% of such value to perhaps as much as

10% of value. The resulting invasion of corpus is not objeo-

tionable Ihmy view because I do not believe that foundations
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should exist in perpetuity. On the other hands where founda-

tions comply with applicable distribution requirements, and

expend all their Income for active philanthropic purposes# no

justification for Imposing a tax on the foundation's income

remains,

While I agree with the general principle underlying

the foregoing distribution requirement, I believe that the types

of distributions which qualify toward meeting that requirement

are too narrowly described. The decision of the House Bill not

to treat grants to foreign operating foundations as qualifying

distributions is a piece of xenophobia unworthy of a great

nation. The definition of "operating foundation", grants to

which are qualifying distributions, also needs reconsideration.

The definition of operating foundation requires that

the organizations in addition to spending substantially all of

its Income, either devote substantially more than half of its

assetv-direotly to charitable activities or functionally related

activities, or derive substantially all of its support, other

than gross investment income, from five or more unrelated exempt

organizations or from the general public, and not more than 25%

of support from any one such organization. The "support"

portion of this definition is in my Judgment unrealistically

restriotiVe, and unless revised would fail to accord operating

foundation status to many valuable programs. The "assets"

portion of the definition is not unduly restrictive if, as I
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assume is the case, contributions reoelved by the foundation

and kept in bank aooounts or invested in Treasury bills and the

like pending use In the near future are treated as assets
devoted directly to charitable activities. It this construction

of the definition were not adopted, however, the nuber of

unendowed foundations with valuable expertise and programs that

oould qualify as "operating foundations" would be extraordinarily

restricted, In light of the Importanoe of this point of con-

struotion it seems to me that the language of the Bill should

be clarified.

3. Influenoing Legislation or Eleotions. The House

Bill imposes a tax on foundations and their knowing managers

upon amounts spent "to carry out propaganda, or otherwise

attempt to influence legislation," or "to influence the outcome

of any public election," other than through "making available
the results of nonpartisan analysis or research." This pro-

vision of the Bill is direoted at an unimportant problem and

is of trivial benefit in its affirmative impact. However,

because of the impression of its language, it has the sub-

stantial negative impact of deterring foundations and their

trustees from undertaking important work in areas of social

oonoern,

The number of serious current problems studied in

foundation-finanoed research and whose solution may be a matter

of legislative or electoral concern is vast. The advooaoy of

a particular position or viewpoint is almost inevitable in suoh
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research, and such advocacy is permitted under existing regula-
tions so long as a sufficiently full and fair exposition ofthe

pertinent facts is provided to permit an individual or the

public to form an independent opinion or conclusion. (Reg.

6 1.501(o)(3)-l(d)(3)(i)). The language of the House Bill, in

contrast, leaves the foundation and its trusteesexposed to

the risk that such research or analysis$ in expressing such i

point of views will be deemed "inpartsan." In light of the

heavy penalties imposed on the foundation and its trusteeSfor

such violations, the House Bill provisions inevitably would

discourage creative work on subjects which are of importance

but which are controversial. The result will be a diminution

in the extent o efforts devoted to solving some of our most

difficult problems at a time when we can ill afford it.

Por the reasons stated, the provisions referred to

above do substantial harm. On the other hihd, I do not believe

that there is any basis for concluding that vigorous enforce-

ment of existing law will be inadequate to prevent any serious

abuse In this area. While existing law permits a de minimis

involvement in influencing legislation, I do not believe the

leeway thus permitted has resulted in abuse requiring a remedy

which would have effects as adverse as the proposed House Bill

provisions on the subject.
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4, Voter Registration. The-House Committee Report

states-that the Committee "has sought to steer an appropriate

course between the need for wider registration and the dangers

of nonresponsible dispensing of tax deductible and tax exempt

funds for these activities." However, the Bill in fact gives

short shrift to the need for wider registration. In order to

avoid the Bill's general prohibition against foUndation-financed

voter registration programs, a program must meet, among others,

two highly restrictive tests set forth In proposed Code section

4945(d)s it must be conducted by an organization "the principal

activity of which is nonpartisan political activity in 5 or

more States," and substantially all of the organization's

support must normally be received from five o" more unrelated

exempt organizations, with not more t.ian 25% of such support

from any one suoh organization, or from the general public.

The registration of citizetis in order that they may

vote is a vital part of our democratic system, and the proposal

of the House Bill to curtail drastically foundation-financed

voter registration activity is therefore seriously objectionable.

Enforcement of the requirement of existing law that voter

registration programs be nonpartisan would, in my opinion, be

sufficient to prevent abuse in connection with voter regis-

tration activities. At a time when persons with deeply felt

grievances are raising questions as to whether they should

continue to work within our political system or should seek

3$-15$ 0 - 69 -- No. 15 -- S3
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change by other means, the introduction or a now legislative

restriction on the ability to work within the established

democratic process cannot in my opinion be Justified.

Moreover, even if further legislation were deemed

necessary to prohibit partisan voter registration efforts, the

House Bill prohibition goes far beyond that limited objective.

The exception to the prohibition set forth in proposed Code

section 4945(d) appears intended to distinguich between ad hoc

voter registration programs whLah may be specifically related

to a particular electoral situation and nonpartisan programs

which are regularly conducted in numerous communities throughout

several states without regard to particular candidacies or

eleotiones, but rather on the basis of the presence of an unduly

low proportion of registration among citizens. tr this is the

intent, however, the provisions of section 4945(d) are unduly

restrictive.

Thus, the requirement that the organization be engaged

principally in "political" activity is highly restrictive and

serves no useful purpose at all. Indeed, the fact that the

organization Is primarily engaged in other bona ride charitable

and educational activities is probably as good, if not a better,

protection against partisanship than the requirement of the

prenent Bill that the principal activity be "political."

To fairly distinguish between responsibly conducted, nonpartisan

voter reistrtion programs, having a broad geoSriphic scope,
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and in hoo proqrxm undertaken for particular partisan ends#

it would be sufficient, in our opinion, to require simply that

the organization maihtlin a program for the regular conduct

of nonpartisan voter registration activities in five or more

States.

In addition to an unnecessary requirement that the

or:;nization be principally political, section 4945(d) contains

unnecessarily burdensome source of support limitations. As a

practical matter, tho requirement that no more thin 25% of

support come from a single organization is likely to curtail

seriously the availability of foundation financing for broad-

based, legitimate nonpartisan voter registration activities.

The requirement of participation by at least five foundations

is less onerous but may nevertheless present a serious problem

for new efforts which are Just being organized. So long as

the requirements relating to regular, broad-based activity

and nonpartisanship are met, I do-not believe that any useful

purpose is served by such rigorous source of support limitations.

It would seem sufficient to protect the integrity of section

4945(d) that the organization not be organized by or controlled

by any private foundation-hot meeting the requirements of

section 4945(d).

Morris R, Abram

September 5, 1969.
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did not have at least one grant amounting to more than a fourth of its
total support. Moreover, ve believe that this is appropriate and has
not impaired our independence or objectivity in carrying out our program,
We, therefore, suggest tvo alternatives. First, that the definition of
"prIvate foundation" be modified to exclude organizations such as ours,
thus making it simply a charitable organization, a organizations "testing
for public safety" are. Second, that the definition of "operating founda-
tion" be modified to Include us unambiguously. The accompanying specific
suggestions have been drawn up vith the assistance of our legal counsel
and vould accomplish these purposes.

ReepecttuUly submitted,

President

11/bk
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TESTI4ONY SUBMITTED BY THE WOODROW WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP
FOUDATION TO THE FINANCE COMtMITEE O THE UNITED STATES

SENATE U ITS AL4I100 ON THE TAX REFO)JM ACT-OF 1969

DETAILED SUGOESTIONS

1 Amend Section 509(a)[ii Section 101(a)s by striking the vord "and"
following the pemi-co'lon in Section 509(-a)(3)(C) and the period in
Section 509(a)(4) and adding

"; and

(5) an organization whose principal activity since
December 31, 1960, has been either the granting
of scholarships or fellowships in ten states or
more, or the selecting of candidates for scholar-
ship or fellowship awards in ten states or more,
provided, however, that an organization shall
not qualify under this subsection unless during
each year since December 31, 1960, it has been
responsible for the granting of at least 100
such waards or the selecting of at least 100
such candidates."

Coments: Since the Congress has seen fit in Section 509(d)(4) to exclude
from the category of private foundations organizations engaged in "testing
for public safety" we propose that organizations such as ours, which are
engaged on a national scale in selection of persons for scholarships and
fellowships be similarly excluded. The above language could also be in-
corporated in the operating foundation section establishing it as a sep-
arate type of operating foundation.

2&) Amend Section )942()(3)()(ii) by striking everything following "from"
(on line 10) and substituting

"one or more exempt organizations which are not described
in Section 4946(a)(1)(H) with respect to the recipient
foundation, or from the general public."

2b) Amend Section 49h2(3)(3)(B) by striking the period following "organi-

zation" (on line 16 in section 49I2()( 3)(B)(ii) and adding

", or

(ii) which does not make a substantial portion of
its grants to other exempt organizations and actively
purs es the purposes for which it Is organized and
operated."
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STATEMENT OP SHELDON H. ZLSEN,
CHAIRMAN Or THE COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL LEGISLATION, ASSOCIATION
OP THE BAR OF THE CITY OP NEW YORK.

On behalf of the Association of the Bar of the

City of New York we want to bring to your attention

certain problems which we see in those provisions of

the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H. R. 13270) which relate

to private foundations. We believe that the bill is too

vague and so restrictive of private foundations as to

effectively hobble the foundation's social utility. It

is the Association's view that, conceding past abuses of

foundations by some, these are capable of legislative

remedy, while leaving essentially intact the foundation's

. ability to function in a constructive manner. Those

provisions in the bill which relate to foundation programs

should not be enacted into law.

We believe that private foundations have made

an enormous and salutary contribution to many phases of

American life. The bill appears to be directed at abuses

by those using the private foundation as a manipulative or

tax avoidance device, including self dealing. We do not

direct our remarks to those aspects of the bill, however,

or to such relatively technical questions as those involved

in the income distribution requirements. Nor is the

Association so well qualified as some other organizations
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to discuss with you the impact which the 7 1/2 t tax-on

investment income would have on proper and desirable

charitable activities, through limitations of the funds

available for grants. What does seem clear, however, Js

that many valuable social, scientific and cultural

activities will be severely impaired by the proposed

restrictions on foundation programs, and it is against

these restrictions that we wish to speak.

Section 4945 provides penalties against private

foundations which make grants *(1) to carry out propaganda,

or otherwise attempt to influence legislation, S4945(b)(l).

The bill further defines the prohibited activities to

includes
*(I) any attempt to influence legislation

through an attempt to affect the opinion of the

general public or any segment thereof, and

0(2) any attempt to influence legislation

through private communication with any member or

employee of a legislative body, or with any other

person who may participate in the formulation of

the legislation,

"other than through making available the results of

nonpartisan analysis or research*, S494S(c).

-2-
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A private foundation which makes such payments is taxed

100 of the amount so paid, and foundation managers who

knowingly agree to such expenditures are personally liable

for 50 of such amounts, jointly and severally.

If the bill's aim is against lobbying# it uses a

steamroller to crush an ant. What is most serious is that

an enormous number of valuable social projects are likely

to be crushed at the saue time, Almost any project which

is alert to the needs of the day can be said to be attempt-

ing to affect public opinion, with the possibility that

legislation may eventually be influenced. What is partisan

or nonpartisan cannot be readily determined nor is it

desirable that reformers or others with a point ot view

should be deprived of foundation support. The term propa-

ganda, moreover, can be applied to any use of facts or

opiniorsto influence institutional change. The very vague-

ness of the bill's language, coupled with the in terror

effect of severe penalties, both against the foundations

and individuals running them, is likely to dry up foundation

support for innovative activity. Nor is there any reason

for creating a double standard for the lobbying activities

of private foundations and other tax exempt organizations.

We believe that the nation will be much the poorer if this

provision is enacted.

-3-
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to discuss with you the impact which the 7'1/2 S tax on

investment income would have on proper and desirable

charitable activities, through limitations of the funds

available for grants. What does seem clear, however, Is

that many valuable social, scientific and cultural

activities will be severely impaired by the proposed

restrictions on foundation programs, and it is against

these restrictions that we wish to speak.

Section 4945 provides penalties against private

foundations which make grants "(1) to carry out propaganda#

or otherwise attempt to influence legislation#" $4945(b)(1).

The bill further defines the prohibited activities to

included

"(1) dny attempt to influence legislation

through an attempt to affect the opinion of the

general public or any segment thereof, and

"(2) any attempt to influence legislation

through private communication with any member or

employee of a legislative body, or with any other

person who may participate in the formulation of
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"other than through making available the results of

nonpartisan analysis or research", S4945().
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A private foundation which makes such payments is taxed

100% of the amount so paid, and foundation managers who
knowingly agree to such expenditures are personally liable

for 50 of such amount., jointly and severally.

If the bill's aim is against lobbying, it uses a

steamroller to crush an ants What is most serious is that

an enormous number of valuable social projects are likely

to be crushed at the same time. Almost any project which

is alert to the needs of the day can be said to be attempt-

ing to affect public opinion, with the possibility that

legislation may eventually be influenced. What is partisan

or nonpartisan cannot be readily determined nor is it

desirable that reformers or others with a point of view

should be deprived of foundation support. The term propa-

ganda, moreover, can be applied to any use of facts or

opiniowto influence institutional change. The very vague-

ness of the bill's languages coupled with the in terrorem

effect of severe penalties, both against the foundations

and individuals running them, is likely to dry up foundation

support for innovative activity. Nor is there any reason

for creating a double standard for the lobbying activities

of private foundations and other tax exempt organizations.

We believe that the nation will be much the poorer if this

provision is enacted.

-3-
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The bill also provides similar penalties for

funds paid "'(3) as a grant to an individual for travel,

study# or other similar purposes by such individual#

unless such grant satisfies the requirements of subsection

()w 94945(b)(3). Subsection 4945(e) provides#

(0) ZDIZV UAL GRJ8. Subsection (b) (3)

shall not apply to an individual grant awarded on

an objective and nondiscriminatory basis pursuant

to a procedure approved in advance by the Secretary

or his delegate, if it is demonstrated to the

satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that

it constitutes a scholarship or fellowship grant

at an educational institution described in section

170(b) (1)(3)(ii) or that the purpose of the grant

is to achieve a specific objective, produce a

report or other similar product# or improve or

enhance a literary artistic, musical, scientific#

or other similar capacity, skill, or talent."

It is not clear whether this provision is intended to

require that general procedures be approved in advance

by the Internal Revenue Service or each individual grant.

If the former, the provision may be workable but its meaning

should be defined with greater clarity, If this provision

means that individual grants must be cleared in advance,
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one questions the wisdom of such an advance approval

procedure# with its added cost and delays# which may

seriously impede desirable foundation activity. Nor

would Internal Revenue agents appear to be persons who

would be appropriately vested with any discretion in

deciding on individual grants. It would seem that bad

faith awards can be policed under existing law, Nor is

it clear what the word "nondiscriminatoryN means in this

context#

Proposed new section 4942 would tax private

foundations failing to make so-called qualifying distribu-

tions of income. Qualifying distributions are defined in

section 4942(g) and include distributions to "public"

charities, direct expenditures for charitable activities,

and amounts spent to acquire assets to be used for

charitable purposes. The term "qualifying distribution"

also includes a distribution to an "operating foundations

defined in section 4942(j)(3).

The tax on the failure to distribute income

ostensibly is a substitute for the existing rules relating

to unreasonable accumulations, but perhaps what is really

intended is to curtail the growth in the size of foundations.

Provision is made in the bill for *certain set asides" but

whether this will- prove administratively workable is subject

-m
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to question, Program planning and flexibility will

undoubtedly be adversely affected by the approach taken

in section 4942o

The definition of operating foundation found

in section 4942(j)'(3) is intended to cover organizations

that carry out specialized programs and which spend

substantially all their income each year. The Committee

report indicates that certain museums, horticultural and

recreational areas are provided for through the "asset

test" set forth in section 4942()(3)(1)(i). However,

it is not clear what is meant by *assets". Perhaps the

term includes current contributions, but there is a

definite ambiguity in this regard.

The definition of operating foundation is also

intended to include so-called special purpose foundations,

including "learned societies, associations of libraries

and organizations which have developed an expertise. in

certain substantive areas. (See Committee Report, page 42.)

It is clear, however* that the definition, as drafted, will

exclude a number of highly worthwhile organizations which

might be considered as meeting the description set forth in

the Coomittee Report. For example, the support test found

in section 4942(J) (3)'(8) (ii) requires that substantially

all (65t) of the organizations' support (other than invest-

mentincome) must normally be received from 5 or more

46-
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independent exempt organizations, or from the general

public, and not more than 25t of the support may be

received from any one such exempt organization. Under

this test, an organization which receives more than 15%

and less than 33 1/3% of its support from a governmental

unit could not qualify as an operating foundation, unless

the term "general public" were expanded to include govern-

mental units. Under existing law,'the terms "governmental

unit" and "general public" are separately defined.

Some organizations that might properly be considered

as operating foundations are supported by grants from large

individual contributors who could not be considered members

of the general public. The receipt of substantial contribu-

tions from individuals prevents such organizations from meeting

the support test and, of course, if the support test iN not

met, such organizations cannot expect to receive contributions

from large private foundations such as The Ford Foundation

or The Rockefeller Foundation because such contributions

would not be considered qualifying distributions. In short,

the effect of defining operating foundation In' terms of

support sources goes far beyond what was intended and

undoubtedly will exclude a number of very worthwhile organiza-

tions from the definition. This, in turns will reduce very

substantially the support such organizations receive from

private foundations and will bring about a curtailment of

valuable programs.
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section 4943(b)(4) in effect prohibits a grant

from one private foundation to another private foundation

unless the- granting foundation exercises *expenditure

responsibility*. This term is defined as follows

"(f) UXPENDTURB RBOPONSZBILITY. - The

expenditure responsibility referred to in subsection

(b)(4) means that the private foundation is fully

responsible -

"(1) to see that the grant is spent solely

for the purpose for which made,

"(2) to obtain full and complete reports

from the grantee on how the funds are spent,

and to verify the accuracy of such reports, and

"(3) to make full and detailed reports with

respect to such expenditures to the secretary or

his delegate.'

These requirements clearly are unduly onerous. In particular,

the requirement that the granting foundation verify the

accuracy of the grantee's reports perhaps requires the

grantor to audit in detail every single expenditure made

by the grantee.

These penalties apply, finally, against amounts

paid: '(2) to influence the outcome of any public election

(including voter registration drives carried on by or for

such foundation)," S4940(b)'(2). There are exemptions for

an organization:

-B"
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w(1) which is exempt from taxation under

section 501 (a})(3),

0'(2) the principal activity of which is

nonpartisan political activity in 5 or more States,

*(3) substantially all of the income or which

is expended directly for the active conduct of the

activities constituting the purpose or function for

which it is organized and operated#

0(4) substantially all of the support (other

than gross investment income as defined in section

506(b)'(2)) of which is normally received from 5 or

more exempt organizations which are not described

in section 4946(a)"(l)"(h) with respect to each other

or the recipient foundation# or from the general

public, and not more than 25 percent of the support

of which is normally received from any one such

exempt organization, and

0() contributions to which for voter registra-

tion drives are not subject to conditions that they

may be used only in specified States, possessions

of the United States, or political subdivisions or

other areas of any of the foregoing, or the District

of Columbia.
14949(d).

592
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We believe that voter registration normally

should be encouraged registration is necessary to

identify voters and prevent frauds, but it should

operate am little as possible to deny a vote to other-

wise qualified citizens. Thus programs which aid

registration encourage participation in our system of

representative government, and thus perform an important

public and charitable function,

We recognize the possibility of abuse if

foundation funds are used for the primary purpose of

registering individuals who are deemed more likely to

vote for particular candidates or issues. It is not

clear how much partisan activity of this sort there has

been$ but in striking a balance we believe that legisla-

tion should resolve doubts in favor of encouraging registra-

tioh, even at the risk of permitting some partisan activity#

if need be. We believe that legislation could be narrowly

drafted so as to strike at partisan abuse without endanger-

ing other registration activity, but until such more narrowly

drafted restrictions are prepared we would favor the elimina-

tion of all restrictions in the voter registration area.

Insofar as the present bill does attempt to draw

distinctions between partisan and nonpartisan voter registka-

tion activity, it still requires substantial reworking.

-10-
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For example, 54945(d) provides that penalties shall not

be applied where a foundation-financed voter registra-

tion program is conducted by an organization "the principal

activity of which is nonpartisan political activity in 5

or more States". This provision seems to be an attempt to

ensure that the program be of the broad-based, nonpartisan

type. However, this basic limitation is accompanied by the

seemingly unnecessary requirement'that nonpartisan political

activity must be the principal activity of the organization.

It would seem that the fact that the organization is primarily

engaged in other bona fide charitable and educational activities

is probably as good, if hot a better, protection against

partisanship than the requirement of the present bill that

the principal activity be "political". The 5 States require-

ment, moreover, would seem to be starting at the wrong endow

we would favor a restriction which would be triggered on a

finding that the expenditures were primarily designed to favor

a particular candidate or party.

Another provision of proposed 64945(d) which seems

unduly to curtail legitimate voter registration activities

is the requirement of subsection'(d)(4) that substantially

all of the organization's support must normally be received

- -from five or more unrelated exempt organizations, and that
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not more than 250 of such support-normally be received

from any one such organization. As a practical matter,

the'requirement that no more than 25% of support come

from a single organization is likely to curtail seriously

the availability of foundation financing for broad-based,

legitimate nonpartisan voter registration activities.

These are examples of problems in the present

draft. As we have said we prefer that the problem of

partisan activity be approached on a much narrower scale,

so as to make sure that legitimate voter registration

support is in no way endangered.

Zn conclusion then we believe that the entire

set of limitations on program activities by private

foundations should be deleted from the present bill. We

are not opposed to carefully worked out and narrowly drawn

legislation which may clarify any deficiencies in existing

law to restrict clearly shown abuses, without endangering

the much more important and socially valuable work which

private foundations have supported in the past. The

present bill is not so drawn, however, and its effect is

likely to be so damaging to innovative and useful programs

that we favor rejection of 54945 on taxable expenditures

and the modification of 14942 to obviate the problems

discussed above in connection with operating foundations.

We do not take a position at this time on other sections of

the bill.
-12m
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Statement by Henry StrongOn Behalf of the Hattie N. Strong Foundation
Before the Comittee on Finance

of the United States Senate
In Opposition to Certain Provisions

of H. R. 13270 Relating to Private Foundations

my nam is Henry Strong. I reside at 5039 Overlook

Road, N. V., Washinton, 0. C. I a filing this Statement in

m capacity as President of the Hattie H. Strong Foundation,

hereinafter sometimes referred to as the "Strong Foundation",

with offices at 1625 Bye Stret, N. ., Washington, D. C.

The Strong Foundation was incorporated in the District

of Columbia on October 6, 1928s for the purpose of "the promotion

of the welfare of society by assisting such religious, reduce.

tional, charitable and philanthropic work or organizations a

may be deemed worthy, and particularly, so far as practicable,

to supply funds to young men and women of promise with which they

may obtain adequate academic, technical and professional educa.

tion." The incorporators were Hattie N. Strong, her son L. Corrin

Strong and his wife, Alice T. Strong. Mr. Strong was President

of the Foundation from its incorporation until his death in 1966.

I was elected President in 1967, A list of the officers and past and

present Trustees of the Foundation is attached. At present six of

the eleven members of the Board of Trustees are unrelated to the

Strong fmlly. No Trustee has received or is receiving compensation

for serving son the Board. there are four paid professional staff

members.
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Hattie N. Strong was the principal donor, contributing

an initial block of 3,000 shares of Eastman Kodak stock worth

$840,000 on October 1, 1928. She and her son, L. Corrin Strong,

made additional lifetime and testamentary gifts to the Foundation

totalling $$44,663. Unsolicited Sifts totalling $6,064.82 have

been received from former beneficiaries of the Foundation's student

loan program. The total amount donated to the Foundation from all

sources is $1,090,727,82. Starting with this seed money, the

Foundation has made loans totalling $3,03Sj697.lI to needy students and

has distributed $2,205,413.06 in charitable grants. Its current

investment portfolio is valued at approximately $12,000,000 as of

August 31, 1969.

The Foundation's basic program is the administration of

interest-free loans to American college students studying in the

United States or abroad and to vocational school students in the

Wuhington, D. C., area. Starting with 73 loans in 1928, the program

has served a total of 3,222 students, of whom 970 are currently on

the books in the amount of $1,137,400.20. Since 1928, only $119,326.00,

or approximately 3.9% of the total amount loaned, has been written off

as bad debts. Because of the general shortage of scholarship and

student loan funding from public and comercial sources, the Foundation's

college loan program is being expanded, and it is expected that

approximately 200 new loans will be made for the coming academic year.

All 'income of the Strong Foundation plus a portion of its principal 'is

expended annually in support of the loan program and in the form of

grants. Distributions for those purposes are budgeted annually at 4%

of investment assets.
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The Strong Foundation is proud of its pioneering work

in the field of education assistance. through successful management

of its resources and dedication to its founder's ais of helping

young men and women of promise to attain adequate academic, technical

and professional education, it has enriched the lives of thousands

of deserving students, I believe that the record of our Foundation

demonstrates the type of significant and expanding contribution to

society which can be and is being made by the vast majority of foundations.

I thoroughly endorse appropriate legislation and supervision

to prevent abuse of tax-exempt status by any foundation guilty of such

practices, However, I believe that the repressive tone of certain per-

tions of 11. R. 13270 does a great disservice to the overwhelming

majority of individuals engaged in foundation work who are dedicated

to public service. A number of the proposed taxes, restrictions and

penalties will, if enacted into law, make it extremely difficult for

foundations to perform their eleemosynary services and to attract and

retain responsible and qualified staff ar board members.

I understand that most of the specific provisions of the

Act to which the Strong Foundation has objections and which pertain

to foundations generally wlrl be discussed in detail by witnesses

appearing before the Committee in coordination with the Council on

Foundations, Inc. To avoid unnecessary repetition, I will allude only

briefly to them in this statement. The Strong Poundstion has, however,

encountered difficulty with certain portions of the Act as they relate to

our student loan program and, l will deal with them in more detail.
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SEC. 506. TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVESMhNT INCOME

I am opposed to this tax as a matter of principle. The

burden will in most cases ineVitably be borne by foundation bene-

fidiaries in the form of reduced distributions to charitable

purposes. I see neither logic nor justice in thus-singling out

private foundations. I urge the Committee to eliminate this

punitive feature of H. R. 13270.

SEC. 4942 TAXES ON PAILUE',TO 6IST /IM|TB INCOME

(o) Milirum Investment Rteturn

The St figure for .Iitimum Investment Ieturn is too high,

particularly when expressed as a minimum requirement. The Strong

Foundation considers that a 4% distribution constitutes a reasonable

average annual figure for maintenance of existing program levels

in the face of steadily rising operating expenses and costs of

education -- two areas of Vital concern to our Foundation.
(0) Qualifying Iistributions Defined

Expenses of administering legitimate charitable programs

should lie included as a "qualifying distribution". Such operating

expenditures are necessarily made in furtherance of the charitable

purposes for which Soc. SO (d) (3) exemption was granted. Our

experience with student loans has clearly demonstrated that a

continuing personalized relationship with each loan recipients

essential to the success of such programs, particularly in

establishing fair and equitable repayment schedules, and virtually

all of the administrative expenses of the Strong Foundation derive

from the operation of this program. The failure to include ad-

ministrative expenses as a "qualifying distribution" would appear
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to penalize the more active and conscientious foundations and

to encourage passivity and/or inadequate staffing and adminis-

trative control of programs. (An alternative solution would

result if administrative expenses were made deductible in com-

puting both "adjusted net Income" and "minimum investment return".)

It is not clear whether dedication of investment income

to the Strong Foundation's steadily expanding student loan program

would ho deemed a qualifying distribution under the provisions

of either subsection (g) (1) (A) or (B). In accounting terms this

would amount to transfer Of income to capital and not "paid out".

Tito revolving student loan fund Is, however, capital which is

used directly'in carrying out the Strong Foundation's exempt

purposes. !oreover, since our student loans are interest free,

tihe revolving fund produces no income and in fact suffers a con-

tinging repayment loss. This type of transaction should be speci-

fically cited as a qualifying distribution under the terms of

this defiflition.

SEC. 4945 TAXES-ON TAXABLE EXPLNI)ITuhES

(b) Taxable Expenditures

There is no mention in IIR. 13270 of the type of in-

terest free studeht'loan program which the Strong Foundation

administers. Although I assume that a fully repayable student

loan under our loan program would not be considered an "indiVi-

dual grant', subject to the provisions of subsection (b) (3), I urge

the Committee to clarify any doubt in that regard by expressly

excluding such loans.
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(e) individual Grants

The Strong Foundation does occasionally convert an

outstanding loan to a scholarship grant in severe hardship cases

and has made a few individual study grants. I believe that the

present procedures for accomplishing this would meet' the require-

mnta contemplated by this subsection. I am concerned, however,

that the necessity for advance approval of procedures by the

Secretary is susceptible to overly rigid interpretation and

bureaucratic delays which could seriously impede, if not destroy,

the ability to respond quickly and flexibly to changing county

needs and cases of individual hardship. In my opinion, sanctions

against violation of objective and nondiscriminatory criteria

for making individual grants, established by the Secretary,

should be substituted for the requirements of administrative

prior approval.

(f) Expenditure Responsibility

All responsible foundations bear the obligation to

ensure to the best of their ability that funds they distribute

are used for the eleemosynary purposes intended. However, I

believe that the provisions of this subsection place an undue

policing burden on grant-making foundations. They would require

greatly increased staff, with resultant decline in funds avail-

able for charitable purposes, and/or an unrealistic and probably

unacceptable degree of direct foundation involvement in the

operations of those recipient organizations administering active

charitable programs. The practical effect of this requirement
would be to inhibit grants by a private foundation even to an

organization qualifying as an "operating foundation".
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CONCLUSION

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to present

the views of the Strong Foundation on this important and far-

reaching legislation. I respectfully request that the Comittee

on Finances act favorably on the amendments to H. R. 13270

which have been requested in my statement. It is hoped that the

tax reform provisions dealing with private foundations, as finally

enacted, will not unduly hamper or restrict the important public

service being rendered by legitimate foundations.

Presideb Hattie/ Strong Foundation

September So 1969
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Attachment A

HATTIS N. STRONG FOUNDATION OFFICERS

Ilenty Strong, President
S039 Overlook Ad., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Trowbridge Strong, Vice President
401 Woodbine Ave.
Noberth, Pa.

Cecilia R. Bowers, Secretary
930 Washington Building
Arlington Towers
Arlington, Va. 22209

Barbara B. Cantrell, Treasurer
7400 Oriole Ave.
Springfield, Vs. 22150

Thelma L. Bichman, Asst. Treasurer
4219 Longfellow St.
1Byattsville, Md. 20781
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Attachment B

IIATTIH M. STIWNG FOUNDATION BOARD OP TRUSThES

Mrs. L, Corrin Strong
Whitehall Rd., R. D. 02
Annapolis, Md. 21401

Mrs. C. K. Bowers
930 Washington Building
Arlington Towers
Arlington, Vs. 22209

Richard S. T. Marsh
701 Polger Bldg.
726 l5th St, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

C. Peter Strong
127 hi. 73rd St.
New York, N. Y.

Ienry Strong
5039 Overlook Rd. N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Robert W. Wilson
929 E St. N. W.
Washington, D. C.

A. B. Trowbridge, Jr.
4111 Fairfax Road
McLean, Vs.

John N. Andrews
2000 N. Adams St.
Arlington, Va. 22200

Trowbridge Strong
401 Woodbine Ave.
Notberth, Pa.

Lew G. Colt
3930 Connecticut Ave., N, W.
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Bennetta B. Washington
1200 19th St. N. W, 710-
Washington, 0. C.
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Attachment C

PORNIR TRUSTEES OP THE HATTIS No STRONG POUNDATION

Paul Achilles, October 1928 - Msy 1938

Hattie N. Strong, October 1028 - June 1950

L. Corrin Strong, October 1928 - September 1966

A. B. Trowbridge, October 1928 - December 1940

Wilson N. Coapton, December 1937 -March 1967

Bruce Baird, Nay 1945 - December 1960

J. Edgar Hoover, May 194S - January 1953

Justice Harold H. Burton, October 1946 - October 1964

Mrs, Harlan P. Stone, October'1946 - November 1958
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STATEMENT OP PETER L. SZANTON, PRESIDENT
THE NEW YORK CITY-RAND INSTITUTE

SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE INSTffTUT TO
THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

September 8, 1969

As President of the recently established New York City-
Rand Institute, I am submitting this written statement to ex-
press my concern about the potential effect which H.R. 13270,
the-tax reform bill which your Committee is now considering,
might have upon organizations such as ours which are devoted
exclusively to research and analysis of utban problems. This
letter is prompted by what I believe to be an unintended but
possible result of the enactment of legislation similar to
that passed by the House of Representatives -- serious ob-
stacles to the efforts of private non-profit organizations
like the Institute to raise the support need..d to continue
their work on problems too-long neglected in some of our
majormetropolitan areas.

The Institute is a non-profit corporation formed, in the
language of its Certificate of Incorporation, "Primarily to
conduct programs of scientific research and study, and pro-
vide reports and recommendations, relevant to the operations,
planning or administration of the City of New York"; and
secondarily to conduct similar activities for other levels or
agencies of government. The Institute is composed of approxi-
mately 50 scientists and researchers, together with supporting
personnel. Under contract with various agencies of the govern-
ment of the City of New York, it is now actively engaged in
attempting to identify and recommend to responsible City offi-
cibls, effective ard feasible solutions to current problems in
the fields ofhealth, housing, fire protection, police ser-
vices, welfare, corrections, water pollution, and economic
development. New York City itself is supporting this work at
the rate of approximately $2.5 million annually,-the Rand
Corporation is contributing approximately $150,000 annually,
and foundation support is providing an additional $300,000
annually.
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The problems for such an organization would not be
created by proposed restrictions on matters such as self-
dealing or business investments. Nor would they result from
an attempt to encourage distribUtion of income and devotion
6f assets to charitable purposes. Instead, the principal
adverse effects could result from the classifications em-
bodied in the bill which might restrict the availability of
financial support. For example, if our Institute were
classified as a "private foundation" under Section 509 but
not as an "operating foundation" under Section 4942, it
might be very difficult to raise the additional support
needed to enable the Institute to carry out the purposes for
which it was organized, since other foundations could not
make "qualifying distributions" to the Institute and hence
might be reluctant to make any distributions at all.

I believe that the work of organizations such as ours to
find new answers to critical domestic problems in the field
of urban affairs should be encouraged by the Congress, not
jeopardized. I believe further that this can be accomplished
in the' context of II.R. 13270 and consistent with its purposes.

As indicated in the House Ways and Means Committee re-
port, Section 4942 of the House bill is designed in part to
prevent "grant-making" foundations from distributing their
income to one another without the income being used for
oha'itable purposes (p. 42). These distribution requirements
were not intended, however, to apply to distributions from
"grant-makibg" to "operating" foundations, such as museums,
libraries, learned societies and organizations which have
developed "expertise in certain substantive areas and which
provide for the independent granting of funds and direction of
research in those specialized substantive areas" (p. 26, 42).
The latter groUp of organizations were included as operating
foutrdations," according to the Committee report, because they
"have developed an expertise which permits them to make effec-
tive use of the money through grant programs or otherwise"
(p. 26).

The definition of "operating foundations" in the bill
itself (Section 4942(j)(3m)), is not well designed to
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effectuate that ifltention, primarily because it embodies 
rigid

fiscal criteria which may not, in many cases, have any rele-

vahce to the purposes or performance of the organizations

affected. For example, it seems clear that our InStitUte is

an "'operating" foundation as described in the House Committee

report -- it is an operatingl (as distinguished from "grant-

making") organization; it has developed expertise in urban

research and analysis; and, we believe, it can make effective

use of distributions from other foundations in directing 
re-

search and analysis in the area of its substantive expertise.'

Moreover, substantially all of its income is expended 
directly

for its specialized purposes. (See p. 42 of House Ways and

Means Committee Report.) Yet, the Institute may still fail to

meet the rigid criteria of Section 4942(J)(3)i

The Institute does expend-substantially all of

its income directly for the active conduct of
the activities for which it was organized. But

it may not at some future date meet the addi-

tional requirement either that substantially
more than half of its assets be devoted di-

rectly to such activities, or that substantially
all of its support be received from five or more

exempt organizations not "disqualified" under

the bill (but not more than 25% from any one
such organization).

* To point up the dilemma, which also must confront many

organizations like ours, one might review the Institute's

future plans in light of those two requirements. 
As a center

for urban research and analysis, our primary assets 
are

people -- professional engineers, mathematicians, economists,

physicians, architects, sociologists and others, all 
of whom

are devoted exclusively and directly to'our chartered 
purpose.

BUt personnel are not normally considered as assets 
in an

accounting sense and hence we must look to other 
assets for

satisfaction of the criteria in Section 4942(j)(3) 
(B)(i).

Because of the nature of the Institute's work, we 
do not

presently anticipate a significant investment inland 
or

equipment. We do hope to obtain some permanent form of fi-

nancial support, beyond yearly contracts with the 
City of New

York, which will provide permanence and continuity 
to our
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work. But should the Institute succeed in obtaining such
support, it might then fail to qualify as an operating
foundation -- initially because the support might come from
less than five organizations, and ultimately because (to
the extent that they exceeded immediate operational needs)
such resources would probably be invested to provide addi-
tional income while awaiting requirements for their expen-
diture and to insure some continuity for the Institute.

It is our hope that your Committee will agree that the
impact of any tax reform legislation which may be enacted
should be determined primarily by the nature and purposes of
organizations like ours, rather than by inflexible fiscal
standards which may permit adverse results unintended by the
Congress. Accordingly, we would urge the Committee to con-
sider the possibility of amending Section 4942(j)(3) to carry
out the purposes expressed in the House Committee report by
assuring that organizations like the Institute are not arbi-
trarily excluded from the category of "operating foUnda-
tions" by the adoption of rigid economic criteria.

Alternatively, the Committee might in light of the
vital importance of research and analysis directed to the
solution of urban problems, consider the possibility of ex-
cluding from the category of "private foundations" defined
in Section 509,-non-profit organizations which are organized
and operated primarily for such research and analysis. 'This
might be done in the same manner in which organizations de-
voted to "testing for the public safety" are now exempted
by Section 509(a)(4).

To demonstrate the importance of not Jeopardizing the
continuing support of organizations such as ours, I would
like briefly to review the background of the Institute, its
activities, and its plans for the future.

The New York City-Rand Institute dates back to the Fall
of 1967 when the City of New YOrk and The Rand Corporation
began exploring the possibility of focusing the analytical
and research skills which Rand had developed primarily in the
field of national security upon the complex problems facing a
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major metropolitan area like New, York. This resulted in for-
mal contracts with the City, under which and staff members
began working directly with City officials in attempting to

solve major problems of fire protection, health services,
crime control, housing and redevelopment, and to improve the

effectiveness of City government operations in those fields.

Because of the initial success of this undertaking, and

because it was clear that the complex and fundamental problems
underlying the difficulties of the City could be adequately
understood and attacked only through a sustained effort, it

became apparent that a permanent organization for the analysis

of urban problems should be established. The result was the

formation in April of this year of The New York City-Rand
Institute. The Institute is administered and staffed by

personnel from The Rand Corporation and governed by a Board

of Trustees Jointly selected by the City and Rand. A listing

of the Trustees is attached. In addition to continuing work
on the problems outlined above, the Institute has undertaken

studies of welfare, water pollution and economic development

and expects in the near future to initiate research in other

areas, such as air pollution, transportation, and education.

In every field of inquiry, Institute personnel are called
upon to define the problems facing the City, to assess the

effectiveness of present efforts to deal with them, and to

recommend to the responsible City officials alternative
courses of action.

It may be helpful to detail some of the types of work
the Institute is engaged in:

o The application of new technolopties. In the course of

analyzing fire protection in the City, a chemical engineer on

the Institute's staff proposed experiments with the addition

of minute quantities of long-chain polymers to water streams

in fire hoses. Carried out by the Institute, the Fire Depart-

ment, and a commercial producer of the polymers, the experi-

ments showed that the additive dramatically reduced friction

in the hoses,' and as a result increased by 50 to 80 the

amount of water discharged by the hoses and the distance the
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stream would travel on leaving the nozzle -- without any in-
crease in pumpiNg pressure. The New York City Fire Department
is now in the process of putting this result ihto operational
use, and the Institute is attempting to respond to dozens of
inquiries from other fire departments across the country.

A second technical study explored the Use of devices
which measure changes in the ionization of the atmosphere to
detect- not -only fires but also smoke and smoldering conditions.
It concluded that because of rapid recent improvements in this
technology it may be feasible in the pear fUture to install,
throughout cities, devices capable of detecting fires at a very
early stage and automatically sounding alarms both at the site
and in fire department dispatching centers.

Other technical studies have advised agencies of the City
government of the potential value of equipment which could
automatically keep track of the location of all City ambulances,
police cars and fire engines, and have set out a detailed
method of evaluating a broad variety of devices which might
reduce- crime in high-rise housing.

o The design of new procedures. For the Housing and Devel-
opment Administration new information systems have been de-
signed and procedures recommended, which should enable the City
to help arrest the process of deterioration in the existing
housing stock by making it possible to determine whether partic-
ular problem buildings should be dealt with through building
code enforcement, technical or financial assistance to the
landlord, take-over by the City, or other measures.

For the Police Department a method of determining how
additional patrolmen should be allocated to the various pre-
cincts in the City was designed. This system, operated on a
computer, -is capable of taking into account a wide variety of
characteristics of individual neighborhoods -- population
density, crime rate, number of street miles, arrest rates, and
other factors -- in determining whether additional men should be
assigned and in predicting some of the probable effects of such
assignments.
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The Institute has also recommended to the Police Depart-
ment procedures which give promise Of significantly increasing
the ability of the Department to attract and retain members of
minority groups.

o The proposal of new operating policies. In their initial
work for the Police Department Institute researchers described
with new precision a problem long familiar to professional
police administrators: the fact that at some times -- such as
Friday nights -- requirements for police assistance might ex-
coed the requirements of other times -- such as Tuesday morn-
ings -- by as much as 500 or 6007, but that the number of men
available during such peak periods was normally only 30 or 40%
greater than at other times. The Institute recommended a
variety of possible solutions to this problem, and is partially
responsible for the City's decision to institute a so-called
"fourth platoon" -- a major reallocation of police manpower
which more than doubles the number of men available during
evening hours.

The Institute has recommended to the Community Mental
Health Department in New York policies which appear likely to
improve the ability of mental health centers to effectively
serve the particular populations in their own areas. And it is
providing the Fire Department with a mathematical model capable
of predicting the probable incidence of false and genuine
alarms with sufficient accuracy to allow the Department to pre-
deploy and re-deploy equipment On the basis of anticipated
requirements.

o The development of new management methods. Together with
each of the operating agencies of the City with which it has
been working, Institute researchers are developing and refining
those agencies' Planning Programming and Budgeting Systems.
This work has involved assisting the agencies to specify their
objectives, to identify the ways in which their budgets are
allocated in terms of those objectives rather than in terms of
conventional accounting categories, and to evaluate both the
cost and the probable effectiveness of alternative policies and
atlocations. In this way the Ihstitute has been assisting not
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only in the analysis of particular issues, but in the improve-
ment of the process by which many agencies of the City Spvern-
sent routinely make decisions. Inquiries from a large number
of other State and local Jurisdictions for assistance of this
kind have been made to the Institute.

,In a variety of ways, then, the Institute is attempting
to bring advanced scientific and analytic techniques to bear on
problems of urban life and local government. Many of its more
fundamental studies are long-range in nature and have not yet
produced firm or usable conclusions. Much of its other work,
however, has found immediate application, as it was designed
to do. The City government's belief in the value of this work
can be seen in the fact that, despite severe budgetary problems,
New York is continuing to invest roughly $2.5 million annually
in the continuation of this effort.

But while these City expenditures are significant --
indeed, they are unprecedented in American municipal history
-- they cannot fully support the work which needs doing. The
Institute, like other such organizations, must look to private
sources to supplement the City's contributions. We believe,

-therefore, that one of the most significant questions now
before the Senate Finance Committee is whether organizations
like the Institute will be able to receive the additional
support they need or whether they will be faced by legislation
whih could dry up their potential sources of support.

We are also troubled by the uncertainties which appear to
be inherent in the language of Section 4945(b) and (c). Pre-
sumably all of the activities of the Institute which might be
affected by Section 4945 are covered in the exclusion which
permits "making available the results of non-partisan analysis
or research." However, the vagueness of Section 4945(c) as to
influencing legislation through "an attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public or any segment thereof" or
"through private communication with any member or employee of
a legislative body, or with any other person who may partici-
pate in the formulation of the legislation" is of some concern.
Under some possible interpretations, this might interfere with
the essential close working relations between the Institute and
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public officials interested in the work of the Institute. It
might also conceivably interfere with the ability of the
Institute to respond to public inquiry concerning the results
of its studies.

We would hope that, in light of the importance of the
work being performed by the Institute and other similar organi-
zations, these matters could receive the attention of your
Committee. And we would hope that any legislation which might
be enacted could be focused upon our purposes and our activi-
ties, rather than upon inflexible fiscal criteria which might
impair our effectiveness.

The Institute would be pleased to assist your Committee
and its staff should any further information concerning its
purposes or activities be needed.

Attachment
Listing of Board of Trustees
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STATMENT OF STEPHEN K. SCHWEBEL, EXECUTIVE VICE

PRESrDENT, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LA, SUBMITTED TO

THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE,

OH THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969v N.. 13270

The American Society of International Law, a professional

and scholarly society whose purpose is *to foster the study of

international law and to promote the establishment and mainten-

ance of international relations on the basis of law and jus-

tice", was formed in 1906 and incorporated by Act of Congress

in 1950. It is an organization open to public membership which

has about 4,700 members in the tited States and abroad. It

receives its income from membership dues, the sale of publica-

tions concerned with international law -- most notably, the

American Journal of International Law -- and from foundation

grants. Grants by leading American foundations comprise a major

part of the Society's resources.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, as passed by the House of

Representatives, places constrictions on foundation financing

of education and research. In the Society's view, at least some

of these restrictions are not desirable. H.R. 13270, if enacted

in the form passed by the Houses would present the Society with

the following problems:

(1) It is difficult to ascertain under Section 509
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whether or not the Society is a *private foundation."

(2) if the Society wore to be treated as a private

foundation# it would be obliged to conform to a sot

of legal rules designed to regulate foundations --

organizations whose purpose is to distribute money --

rather than professional societies.

(3) The 7.1/2% tax on investment income of founda-

tions will reduce the amount of funds foundations

have available for distribution to organizations such

as the Society.

These problems will be discussed in turn.

The Definition of "Private Foundation" in Section 509

The Supplemental Report of the House Committee on Ways and

Means on H.R. 13270 (House Report 91-413 (Part 21 at page 6)

states that the intention of the Act is to exclude professional

societies from the definition of "private foundation" in Section

509. That expression of intention is most welcome. It is tho

Society's hope that the lantyuage of the Act itself will express

that intention. As it stands, however# the American Society of

International Law finds itself on the borderline of the require-

mentn that Section 509 lays down if an organization is not to be

classified as a "private foundation."

Subsection (2)'(8) of Section 509 does not pose an immediate

problem for the Society* since only some five per cent of the
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snciety's income comes from its investments. But Subsection

(2) (A) does pose a problem. Approximately one-third of the

Society's support comes from membership dues, contributions, and

subscriptions to publications. Over sixty per cent of the

Society's support comes from foundations. The Ford Foundation

alone provides about 45 of the Society's support at the present

time. The Society also receives substantial support from the

Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.,

and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Subsection (2)(A) of Section 509 does not make clear whe-

ther the words "gifts", "grant,, and Ocontributionsk include

grants made by private foundations and whether there is any

.imit on the amount that may be contributed by any one founda-

tion. The issue is important to the Society because not only

large grants, but duos and small contributions in many cases

come not from individuals, but from corporations, corporate

foundations, family foundations, and other private foundations.

If all membership fees, contributions, gifts and grants from

private foundations should be excluded from the reach of Sub-
,ction (2)(A), the Society's income from sources listed in

u3)3ection (2)(A) might fall at the present time below the one-

third required to exclude it from the definition of a private

foundation and, if this were not so now, that income might well

fall below that requirement in the future. It may be asked

whether the cross reference to Section 4946 and the cross
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referalice in the definition of "substantial contributor" in that

section to Section 507(b)'(2) mean that grants from foundations

may be included within the calculation of one-third "public

support" as long as the foundation does not contribute more than

$5,000 and is not the largest contributor during any one year.

We trust that the answer to that question is "yes". However, in

that event, and for the purpose of the definition of "public

support*, the Society would submit that the figure of 81,000 in

Section 307(b)(2) is too low. More fundamentally, it finds the

requirement of Subsection (2)(A) that an organization receive

more than one-third of its support from gifts, grants, contribu-

tions and membership fees, if it is not to be classed as a

'private foundation,' too high. The Society would certainly

retain its character as a professional and learned Society even

if, in a given year, It should receive less than one-third of

its income from gifts, grants, contributions or membership fees,

by reason, for example, of a growth in foundation support for

its research work. Why, in that event, should it be classed as

what it certainly is not, a private foundation?

The Society respectfully suggests that the requirement of

receipt of more than one-third of an organization's income from

gifts, grants, contributions, or membership fees -- excluding

foundation grants of more than $5,000 -- to avoid classification

as a private foundation be changed to more than twenty per cent.

Alternatively, it is suggested that it might well be preferable
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for tho Act to embody a definition of a private foundation which

states what it is# rather than what it is not, and which, by its

terms, clearly excludes learned and professional societies whoso

principal function is not to disburse funds.

One method clearly to exclude learned and professional

societies from the definition of "private foundation" would be to

amend Section 170(b)(1)() expressly to includn learned and

professional societies, scholarly research organizations* and

educationall support organizations among the classes of organiza-

tons listed in that sub-paragraph that may benefit from the

"30 per cent rule" regarding charitable contributions. This would

assure that these organizations are excluded from the definition

of "private foundation" in Section 509, since that section now

amprcssly excludes 170(b) (1)(9) organizations. It would have

the further virtue of rightly placing learned and professional

sociotios and scholarly research organizations in the tax status

accorded universities.

Problems Posed by the Application to a Professional Society

O Regulifins Dsignaed to Govern Private rounda-o-s -

If, arguendoe the American Society of International Law were

classified pursuant to Section 509 as a "private foundation," it

would be presented with the task of conforming to requircmonts

that are designed for organizations whose primary purpose is the

making of grants for charitable purposes. Section 4942t for
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cxa.plet contains requirements that foundations distribute their

income. That section also provides that grants from one private

foundation to another are not "qualifying distributions" and would

have to be paid out of principal rather than income. If the

Society were treated as a private foundation, it accordingly

would be in an unattractive position to seek grants from founda-

tions. This would seriously cripple the Society's proaram.

"Operating foundationsI are rightly excluded from these rules.

The Society would seem to qualify for an operating founda-

tion under Subsection (1)(3)(3)(i) of Section 4942, although

the meaning of that subsection is not exactly clear. We should

like to note that more than 25 per cent of its support is

received from the Ford Foundation. The Society respectfully sug-

gests# in this latter regard* that tho requirement of the

immediately following Subsection '(J)(3)(9)(ii) that not more

than 25 per cent of an organization's support be received from

any one exempt organization be changed to 50 per cent. Classi-

fication of the Society as an operating foundation would some-

what ease, though not solve, problems the Act in its current

form is likely to pose.

Assuming that the Society were treated as a "private founda-

tion," or as an "operating foundation#" it would also have
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to comply with the "self-dealing" and "taxable expenditure"

requirements of Sections 4941 and 4945. In general, the Society

already substantially conforms to those requirements. tie should

note, however# in connection with those sections, that govern-

ment officials play an active role in the Society. Over 15 per

cant of the Society's members are officials of government

agencies or international organizations. Government officials

serve on the Executive Council of the Society and participate

actively in its study groups. They, like other members, con-

tribute to and benefit from the professional exchange of views

that takes place through publications, public meetings# and

private study groups. we trust that such participation would

not be construed as giving rise to "taxable expenditures" on the

Society's part. We are reassured in this regard by the import-

ant reference in Section 4945 to "non-partisan analysis or

research."

The Society publishes non-partisan, scholarly studies that

it sponsors. Through meetings and publications, it provides a

forum for the expression of many points of View. We trust that

the legislative history of Section 4945 of HR. 13270 will make

clear that an organization that sponsors scholarly books and

publishes a scholarly journal whose contents seek to influence

the opinion of their readers, and which sponsors public eet-

ings at which controversial subjects are debated and private

meetings at which problems of the public interest are discussed,
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is not thereby "attempting to influence legislation" within the

meaning of Section 4945# even if government officials are among

the readers, the debaters, the auditors, and the discussants.

The Society has a long-standing, general policy not to take

official positions, as a Society, on matters of public contro-

versy. However, on rare occasion the Society has taken a posi-

tion, for example, on a treaty pending before the Senate# and

has made its views known to the Secretary of State and other

.ecutive Branch officials, and to Congressional Committees. If

treaties are treated as legislation within the meaning of the

Act, it would appear that some of those actions might be "tax-

able expenditures" under the present provisions of Section 4945,

even though that Section is designed to apply to organizations

which lack a membership or constituency. Question may be raised

as to the desirability of such provisions if they are not to

exclude membership organizations.

If the Society wore to be classified as a private or operat-

ing foundation, it would be subject to the 7.1/2 per cent tax on

investment income which the Act prescribes. If the Society were

required to pay a tax on its modest investment income, it be-

lieves that neither its interest nor the public interest would

be served.

If the Society were to b, classified as a private founda-

tion, it would also be subject to Section 170(e)'(1) and (3), as

this section would be amended for the purpose of discouraging
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the donation of appreciated property to private foundations.

That provision could materially prejudice the Society's in-

terests (unless the Society were treated as an operating founda-

tion). For example, the headquarters it now occupies on Sheridan

Circle came into the society's possession as the result of a gift

of appreciated property. This# and the considoratLios noted

above, emphasize the desirability of the Act's making clear that

a professional, learned membership society like the Awmrican

Society of International Law is not a foundation within the mean-

ing of the Act.

The 7.1/2% Tax on Investment Income

Whether or not the Society itself is classified as a private

foundation, it is greatly concerned about the imposition of a

7.1/2 per cent tax on investment income of foundations. Such a

tax will reduce the amount of funds available for distribution

to organizations such as the Society# and to many other kinds of

institutions which greatly enrich the national life and life

abroad.

In the Society's experience# foundations are the most im-

portant source of income, for general support and fOr support of

special projects which otherwise could not be implemented.

Poundatioh support has been vital in the stimulation and reali-

zation of research and other scholarly and professional activity

of high importance to the national interest. To reduce the

amount of funds of foundations available for grants is to put a
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brake on innovation and to prejudice the contribution which non--

governmental organizations mako to American life. American

society has been characterized by an extraordinary vitality of

citizens' organizations, of the "private sector," not only in

universities and churches but in a host of other organizations

which promote the public welfare. That vitality is part of the

strength of American life, and should be nurtured, not impaired

by the law.

In the Society's case, grants from foundations have per-

mitted the Society to embark upon and operate a research program,
expand its program of regional meetings throughout the United

States, organize conferences for teachers, stimulate inquiry

into the work of official legal advisers of foreign ministries

and international organizations, and strengthen the activities

of student organizations. These activities have greatly enrichoi

the Society's program and have, in large part, been responsible

for a notable increase in the Society's membership, influence and

effectiveness. As a result of foundation grants and the e:pan-

sion of membership, the Society's contribution to the educational

needs of its professional membership and its service to the

public greatly exceeds what it would''be today if ithad simply

continued to publish a professional Journal and convene an annual

meeting, which-were its principal activities prior to receipt of

major foundation grants. Funds provided by foundation grants

during the-past eight years-have enabled the American Society of
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ITternational Law to make what it believes is a significant con-

tribution to the public good. We do not believe that contri-

bution, or the work of thousands of other beneficiaries of

foundation support# should be cut back 7,1/2 per cent. We

accordingly respectfully recommend that the provision for a tax

on the income of foundations be deleted from the Act,

conclusions

The American Society of Ihternational Law respectfully re-

commends that the Tax Reform Act of 1969, as passed by the'House

of Representatives, be amended in the following ways;

1. The Internal Revenue Code should defthe "private

foundation" in a manner that will clearly ensure that professional

r.cmbership societies are excluded fromthe definition. This can

be accomplished by amending Section 170(b)(1)'(B) expressly to

include learned-and professional societies and scholarly research

organizations among the classes of organizations listed in that

sub-paragraph.

2. The definition of "substantial contributor" in Section

S07(b)'(2) should be liberalized to permit donors to make contri-

butions in excess of $5,000 without thereby being Classed as

'substantial contributors."

3. The definition of "operating foundation" in Section

4942(j)(3)I(D)(ii) should be amended to permit an operating fnun'Ja-

tion to receive as much as fifty per cent of its support from

one foundation.
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4. The legislative history of Section 4945(c) should mako

clear that the words *non-partisan analysis or research" are to

be construed liberally.

5. Section 506, which imposos a tax on the investment in-

cowo of foundations, should be deleted.
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GRAND RAPIDS FOUNDATION
no OLD KEN? BUILDING

GRAND RAI, MICHIOAN 49502

September 3, 1969

Hon. Russell B. Long , Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
2227 New Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Long:

Grand Rapids Foundation is an organization which meets the
description of Exampie (1) of Reg. 11.170-2(b)y(5)(iit)(c)(5), Its
constituent supporting trusts are held by local financial institu-
tions. The Foundation's impartial distribution committee has no
power to investloan or encroach upon the principal of its consti-
tuent supporting trusts, but only to distribute the income.

For several years Grand Rapids Foundation has made loans to
scholars in the postgraduate and professional fields of study.
Approximately 15% of the Foundation's distributable funds have been
devoted to this program in recent years. Graduates who return to
the community and engage in public service professions, chief of
which is teaching in the elementary and secondary schools of the
coununity and in its four local colleges, are given credit for 20%

'of their loans for each year of completed publLc service. In con-
sequence, a substantial part of the scholarship loans ultimately
becomes grants through these credits. The remaining note balances
are repaid and returned to the income and disbursing fund of the
Foundation.

A substantial number of teachers, governmental employees and
social workers, as well as private professional people such as
doctors, lawyers and engineers, have benefited from this loan program.
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lion. Russell B. Long, Chairman - 2

It has significantly added to the resources of the community in
terms of skilled public servants and private professionals.

Section 4945 of H.R. 13270 imposes a tax of 100% of taxable
expenditures made by private foundations and in subparagraph (b)
defines "taxable expenditure" to include "a ran to an individual
for travel, study or other similar purposes W such individual
unless such trat satisfies the requirements of subsection (e)".

Section 4942 imposes a tax on the undistributed income of a
private foundation and in subsection (g) defines "qualifying dis-
tribution" as "any amount j4Ld ouj to accomplish one or more purposes
described in Section 170(c)(2)(B)".

Both these references require an outright distribution or
grant, as contrasted with a loan, and would seem to classify all
loans as "taxable expenditures" and exclude them from consideration
as qualifyingg distributions".

It would seem that by retaining the other restrictions on
qualifying distributions and taxable expenditures the public interest
would best be served if Congress permits foundations to loan portions
of their distributable income in appropriate circumstances. On behalf
of the Grand Rapids Foundation, we earnestly suggest that the language
of Sections 4942 and 4945 of H.B. 13270 be broadened to permit the
making of loans as well as grants out of income under the limitations
and procedures set forth in the bill.

Yours very truly,

GRAND RAPIDS FOUNDATION

executive Director

ECM:ds
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STATEMENT Or IBWIS 1. NADOCKS
for the

COUNCIL 1CR CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIS?

Oct. 6. 1969

I am Dr. Lewis I. Naddockst Executive Director of the Council
for Christian Social Action of the United Church of Christ, Our
national office is at 289 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010
and our Washington office is at 110 Muland Ave. P.E., Washington,
D. C. 20002.

The United Church of Christ was formed in 1957 by the merger
of the Congregational Christian Churches and the Evangelical and
Reformed Church. It has about 7,000 local churches with slightly
over two million members. The Council for Christian Social Action
is an official agency within that denomintiao, with the respon-
sibility of making "the Implications of the ospel effective in
society." It has 27 members, chosen by the Church.

The Council has previously submitted to the House Ways and
Means Committee and also to the Synod of the United Church its
reconmendations on tax reform. At its last semi-annual meeting,
September 19-21, 1969. the Council received reports on the current
legislative situation involing tax reform including provisions
in the House bill limiting the operations of foundations. Council
members expressed concern over various provisions that seemed un-
duly restrictive and perhaps punitive. As a result, the Council
unanimously adopted the statement set forth below.

Summary

1) The new prohibitions against foundations issuing "propa-
ganda" or attempting to "influence" elections are unwise
nd should be deleted.

2) The limitations on voter registration drives are unwise
and should be deleted.

3) The proposed requirements that operating foundations must
have broad bases for financial support are unwise and
should be deleted.

The statement itself follows:

TAX RESTRICTIONS ON FOUNMTIONS
Adopted by the Council for Christian Social Action

September 20, 1969

In our statement on tax reform of last February, and the
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General Synod pronouncement of July 1, the following paragraph
was included

Property contributed to spurious, tax-haven
foundations which do not significantly serve
social purposes should no longer confer the
benefits of tax deduction on the Individuals
who created thee.

The tax bill passed by the House of Representatives contains
significant and adequate provisions to meet this problem but, in
our opinion, becomes punitive in certain additional restrictions
on the operations of foundations, as follows.

1) The prohibition of expenditures "tO carry out propaganda,
or otherwise attempt to influence legislation" and/or "to in-
fluence the outcome of any public election" strikes us as both
vague and dangerous. Almost any statement of fact and analysis
on a social issue would have some "influence" on any related
election and what is "propaganda" usually depends on whether one
favors or opposes the statement. We believe it far better to let
the market place of ideas and discussion remain free and to con-
tinue the legislative limitations already prevailing.

2) The House Act also specifically prohibits expenditures
for voter registration drives unless they are by an organization
"the principal activity of which is nonpartisan political activ-
ity in 5 or more states" and not geographically limited as to use.
Registration drives are more effective if they are tied to impend-
ing elections and these come at different times in different areas.
We realize that many registration drives are intended by. their
sponsors to affect election results but we feel it better for them
to be free to urge regista.ation, perhaps with competing motivat-
ions, as long as the drive itself is nonpartisan.

3) The House also proposes to regulate operating foundations
with various limitations, such as the requirement that they must
get their funds from at least five independent exempt organizations
and the general public and that not more than 25% can come from
any one organization. This would prohibit a wealthy donor from
carrying the burden for any one activity. We believe it better
to encourage donors to contribute to any public program that
happens to interest them.

We recommend that the abuses of the foundations be dealt
with in such a manner as not to restrict their legitimate
functions unduly,
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UNITED STATES SENATE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY FELIX J. CHMIEL
VICE PRESIDENT

ON BEHALF O0
UNITED STATES TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK

H. R. 132701 AS IT RELATES TO
EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS
OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

September 29, 1969
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SECTION 101(b OF THE BILL RELATING TO EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS

1. There is nothing evil, per se, in a private foundation's ownership

of stock of a closely held company -- whether it be 10% or 90%. The evil,

if any, arises when the private foundation engage# in act* of self dealing,

fails to distribute income ot invests in such a manner as to jeopardise the

carrying out of any of its tax exempt purposes and not by merely owning X%

of the stock of a company.

Such abuses can and should be controlled by proper policing such as

the courts, the State Attorney Oenerals and by the annual reports filed with

the I.R.S.

2. This Committee should not be concerned with taxpayer's subjective

motive in contributing to a private foundation particularly when the contribution

is made by will, In order to obtain an estate tax deduction it should be sufficient

that the charity actually receives at least the amount o the charitable deduction

and the company does not unfairly compete with other businesses whose owners

must pay taxes on the income that they derive from the business. This should

be especially true if the private foundation merely distributes its income to churches,

hospitals, schools or other public charities.

3. To limit the amount of stock a private foundation owns discriminates

against the taxpayers whose wealth happens to be in his own company whereas

another' taxpayer of equal wealth whose assets may consist of a diversified

portfolio has no such restrictions. The purpose of our tax laws should be to

encourage all taxpayers to contribute to charity rather than to discourage some

taxpayers (because of the nature of their assets) from satisfying their charitable

impulses.
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There should be a way for the owner of a small business (or his

family) to bestow substantial benefits to charity and still retain control of

his company or at least prevent control of his company from Setting into the

hands of his competitors , "Corporate Raiders" or into the hands of persons

who are interested in turning a quick profit rather than having the long range

interests of their employees or the community in which the business is located.

If it is felt that the donor or members of his family should have no

control or should not exercise substantial influence over the operation of the

foundation then an independent fiduciary such as a corporate trustee should

be permitted to govern the foundation's activities.

Since corporate fiduciaries are under the supervision of bank examiners,

the courts, and state supervisory agencies, such as the Attorney General, any

abuse should and would be detected and corrected in short order.

4. If the Committee feels it is necessary to adopt a limit on the owner-

ship of stock by a private foundation and members of the family, we recommend

that the amount of stock held in trust be excluded in determining such limit if

such foundation is a mere payee. If the terms of the trust are such that the

foundation receives an annuity for a term of years or for the life of a natural

person, the foundation is in no sense an owner of the assets. The foundation

would have no control over the retention or disposition of the assets held in the

trust, and ownership by the trustee should not be attributable to the foundation.

Additionally, the foundation's interesting the trust diminishes with the passage

of time. Therefore# it is conceivable that at inception the business holdings
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would be in excess of the permitted limits whereas several years later the

holdings could be below allowable limits.

For these reasons we oppose the enactment of Section 101(b) of the

proposed bill and the proposed new section 4943 of the code.
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TAT3 0P NORTH CAROUNA
OEPARTMAtS? OF 1W STAVE AUDITO

RALSIGH

September 23, 1969
owaw &. Mamo"a

o"al Age"

HEnorablo Russell B. Lon, Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
2227 New Senate Office Building
Washington, Do C.

Subjects H.. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969

Dear Senator Long:

Please accept this written stete ent in lieu of my appearance
before your Comittee in opposition to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 as it
affects foundations. -

I m President of the North Carolina Masonic Foundation,..lnc,
The assets of the Corporation vere built up out of surplus operating
funds of the Grand Lodge of North Carolina and transferred int6 the
Foundation. At the present time the entire income from the Foundation
is divided equally between the North Carolina Masonic and Eastern Star
Home in Greensboro, N, C., and the Oxford Orphanage in Oxford, N. C.

Both of these organizations are supported entirely by the Grand
Lodge of North Carolina of Ancient Free md Accepted Masons and this
itme amounts to $64,068.3 for the year ending December 31, 1968. As
of that date, the total assets of the Corporation ts $1,530,850.28 at
market value. The proposed tax would mean a reduction of the money
available to support these two organizations.

May I urge your Committee to give serious consideration of
exempting this type of Foundation frim the tax provision of the bill.

Sincerely yours,

The N, Masonic Foundation, Inc.
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TESTIMONY TO SENATS COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
REGDING HA 13270, THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 19b9,

BY RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC.
WASHIGTON, D4' C.

September 17, 1969

Certain provisions in Title I relating to tax exempt organizations of

the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (R 13270) now being considered by the Senate

Finance Committee could pose serious difficulties 'to Resources for the Fu-

ture, Inc., to the point of requiring this organization-to change drastically

its whole method of financing and operation, or even to go out of business

entirely. This possibility results from provisions of the Bill which could

disqualify Resources for the Future (RFF) from receiving new grants from our

primary source of financial support, and thus jeopardize our capacity to con-

tinue the important work of research and education to help solve the nation's

pressing natural resource and environmental problems.

Resources for the Future, Inc. is a tax exempt organization) incorpor-

ated in the state of New York in 1952, and subsequently has been financed

almost entirely by the Ford Foundation through a series of five-year grants.

These grants have been used totally and exclusively for the general purpose

of RFF. which is to advance research and education relating to the conserva-

tion and development of natural resources and the natural environment, and to

related subjects. The policies of RFF are established by a distinguished

Board of directors, none of whom is a trustee, officer, or employee of the

Ford Foundation. Part of the RFP program involves direct research under-

taken by its permanent staff of highly qualified scholars, This staff

research is supplemented by studies of other scholars which RFF finances by

grants made directly to their Universities. Grants made by 11FF to universities

* 3ubmitoet by Joseph I., .'is.h, ?r'mitlent,
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are approved by the Board of Directors and administered by the officers. The

grants now amount to about 30 per cent of RWP'S total annual expenditures.

During the year ending September 30, 1968, our total expenditures were ap-

proximately $1,680,000.

Since our creation in 1952, we have acquired the staff and developed the

expertise for carrying out a carefUlly conceived, objective program in the

increasingly important field of resource development and environmental con-

servation. The results of our research typically are published in scholarly

books and articles. The graduate fellowships and other educational activi-

ties, which are financed through lFV's grants to universities, contribute to

the training of future leaders in this important field. Many of the leading

universities of the country have received RFF grants which have yielded high

quality research. Our publications, most of which are of book length, are

available to the general public. These now number around 100, not counting

research results published by grantees (usually by their own university

presses).

Members of Congress frequently request copies of our books and are gen-

erally aware of our work. For example, a few years ago in hearings before

the Joint Economic Ccaaittee's Subccmmittee on Automation and Energy Resources,

Congressman Wright Patman said, "Through the activities of its central staff

and grants to other nonprofit institutions, Resources for the Future has

established itself as an objective, thorough, and high-level study group."

On ninerous occasions, RFF staff members have furnished expert testimoy on

resource and environmental matters at the invitation of Congressional co-

mittees.
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RPP has responded to requests by the United States Goverment for

objective studies, some of which have been done without cost to the govern-

ment and others of which have been paid forby the government in whole or

in part.

Among these have been studies of: future water supply and requirements

prepared several years ago at the request of the Senate Select Comittee on

National Water Resources (Comittee Print No, 32, August 1960); flood insur-

ance undertaken at the request of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development :(Comittee Print of the House Public Works Comittee and of the

Senate Comittee on Banking and Currency, September 1966); research needs on

energy resources done at the request of the President's Science Advisor (RFF

publication, United States Energy Policies: An Agenda for Research, 1968).

In addition to studies requested by the government, RPP staff have par-

ticipated in joint research ventures with federal, state and local agencies

on environmental problems. Such Joint research arrangements have included:

a study of ground and surface water management with the U.S. Geological

Survey; participation with the Texas Water Comission in preparing part of the

exas Water Plan; and a study of waste management problem in the New York

metropolitan area with the Regional Plan Association.

In these studies as in all of its studies, RFF's aim has beea to assiMt

%n providing the factual basis and analysis for understanding problems more

clearly, and not to influence legislation.

Various materials are attached to this statement relating to the program

and acccqplisuments of RFF. A list of directors and principal staff members

is included. Our annual reports contain a rather complete account of our re-

search and educational programs as well as a full report on our financial

operations; a copy of the latest Report is also included. And, of course,
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we shall bo happy to provide such additional information as the Committee &nd

its staff would like to have,

Wrig again to the difficulties posed by HR 13270 in its Title I, we

feel quite sure the House did not intend to terminate, or even to alter

drastically, activities such as those RFF carries out. Our work, we believe,

will stand whatever scrutiny the Congress or the Internal Revenue Service

wishes to give it and in fact we welcome continuing scrutiny of all phases

of our operation.

RFP has no endowment funds, nor does it own any real property. The

funds we have received have always been used promptly in pursuit of our re-

search and educational objectives. This is true of both our assets which

are mainly the incoming grants from the Ford Foundation, now received in

equal quarterly instalments, and of the small amount of interest we receive

from goverment notes in which we invest that portion of our funds not needed

imnediately for program expenditures.

TWO ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS

1. An unambiguous solution to our problem with MR 13270, preferable in the

long run, would involve an amendment to make clear that an organization

like RFF which is clearly a research and educational one, operating

opehly in the public interest and using its funds fully and promptly

fop its tax-exempt purposes, is classified in a way similar to a uni-

versity, and therefore not included within the scope of Title I. In a

real sense RFP is a part of the higher educational system of the country

in its major characteristics such as qualifications of its directors and

permanent staff, objectivity of its research, independence of its pro-

gram from special interests, closeness of its relations with univrsities,

etc. Only with respect to concentration of the source of its funds does
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it depart from a typical university and this in no way is acc.upanied

by control. On the more Important matter of how it uses its funds,

we believe RPF is completely beyond reproach of any kind and certainly

is outside the ntent of Congress in this Bill as we understand it. To

meet our partiCular, problem an amendment whichL would classify RFF-like

institutions with universities would have to omit any provision. limit-

ing the percentage of contributions received from one donor.

2. A more pinpointed solution to our difficulty, and one which does not

require elimination of the "percentage of single source support" pro-

vision, would be to amend Section 494(g)(l) of the Bill in which

qualifying distributions are defined so that contributions from donors

would be qualifying distributions, provided that the recipient (for

example, TFF) spent these funds for its tax-exempt purposes. Penalties

are provided in Section 4942 of the Bill for failure to distribute in-

come currently. Under this section distributions by the Ford Foundation

to RW? might not be "qualified" distributions and therefore might be

subject to the penalty tax. In this caseRFF's main source of financial

support might in effect be eliminated, thus bringing a worthwhile program

to an end.

This result could be avoided, without weakening what we believe to be

the intent of Congress, by amending that part of the Bill in which

qualifying distributions are defined. The following proposed Amendment

to Section 4912(g)(i) would insure that a research and education organ-

ization like tFF be allowed to Continue its work even though it receives

most of its funds from one source, as long as it spends these contribu-

tions fully and promptly.
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MpRPE ANEM TO SECTION ib#(R) (1) ON PAGE 30 Of HR 13270
LMWaes and addition underscored.j

"(g) Q~,iLIW= N DISTRIBUTONS DEFINED.

"(1) MI OGBNML.--For purposes of this sections the term

'quaifing distribution' eana--

"(A) sW mount paid out to accomplish one or more

purposes described in section 170 (0) (2) (B)i

other than a contribution.to

(i) an arganlzation controlled (directly or

Indirectly) by one or more dlsqalified

persons (as defined in section 49W) with

respect to the foundations

1ii) a private foundation which is neither an

operating foundation (as defined in sub-

section ) (3),), nor an organization

described in paragrah (C), or

(iiI) an organization which would be a private

foundation if it were a domestic organiza-

tion.

"(B) an mount paid out to acquire an asset used (or

held for use) directly in carrying out one or more

purposes described in section 170 (o) (2) (9), or

(C) any contribution to another exempt organization,

other than an organization described in subparagraphs
(i). (ii) or (iii) of paragraph (A). if the recipient

organization expends an mount equivalent to such con-

tribution for one or more purposes described in
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Section 170 (a) (2) (B) not later than the close

of the recipient organization's first year after

its taxable year in which such contribution is

received
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR H. DEAN, CO-CHAIRMAN FOR THE
LAWYERS' COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL" RIGHTS UNDER LAW

"The American dream does not come to those who fall asleep.
We are approaching the limits of what government alone can do.

'Our greatest need nowis to reach beyond government, to enlist
the legions of the concerned and the committed.

"What has to be done, has to be done by government and people
together ok'it will not'be done at all, The lesson of past agony
is that without'the people we can do nothing--with the people we
can do everything.

"To match the magnitude of our tasks, we need the energies of our
people--enlisted not oily in grand enterprises, but more importantly
in those small, splendid efforts that make headlines in the neighborhood
newspaper instead of the national journal.

"With these, we can build a great cathedral of the spirit--each of us
raising it one stone at a time, as he reaches out to his neighbor,
helping, cr ring, doing."

(Inaugural Address of President Richard M. Nixon,
January 20, 1989)

My name Is Arthur H. Dean. On and offfor 46 years I have been

practicing law with the firm of Sullivan and Cromwell. During this time!

have had the privilege of serving my country in various capacities. Over my

many years of public and private service, I have come to understand the
difficulties you have in putting together the laws of this land. I hope I may be

of assistance to you in your consideration of the present bill.

I appreciate te opportunity to-present my views on a portion of this

momentous piece of legislation called the Tax Reform Act of 1969, produced

by the House Ways and Means Committee. The comments I shall make reflect

1n part my experience as one of the Co-Chairmen of the Lawyers' Committee

for Civil ftlights iUnder Law--an organization which id tax exempt under 501(c)(3)
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of the Internal Revenue Code. More fundamentally, however, as an attorney, I

am impelled to communicate tothis Committee my apprehension that the Congress,
"Ithrough inadvertence, may deprive this nation of a valuable resource-at a crucial

time in its history; and inthat process add new burdens to the Federal government,

already heavily overburdened.

H. R. 13270 represents a comprehensive overhaul of our national tax

legislation. On the subject of tax exempt organizations it is obvious that safeguards

are needed to assure that some organizations do not abuse the privilege of exemptions

from the federal taxation, especially in tho areas of self-dealing, excessive livolve-

ment in commertill enterprises, and, in some few cases, in partisan political

activity. The drafters of the tax reform legislation had to, and did, deal with

these subjects. My essential question to you, gentlemen, is whether the House

has not engagedin legislative "over-kill".

The Lawyers' Committeefor which I speak was formed at a Aieeting of

approximately 250 attorneys convened at the White House on June 21, 1963 by

President John F. Kennedy. The President, then, noted thit'the future stability

and progress of this nation would be dependent in large measure upon the maintenance

of a rule of law which guarantees the equality of rights of all citizens. One response

of those lawyers present was the formationof the Lawyers' Committee--an

organization dedicated to(a involvingmembers of the legal profession

not only protecting but giving positive effect t6 the civil and human rights of all

citizens.
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President Kennedy asked the late Harrison Tweed of New York and

Bernard 0. Segal of Philadelphia, now President of the American Bar

Association, to act as Co-Chairmenin organizing the Committee, fixing its

objectives, and working toward their achievement. Both men served until

September 1965. At that time President Johnson asked Whitney North Seymour

and Burke Marshall to serve as Co-Chairmen. In September of 1967'the current

Co-Chairmen, I and Louis F. Oberdorfer responded to President Johnson's

request that we succeed to the leadership of the Committee.

During the six years of its existence the Lawyers' Committee has grown'to

a position of recognized leadership within the legalprofession. Its activities in

support of civil rights are nationwide and the snope of its program has broadened

commensurate with the Comtnmittee's increasing assumption of responsibility.

Throughout the-years the membership ofthe Lawyers' Committee has

Included many Outstaiding representatives of the organized bar and the legal

profession. Amongthe membership are included'tliree past Attorneys General,

the current President and nine past Presidents ofihe American Bar Association,

the Prerident and two former Presidents of the NAtional Bar Association, the

Deans of many of our leading law schools, the Presidents or former Presidents

'Of more than half of Ihe state bar associations, and the President and past

Presidents of practically every national professional organization of lawyers.

Currently, members of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees of the

Lawyers' Committee are:
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Morris B. Abram
Richard Babcock

Frederick A. Ballard
0. d'Andelot Belin
Ber I. Bernhard

Bruce Bromley
Cecil Burney

Warren Christopher
William T. Coleman, Jr.

Lloyd N. Cutler
James T. Danaher

Arthur H. Dean
John Doar

John W. Douglas
Prof. C. Clyde Ferguson, Jr.
Cody Fowler

Lloyd Garrison

Arthur J. Goldberg

Dr. Rita Hauser
Nicholas de B. Katzenbach

George N. Lindsay
Orison S. Garden
Dean Robert B. McKay
Harry C. McPherson

David Nelson
Louis F. Oberdorfer
Williftin 1. Orrick, Jr.

Robert P. Patterson, Jr.
William Pincus

John H. Schafer
Whitney North Seymour
Bernard G. Segal

Jerome J. Shestack

President, Brandeis University
Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe, Babcock, McDugald

& Parsons, Chicago, Illinois
Ballard & Beasley, Washington, D. C.
Choate# Hall & Stewart, Boston, Massachusetts
Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard & McPherson,

Washington, D. C.
Cravath, Swaine & Moore, New York City
Fisher, Wood, Burney & Nesbitt, Corpus Christi,

Texas
O'Melveny & Myers, Los Angeles, California
Dilworth, Paxson, Kalish, Kohn & Levy,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Wimer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D. C.
Danaher, Fletcher; Gunn & Ware, Palo Alto,

California
Sullivan & Cromwell, New York City
Bedford-Stuyvesant Development & Services Corp.,

New York City
Covington & Burling, Washington, D. C.
Rutgers State University Law School
Fowler, Wlhite,' Gillen, Humkoy & Trenhain,

Tampa, Florida
Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Rifkind, Wharton

& Garrison, New York City
PaulWeiss, Goldberg, Rifkind, Wharton

& Gai'rison, New York City
Moldover, Hauser & Strauss, New York City
Vice President & General Cousel, International

Business Machines Corp., Armonk, Now York
Debevoise, Plimpton, Lyons & Gates, New York City
White & Case, New York City
New York University School of La~v
Verner, Lfipfert, Bernhard & McPh.irson,

Washington, D. C.
Crane, Inker & Oteri, Boston, Massachusetts
Wilmbr, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D. C.
Orrick, Herrington, Rowley & Suteliffe,

San Francisco, California
Patterson, l3elknap & Webb, New York City
Council on Legal Education for Professional

Responsibility, Inc., New York City
Covitigton & Burling, Washington, D. C.
Simpson, Thachor & Bartlett, New York City
Schnider, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, Philadolphla,

Pennsylvania
Schnadcr, Hatrison, Segal & Lewis, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania
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Asa Sokolow

Theodore C. Sorenson

William 13. Spann, Jr,
Honorable David Stahl
Cyrus Vance
Prof. John W. Wad.I
Bethuel Webster

Rosenman, Colin, Kaye, Petscheck & Freund
New York- City

Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, flIlkind, Wharton
& Garrison, New York City

Alston, Miller & Gaines, Atlanta, Georgia
Circuit Judge, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, New York City
VanderbIlt University School of Law
Webster, Sheffield, Fleichmann, iHitchcock

& Chrystie, New York City
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I the broad sense, the Committee's charter is that: to bring the skill,

A the commitment of the legal profession to action to ameliorate tensions

and in providing remedies under law for the problems of people who have been

denied their legal rights by prejudice or poverty all across our nation--north

and south--in the urban ghettos and their rutal tributaries. And if we are

faithful to our professional responsibility, If we are to obey our duty never

to reject the cause of the defenseless or the oppressedp then our committee

can have no narrower goal.

The Lawyers' Committee is presently engaged in two major programs--

the Mississippi Project and the Urban Areas Project. The Committee operates

an office in Jackson, Mississippi, handling cases, on behalf of the disadvantaged

throughout the State of Mississippi. Since its establishment in June of 1085,
the Mississippi office has handled more than 2000 cases. The cases have
involved defense of criminal prosecutions, damage actions, suits Involving

desegregation of public institutions and public accommodations, discrimination
in employment, violations of election laws, unlawful actions of law enforcement

officers, unconstitutional legislation, misuse of Federal funds, and violation of

a wide range of constitutional rights,

The Lawyers' Committee staff in Mississippi now consists of six full-time
staff attorneys including a graduate of the University of Mississippi Law School,

as well as investigators ald clerical personnel. The regular staff Is augmented

by volunteer private attorneys from law firms throughout the country who serve

in Mississippi without pay. Over 170 such attorneys have voluntedrod their tithe

and nervico to the Lawyers' Committee office in Mississippi.
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In ow efforts we have been encouraged to noto tha t am# members of the

MIsslssip bW hae bou to take case which In te past the would havo

Phunnd. We have had discussions with the members of the orpoied lississippi

bar which we believe will lead to active participation by members of the Mississippi

barin the posres of the Committeeo.

Oratioed by the tremendous response of the private bar to the Committe'as

request for volunteers in the South and en4curaged by the urging of President

Lyndon B. Johnson, 4oe Lawyers' Committee in July of 1068 brosiened its

concern to include the racial Injustco the Soutb. At that

time the Committee co onced its Urban Areas Project. drtaking

represented an ta cdented effort to mob t e prolesso respond

to the summons action lau th Ker Commis on. The proj t is

designed to m avallabnd he skills D. rt any cite ross

the country, o individuals and co 's eki to rom$ thes elated

problem of erty an arimin based prom sea that th

private bar some 6 unlq ntrib mprovlng t a

quality of of the Wn r-clty that Ia ers ecognisze and dl. rge

their respons lily--as eys and o rovide th asstance and

that Victims of octal and econo onrcio nt you sek and cept

their professiona l sp.

Specifically, the L ers' Comm~ittee has formed W&n wers' committees

in 14 citIes: Atlanta, Baltimore, Iveland, Indianagiolist

Kansas, City, Los Angelos, New York, Oakland, ihlladelpbia, San Francisco'$

San Franclico, Seattle, and Weushington, D, Cs
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In each city we employ one full-time staff attorney with necessary clerical

ausietance. He is supported and guided by a panel of private volunteer lawyers

known as the local committee.

All fourteen committees are broadly representative of the bars of their

respective cities. Each Includes In Its membership minority lawyers; senior

partners from major firms; and younger lawyers with experience In civil rights,

poverty law or urban law, This diversity has enabled the committees to draw

upon a variety of talents, perspectives and relationships In formulating its policies

and executing Its projects.

Another factor facilitating the succose of the local committees is the nature

of the avorngo chairman. He is usually one of the more prestigious members of tie

local bar. For example, the Co-Chairmen of the Chicago Committee are: Richard F.

Dabcocit of floss, Ilardics, O'Keefo, Babcock, McDugald & Parsons, and William N.

Haddad of Bell, Boyd, Lloyd, Iladdad & Burnu; Chairman of the Indianapolis

Committee is Merle H. Miller of Ice, Miller, Donadlo & Ryan; Chairman of the

Philadelphia Committee ts Robert Dechort of Dechert, Price & Rhoads, and the

Co-Cliturmon of the San Francisco Committee are Richard C. Dlnkolsplol of

Dinkelapiel, Steefel, Levitt, Weiss & Donovan, and Robert H. Fabian, Vice

President of the Bank of America,

The project Involves a full range of legal services, from litigation and

other forms of representation, to the provision of general counsel services to

minority businesses and community, action groups. The issues and grievances
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ddressed by volunteer attorneys from major law firms reflect the breadth of the

problems of the urban core: pour housing; d&Icivet education; the breakdown in
the adnianistratlon of justice; discrimination in employment, Inadequate health and

welfare services; police-community relations; and other major causeA ut frustration,

itternoss and unrest.

In May of 1969, after the Urban Areas Project had been in operation for

almost a full year, President Ni xon advised the Committee that its "efforts in

protecting citizens who might otherwise suffer the loss of their constitutional

rights and In developing new methods to solve the urban problems which face

our nation, have my continuing support and admiration." He added that "1 hope

the Lawyers' Committee will continue and expand Its efforts to pin the support

of the private sector In the struggle for human rights." This, the Lawyers'

Committee fully intends to do.

We and numerous organizations like us work daily to engage the talents and

expertise of the "private sector" In the task of maintaining the rule of law in this

notion and protecting and giving effect to the rights of citizens under law. Since

the product we offer has no saleable value we depend for our existence on the

generosity of grant- making foundations and individual donors. The actions of this

Congress that affect the flow of such funds', therefore, are of vital interest to us.

Part of our support comes from tho private bar and private business

organizations,part comes from grants from relatively small foundations, but

over 00O% of our funds comes from it single foundation--Ford Foundation. Therefore,

we are particularly concerned about those provisions of H.R. 13270 which decline
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the terms "operating foundations" and "laxablo expenditures".

As we understand the bill before you, all organiations exempt under

Section SOl(c)(8) of tho Internal Revenue Coda, with certain exceptions not

applicable to organizations like our own, are to be considered "private

foundations". For those "private foundations" which do not generate funds

of their own it is oential that they be also "operating foundations" If they

are to receive funds from grant-maktng foundations. This is because the

graut-making foundations are subjol to sanctions if they miake grants to

organizatl ns like ours which cannot fit Into that category. Sich grants in

the language of the Act would not be "qualifying distributions".

To qualify as an operating foundation an organization must meet two

of three requirements set forth in Section 4942(j)(3), i.e. , () cubatinlially all

(approximately 85 per cent) of Its Income must be used directly In the conduct

of activities constituting its exempt purposes arnd (b) either (I) substantially

more than half (approximately 05 per cent) of Its assets must be used directly

for such activities, or (2) it receives substantially all (approximately 85 per cent)

of Its support from five or more organizations with not more than 25 per cent

coming from any one such organization.

As I have Indicated, the Lawyers' Committee receives approximately

80% of Its support from one foundation. All of Its income and nil of its assels

tenantss leasehold interest in office space we rent, office equipment, motor

vehicles and cash) are used to carry on its program. The Committee, then

would qualify as an "operating foundation" under the first two criteria of the

statute,
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We are disturbed, however, by the uncertainty expressed by one as to

the meaning of the report of the House Ways and Mea. Committee pertalning to

this section. In this connection I und.-rlland flint the American Association for

tho nternatiolial Commil-Sion f ,lirista, Ine., whose chairman Is my diltinguished

friend, Whitney Debevoiso, may he jeopardized by a failure to clarify the "a.fels

allernalive." At page 42 of Part I of that report the C{onmittee states that the

"as1setsi alteraMtivo is Intended to apply particularly to orGaai'ations ,urh as

museums" and certailn named organizations which are engaged primarily in main-

faming recreational and historical facilities.

U this report should stand as an Indication that the "assets alternative" is

to be limited to organizations referred to by thu Ways mid Muies Committeu, tli

Congress may well have effectively )rono unced a ckath sentence on many eflective

organizations, Including tile iLawyers' Committee. I respectfully request that the

Senate clarify this matter by stating for the record what I believe to be the true

Intent of Congreas, ib. b to facilitate the funding organizations which actively

engage in constructive programs by making clear that an orpnization AItich has

no portfolio and literally spends the donations it receives pursuant to an approved

plan and fully commits the few phylcal assets needed to perform its functions Is

an "operating foundation".

Even as an "operating foundation" the Committee might Wace funding prolorems

under the provisions of Sectlon 4045 of the Dill which deals with "tambl expenditures."

This Section imposes a 100 percent tax on grant making foundations if their funds are

used to flance certain prescribed activities. If the foundation funds a Inx exempt
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organization it must stand "fully respomsible" for the expenditure of those funds

by its granted and, In turn, make "full and delailod" reports to the Internal

Revenue Service on the uses of the pant.

As this Section would affect the Lawyers' Committee, and lIke organization

the substantive provisions are largely a resatement of current law with the

exception of the removal of te subatantiality lost from the prohibition on

legislative and political arlivitUis, I this were the full extent of this legislation

the Lawyers' Committee and most others, could continue to exist with no appreciable

change In Its situation. The baste problem raised by Section 4945 is the potentially

chilling effect It will have on foundalon giving.

Of special concern Is the prohibition on altempltinS to Influence legil .lion

"through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment

thereof". This language may be sufficiently broad to cover a multiplicity of atltmon

which until now would not he considered as being inappropriate acti'itier for las

exempt organizations. Our fear is that foundations, being uncertain, of the conse-

quences o( their expenditure of funds will refuse to fund organitatlons which might

possibly subject them to sanctions, In the case of our organization and other groups

providing legal services for the disadvantaged, we are very likely to become involved c

novel litigation which raise Issues of concern to the general public. Would the pros.

ecution of such cases be prohiblted? Ia our Urban Areas Project one of the major

activities of our local offices in giving counsel to the local community organization.

To give these groups a proper perspective of their situations, It may be necessary

for lawyers to counsel them as to the restrictions on their actions and the alternative

soluilos to their i)roblems be it negotiation, ligalion or seking a statulory chantges

fTI
"Fll
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Would such counsiiio be improqier undls fle Dlll ?

A simllar Inbigilty is found in a second ilargral)h of list, 1111 which

purports to ,amplify lip prohibition o" atllitmpts to infl l Iut ilat i41. .l,-

itragralid (c)21 of bectlon 49,15 prohibits attempts to influt, e lel~i mittlimi through

private communication will "any mebner or employ yee of it legislative l I. , o r Witll

any other person who may participate Iln the formulation uf it- lekallation."

This language is broad enough tu cover lite client Wing ,ouoslied regardini th

plsible solutions to his problem. Would it also prev 'nt consultation with the'

American Mir Association on matters of legislative oinicLrn? Would this

lanuige, prevent lite Lawyers' Committee front shiring its tvxperlelc'st, it lit

urban arrtss with the executive branch even It advice on specific maltuers wie

requested?

Th'l questions we raise are lhe types of queslons grani-l|akluing IoudiLaitilin

must raise when reviewing grant ;Ippliatlions. If there Is (kubt an to) the answei's

it will not he the foundation that will suffer, It may lie orlanizal ioun such as ours

and the citizens that we serve.

I ask that you give a long hard look at the provisions of Sect Ion 4945 and

the reL td Se lins to Insure those provisions designed to Increase true charitable

spendIng dow not in faet Inhlii such expenditures.

5i





SIAlIN8il ON N.. 1327O

by Drs Jome# A. Norton, Director
The Olevelame Foundation

This statement is being submitted on behalf of The
Clevelend foundation and other community trusts or foundations

with which I hove bees associated is community charitable pro.

gras for Nany years.

?he Cleveland Foundation Vas the nations& first

community foumdatioa, established in 191k. toe besit purpose

of the Cleveland Foundation -. end other community trusts and

foustlations which have followed Its pioneering course over the

year$ -- iS to provide A responsible comnilty orgasiation to

which persons may imke contributions to meet the chanaisig

Charitable and educational need$ of the community.

Community foundations throughout the country now

number over several hundred, aiLhourh, of course, they ore of

different sites and in different communities take different

forms.

Comuivty foundations, whether In trust or in corporate

torm, generally hove the following charecteristies (a) they

receive gifts and bequests from a broad epent of the citizens

of the community (b) the funds so received are held in a ridu-

clary or trust capacity and administered for the charitable snd

educational purposes of the community, (W) they are governed by

o publicly representative governing body (frequently called a

NO~



ilstrobuttooh committee), (4) the vvernina body accepts only thsse

gifts Whih are cinststrnt with the charitable and education&! por.

poses of the foundation and has authority to vary tae terms or any

girt si that the funds contributed can meet chaingln needs a4t not

bo rrpdVrs4 Absolete, and Oe) they publish rlipancial reposts ea

otherwise Ate publicly accountable to the community which the 1',unut-

Iol,, serves.

jen-rally, these :tomaiinity fuun4stictil or cuUftmait tru4t

are re.ili3.ic4 by the Internal Revenue Service as "publicly sUppirted

ivuntlWinl", c€ntributlont to hich fall In the JOS category of de-

dutivas usier the existing law. The reasury Department Regulatitins

issued under Section 170 or the present Code dive examples or common.

ity foundations which are so regarded as "30% orshiiatitfs,

There are three points that I %luld like to make in this

stateaot s

jomaunty foundetiuw0 66.hsort 4o4nd Corrective easUres

first, community foun.iations are not "private founsations',

but naturally are very interested in the lpact or the pending ll 2n

all aspects of philanthr~py sand the support of charitable and educe.

tonal projects .ith which iosmunity foundation# .re also concerned.

A CotdlfiolY, we are vitIlly interested in tle efforts of the treasury

Department a64 of the Congress in determining the nature and extent

or abtuses that evist in the operations *r private foundations and in

adopting corrective measures.

I have previously stated publicly my concerns about such

abuses. Appenoed tO this atatement it the text of The Cleveland Fiun-

datton's quarterly publicatione.ChSilene and 84eas, for April

1*, in 4nich I stronGly expressed my c3noerns and suggested cor-
a ective kegi|siti|ol.

Many other persns have spoken and vill speak on whether the

4oiutrhs rtv propized to be adopted in the Bill are effective. I

V .



think it is only necessary to add at this point that we applaud etfSrtf

to find proper solutions because the whole field of philanthropy has

been tarnished by the Improper actions of some. At the some time we

urge caution In adopting solutions to problems where the Congress

d~eo not have sufficient information 2r where corrective action direct

at errors by a few would adversely afret the good work of foundations

#eneralty. we would hope that the effect of new legislation will be to

oncourage further support for genuine philanthropic pr2grams by funds.

tl;A: and indiviloals s welt as to ensure that abuses by r.ocplV who

are misusing the privilege will be prevented from destroying the proper

and strong philenthropie contributions to our society.

This year, a privately.funded study was sde in Cleveland of

the sores of support of public educational institutions and projects.

'his studynaed The Kent N. Smith Report after its sponsr (who used

n2 tan exempt or top deductible mniey )r iny sort t2 pay its costs), is

described In sevral either statements to this Comittee. Most impur-

tuttly# it shovs the vital and necessary role of foundations in sup.

p~uting education. should the Congress, through a tax or otherwise,

lessen the Incentives to charitable giving in education or other fields,

'he public will surfer.

de in tlit ,ununity Foundation movement stand reedy to be of

any help to the Committee and Its stars in seeking to reach precision

In ferreting out problems uhich require legislative attention without

destroying the necessary and vital contributions of foundations to our

Comunitiee.

cop$,nity are "Publ toungasions"

The second point I %ould like to make t that we believe

it Is clearly intended by the drafters of the house bill that em-

nunity foundations be regarded as public foundations and exempted

frm the treatment of "private foundattons" as that term t

.3.
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4efined to section l0(s,) So proposed to be added to the -ode

by section lot(a) of the 0iu,

Section 509(a) includes in the first tategory of exempt

orannaetions which are B" private foundations those orgenits-

lions that are described in section l70(b)(l)(61 of the eode

as amended in the bill. Section 170(b)(1)(11 corresponds to

section 170(b(I)(Al of existing li -. the ceteAory or go.slled

"Ito% orgasistions" or pvblir roundations. As previously Indicated,

the treasury Regulations Iaclude community trusts and community

roundations as examples of publicly supported *30% orlentisatioas".

However, I do vast to call your attention to en important

pot. lieriti of community foundations as public foundetional

Community foundations do file information returns under the internal

ti-venue Code (16033). Community foundations might, on technical

*nit policy 4rounds, seek exemption from filinl such returns, Just

as universities and similar orglensatlons are exempted. However#

i,',ninty foundattons generally, as a matter of policy, have

*aKn the position that because of their public responsibility,

they should file information returns on forn 990-A. They are

supported by the public and they have no objection to riling

- blie information reports. In facts community foundation. were

sktn, reports to the public of their activities end finances -.

In,-luding publishing rinencial statements in newspapers -- before

te internal Revenue Code we amended to require the filing of

nrormation returns.

3NM



A particular point or *oncern to All foundations 1% !1.4

,,oposed 1.1/016 tax on investment tnenle of private foundet --

i vrn though this tel vUld not apply to community foundetlina thot

4re public foundations, it Is the view of uny reSOrn i"be "

foundation leaders that such tax is unwise because it -u I rf ,

•hr funds availisti ror public phliinthr~py. A supervisory ta ,

ir ipuaid by the ?reasury Department, viuld be a preerot 4t alLotintivt

t! the as %:ntained ti the House Hill. It is understood that tnis

t , Iie that in the House 5Ill1 buld be imposed 3nly on vrivste

r unations. However, it a supervisiry taxn or a supervisory tee *ere

t, tie Impused on those J5l(,)() Jrgsni.ations th,,t file returns, tno'

ti W u. consequently be imposed an those community roundotl )ns

,ir' *urrmntty riIins 990.AIs, asaini them subject to tie tax, her. .

A . uldi n)t be Impised on other foundatnso, universities., lai &t.

. b: .drc. inch d4 not and currently need not f ie .A's.

This, VC believed, tould be an unfair discrimination against those if-

,.,.i.atlons which have filed returns because of their feeling or

'1,1i'iic responzibility to do so, and n~t because they are oprivat

t-1njatlinS" required to do so.

Mihe Conxress, in its uls1osi, may dece to charge a ree f'r

atministrotiin to gJj 1.2lt orgl nlttion, in which case, of c)urse,

s, ufi aupiy t) community "ounuatiins, universities, ciVic orpin..

itiona, trade assooiations, unions and the like. Community lunt.

tions seeks no special privileges, ut ir the tax in the House 41s1

,-tviAed to a supervisory tas or similar ree# cammntty f(uhAsti )ns

sh)uid tie subject t, it -. or except Just as other lb.Li.raar1

i ' ne,
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Transition Problems under'the Bill Should be Corrected

The third point I would like to make is that a matter

of particular concern to philanthropy in general, including

community foundations, is the problem of transition to the new

rules under the proposAct. The transition affects both the

status of foundations and charitable contributions.

The status of many organizations will depend upon

regulations and rulings to be issued by the Ihternal Revenue

Service after the Bill is enacted. There undoubtedly will be

a period of hiatus until clarifying regulations and specific

rulings have been issued. This will create a particular problem

for donors who will be uncertain as to whether contributions will

be deductible. It will also create a problem for community

foundations and other groups which are used to making distribu-

tions to other com'lnnity organizations, the status of which mey

not be clear under the Aet.

It should be clear that community foundations, which

have received or will receive rulings that they are "30% organizations"

under the present law should be able to rely on such rulings,

ax determinative that they are not private foundations. However,

with respect to foUidations which will be dependent Upon Treaslury

rulings that will be forthconmn: .*nly some time in the futu,.r, it,

is earnestly suggested that the Committee amend the bill to pnrt-

pone the effective date of provisions relating to classification

oe foundations. This postpOhe.ent should cover a reasonable

period of time ouch as durIne th- year 1970 or until complete

-6.
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Treasury Regulations have been issued and tnere Ir.

for speciflo rulings.

The above matters are submitted for the iare!'*u

consideration of the Committee to aid it in bringing! forthi

constructive end sound legislation.

James A. Norton

r1leveland, Cio

September 19, 1969
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Appendix to Statement or Dr. Jameo A.
Norton, Director of the Cleveland Foundation

Challenge
April

(publication of the

It's been a long time coming and now it's here
- a thorough, open. sometimes painful exam.
ition and discuson of the operations and

taxexempt status of Amet ic' foundations.
Unfortunately. the examination has produced

at seast as much confusionas undemsanding.
The headlined description of questionable
practices by some foundation had led many,
in and out of Congrss, to begin questioning
the relevance of foundation activity to the
public good.

This issue of Challenge and Response is
devoted primarily to the questions thet should
now be foremost In the mindeof all foundations'
trustees managers and donors. We feel we
must speak quite candidly. end encourage
others to state their position also.

In February. 11's Challenge and Response.
we reprinted a Foundation News article entitled
"Muddy Waters." In essence, it recounted the
questionable operations ofa firm called
Americans Building Constitutionally, which
was then doing all the paper work to set up
foundations for e fee of tum oeach, so that
anyone of means could use the Federal
Government's tanexempllon statutes to lesson
his income. property and estate taxes. This was
an obvious abuse of the Intent of tex exemption
for private philanthropy.

The same article quoted the lets senator
Robert F. Kennedy, who wa then calling for
tax reforms to plug loopholes: "We cannot --
we must not - allow our present tax system to
continue unreforned." The article ended with
this prophetic statement:

'These and other events suggest that the
coming year will at least be an exciting one in
the world of the foundation. It could be the year
in which the Individual foundation comes to
have greeter concern for foundations as a field."

Since then. Congrese did start down the long
rod toward basie reform of the tax system

and Responee
196')

CLeveland Foundation)

with the House Ways and Means Committee
hearings.

Te lead-off witness was Congressmen
Wright Patmns, who has boon investiling
taxexempt foundations since 1058

"I would like to see all these loopholes
plugged up," Petm said.

Patm also attacked whet he called
"foundation foolish" s- a subject to
which we too have objected in the pst --
and described It es the making of grnts for
"the development of trivia into nonsense."
As an example, he ied a study finnced by a
foundation to determine "the oiginand
silnpificmof of th decorative type of medieval
tombstones in Bosnia and Hersagovina." If
thet is someone's particular interest, fine.

ietman said. but it's not adequate reson for
Congress to exempt foundations frar taxation.

While maNY of the charges ainst
foundation are not consistent with the facts.
the proposals for regulating foundotions
contained in the U.S. Treasury Department
Report of tIM do have merit. It is time that we
examine end respond to them. in that report,
six main problem are are cited:

1. S.II-Dldingp
Present lawo restrict ortl" transciloos
between exempt orgoisations and their donors
land certain other related parsn), These
include restrictions on loans d payment for
services by the donor. In general, these retde.
lions require that Anancial transctioa sbe
conducted at arm's length.

To meet the problem of "self-dnling" in
which foundation assets may be diverted to
private advantage, the IOU Treasury
Department Report rocommenda a general
prohibition against financial transactions
between a foundation and its founders,
contributors, officers, directors or trustees.

l0
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. Deferred Donato
Under present law, only some exempt oreni-
utions are prohibited from accumulting
income unreasonably, and using accumulated
income for activities unrelated to the
orgnisetion'e purpose.

To meet the problem of "deferred benefits."
in which there may bee substantial delay
between the time en exemption for i foundation
or a deduction for e donor is granted end the
time when philanthropic benefits are derived
through actual expenditures by a foundation,
the tM Treasury Department Report recom.
mends that private foundations be required to
distribute their incomes on a current basts,

Caaerlly, a foundation would be obligated
to spend its net income (exclusive of income
from lons.term capital gains) within a year
after receipt. Exceptions would be made for
foundations that had spent more than their
annual income in prior years, or for foundations
which were setting aside income for a specific
philanthropic project.

S, Busines Involvemontb
The 1o6 Treasury Department Report
recommends that. with certain carefully limited
exceptions, a foundation not be allowed to own
20 percent or more of any outside, unrelated
business - incorporated or not - and that a
foundation not be allowed to operate any
unrelated buslneeo.

This Is intended to meet objections that
private business can be placed at a serious
disadvantage where foundations have
competing operations. It is also intended to
meet other subtle concerns, such as the
possibility of hidden opportunities for self.
deal& the possibility that foundations can
defer grants which benefit the public while
accumulating income within a controlled
business, and the danger that foundation
managemenis might become so preoccupied
with business affairs that philanthropic
objectives become secondary.

Whether or not the specific prohibition
recommended by the Treasury Department
would solve the problem. the concern is
certainly legitimate.

4. Controlled Property
Under existing laws. an immediate income
tax deduction is granted to the donor of an
interest in a business or property to a private
foundation, even though the donor retains
control over the business or property after the
donation. For example. the dunntion of a 20
percent interest in a family corporation toe
private foundation would produce an income
tax deductinn. even though the donor retained
the remaining 80 percent.

In order to met the problem tif such "family
use" of a foundation as a device to maintain
control of a family corporation or ethel
property, the IS Treasury Department Report
recommends that where a donor or related
party maintains control of a business or other
property after contribution of an interest in it
to a private foundation, no charitable deduction
should be allowed until the foundation disposes
of the business or property, the foundation
devotes the bualness or property to
philanthropic activities, or the donor's control
over the business or property ends.

S. Borrowing od Lendin
The Treasury also recommends that
speculating and foundation borrowing to
purchase investment assets be prohibited, and
that foundation lending be confined to
categories which are clearly necessary. safe
and approoriate within the sphere of the
foundation's activities.

The prohibition on lending to high risk
projects appears sounder then it is. Actually,
the lending of capital for special projects such
s poverty'erea housing might, in some
instances, further philanthropic goals far more
than grants to nonprofit agencies. The Taconic
Foundation he provided leadership in
exploring this approach.

The Ford Foundation also has announced
that It is Investing $10 million of its capital in
the decidedly speculative stocks of small
businesses to help develop the economies of
depressed urban and rural areas, and to help
residents of such areas enter the mainstream
of American life as owners, managers and
employees of such business. The "20 percent"
rule recommended in (S) also could adversely
effect this sort of effort.

-2-
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The important point ia that high risk loan.
and investments should not be underteaken for
other than philanthropic purpoes.
I Brud Mmgnaemm
PreAent law contains no limitations upon the
life of a foundation or the degree of control that
can be retained permanently by the donor and
his de1cendns.

In order to ensure that a private foundation
doea not continue indeflnilhy without en
objective evaluation of lie contribution to
8ciety by person. not directly involved in its
founding, the imTreasury Department Report
recommend that donors and related parties be
restricted to 15 percent of the membership of
the foundation'e governing body sifter the
expiration of 15 years.

Such a rule would allow the donor and his
family adequate time to provide direction, spirit
and enthusiasm to the foundation's endeavors.
On the other hand, It would provide acme
assurance that private parties can terminate the
organlatlon, If, after a reaonable period of
time, It has not proved Itself to be useful
philanthropic organization.

OCAF at H rinsp:
Many have testified before the House Ways
and Mean. Committee, including Cleveland
Foundation Director and GCAF President
leame A. Norton, who described the formation
of the GreaterCleveland Associated Foundation
to make pnts toward and encourage research
on solutions of community ptobleom. to
establish priorities for community action, and
to encourage wise use of philanthropic funds.

"in our operations we have not been liable
to some of the abuse reported. ." Norton
sald. "1h public charter of our boad of
trustees eand of our operation. probably has
been areaeo for ta. As a foundation we
deeply regret the eabues that do occur In some
Inatmncee. Indeed we are Indipnnt with those
who abae the privileges of foundatlons. not
only because of the morel lapes but also
because of the very practical concern that
foundation philanthropy my be injured with
restrictions intended merely to correct abuses."

Later, after liating a number of local effols
and successes, Norton said that "problems of
public concern are not either governmental or
nongovernmental; they are both. and both
private and governmental resources must be
brought Into play.

"Iis principle permitted the Foundation
(CCAF) to assit in planning and launching the
fir public community college in Ohio, to fight
for the development of a juvenile delinquency
prevention program, to amist in establiahng
Cleveland's comprehensive employment
program and other projects.

"The resources from government and
voluntary agencies have been too meager in
manpower and money. Foundation programs
have helped drew attention to the need for
additional commitment, and we are happy that
many more donors ara becoming Involved."

Sitineg It Out:
First of all, the criticism of some foundations'
activities isn't unfounded. In our opinion.
abum do exist.

Some foundations have been used by families
primarily to maintain Control of famlly.ownpie
corporations. If the control of a family
corporation Is the primary goal and
philanthropic goals are secondary, such a
aiuation Is clearly contrary to the intent of the
laws that grant tax exemption$.

Self.dealing and questionable buaness
Involvements do occur. The ION Treasury
Department Report cited some examples of
buaneas transactions that are unethical: One
donor claimed a tax deduction for living a
foundation 1SU,0 which was immediately lent
beck to the donors company. Another donor
made a tax.deductible lift of 40ooo to a
foundation which used moat of the money to
construct buildings which were rented to the
donor's business. A third donated real estate
to ea foundation, claimed a sizable tax
deduction, then leased beck the properties nnd
rented them out at a prolt.

On occasion, foundations have made
Improper mani to members of their own
families, and family members have charged
expenses to their foundations. Some
legendary examples that we've heard: a
foundation for"literary research." which pays
expenses of founding.family members to travel
to distant places, ostensibly to study literature,
and a foundation for "eronautical research"
which owned and maintained its founding
family's small plane. such things are flarant
abuse of the privileges of foundations,

Second, at this point in history when there is a
lotof Irritation about the income tax surcharge,
it is logical for the American people, through
Congress. to begin probing rather deeply, oino
the use of the approximate $1.3 billion in annual
foundation grants that come from untaxed gifts
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and sominp. and which o untaxed to their
recipients.

This has led some members of Congress. end
nAny of their constituents. to question the breaks
usefulness of all foundations, and to wonder
whelher foundation activities shouldn't be taxed
and far more riidly controlled by the publics
which are supposed in bonefll from them.

Representative Pitman was reported as
ayingi that the US. Tresuryl Department has
wronlly permitted the proliferation of
foundations (about 2,000 new ones a yrarl
without effective government controls. The
unfortunate effect of his remark is to put all
foundations and all foundation activities in
the some pot.

To quote Alan Pilet. president of the
Camegt Corporation of New York. In an
sildreaa before the too Conference of the
Council on F'oundatlions: "It Is customary in
Amertcan life to talk about 'the foundations' as
if they were a colletion of comparable
institutions, whereas in reality thay have little
in common except their ilesllnstion land not
always even that). their tax-exemption. and
the enimus of Mr. Patman.

"In actual fact, foundations don't even have
a separate lael identity. being simply part of
the varied assortment of more than IODO0
organitntions which enjoy tax-exempt status
under the provisions of sectionhollcll3l of the
Internal Revenue Code.

"Certainty all foundations don't tlong to
the Council on Foundations, nor are all of them
even listed in the Foundation Directory. Their
austs vary from two dollars - this is literally
true -- to Sm billion, and only 20 have assets
over$lO0 million.

"Nevertheless. whether we in the foundations
like It or not. everyone else in American life
believes there Is, and always has been, a
homogeneous entity known s the 'foundation
field,' in which the members take collective
responsibility for each other's actions."

Our .om
Foundations have an obligation to lead in the
attacks on public problems. Attempts to solve
these problems may, indeed, cause some
discomfort amon those who either do not
ricoinise the existence of problem or who
like thinp the way they ar.

In a wey, we are saylii that foundations are
able to do some things that lovernmiets and
other loenizationa are not able to do. The
document covering the Tresury's lax reform
studies and proposals, published lointly by the
Committee of Ways and Means of the House of

Raproselatives sn the Senatas Commitee o
Fnancm IFhusry S. to) supports this

"lvate phllaukrpplayna apecialand

vital rol In our society. Byond providing
facial aid to areas which government cannot
Or Should net adve. iuch S re gloul, private
ptdnllaaoleisation are uniquely

qualilled to initial@ tholht and at in.
experiment with new and untried ventures.
dissent from pevsllia attitude. and act
quickliad flexibly.

"Pidva tounAdtlons have an important
part in 1h0 wok. Available even to those
of relatively restricted means. they enable
I idviduale or small proup to establish now
chrtl ondeavors and to express hir own
bents, concerns and experiences. In doing so.
thIy erc the pluralism of our social order "

1e Treasury report alao stated that the
"Imprecurstrlctlon In preasst law aailnst
unwamanted private advantage, delay in
benita to charity aid participation by private
foundations in business have been difficult to
administer. hard to force in litigaton, and
othewia. Insufficient to prevent these abuses,"

So. what do we recommend as 4 way through
allofthis?

D lltonW
First, we qe with Mir. Plier, as he poinled out
to the ouncil on foundation, that a more
precise denitiou of foundations is needed.
"I have bee wonderan" Mr. Plfer sad.
"whether everyone milgt not And helpful a
leall subdivision of the field into two or more
distinct calories. As s starter. there mighl.
for example, be subdivisions called private
family chartiles and independent foundations.
IWO feel that corporate foundations might
be asked to am all of the standards of
Independent foundations, and therefore
should be included in that catelory. - ad. I

1%Th 1 1mfprivfs fally chuttlsa could
be of any Slaccould operate with comperstive
coidefntailly eoept (of iung their annual

.A' ad could if they oboes, have no
one but msbers of the familyas trustee.
and could have little or nodlversfleation of
tr Invsimsnts. They would, however, by

statute, have to he dissolved within a stated
period - sy te eam - of the donor's death.
I We feel that if ime limi I is ever established,
a family foundation should be able to extend
its life If family members continue to contribute
to It. However, the Teaury reports recum.
mendation six. on paep six, reLlain to broad
manpme.nt, still should apply in such a
siouation,- ad.)



'TIs type of organisation would, therefore,
be deemed to be simply an institutionaliation
of the charitable living which a man might
ordinarily do in his own lifetime. directly out
of his own pocket. It would not. once the
division had taken place, be considered part
of the foundation 'lled s such.

-Me second type." Mt. Piter said, "the
independent foundation, would be required
by statute to have a specified minimum
capitalizution and would be required to have
a majority of the trustees selected from outside
the donor's' family and also be persons who
had not been in his direct employment within
a specified period. In addition to the n0.A.
this type of foundation would be required to
publish an annual report listing its investments.
its grants and its administrative expenses.
It would be required to limit its investment in
a single holding to a specified percentage -
say 20 percent -of the stock of that company.
lastly. It would be expected. although this
could not very well be requited by law, to be
professionally administered. In exchange for
these restraints, 11 would be permitted to exist
in perpetuity and would be given considerable
freedom in is program and management."

Basic Roquirementsn
We believe there is a grea deal to be said for
Mr. Pifer's recommendations. However, we
disagree with his belief that private family
hritlles should be able to operate with relative.

privacy, relatively free of regulation. We feel
that many of the troubles besetling foundations
today area result ot some foundations, which
Mr. Piler calls private family charilies, engaling
in questionable practices,

So fist we must endorse, with the
qualifications noted alter their descriptions.
all six of the IO Treasury Department
Report's rteommendations. We urge their
careful consideration by Congress for the
regtultlion of all lax-exempt foundations, of
all sizes and purposes.

Second, the minimum rpilalitation of an
independent foundation as described by Mr.
Pilfe should be sufficient to permit it in engage
adequate staff or consultant services to analyse
and evaluate the meaningful grant programs
that will require the bulk of its income.

Third, we strongly feel that the trustees of
all foundations should include community
rpresentatives and leaders rather than only
the founder's family, friends and employees.
liven for private family charities, this would
assure a degree of objectivity as well as provide
a broader perspective,

Fourth. @very foundation should establish a
policy and poloram of full. Public disclosure
of IIs financial transactions and granl activities,
The Cleveland Foundaton. followings
requiralm.n of its trust agreement, publishes
all of is Irensaclions in both Cleveland
newspapers each year, and operates a program
Of public disclosure of grants and activities
throughout the year. Such procedure. ienprally
followed, would both apprise the public of the
many worthwhile foundation projects and tend
to keep foundations from taking steps that will
later prove embarrassing.

Fifth. such disclosure should include periodic
public reporting of the results of grant programs
-- the success and failures of research, pilot
projects and other programs. If this is tao great
a task for a foundation's staff to perform,
perhaps the recipients should be required
to perform It as the final step In the
accomplishment of their grani's purpose.

Sixth, all foundations should welcome
examination by the Federal Government -- not
just now, or this year, but every year. We think
that when new rules are written, the Internal
Revenue Service should enforce them. hut how
can the IRS afford to start what amounts to a
new operating division toexamine organiasalions
that already pay no taxes? It seems appropriate
that foundations pay for such an examination.
on a fixed schedule of fees. based on assets.
Such an IRS examination would turn out lo be
a great service to philanlhropy. It would pro.
video an inspection which foundations have not
been able to institute within their own ranks.

Action for the individual
What does all of this mean to an individual who
really wants to do the sest thing with his
philanthropic resourcest

The current congressional review sugges
the need for e renewed focus on philanthropy
and its goal of serving man. as contrasted with
other reasons for establishing foundations,
As Rveretl Case, former president of the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation pointed out. the
freedom to give is "among the basic freedoms
which we claim as American citizens,"'The
wisdom and sincerity with which we live will
help determine whether other privilees, such
as ta deductibility, go with It.





summary of Statement
-C. Eu rich

The section of tile Bill imposing a tax on ex-

penditures to "attempt to influence legislation" would

create unduly restrictive program limitations on the

activities of private foundations in a variety of areas

of social importance. Indeed, this punitive tax would

force many private foundations to curtail or even eliminate

some of the most socially significant projects being con-

ducted In the private sector. It would$ further, fore.

close from federal and local governments and their agencies

much of the expertise now relied upon in formulating

legislative and administrative approaches to matters of

current concern, The problem which concerned the House,

expenditures by private foundations in connection with

grass roots campaigning, can be solved without resorting

to the excessive restrictions imposed by the Bill.
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STATEMENT OF ALVIN C. EIRCH PRESIDENT
OP ACADMY FOR EDUCATIONAL D&VEOPNENT
INC. TO THE OOatl'rEE ONPFIANCE OF THE

UNlIE STATES ATA

This statement is submitted for the purpose of

presenting to the Committee my serious reservations about

certain aspects of the Tax Reform bill of 1969, H.R.

13370, relating to private foundations. I am, like the

vast majority of foundation officials, in complete agree.

ment with the objectives of many provisions of the Bill.

I believe, for examplep that our federal tax laws should
contain stringent prohibitions spinet self-dealing and

financial manipulations# should limit a foundation's

permissible ownership of business interests, and should

provide for adequate disclosure of a foundation's opera-

tions. There are other aspects of the Bill, however, with

which I am in strong disagreement -. specifically the 7-1/2

percent tax on investment income, and the tax on expendi-

tures to influence legislation. I will limit my remarks to

the provision which is of greatest concern to the Academy

for Educational Development, namely, the severe restrictions

Imposed by the Bill on the programs and activities that can

be conducted by a private foundation.

Taxes on expenditures to cary out propaganda, or

otherwise attempt to Influence legislation. The Bill imposes

taxes, of a punitive nature, on foundations and foundation

managers for the making of what are called "taxable expenditures".

M0
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This term is defined to include, emong other things, any
amounts paid or incurred by a private foundation to
influence legislation through an attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public or any segment of the general
public, and any attempt to Influence legislation through
private commnication with any member or employee of a
legislative body, or with any other person who may
participate in the formlation of legislation. The only
exception to this extremely broad language is for making
available the results of nonpartisan analysis or research.

Zn my judgmnt, this provison of the Bill, above
all others, poses the greatest threat to the continuance
of the vital work conducted by private foundations in

areas of current social significance. Foundations active
in the fields of air and water pollution and other environ.
mental problems, education, judicial and governmental Improve.
ment, and poverty could continue many of their activities
only under the threat of being subjected to the taxes

imposed by the Bill. Since the end product of much of the

work of foundations in these areas consists of reports and
recommendations, and since some of the problems studied

will almost certainly be the subject of legislation at
some point, foundation managers would have to decide
whether such activities were prohibited attempts to influence

legislation. To guess wrongs, of course, could result in

horrendous financial penalties. In the face of such
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circumstances, only thu most hardy, or the most reckless,

of foundation executives would embark on an untried or

controversial project. Needless to says the health and

vigor of the private sector cannot be maintained in such a

climate.

I would like to illustrate my concern by reference
to the activities of the foundation which I represent, the

Academy for Educational Development. The Academy is a
section 501(d)(3) educational organization that serves

schools, colleges, universities and local, state and federal

government agencies and other organizations by examining

their operations in the field of education and helping them

develop plans for the future. The Academy has a staff of
34 regular members, 12 regular consultants and advisors,

and hundreds of educational consultants who provide ser-

vices for periods ranging from one day to several months.
Our staff has used its wide experience to analyze complex

problems and develop plans for local school systems, state
boards of regents, United States Oovernment agencies, and

legislative bodies and committees. For example, over the

last 12 months the Academy has completed projects for
advisory groups dealing with higher education in Washington,

D.C. and the states of California, Delaware and Michigan.

It has evaluated the operations and developed future plans
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for the school systems of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Sacramento,

California, It has provided studies for the New York State
Commissioner of Education and has acted as consultant on
educational matters to the university system of Georgia and
to the University of South Alabama. It has, since April 1968,

been preparing a report for the United States Commission on

Instructional Technology, which was established by the

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare through the

United States Office of Education to study every aspect of

instructional technology and every problem which may arise

in its development. The Commission on Instructional

TechnOlogy, in turn, selected the Academy to undertake the
necessary staff work and it has since been engaged in that
project.

in the light of this brief review of the type of
work in which the Academy is involved, I think you will under-
stand the concern which I and other Academy officers feel
over the program limitation provisions of the Bill. Given
its far reaching and uncertain language, we would be fool-

,hardy to accept a project from any federal, state or local

agency without first consulting our attorneys as to the

permissibility of the proposed activities. Whether our

attorneys would, in the futures approve the activities we

'have conducted in the past is open to question. Certainly
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the results of some of our work may influence legislation.
Indeed, we have in the past been selected by various

agencies for the specific purpose of making recommend.

tions that may provide legislative solutions to problems

in the field of education. That this is the case is not

surprising. We have an expert staff well trained and

widely experienced in a variety of educational problems.

Our advice Is sought because we are experts, and as experts

we are accustomed to making recommendations.

I believe our work for the Commission on Instructional

Technology Is especially relevant. The Congress in the near

future may well be called upon to enact legislation in the

areas of educational radio and television and other aspects

of instructional technology. Responsible agencies of the

federal government have sought the aid of a private founda.
tion with expertise that can be of value to the agencies

and to the Congress. I find it Inconceivable that the

House intended to prohibit foundations from rendering such
assistance. Under the far reaching provisions of the Bill,

however, I feel that such may be the case,

The House seems to have been primarily concerned

with the expenditure of foundation funds in connection with

grass roots campaigns or lobbying activities. This, of

course, is an understandable concern. The House cure for
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this problem, however, is restrictive in the extreme and

would seriously hamper the important work done by private

foundations in areas of current social importance.

October 2, 1969

Alvin o Zurich
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